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PREFACE

During the twenty odd years of the Agora Excavations a few of the weights and measures
have received passing notice in the annual reports, and one measure was fully published by
MargaretCrosby (Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 108-113). Some preliminarywork on the weights
and measures was done in the early years by Rodney S. Young and Margaret Crosby, to both
of whom I am grateful for many helpful suggestions.
The object of the present study is to include all the metrological material from the Agora
which is sufficiently defined by context or by its own form to give some indication of standard
and use. Bronze and lead weights are dealt with in the same section since both are at least
partly official and because their range of weights and area of use seem to be similar. Stone
weights, which are not official and served a somewhat differentpurpose, are treated separately.
The measures are divided into dry and liquid because of the different problems which the two
shapes present. Each of the four sections is made up of a general discussion followed by a
catalogue of the objects. A separate series of numbers is used for each category of objects with
prefixed letters to indicate their nature: BW for bronze weights; LW for lead weights; SW
for stone weights; DM for dry measures; LM for liquid measures.
The material for the present study was worked over in the years 1953-54 and 1959-60, when
the writer held, respectively, a John Simon GuggenheimMemorialFellowship and a Fulbright
Research Grant at the American School of Classical Studies at Athens. I wish to express my
gratitude to these organizations and to Bryn Mawr College for its generosity in granting leave
for the pursuit of these studies. Gratitude is also particularly due to the Directors of the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens, John L. Caskey and Henry S. Robinson; to
the Director of the Agora Excavations, Homer A. Thompson; to MissLucy Talcott for constant
encouragement and guidance; to Miss Alison Frantz for meticulous photography; to Mrs.
Poly Demoulini for patient efficiency in expediting material; to Miss Hero Athanasiadou for
drawings of profiles; to Miss Margaret Thompson and the American Numismatic Society for
photographs of coins; and to the British Museum, Staatliche Museen in Berlin and National
Museum in Athens for permission to reproduce photographs of coins and measures in their
collections. My especial thanks must be expressed to Miss Lucy Shoe for almost infinite
editorial time and patience.
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE
APRIL, 1963

MABEL LANG
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Studies of ancient metrology have for the most part sufferedunder two severe handicaps: a
modem scientific metrological system and an excess of theory over practice. The theory,
derived from a combination of statements made by the ancient writers on metrology with a
few actual measurementsof ancient objects, manipulatesfigures and calculates correspondences
among standards almost in a vacuum. Moreover,the metric system which the modem student
uses to express ancient metrological values admits of far finer distinctions than any ancient
system contemplated, at least for generalpractical and commercialpurposes.For we are dealing
not with minute quantities of valuable metals, as in coinage, or of potent drugs, as in medicine,
but with the ordinary units of weight and capacity used in daily commerce for the great bulk
of commodities which were bought and sold.
Since the primary purpose of this study is to present the actual weights and measures found
in the Athenian Agora, it will perhaps be possible to skirt these pitfalls, at the outset at least,
by allowing the weights and measures to set their own standards. The present state of the
material, however, will necessarily limit our conclusionsboth in breadth and depth: the weights
almost certainly do not preserve their original weight; the measures are often too fragmentary
to provide true capacity; and in both categories the numbers are too small to give us the
security of statistical averages.
Some interpretation has been necessary merely to present the weights and measures in some
kind of reasoned order. It seemed desirable to ask and, where possible, to answer the questions
which the objects themselves raise: what are they? what is their relation to one another?when,
how and by whom were they used? to what extent do they confirm, contradict or add to other
evidence in what they can tell us about the public and private life of the ancient Athenians?
As far as modern equivalents are concerned, it was necessary on occasion to make use of
them in a preliminary fashion in order to introduce the ancient weights and measures. In these
cases, I have been content to use time-honored and generally accepted figures like a drachm
of 4.36 gr. and a kotyle as 273 cc., since variations from these, although developed with much
subtlety, are far smaller than the variations immanent in the ancient standards of weight and
capacity as exemplified in extant pieces.
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Of the many bronze and lead weights found in the Agora only those which bear some indication of their weight and their relation to a standard need detailed consideration. Only after
standards are determined on the basis of marked weights can those which are unmarked be
assigned, and even then they can add nothing except possible weight of numbers. Where there
is so much variation in weight even between identically marked weights, the assignment of
unmarked ones will for the most part be more arbitrary than useful.
STANDARDS AND EQUIVALENTS

Of the marked weights, more than a dozen belong to the Roman system of pounds and
ounces, and a few others have marks or symbols which are not immediately meaningful. For
all of these, see below (pp. 23-24). Of the remainder,the largest group appears to belong to one
system, without doubt Athenian, because of the general uniformity of style, symbols and
inscriptions. Within that general uniformity, however, certain variations in form and in the
use of symbols and legends as well as variations in weight make it clear that more than one
standard is represented. It will be well, therefore, to consider first the literary evidence for
different standards or changes of standard in the Athenian system of weights.
Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 10
uTp
'Ev pC.voiv
vopo
EoiaOOOSWoTrOlt'=TriV "rv XPEC)V
"roT-v6potl Ta0ra 60KS eEivcatVQlI,
OrOTlK,"pi
v
T1V
TOvTc
Kai pV
drroKoTr
rE-rv ITpcov Ki oTa
rv KiMleT -r
lonTv. TrinKEiVOU
Tav
7'TOO
vaOiToo"CtTl-roS
Ta
y&p •y•vE6ToKaIi ptpa p1 eilco TOv OE1ioVSiEOV, KaI Wv&
V
rp6TrEpOV
EXovUa
acrTaOpv •P8OpitKOVTa
6
?jV
8 Ka1 o-raOTp&
wap6
SpaXpaS d&vEwlTXpcOei
-rac5 KaTr6v. 8' &pXaqos XapaKT<ip 668paXpov.
-lroihe
-7
1(ml
l
at
ViOTv
aTrijopl
T6 v6poapiKa
K0OVTa IV&S TrihCXavTov
ITpi
yoaoc?S, Kal rT8l6IEVpl
TaE-S I-lvaI
oTrp
KaL TOIS
o•o
Oa-raOijS.

Whatever else is obscure in this much vexed chapter,1 the weight standard is clear. Solon
made the weight talent heavier by three mnas than the coin talent and distributed the extra
weight among the constituent parts of the weight talent. The one part specifically named is
the stater, i.e. the standard weight unit comparableto the earliest standard coin, the didrachm.
Thus the weight stater was to the weight mna as the coin didrachm was to the coin drachm.

1
Cf. recent bibliography: J. G. Milne, "The Monetary Reform of Solon," J.H.S., L, 1930, pp. 179-185; J. Johnston,
"Solon's Reform of Weights and Measures," J.H.S., LIV, 1934, pp. 180-184; A. French, "The Economic Background to
Solon's Reforms,"Cl. Quart.,VI, 1956, pp. 11-25; K. H. Waters, "Solon's Price Equalization," J.H.S., LXXX, 1960, pp. 181190. It seems to me that the differencesbetween Aristotle's and Androtion's (Plutarch, Solon, 15) numbers of old drachms in the
new mna can best be explained with reference to the difference between the coin mna and the weight mna. Aristotle gives
the figure 70, which has reasonably been interpreted as the drachms of Aeginetan weight in the new mna of ca. 436 gr. (100
x 4.36 gr. is 70 x 6.23 gr.). Androtion's statement that what had been 73 drachms now became 100 shows that he was making
his calculations on the basis of the weight mna (105 x 4.36 gr. is 457.8 gr.) rather than the coin mna (436 gr.). That is, 73 x
6.23 gr. is 454.8 gr.
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That the stater was the weight unit is proved not only by the existing fractional weights based
on the stater but also by the use of the unit in inscriptions recording payments for various
amounts of weighed materials. For example, in I. G., 112, 1673 the prices indicate that there
were 30 staters to the talent, so that these staters can not be tetradrachms of silver weight.
There seems to be some evidence that raw materials were bought by the stater and finished
products by the mna: stater for miltos, glue and iron; mna for hinge-sockets and empolia.
Why the weight unit was the stater rather then the mna has, I think, never been considered.
It is possible that it expressed the ratio between bronze and silver in the time of Solon (105:1),
so that the bronze stater represented the amount of bronze which could be purchased for a
silver stater.
Since by Solon's reform all parts of the weight talent shared in the 5% increase over the coin
talent, 6000 weight drachms make up the weight talent of 6300 coin drachms. Similarly, 100
weight drachms make a weight mna(105coin drachms),and 100 weight didrachmsmake a weight
stater (105 coin didrachmsor staters). Thus we have near the very beginning of official Athenian
metrology two weight systems.
Other important evidence for different standards comes from the end of Athenian metrological history. A decree of the late 2nd century B.C. provides, among other things, for a
new mna of 150 coin drachms2which seems to be based on a mna of 138 drachms.
I.G., I2, 1013, lines 29-37 (cf. Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 130), transcribed here as conventional
text

8 Koi
&yT-ro
1a
"

Iv&
aIITrrOplKiopl
X•[(pavl]-

"V
[6pov
Kiai]6Krcb
irp6[a]rTacrr a "ra
-rT &pyUpoKoTrfcr
[K]ca
AKxcTv -Trptc'Kovra
8paX]vpoS
V TA
T
[ orr]imv
pa(Xtis &eKaoKo,
KCaicoA)[i-rE1TcavC
I raXrES
ra
rX
a&TQ
TaI[[-]qCavl6•ppovu
- pv:
[Tn]Tij
rvaiV v Soa rrwp6spyiptoiv 8iapp'~8rlvEYpjrl'rc•
"rroXeTv,IoTrvrrrETr6v TriXuv-roit0vy[o0i]

8'
&yovra-ar&s
[ta6p]po'rrov
[jr6]
KCcTr6v
rrV
iKovTraO8pX[pd.]s0ro0
'P[-rotpavrp]6pov.
"r"6 "rwvr&•vouv
ViV,rrcBaS
TOOrTIXEcos
EV ~ay
EX>co[ o]'rilv
yIvopou
[Pi-rr]opmK6v
TiOpp6Irrou
pn7wrop•KuiV
• IiTrrop[1]76O
6rrc
[xs p]vaSi~. r6
SKiaiToO'ro]
[!Xe]coopor[h'[v
p]v[as]
86 "r6avraov
'[v]TrroplK<v
ip-rropwKas
n'Te,
Ta
Ki p]v&Sp'ITropIKi~
ylvopvou&y ip.Trrro[plK]bV
rrv-r. [Eva(1]
[X?aVTOV
To0 rr[?X]ScoA
[to]opp6rrovu
c<i
[8 o,]vyq[ca]va
-rrd'v-ra
iK]alcO-r[c]0[]oS[i.]
Troesv TrC
Et)'TopicpL[i-rp[olS

The fact that the new mna was based on the mna of 138 drachms suggests that the latter
had been the official standard up to the time of the decree. The statement that everything was
to be sold by the new mna of 150 drachms3 except what was specifically directed to be weighed
by the silver (coin) standard makes it certain that the mna of 138 drachms was no longer to
be used but was to be replaced by the new mna.4
2Drachms of Stephanephoros have always been taken as coins. L. Robert ("Les Drachmes du StBphan6phore'a
Ath~nes,"
Atudes de NumismatiqueGrecque,Paris, 1951, pp. 105-135) has now shown conclusively that the reference is to the so-called
New Style coins which bear a wreath rather than to a supposed hero, Stephanephoros, who presided over the mint.
* This provision contradicts the
assumption of most scholars that the purpose of the decree was to provide for easy conversion of the Athenian weights both to the Aeginetan system, in which the mna is equal to about 138 Athenian drachms,
and to the Roman system, in which two pounds equal 150 Athenian drachms. The two standards are not being used at the
same time. As for the fact that the standards agree with foreign systems, obviously it would be logical, if the standard had
to be raised, to adopt one which would tie in with systems already widely current.
* The makeweight to be added to the five-mna weight presents a difficulty, since this piece is to be augmented by onefifth whereas both talent and mna are to be augmented by ca. one-twelfth. Hultsch's (Metrol.,p. 136) explanation that in an
earlier part of the decree certain things of negligible value were directed to be weighed by the five-mna piece is unsatisfactory.

1*
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Four different weight standards are thus attested by either Aristotle or the late 2nd century
B.C. decree. If chance had not preserved the decree and had not brought to light a copy of
the Athenian Constitution, no literary evidence of changed standards would have survived.
That there were other standards or changes of standards about which chance has not seen fit
to inform us seems not only possible but likely, especially in view of the indirect evidence
supplied by the decree of Teisamenos (Andokides, I, 83). This decree's provision that the city
use the laws of Solon and his weights and measures after the expulsion of the Thirty Tyrants
strongly suggests that not only had Solon's laws been in abeyance but that weights and measures other than those of Solon had been in use. If, therefore, we find that extant weights can
not be fitted into the four attested standards and require that others be postulated, we can
only be grateful that chance has preserved the weights in lieu of literary evidence. It will be
right, however, first to see how extant weights embody the standards we know so that we
shall have some idea concerningallowable variations both in original and preserved weight.
Of the four standards we should not perhaps expect to find the coin standard exemplified in
the ordinary semi-official lead weights which seem to be more appropriate for small dealers
in groceries, fish and hardware. At any rate, the unit for the coin standard was probably the
mna (Arist., Ath. Pol., 10), just as the unit for the two heavier standards was the mna (I.G.,
II2, 1013, lines 29-36). For the weight standard of Solon, however, the unit was the stater, as
both its name and its specific mention by Aristotle suggest. We shall thus expect to find some
weights marked as fractions of the stater and others of the mna.
Before going on to the weights themselves, we shall do well to look first at the weights of
these various standards as translated into the modern equivalents by which extant weights
must be weighed. Since all three weight standards are based on the coin drachm, that must
be defined first. Its weight may be derived from statistics on coin weights, from calculations
based on Aristotle's account of Solon's reform,which depend in turn on Aeginetan coin weights,
and from the ancient equations between Athenian and Roman weights. Authorities differ as
to the exact figure, but everyone would agree that the Solonian coin drachmmust be somewhere
between 4.2 and 4.4 gr.5 This range gives a weight stater on the 105-drachmstandard of 882-924
gr. Since more than one-third of all Athenian weights marked with both symbol and legend
are based on staters which fall within this range, and others which have demonstrably lost
weight fall not far below, it seems likely that this was the basic Solonian weight standard.
Since we shall be dealing for the most part with larger units, it will be more convenient and
no less accurate to use the most generally accepted coin drachm of 4.36 gr. rather than the
more cumbersomerange.
The following table gives the weights of units and fractions in the three standards which we
may expect to find exemplified in the weights:

105
Stater
Mna (half-stater)
Third (of stater)
Fourth (of stater)

915.6 gr.
457.8
305.2
228.9

138
1203.36 gr.
601.68
401.12
300.84

150
1308 gr.
654
436
327

Viedebantt (Hermes,LI, 1915, p. 138) assumes that Fourmont omitted two lines of the text in copying so that we have the
one-imnamakeweight which was to be assigned to a twelve-mna weight associated with the five-mna weight. This assumption
requires Fourmont to have changed one number in order to make good his omission and introduces an otherwise unknown
twelve-mna piece into the series of weights. However shocking it may be in terms of modem accuracy, it seems to me necessary to accept the text and the fact that the Athenians were satisfied with the inequality for the sake of convenience.
5 Hultsch, Metrol., p. 208 gives 4.366 gr.; he is followed by Lehmann-Haupt, Gewichte,Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., Suppl. III,
cols. 611-612. Viedebantt, Forschungen,pp. 51-56, gives 4.26-4.32 gr. Seltman, GreekCoins,2 pp. 41-45, gives 4.25 gr. This
is a fair sampling of the weights assigned to Solon's coin drachm.

BRONZE AND LEAD WEIGHTS
Sixth (of stater)
Eighth (of stater)
Twelfth (of stater)
Sixteenth (of stater)

152.6
114.4
76.3
57.2

5
200.56
150.42
100.28
75.21

218
163.5
109
81.8
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By far the greatest number of marked weights found in the Agora are small roughly square
lead plaques of various sizes. Most of these show some symbol in relief and half of those with
symbols have short legends also in relief. How they were made is difficult to determine since
the rounded corners and edges of many pieces do not suggest a mould. But the way in which
the metal around the top edge seems to have folded down over the relief design suggests that
they were removed from whatever gave them their impression while still somewhat soft. If
this was a mould, then presumably they were removed while still sufficiently malleable for
the weight to be adjusted. This adjustment would certainly mean that the weights were handled,
which would explain the blurring of the relief by the folding in of the edges, and might also
involve paring of corners and edges, which might thus have become rounded. Certainly some
pieces have been hollowed out on the underside; the smoothness of the hollow seems to indicate
that this too was adjustment of the weight made while the metal was still soft.6
The dating of the lead weights except from context is peculiarly difficult. Only a few pieces
have context dates more specific than generally Hellenistic, and without a considerablenumber
of pieces dated to various points on a chronologicalscale, it is impossible to demonstrate that
differencesare chronological. The symbols might be expected to show some change and development, but slight differenceswhich appear can be as readily explained by different contemporary moulds as by chronological sequence. In a few cases, however, some indications of
date appear: the armor-platedland tortoise which succeeded the sea-turtle on Athenian weights
must connect with the same change on Aeginetan coins and so should date to the third quarter
of the 5th century B.C.;7 the late type of Panathenaic amphora symbol can not have been
introduced before the development of the amphora itself was complete and is probably contemporary with its appearance on New Style coins; the introduction of the crescent may well
be contemporary with its appearance on coins; and the change from crescent to cornucopia
may well come at the same time as the appearance of the cornucopia on New Style coins.
Explanations for these changes will be considered below (pp. 9-13).
The use of the Attic alphabet in the legends might at first appear to be indicative of an
and 8681.6ov on the same weight (Pernice, nos. 54, 66,
early date, but when we see 1i-rpT-rov
that
it
old
becomes
the
continued in use as a traditional
apparent
spelling (&EpboIov)
etc.),
guarantee long after the change of the alphabet.
An examination of the legends and symbols of all extant weights might produce some
general criteria of relative dates which could be translated into absolute terms on the basis of
changes in standards and the few context dates known.8 At present, however, this is not
possible since almost no photographs and only a few drawings have been published of the
large numbers of weights in the National Museum in Athens, the British Museum and other
museums and private collections. The chief source of comparative material is E. Pernice,
GriechischeGewichte,1894, which lists all pieces known to the author through previous publications or personal inspection.
6
For moulds used in making weights, see A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, HTTEpI
Tlvb6S lrrpaso-rao "v, Smyrna, 1879.
?E.S.G. Robinson, "A Hoard of Archaic Greek Coins from Anatolia," Num. Chron., ser. 7, I, 1961, pp. 110-112.
8 See introduction to catalogue below (pp. 24-25) for such an attempt with Agora weights.
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The legends which appear on the weights are of two kinds: (1) official guarantee, AEMOor
AHMOfor 8rwp6a'ov;
(2) weight, e.g. o-rarip,-rpmn(p6ptov),etc. On a few pieces both types of
legends appear. The symbols which appear on the weights are: wheel, astragalos, boukranion,
dolphin, amphora, shield, turtle or tortoise,9 crescent and cornucopia. Where they came from
and why they were used will be considered more at length below (pp. 7-13), but it will be
well in passing to note that four of them (wheel, astragalos, boukranion and amphora) are
symbols used on the Wappenmiinzen. This can not be coincidence but rather seems to confirm
Seltman's assignment of these coins to Athens.10That symbols were already attached to weights
in the 6th century B.C. we know from the three archaic bronze weights (BW 1-3) which were
found in a context of ca. 500 B.C. It would be only natural for official weights to be marked
with the symbols of contemporary coins." That they should continue to be so marked after
the coins had changed from a variety of symbols to one only is equally natural, since it was
both necessary (for the illiterate) and desirable (for the hasty) that the different units and
fractions have different symbols. The difference in size and weight between, for instance, a
third and a fourth is not so immediately apparent as the differencebetween any two coins.
Since the same weight legend does not always accompany a particular symbol, the presence
of a symbol alone does not certainly indicate the relationship to the unit. But on the great
majority of all extant weights (both the Agora material and those conveniently brought
together by Pernice) the symbol-legend combinations listed in the regular system below are
constant. The two other systems represent a much smaller group of Athenian weights which
will be analyzed below.
REGULAR SYSTEM

Wheel 8ot-crri'p
Astragalos r-raip
Dolphin ivaw
Amphora prptn-(p6ptov)
Half-amphora f?iTrprrov,f1ir(pTrov)
Quarter-amphora futaUrli'r(pIrov)
Tortoise TErapTrll6plov,-rTapTl(lo6piov)
Half-tortoise fIPrr1(r(apTov)
u.o(uvru-rap-rov)
Half-crescent

6TH-5TH CENTURY B.C. SYSTEM12

Wheel

Sao-rcrIp

Astragalos

Dolphin

o~rrEp

haeliiordpov

9 For ease of reference these terms are used throughout to denote the smooth-shelled sea-turtle and the armor-plated
land-tortoise.
10 Seltman, Athens, pp. 16-38.
11 Cf. the owl weights, Pernice, no. 4 and BW
6 (P1. 1). The fact that these are comparatively few and never became part
of the regular system suggests that the weight system was already well established before the owl became the monetary
badge of Athens.
12 Based on BW 1-3
(P1.1) and comparable shield, turtle and half-turtle weights in Pernice. The early mna (half-stater)
with dolphin was found on the Acropolis (Pernice, no. 1 and I.G., J2, 917). The wheel and amphora are not definitely known
for this period but may be presumed from the regular system.
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Amphora
Shield

7

-rpi-r(6ptov)

TrETapm(86ptov)
or Tortoise hWiTpITov

Turtle
Half-turtle or Half-tortoise

i)iVtavrqjuT(plrov)

LATE HELLENISTIC SYSTEM13
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Wheel
•TEpaPvvo
Boukranion 8tpvoOv
Dolphin Pvi
Amphora
tuitv(aTov)
Half-amphora -r4Tap(-rov)
Half-crescent or Cornucopia 6ySo(ov)

In addition there are one boukranion weight marked "mna" and crescent weights of two
weight-ranges: one group is unmarkedbut must be one-quarter of the mna; the other is marked
as one-sixth of the mna. For an explanation of this proliferation see under crescents below
(p. 12).
The wheel weights from the Agora (LW 1-2, Pl. 2) do not have weight-legends. Of several
similar weights listed by Pernice, who did not identify the symbol, one (no. 274) is inscribed:
another, which I have seen in the National Museum in Athens (no. 8192: 3094),
•w-rpavica;
may be read: 8to-raTop.

The astragalos (Pls. 2, 3) never appears with any other weight-legend than stater;14 it may
have no legend or only the official guarantee. Similarly, the legend stater appears only with
the astragalos and with no other symbol.
The dolphin (Pls. 3, 4) never appears with any other weight-legend than mna; it may have
no legend or only the official guarantee. Two weights with half-dolphins and the legend "halfmna" are listed by Pernice (nos. 265-266); if these are Athenian, they are exceptional and
outside the ordinary systems. The origin of the dolphin as a symbol on weights is obscure.
Although the dolphin does not appear on the Wappenmtinzen,it is a favorite shield device
and even appears on Athena's shield on Panathenaic amphoras (P1. 4).15
Mna appears as a weight-legend in combination with a boukranion on one weight listed by
Pernice (no. 610). The boukranion symbol is elsewhere accompanied by the legend dimnoun
(Pernice, nos. 603-605) and appears to replace the stater, which is also a dimnoun, only after
the introduction of heavier standards for which the mna has become the unit and the stater
with its astragalos has been dropped. The fact that the boukranionmust have been first attached
to weights in the 6th century B.C. along with the other symbols from the Wappenmiinzen
makes it likely that the use of the boukranion on the mna weight belongs to the early period.
But the archaic dolphin weight from the Acropolis (Pernice, no. 1) is also a mna, even though
it is marked as a half-stater, so that only the differencein weights provides a clue to the original
denomination of each symbol. Whereas the early dolphin mna belongs to the 105 standard
(though somewhat underweight, 426.63 gr.), the boukranion mna (Pernice, no. 610) belongs
to the 150 standard; it is severely damaged so that its present weight of 589.6 gr. points to
an original weight of at least 654 gr. and the 150 standard. Since the appearance of the bouThe date of this system is based on the late Panathenaic amphora type, for which see below, pp. 20-21, 25.
consideration here are various weights in Pernice which appear not to belong to the Athenian system.
For example, Pernice, nos. 14-17 have astragaloi in relief but their weights are between one-quarter and one-eighth of a
stater. No. 14, which is said to come from Crete, has as weight-legend "half-mna," which further shows that it is out of our
series.
15 Harv. St. Cl. Phil., XIII, 1902, pp. 103-104.
13

14 Omitted from all
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kranion later on two-mna weights can only be explained if the symbol already had a history
of association with the mna, it seems to me likely that the original system included a weight
between the stater and the mna which was 11 mnas and that this weight used the boukranion
as its symbol. But since a weight of 1 mnas could always be made up of a mna and a half-mna
(or quarter-stater),this piece gradually dropped out of circulation. Only with a rise in standard
which brought the mna almost up to an old mna and a half might it be revived to distinguish
the new heavy mna from the normal dolphin.The facts that only one of these pieces has survived
and that what appear to be later dolphins have weights suitable for the 150 standard suggest
that this one mna with boukranion belongs to an early rise in standard when the memory of
the 11 mna piece was still fresh. It may well, therefore, belong to the increase in weights which
preceded the decree of Teisamenos.
The amphoras and half-amphoras which appear on Agora weights (Pls. 5, 6) are of two
shapes, one of which resembles the early Panathenaic amphora and the other what Sir John
Beazley has called (with reference to the amphorasthemselves) a caricature of the early type.
The symptoms of this later type of amphora begin to appear in the 4th century B.C., but
only in the 3rd century does it achieve the exaggerated form which is illustrated not only on
the weights but also on the New Style coins.16Accompanying the early Panathenaic type of
amphora on the weights the most usual legend is vrpiTl(6ptov), making the amphora-weight
one-third of the stater. Only two weights with what appears to be this type of amphora(Pernice,
nos. 96-97) are marked as half-mnas. This latter legend seems more properly to belong with
the later type of Panathenaic amphora (see LW 30, P1. 6), as may be seen best from the fairly
numerous weights which have a half-amphora of the later Panathenaic type and the legend
"one-fourth." Here again we have a change from the stater as a standard unit to the mna,
and as with the dimnoun, the standards for which the mna is the unit are the heavier ones.
It seems likely that as the weight increased so that the mna came nearer in weight to the
original stater, the double mna or stater became too heavy to use as the basic unit. It would,
for example, have required more fractional parts to weigh what had previously been weighed
by the smallest fractions of the regular stater. Furthermore, it is apparent that here, at least,
the symbol was more closely linked to a specific weight than it was to a particular fraction.
If, for example, there was an increase from the 105 standard to the 138 standard, one-third
of the old stater or double mna (- x 210 drachms is 70) would be very close to one half of the
new single mna (j x 138 drachms is 69), so that the amphora would continue to represent a
particular weight even though its relation to the changing unit had changed. The use of both
types of amphoras as half-mnas must be interpreted as evidence for at least two increases
from the 105 standard, one of which must have occurred before the 3rd century B.C. change
of amphora type. If the two weights with early Panathenaic amphora (Pernice, nos. 96-97)
may belong to the late 5th century B.C., they would provide further evidence for the increase
of standardat that time, which is suggestedby the decree of Teisamenosand the boukranionmna.
Two sets of weight-legends accompany turtle and tortoise weights (Pls. 7, 8). "One-sixth"
(and "one-twelfth" for the half-symbol) appears with both turtles and tortoises. "One-fourth"
(and "one-eighth" for the half-symbol) occurs only on tortoise-weights. That both of these
fractions belong to the stater unit rather than the mna is made certain by the weights of the
pieces, which are far larger than any fourths or sixths of even the largest mna. The use of the
tortoise as one-fourth does not therefore represent the same sort of change as that of the
amphora-weightsfrom one-third of the stater to one-half of the mna.

1x The beginning of the New Style coins has now been dated securely to the early 2nd century B.C. Cf. M. Thompson,
Am. Num. Soc. Museum Notes, V, 1952, pp. 25-33 and now also Miss Thompson's answer (Num. Chron., ser. 7, II, 1962,
pp. 301-333) to D. Lewis's arguments for a later date (ibid., pp. 275-300).
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Both the change from turtle to tortoise and the change of fraction must be explained. That
the change of symbol was from the turtle to the tortoise rather than the other way around
is made certain by the early appearance of the turtle on one of the bronze weights (BW 3,
P1. 1) found in a context of ca. 500 B.C. That this same change should have overtaken the
turtle on the coins of Aegina, to the puzzlement of numismatists, seems to relate the turtle
and tortoise weights to Aegina.'7 Such a relationship seems reasonable when we consider that
it was undoubtedly from Aeginetan (equals Pheidonian)1sweights that Solon changed to the
Euboic-Attic standard. Both for ease of commercewith Aegina and for the sake of conservative
Athenians who had grown accustomed to Aeginetan weights, Solon may well have arranged
to symbolize the new relationship by putting the Aeginetan turtle on a fraction of his new
stater which was equivalent to some part of the Aeginetan mna.
The fact that our earliest turtle appears on a sixth of a stater (BW 3) makes it likely that
it was this fraction which Solon equated with an Aeginetan weight. We can not, however,
take its weight as the Solonian norm in order to determine the Aeginetan fraction with which
it was equated, because the group of weights to which it belongs may not be on the Solonian
standard. For the present purpose of determiningwith what Aeginetan weight Solon made his
sixth of a stater equivalent, we must look rather to one-sixth of 915.6 gr. or 152.6 gr.
Concerning the 6th century B.C. Aeginetan mna our information is limited to maximum
coin weights and interpretation of Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 10. According to this, Solon's new mna,
made up of 100 of his new drachms, held 70 of the old Pheidonian or Aeginetan drachms.
Sixth century B.C. Aeginetan coin weights suggest a drachm of ca. 6.2 gr.19That 70 of these
are 434 gr. and so very little less than Solon's mna of 436 gr. suggests that we may confidently
use an Aeginetan mna of ca. 620 gr.20 One quarter of this mna would be 155 gr., and it seems
very likely that Solon equated his own slightly smaller one-sixth of the weight stater (152.6 gr.)
with this. Thus it was that although the ratio of the two coin mnas was 7:10, the ratio of the
weight mnas was taken as 3:4. Perhaps this easier conversion was an additional reason why
Solon provided for the 5% enlargement of the weights.
Granted that the Solonian sixth was marked with a turtle and later a tortoise to indicate
its relation to the Aeginetan weight system, what are we to make of the later tortoise weights
which are marked "one-fourth"? The change of fraction, unless it was simply arbitrary, can
only have come about as a result of an increase and subsequent decrease in the Athenian
standard. We have seen that amphoras changed fractions from one-third stater to one-half
mna when an increase in standard made it necessary for the amphora either to increase in
weight, keeping its own fraction, or to keep its own weight and change its fraction. For a tortoise
to change from one-sixth to one-fourth (of the stater in both cases) the standard would have
had to be first so increased that the sixth approachedthe weight of the quarter-stater on the
normal standard and then returned to normal so that the tortoise would have either to decrease
in weight, keeping its fraction, or to change its fraction and keep its new weight. It will be
objected that if the symbol has a greater affinity for its own weight than for a particular
fraction, the tortoise would not have increased with the increased standard in the first place,
but would have dropped back to become one-eighth instead. There is, however, some evidence
to indicate that in several cases increases of standard were accompaniedby the various symbols
taking on extra weight, for example, LW 3 (P1.2), a stater, which has kept the astragalos
17S. R. Milbank, Coinage of Aegina, Amer. Num. Soc. N. Mon., XXV, 1925, 45.
p.
18sThe equation Pheidonian-Aeginetan in this context is generally accepted. Cf. Head, H.N., p. 395; Seltman, Greek
Coins,2London, 1955, p. 37.
19 Head, H.N., p. 396, gives 6.28 gr. Gardner, A History of Ancient
Coinage,Oxford, 1918, p. 114, gives 6.22 gr. Seltman,
Athens, pp. 116-119, sets the range from 6.0 to 6.2 gr.
20 There is no evidence that the
Aeginetan mna had only 60 drachms, as Seltman maintained, ibid., p. 119.
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and increased its weight to the 150 standard (1378 gr.). Still more demonstrableis the gain in
weight of LW 9 (P1.3), where the extra lead added can easily be seen21. It may be that if the
standard was increased by degrees from 105, for example, through some intermediate standard
or standards to 138 and then to 150, the symbols would take on weight more or less gradually.
But with a quick drop from 150 or 138 to the much lower 105 standard, the symbol would
be too attached to its heavy weight in people's minds for such a reduction.
That the change in the tortoise's fraction must have come as a result of an increase and
subsequent decrease in standard seems clear. The dates of increase and decrease present more
difficulties because of the relation between change of symbol and change of fraction. The fact
that there are both turtle and tortoise weights marked as one-sixth but that weights marked
as one-fourth never have turtles but only tortoises makes it necessary to date the change from
turtle to tortoise sometime before the change from one-sixth to one-fourth to account for the
tortoises inscribed one-sixth. If the change of symbols came as a result of the Aeginetan change
of coin symbols, it must be dated after 446-431 B.C.22 Any increase in standard which was
revoked by the decree of Teisamenosin 403 B.C. may have been in force for some time. During
the last decade of the century the general economic situation was such as to make an increase
in the weight standard a popular and perhaps even necessary measure. Silver had become so
scarce that the Athenians were obliged to coin gold and bronze.23Rather than decrease the
weight of silver in the coinage, which involved international prestige, it may have seemed
reasonable to make each coin go farther by increasing weights and controlling prices. In any
case, the return to the normal standard in 403 B.C., which is the most likely cause of the tortoise's change of fraction, must have been preceded by the change of symbol, since several
of the tortoise weights which are marked as one-sixths belong to the normal standard and so
require that the change from turtle to tortoise precede the rise in standard.
If then the change of turtle to tortoise followed directly on the Aeginetan change of coin
symbol, there would have been time for tortoises as sixths of the stater on the normal standard
to be issued and used before the rise in standard caused them to increase in weight. The rise
may have been gradual, but it is likely that it reached at least a mna of 150 coin drachms,
since this is the standard on which the two early amphorahalf-mna pieces (Pernice, nos. 96-97)
are based.24 With this increase the tortoises as one-sixth staters will have increased to 218 gr.,
so that when the return to the 105 (Solonic) standard was voted, they were approximately
equal to normal quarter-staters (228.9 gr.). At this time, therefore, it must have seemed better
to keep the tortoises at approximately the same weight and change their fraction from onesixth to one-fourth. This was the only such change since amphoras could readjust by losing a
little weight and going back to being one-third of the stater instead of one-half of the mna.
The heavy boukranion mna could give way to the normal dolphin, and astragaloi, as units
rather than fractions, could return to the normal standard simply by losing weight.
What the change of tortoises to one-fourth chiefly meant was the dropping of the shieldsymbol and the extension of the half-symbol system, previously in use with the half-tortoises
as one-twelfth, to the amphora, so that half-amphorasnow represented the sixth of the stater
which had been vacated by the tortoise. The half-tortoise obviously followed the lead of the
tortoise and became one-eighth of the stater.
21

See also LW 4 (P1. 3), a stater with astragalos and weight of 1102 gr.; LW 8 (P1. 3) and LW 10 (P1.3), mnas with
dolphin and weights of 708 and 624 gr.; LW 84 (P1.7), tortoise and weight of 302 gr.
22 E.
S. G. Robinson, "A Hoard of Archaic Greek Coins from Anatolia," Num. Chron.,ser. 7, I, 1961, pp. 110-112.
23
Head,. H.N., p. 373; Wade-Gery, Num. Chron.,XXXVII, 1930, pp. 16-38.
2* Pernice, no. 96 weighs 354.49 gr.; Pernice, no. 97 weighs 335.406 gr. Their respective mnas would weigh 708.98 and
670.812 gr.
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Did the tortoise as a quarter stater tie in with the Aeginetan weight system? And was an
effort made when the tortoise as one-sixth increased with the increasing standard to keep it
in relation to an Aeginetan fraction? We must remember that the Aeginetan weight system
was not limited to Aegina so that it would have been perfectly possible for the Athenians to
have severed their metrological connections with Aegina by changing turtle to tortoise and
still to have kept an equation with the Aeginetan weight system. Thus, if one of the late 5th
century B.C. rises in standard was to 138, this would have been not only a rise of almost onethird over the 105 standard of Solon, but also a near duplication of the Aeginetan standard
(140 Athenian coin drachms). Instead of the 140 drachms proper to exact equivalence the
Athenians used 138, probably because for so long a time their 105 mna had passed as threequarters of the Aeginetan mna that they thought of the Aeginetan mna as slightly less than
it really was. Thus, one-sixth of the Athenian stater on the 138 standard would be 200.56 gr.,
less than a drachm off from one-third (203.46 gr.) of the Aeginetan mna to which they had
related their 105 mna as 3:4 (i.e. 610.4 gr.), but rather more than a drachm off from one-third
of the real Aeginetan mna (one-third of 620 gr. equals 207 gr.).
If, as seems likely, the Athenian standard increased still more to 150 at this time, the equation with the Aeginetan weight system would have been less good, but not impossible. That
is, the Athenian sixth became 218 gr. and was therefore no more overweight for the Aeginetan
third than the sixth on the 138 standard had been underweight. It is also possible that the
Aeginetan weight mna may have increased slightly at the same time and from the same causes
which affected the Athenian standards.
When Athenian weights returned to normal in 403 B.C., the tortoise as a quarter-stater on
the 105 standard weighed 228.9 gr. This can be equated to an Aeginetan weight only if the
Aeginetan weight mna had increased in weight, so that 228.9 gr. would be equal to one-third
of a mna of 686.7 gr. Did any such Aeginetan mna ever exist? Yes, and hitherto it has put
scholars to much trouble to explain it away. Pollux (IX, 76, 86) states that the Aeginetan
drachmweighed 10 Athenian obols and that the Aeginetan talent held 10,000 Athenian drachms.
is far above the maximum weight of Aeginetan coins and can not
This
•raXela8paX~pii(7.26 gr.)
be the coin drachm.25It must rather be a weight drachmand represent the same sort of increase
of weight standard over coin standard which Solon initiated in Athens. In this case the weight
mna would have to be 115 coin drachms (115 x 6.2 gr. is 713 gr.), and again the Athenians
would have equated a slightly smaller weight; one quarter-stater of 915.6 gr. equals 228.9 gr.,
to be equated with one-third mna of 713 gr. or 238 gr. If the Athenians continued to think of
the basic Aeginetan coin mna as 610.4 gr. (i.e., four-thirds of their own 105 weight mna) then
the new increase would make the Aeginetan mna only 701.96 gr. and its third 233.9 gr.
The explanation of how the Athenian tortoise weight changed from one-sixth to one-fourth
of the stater has led us to assume, not without evidence, a rise in both the Athenian and Aeginetan weight standards. It will perhaps be thought that two changes are excessive, but the times
were bad, and the Athenians' war costs and the Aeginetans' struggle to make ends meet on
their return home seem reasons enough. When the Aeginetans resumed coinage in 404 B.C.,
they added a new symbol, perhaps to reassert their claim to sea power: the dolphin, which
they may have taken from the Athenian mna. Since the mna as half-stater was double the
tortoise quarter-stater, it too equated easily with the Aeginetan weight system. We know
too little of the commercial policies of both states to make any definite statement, but the
borrowingof symbols might have come about as a sign and token of some trade agreement or
treaty.
2 Hultsch, Metrol.,
pp. 192-196.
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Returning now to the general survey of symbols and legends, we should mention in passing
the shield symbol, which is present on one of the early bronze weights from the Agora (BW 2,
P1. 1). Both there and on one of the few lead weights with shield symbols in Pernice (nos.
232-239) it is accompanied by the legend "one-fourth." If the theory of the shield's displacement by the tortoise outlined above is correct, all these weights must be dated before the end
of the 5th century B.C. The origin of the shield as a symbol, as of the other symbols found in
the 500 B.C. context, must be sought in the 6th century B.C. Since the shield was used in
parallel with symbols of the Wappenmiinzen, a source comparable to these early heraldic
devices of clans is most likely. It can not therefore be a coincidence that the badge of Salamis
was a shield and that after the island's subjection by Athens in the first half of the 6th century
B.C. the Salaminians' symbol should be used on weights along with other symbols representing
various parts of the state.
Two more symbols must be considered from the point of view of origin and with regard to
legends and roles in the system: crescent and cornucopia (P1.8). Crescents and half-crescents
are most likely to have been derived from Athenian coins. Early 4th century B.C. obols have
four crescents; the quarter-obol, half-obol and three-quarter obol have respectively one, two
and three crescents. It is obvious that as a crescent is a quarter, so four crescents make a full
(moon). Hence the first use of crescents on the weights must be for one-quarter of some unit,
and it should be dated not long after the first appearanceof crescents on the coins.
The crescent weights collected by Pernice are in two ranges:26115-106 gr. (nos. 336-344);
88-66 gr. (nos. 345-387). None of the first range has a weight legend; the three examples of
the second range with weight-legends read:
Because of the fraction the weights
-trlP(6ptov).
of the second range can not belong to the first
use of the crescent, which must have been as
one-fourth of some unit. The weights of the first range are eminently suitable as quarters of a
mna on the 105 standard (ranging from 460 to 424 gr.). Whether other crescents which do not
survive were marked as one-fourth of the mna, we do not know, but we should expect that if
the crescent was introduced as a weight symbol at a time not far removed from the crescent
obols that fractions would be expressed only in terms of the stater. The stater, of course,
already had an eighth at this time in the half-tortoise, but it is possible that after the recent
rise in standard when the mna also had its fractions (cf. amphora as "half-mna"), both the
crescent quarter-mna and the half-tortoise eighth-stater were in use at the same time. This
possibility is strengthened by one half-crescent weight with the legend HMIl (Pernice no. 307),

which surely must be read: itwo(vulptrCap'rov) (one-sixteenth of the stater), in view both of its

weight (60.94 gr.) and the use of the crescent as a quarter-mna.
The chief difficulty presented by the crescent weights is the change from one-fourth to onesixth of the mna. This is the more troublesome because the half-crescents, spread over a wide
range of weight, which does not however include anything so low as one-half the "one-sixth"
crescents, have no weight-legend except 6y~o(ov). It does seem that whereas there was much
use for the half-crescent as an eighth part of the mna (or one-sixteenth of the stater, for which
there are very few quarter-tortoises),there was so little need for the crescent as a quarter-mna
(or one-eighth stater, for which the half-tortoises are very numerous) that the crescent was
switched to the one-sixth mna (or one-twelfth stater, for which there are only a few quarteramphoras). Such a switch seems to be against all sense both with respect to four rather than
six crescents making a moon and in connection with the half-crescent as one-eighth, but one
fact may justify it and may have made it seem reasonable: that as one-sixth of the mna the
crescent was 105 times the weight of the obol and stood to that coin as the weight-mna stood
to the drachm.
26

Pernice, no. 335, which fits neither range, has as its legend 1IK. It is probably non-Attic.
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The cornucopia as a weight symbol is closely tied to the half-crescent, since it seems to take
over the latter's role on weights marked as one-eighth of the mna. On weights which are worn
or damaged it is very difficult to tell the two apart; this may explain why Pernice did not
recognize the symbol at all. Certainly one of the weights listed by him (no. 322) did bear a
cornucopia27because it shows the same peculiar spelling which Agora cornucopia weights
have: 6Ko(ov). Of three such weights found in the Agora only one may be dated closely enough
by context (LW 51, P1. 8, second half of 2nd century B.C.) to provide a terminusante quem.
That the cornucopia was adopted from 3rd century Athenian coins28seems likely; the reason
can only be conjectured, but the use of the crescent as one-sixth may have made the continuance of the half-crescent as one-eighth difficult.All three of the Agora cornucopia-weightsbelong
to mnas on a standard of 138 or more drachms; Pernice no. 322 is not well preserved so that
its weight is not meaningful.
WEIGHTS AND STANDARDS

Consideredonly incidentally in connection with symbols and legends so far, the weights of
the various pieces and standards should now receive their full share of attention. The list
below gives all the marked lead weights from the Agora, both those belonging to the regular
system of symbols and fractions and those of the irregular(Hellenistic) group. The list includes
for each weight the symbol, the weight-legend (if any), the weight of the piece and in parentheses the weight of the mna or stater on which it is based. Where the unit is the mna, the
weight of the dimnoun is added in the column with the stater-weights for the sake of comparison. On this latter point, there is doubt only with the mna, which may either have been
half of the stater-unit or itself the unit. The list is in descending order of unit-weight, based
on the stater or dimnoun.

Catalogue
Number

Symbolin Relief

LW 31
LW 30
LW 32
LW 8
LW 51
LW 3
LW 9
LW 52
LW 10
LW 34
LW 53
LW 54
LW 4
LW 17
LW 18
LW 19

Half-amphora
Amphora
Half-amphora
Dolphin
Cornucopia
Astragalos
Dolphin
Cornucopia
Dolphin
Tortoise
Cornucopia
Half-crescent
Astragalos
Amphora
Amphora
Amphora

WeightLegend

One-fourth (mna)
Half-mna
One-fourth (mna)
Mna
One-eighth (mna)
Stater
Mna
One-eighth (mna)
Mna
One-fourth
One-eighth (mna)
Stater
One-third
One-third

Gram Gram
Weight Weightof
mna, if
unit
196
375
183.5
708
88
1378
682.5
81
624
302
75
74
1102
325
322
320

(784)
(750)
(734)
(704)

(648)

(600)
(592)

Gram
Weightof
stateror
dimnoun
(1568)
(1500)
(1468)
(1416)
(1408)
(1378)
(1365)
(1296)
(1248)
(1208)
(1200)
(1184)
(1102)
(975)
(966)
(960)

27 When one knows what to look for, the cornucopia is visible on this weight (now in the National Museum in
Athens).
28
35.

Svoronos, pl. 23,
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Gram
Weight

Gram
Weightof
mna, if
unit

Gram
Weightof
stateror
dimnoun
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158.5
One-sixth
LW 24
(951)
Half-amphora
475
LW 11
(950)
Dolphin
237.5
Tortoise
LW 35
(950)
236
LW 36
Tortoise
(944)
59
LW 55
Half-crescent
(944)
(472)
471
LW 12
Mna
(942)
Dolphin
156.5
One-sixth
LW 25
(939)
Half-amphora
234.5
One-fourth
LW 37
Tortoise
(938)
155.5
One-sixth
LW 26
(933)
Half-amphora
155
LW 27
(930)
Half-amphora
231
One-fourth
LW 38
Tortoise
(924)
455
Mna
LW 13
(910)
Dolphin
227.5
LW 39
Tortoise
(910)
227
LW 40
Tortoise
(908)
301
One-third
LW 20
(903)
Amphora
150
LW 28
One-sixth
(900)
Half-amphora
1792.5
LW 1
Wheel
(896)
224
LW 41
Tortoise
(896)
224
LW 42
Tortoise
(896)
298
LW 21
(894)
Amphora
445
LW 14
(890)
Dolphin
222.5
LW 43
Tortoise
(890)
1779
LW 2
Wheel
(889)
55.5
One-sixteenth
LW 56
(888)
109.5
LW 45
Half-tortoise
One-eighth
(876)
217
LW 44
Tortoise
(868)
108
LW 46
Half-tortoise
(864)
863
LW 5
Astragalos
(863)
53.5
LW 57
Half-crescent
(428)
(856)
53
LW 58
Twelve drachms
Half-crescent
(424)
(848)
422
Mna
LW 16
Dolphin
(844)
841.5
LW 6
Stater
Astragalos
(842)
105
LW 47
Half-tortoise
One-eighth
(840)
136
LW 29
One-sixth
Half-amphora
(816)
LW 33*
99.5
One-fourth (mna)
Half-amphora
(398)
(796)
22*
One-third
LW
170
Amphora
(510)
* These can not be included in any statistics since they were obviously tampered with in
ancient times. They are merely facades with symbols and are less than half the thickness of
normal pieces. Also not included here or in the statistics are the broken pieces (LW 7, 15, 23,
48, 50; Pls. 2, 4, 5, 8), a half-tortoise which is not certainly one-twelfth of a stater (LW 49,
P1. 8) and the drachm-pieces(LW 59, 60, 61; P1. 8).
Wide as the range appears to be, it is immediately apparent that the greatest concentration
is around a stater of about 900 gr. Both this concentration and other lesser ones will show up
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best on a distribution-chart,but since the Agora material by itself is not a large enough sample
the chart must include as well 352 weights of the same type listed by Pernice. For the sake of
homogeneity, the 352 were chosen for their similarity to the Agora weights: they are all rectangular pieces of lead with symbols in relief (wheel, astragalos, boukranion,dolphin, amphora
and fractions, tortoise and fractions, crescent and half-crescent, and cornucopia) and with
legends as above (pp. 6-7). Althoughthe legendsare not present on all weights, one marked piece
in a group with similar weights seemed to be a sufficient indication for all. A few pieces which
have all these characteristics are omitted because their condition is very bad or because they
do not certainly belong to the same series.29
DIsTRIBUTION

OF ATHENIAN WEIGHTS

GramWeight
of Stater
740-760
760-780
780-800
800-820
820-840
840-860
860-880
880-900

xx
xx
xxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

900-920
920-940
940-960
960-980

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

980-1000
1000-1020
1020-1040
1040-1060
1060-1080

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx
xxxx
xxx

1080-1100
1100-1120 x
1120-1140
1140-1160 x
1160-1180 x

29
Of the 617 weights attributed by Pernice to Athens the following are omitted: 1-4 (early bronze pieces), 13-17 ( astragaloi which are not staters and have no legends), 44 (questionable amphora), 45 (badly damaged amphora), 46 (non-conformist half-amphora with illegible legend), 74 (half-amphora in bad condition), 81 (half-amphora as one quarter, but:im
possible to say whether of stater or of mna), 86-87 (half-amphoraswithout weight-legends and with unparalleled weights),
88-89 (quarter-amphoraswithout weight-legends which could be either one-twelfth of stater or one-eighth of mna), 92-95
(quarter-amphoraswithout weight-legends), 98, 99, 101 (amphoras in bad condition), 104-111 (amphoras without legends
and with unparalleled weights), 198-199 and 207-208 (half-tortoises and tortoises in bad condition), 209 (tortoise without
legend and with unparalleled weight), 227 (bronze half-tortoise), 228-231 (quarter-tortoises and tortoises without legends
and with unparalleled weights), 232-239 (shield symbols which are regular quarter-staters but can not belong to same series
in which tortoises are quarters), 240-242 (without symbols), 261 (marble), 264 (dolphin in bad condition), 265-270 (dolphins
which are not mnas), 272-273 (without symbols), 275-279 (marble), 281-283 (without symbols), 286-290 (marble), 335
(probably non-Attic), 388-391 (crescents without legends and with unparalleled weights), 392-395 (without symbol, mostly
small drachm pieces), 606-609 (without symbols), 611 and 613-617 (without symbols). It will readily be seen that more than
200 of the 265 omitted pieces are without symbol and so not justly comparable. The greatest difficulty is presented by the
amphora weights, which are almost alone in changing both the shape of the symbol and the fraction; where no pictures are
available and there is no legend, it is impossible to tell whether the weight is a half-mna or one-third of a stater.
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1180-1200
1200-1220
1220-1240
1240-1260
1260-1280
1280-1800
1300-1320
1320-1340
1340-1360
1360-1380
1380-1400
1400-1420
1420-1440
1440-1460
1460-1480
1480-1500
1500-1520
1520-1540
1540-1560
1560-1580
1580-1600

x
xx
x
xx
xxxx
xx
x
xxxxx
x
xxxx
x
x
x
xx
xx
xxx
x

The chart above is constructed on stater (or dimnoun) weights for the sake of uniformity,
even for weights which are parts of the mna. For example, the five weights which are shown
as belonging to the range between 1360 and 1380 gr. are: 1) P 604, a boukranion dimnoun
weighing 1360.70 gr.; 2) P 100, a half-amphora, late Panathenaic, one-fourth mna, weighing
172.41 gr.; 3) P 103, a half-amphora, one-fourth mna, weighing 171.8 gr.; 4) LW 3 (P1.2),
an astragalos stater weighing 1378 gr.; and 5) LW 9 (P1. 3), a dolphin mna weighing 682.5 gr.
The first reaction to the chart is to ask why there are so few weights which belong to the
heavier standards. The scarcity may suggest that the heavier standards were in use for only
a short period of time, but one would expect that even for a short period of time the same number of weights would have to be used, since there is no question of their wearing out. The
likelihood is rather that, as suggested in the late 2nd century B.C. decree, it was permissible
to use makeweights to make up the difference between the 105 standard and the heavier
standards. Where the increase was from the 105 standard to the 138 standard, a makeweight
which was one-third of the desired unit, fraction or multiple would answer very well. So the
188 series could be made up from the following 105 standard weights:
new stater new mna
new third new quarter -

old astragalos plus amphora
old dolphin plus half-amphora
old amphoraplus half-tortoise
old tortoise plus quarter-amphora

Only the new third would be noticeably overweight, since in the absence of an old one-ninth
fraction it must use an old one-eighth as makeweight. In general, the increase by one-third
of the 105 standard would result in a 140 standard instead of 138, but the difference,especially
in the fractional weights, would be very small.
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In order to use 105 standard weights for various parts of the 150 standard, the Athenians
would have had to assume that the increase was by one-half instead of slightly less than onehalf and make the following combinations:
new stater new mna
new third new quarter -

old astragalos plus dolphin
old dolphin plus tortoise
old amphoraplus half-amphora
old tortoise plus half-tortoise.
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But that in both cases some new standard weights were issued is evident from the weights
which appear on the lower part of the chart.
The concentration around 900-920 gr. obviously belongs to the 105 standard, which on the
basis of a drachm of 4.36 gr. would be 915.6 gr. It is to be noted that of the 302 pieces which
make up the main concentration from 840 to 1020 gr. only 160 or somewhat over half of the
pieces are within a 7% range (880-940 gr.) around the norm, whereas 74 pieces or almost a
quarter fall in a 10-20% range (840-860 gr. and 960-1020 gr.) around the norm. Such a range
of variation is perhaps to be expected in view of the variety of losses and accretions which
individual pieces may have sufferedover two thousandyears, since lead can not only lose weight
by wear or fracture but it can also gain or lose weight as a result of chemical interaction with
its surroundings.30 Where a large enoughnumberof weights is preserved,as in the 105 standard,
to strike an average, all is well. But what of the scattering of weights both above and below?
Are we to assign all weights to one of the three known standards and then calculate how much
increase or decrease of weight they may have suffered?That is equivalent to saying that the
weights can contribute nothing. We should perhaps first take the 20% range (840-1020 gr.)
which seems to cover the largest number of 105 weights and apply it to the two other known
standards in order to see how many weights are left outside.
A 20% range around 1203.36 gr. (138 x 8.72 gr.), distributed above and below in the same
proportion as the 840-1020 gr. range is to the 105 norm of 915.6 gr., gives 1120-1360 gr. Since
the upper range here overlaps the lower range of the 150 standard, weights which fall here
can only be arbitrarily assigned to one of the two standards. The lower range includes eight
pieces (see chart) and leaves out eight pieces which are based on staters ranging from 1040 to
1120 gr. A 20% range similarly distributed around 1308 gr. (150 x 8.72 gr.) gives 1215-1480 gr.,
which includes eleven pieces and leaves out eight pieces which are based on staters ranging
from 1480 to 1580 gr. The pieces left out of both standards (16) are almost as numerous
as those included (19). Therefore, even though in each the number of those left out is absolutely smaller than the number of stragglers on either side of the 840-1020 gr. range
of the 105 standard, relatively it is impressive. About the stragglers above 1020 gr. we need
say nothing since they are the same pieces which fall below 1120 gr. and so out of the 138
standard. But the 15 stragglers below 840 gr. are insignificant in comparisonto the 302 pieces
which fall inside the range; with that comparisonin mind we can not regard the pieces which
are left out of the 20% ranges for the 138 and 150 standards as stragglers. On the contrary,
they have sufficient numerical strength to be representatives of two new standards, for which,
furthermore,their concentration is favorable. A standard based on 126 didrachmswould give
a stater of 1098.72 gr., to which the eight pieces ranging from 1040 to 1120 gr. could easily
belong with a total variation of less than 7%. A standard based on 175 didrachms would give
a stater of 1526 gr., to which the eight pieces ranging from 1480 to 1580 gr. could belong with
a total variation of less than 7%.

30 D. M.
Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, Part X, Metal and Miscellaneous Finds, Baltimore, 1941, p. 450. G. R. Davidson and D. B. Thompson, Small Objectsfrom the Pnyx I, Hesperia, Suppl. VII, 1943, p. 27.
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Is there any other evidence which might lend support to standards of 126 and 1752 Perhaps
the strongest point in favor of a 126 standard is that it would go farther toward explaining the
138 standard than has hitherto been possible. An immediate increase from 105 to 138 must be
explained as an increase of almost one-third, but the easy divisibility of 105 by one-thirdmakes
that explanation seem rather weak. But if an intermediate standard of 126 is assumed, a 100/0
increase on 126 will give 138 without difficulty. The rise from 105 to 126 would then have
been a simple increase by one-fifth (six-fifths of 105 are 126). Still another possibility should
be mentioned: that there were two intermediate steps between the 105 standard and that of
138: 1) a standard of 112 (976.64 gr.), which is an increase by 1/15over 105; and 2) a standard
of 126, which is an increase of 1/, over 112. The chief reason for contemplating a standard
around 112 is the large number of weights which are based on staters in the range from 920
to 1040 gr. Not only is this upper range of the 105 standard wider than the lower range (920
to 1040 gr. as opposed to 840 to 900 gr.), but more weights fall into it than into the lower
range, despite the fact that though pieces sufferingchemical loss and gain should balance each
other, those sufferingphysical damage will all be on the low side.
One other thing may be said in favor of a variety of standards: the shifting price of silver
as reflected in the gold-silver ratio is not wholly the result of scarcity or abundance of gold.
It must also give some indication of the value of silver in terms of other commodities; when
silver became scarcer, silver prices of other commodities would fall, and measures would have
to be taken to support the falling market by increasing weights and controlling prices. Certainly the variation in the gold-silver ratio from the 6th to the 2nd centuries B.C. seems to
have about the same range as the differentweight standards: silver to gold from 15:1 to 10:1.31
CHANGES OF STANDARD

If a combination of the weights and literary evidence indicates this variety of standards,
some attempt should be made to suggest the history of rises and falls. Any attempt at completeness is obviously impossible since lack of evidence leaves too much room for speculation,
but we must at least suggest a historical context for those Agora weights which may be dated
either by context or form of symbol. The first change of standard suggested by dated weights
must belong to the late 6th-early 5th centuriesB.C. BW 1-3 (P1. 1), based on a stater ranging
from 756 to 795 gr., seem to be in too good condition to have lost the 15% necessary to bring
them up to the presumed Solonian standard. The three weights are fairly consistent among
themselves; the total variation is 5% between the stater of 795 gr. and the quarter and sixth,
which are based on staters of 760 and 756 gr. They can not be false weights since they are
quite the most insistently official of all the weights found in the Agora and may well have
belonged to the official set stored in the Tholos. They must rather represent a lower standard
in which the stater was directed to be made up of perhaps 92 coin didrachms (802.24 gr.)
instead of Solon's 105. If such a decrease in standard was ever ordered, it may be connected
with the cheapening of silver which must have resulted from the intensive working of the
Laureion mines. That the great strike of 483 B.C.,32 which produced 100 talents of silver,
was the first attempt at Laureion seems highly unlikely. The more probable interpretation
of the ancient sources is that the smaller quantities of silver which had previously been mined
were divided up amongst the populace33with a very likely result of cheapening silver. If

31 M.
Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic History of the Hellenistic World, Oxford, 1941, III, p. 1353. G. Glotz, Ancient
Greeceat Work (tr. M. R. Dobie), New York, 1926, pp. 232-233. H. T. Wade-Gery, "The Ratio of Gold to Silver during the
Peloponnesian War: 1.G., 12, 301," Num. Chron., XXXVII, 1930, p. 16.
32 Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 22, 7; Herodotos, VII, 144; Plutarch, Themistokles,4.
83 Cf. Sandys on Aristotle, loc. cit.
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cheaper silver had been met with lower weight standards, Themistokles' action in diverting
the great sum of 483 B.C. to the building of a navy may have been designed almost as much
to lessen the effects of inflation as to preparefor the return of the Persians.
If there was such a decrease in standard in the early 5th century B.C., it seems likely that
it was of only short duration, and it may be that the presence of the bronze weights, BW 1-3,
in a well represents a quick and easy disposal of the outmoded lower standard. The next
change in standard for which we have evidence is one in the later 5th century B.C. Up to that
time, presumably, the weight system labelled "6th-5th centuries B.C." on pp. 6-7 and embodying the 105 standard prevailed, with only the change from turtle to tortoise perhaps
during the 420's. The only Agora weight which may be assigned to this period is LW 56
(P1. 8), of late 5th-early 4th centuries B.C. context, which has no symbol but only the weightlegend ltov1rrI'(TrapTrov). After the introduction of the half-crescent weights as one-eighth of

the mna (one-sixteenth stater), there is no place for such a piece.
The scarcity of silver later in the Peloponnesian War may have motivated the rise in standard which the decree of Teisamenos (Andokides, I, 83) seems to revoke; no weights which can
certainly be assigned to this increased standard have been found in the Agora. Of weights
listed by Pernice, the early Panathenaic amphora weights marked as half-mnas (P 96, 97)
and the boukranion mna (P 610) have already been connected with this increased standard
(p. 8). Certain half-tortoises (P 211-219), marked "one-twelfth" and based on staters of
1058.64 gr. to 965.16 gr., must precede the change of tortoise from one-sixth to one-fourth
and so must belong to this increase, which their weights suggest was introduced by degrees,
perhaps through standards of 112 and 126 (976.64 and 1098.72 gr.). Five amphora weights
(P 18-22), marked "one-third," may well represent the first stages of the increase before the
amphora became a half-mna in order to keep its approximate weight. That is, these pieces
range from 320.97 to 337.94 gr. (based on staters of 962.91 to 1013.82 gr.) and may well exemplify the first increase to the 112 standard. It was at this point, presumably,that the preference for keeping the amphoraattached to its particular weight rather than to its fraction came
into operation, since the two which are marked "half-mna" (P 96, 97) weigh 354.49 and 335.406
gr. and so belong to the 150 standard.
In the possibly three or four stage increase of standard the system of symbols and legends
must have gone through at least the two following phases:

112 standard,in which all weights
were increasedby one-fifteenth
Stater
976.64 gr.
Astragalos
Mna
488.32 gr.
Dolphin
One-third
325.54 gr.
Amphora
One-fourth
Shield
244.16 gr.
One-sixth
Tortoise
162.77 gr.

150 standard
Stater
Mna
Half-mna
One-sixth

Astragalos
Boukranion
Amphora
Tortoise

1308 gr.
654 gr.
327 gr.
218 gr.

Except where makeweights were used the change to the 150 standard produced several
apparently inconsistent changes: the stater, as unit, had to be increased in weight; the mna,
as it approached the three-quarterstater boukranion, dropped its dolphin and took the boukranion symbol; the amphora, keepings its weight, changed its fraction; the tortoise apparently
continued to gain weight since it was tied to an international weight-system as a specific
fraction and so did not have the mobility of the amphora. Those are the two extremes of the
increased standard; too few weights which may be dated to this period survive for us to conjecture what the intermediate stages may have been. Besides the weights indicated above
2*
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which for special reasons seem to belong to this increase, others of the heavier weights listed
by Pernice might also belong.
With the return to the Solonian standard in 403 B.C. came the revision of legends and
symbols discussed above (pp. 9-10) which resulted in the dropping of the shield, which had
no place in the 150 standard, and the change of tortoise from one-sixth to one-fourth of the
stater (see "regular system" on p. 6). It is likely that the crescent came in about this time,
when obols were first marked with crescents, as one-quarter of the mna, although there is a
possibility that the crescents on the obol and its parts imitated an earlier use of crescents on
weights. That is, one Agora weight (LW 55, P1. 8, half-crescent and presumably one-eighth
mna) seems to belong to the 112 standard and so may represent an addition to the system
introduced with the rising standard.
Agora weights dated by context to the 4th century B.C. (LW 26, 29, 34, 37, 46, 47; Pls.
6-8) and late 4th-early 3rd centuries B.C. (LW 6, 12, 16, 40; Pls. 2, 4, 7) belong, all except one,
to the 105 standard and suggest that there was no change of standard during that time. But
the one (LW 34, Pl. 7) must still be accounted for: a tortoise, clearly marked "one-fourth"
and weighing 302 gr., so that it is based on a stater of 1208 gr. and must belong to the 138
standard. It cannot be assumed that it belonged to the late 5th century B.C. rise because
tortoises were then one-sixth of the stater. Must we assume a rise to 138 in the 4th century
B.C.? Four tortoise weights listed by Pernice (P 112-115) are based on staters ranging from
1040.8 to 968.88 gr. and so should belong to some increased standard. As quarters of staters
these tortoises can not belong to the 5th century B.C. increase, nor can they belong to the
increase of the late 2nd century B.C. when the amphoratook over the role of half-mna (quarterstater). No other evidence is known to me for an increase of standard in the 4th century B.C.
All the other Agora weights which belong to standards heavier than the 105 were found in
contexts of the Hellenistic period. A few of these are more narrowly dated to the 1st century
B.C. or the late Hellenistic period. In other words, as far as we know, all could belong to the
late 2nd century B.C. increase, one stage of which was ordered by I.G., II2, 1013, lines 29-36.
That this increase too came in several stages is suggested by the spread of these weights from
a stater of ca. 950 gr. to one of 1568 gr. It also brought with it changes in symbol-legend combinations, notably with the amphora (late Panathenaic type) taking over the tortoise's role
as one-half mna (quarter-stater). That this change did not come immediately with the first
increase is suggested by three amphora weights (LW 17-19, P1. 5) marked "one-third," which
should belong to the 112 standard. That is, only when the amphora weight became one-third
of about 964 gr. was it large enough to become one-half of a mna on the 150 standard. It looks
very much as if all the weights were increased to 112 and then the standard went up by oneeighth to 126. It is possible that new weights were not made for this increase, except in the
case of the stater which as the unit was perhaps especially needed. Hence LW 4 (P1. 8) with
its weight of 1102 gr. Other pieces could be supplemented: the mna by a half-crescent, the
quarter-stater by a six-drachm weight like LW 59 (P1.8), and so on with drachm weights.
When the increase to 138 came, it is likely that the old 105 pieces were used with makeweights
of a third, except that new cornucopia weights were made (LW 53, P1. 8) to take the place
of the old half-crescents.
With the increase to 150, however, there seems to have come a revision of the whole system
and an issue of new weights. We observe in the decree that among the weights listed as being
kept on the Acropolis, in the Tholos, etc., the only fractions included are one-half and onequarter of the mna. This ties in with the new issue of late Panathenaic amphora and halfamphora weights marked "half-mna" and "one-fourth" (see LW 30-32, P1. 6), which should
represent an even greater increase, perhaps to a 175 standard). Even though the mna (LW
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8-10, Pl. 3) was the unit, some staters seem to have been made on the new standard (LW 3,
P1. 2), and cornucopias increased to become one-eighth of the 150 drachm mna (LW51-52,
P1. 8). But the tortoise was not converted to one-third; it was simply dropped, as was the onethird fraction in the official sets of weights. One pair of weights which may belong to this 150
standard will be discussed further below on this page.
Whether a further rise in the standard can be assumed for this period is difficult to say. That
at some time the standard must have approached 175 (increase by one-sixth over 150) seems
likely in view of the weights which are based on staters of over 1450 gr. (LW 30-32, P1. 6).
Because these weights have late Panathenaic amphoras as symbols they must belong to this
same period. It is also likely that the standard never returned to the Solonian norm after these
increases, but that the changeover to the Roman system in the 1st century B.C. came while
the mna was equal to, or somewhat more than, two Roman pounds. In this connection one
of the closed deposits which produced several weights is particularly interesting; see below,

p. 23.

COUNTERMARKS

Before we go on to a brief consideration of weights on the Roman standard found in the
Agora, something should be said about countermarks which appear on many of the weights
of the Athenian standard. The most striking example, which may shed light on the use of
countermarks more generally, occurs on LW 17 (P1.5); on the body of the amphora is a rectangular stamp depicting a figure seated right on a high-backed throne and holding a staff
upright in front. It is almost certainly the type of the throned Dionysos used as a symbol on
an Athenian New Style silver issue (Class IV, Svoronos, pl. 71, 30-32; 90/89 B.C., Thompson,
pl. 142, 1269-1270) and as a reverse type on coins of the imperial period (P1.5; Svoronos,
pl. 92, 8-21).34 The same stamp also appears on Pernice, no. 6, a stater in the National Museum
in Athens (P1.5). The most likely explanation of the stamp, which has faint traces of letters,
reading from bottom to top behind the throne:
is that it represents official in4r.[rpo]v.cp•v,
we should expect that two weights marked
spection and certification of the weight. In any case,
with the same stamp would belong to the same standard, but the amphora, marked "onethird," weighs (325 gr.) almost exactly one-fourth of the astragalos-weight, which is marked
"stater" (1301.55 gr.). Here we must have the intermediate step between the amphora as a
third of the stater on the 112 standard and the amphora as a half-mna (quarter-stater)on the
150 standard. When the standard increased to 150, new stater weights were issued and stamped
by the metronomoi; fractional weights may have been issued at the same time, but provision
must also have been made for owners of weights on one or another of the old standards to bring
in their weights for validation on the new system. And the fact that amphoras on the 112
standard were so conveniently equal to a quartper-stateron the 150 standard ( x 112 equals
371; ? x 150 equals 37k) must have resulted in the revision of the legend-symbol system and
the issue of amphora weights marked "half-mna."
The only difficulty raised by this pair of weights stamped with the seated Dionysos is chronological. The same type, but not the same stamp, was used to validate the "nut-measure"
(DM 66, P1. 15), the specifications for which were given in the same decree which provided
for the increase to the 150 standard.35The appearance of the same type on the New Style
coins must also be dated to the early 1st century B.C. There is strong likelihood, therefore,
that these weights belong to the late 2nd century B.C. increase. But we have seen that the

34 The same type appears in the Agora as a sealing on a measure (DM 66, P1. 15), on a lead token (Lead and Clay Tokens
L 86, P1. 22) and on a handle (Inv. IL 1032). Cf. M. Crosby, "An Athenian Fruit Measure," Hesperia, XVIII, 1949,
pp. 109-113.
35 I.G., II2, 1013, lines 18-29.
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new amphora weights, marked "one-half mna," which must have been issued for that rise,
show the late Panathenaic type of amphora and are based on the mna as unit. How then does
it happen that our stamped amphora weight is of the old Panathenaic type and that a new
stater was issued when the unit had changed? Again the evidence points to an intermediate
step; only after makeshifts like the present pair of weights had been tried was the complete
new system with its new type amphora and mna as unit introduced.
Stamps on other weights both in Pernice and in the Agora may perhaps be explained in this
same fashion, but the variety of stamps may be considered excessive. Since only a few of the
stamps appear on more than one weight, and since without pictures it is impossible to know
whether they are the same, the use of stamps to validate changes from one standard to another
can not be explored with the weights in Pernice. And their presence on tortoise weights as
well as amphora weights may require another explanation, since quarter-staters on the 105
or 112 standards are not so readily convertible to another fraction of the heavier standards.
It may be that there were periodic inspections of weights when all weights in use had to be
certified by the metronomoi. This would more readily account for the variety of stamps.
A brief survey of stamps on Agora weights will be useful. These are limited to weights with
amphora, half-amphora, half-tortoise, and one without symbol. This seems to be more an
accident than an actual limitation, since other symbols in Pernice are also countermarked:
one astragal, one dolphin, several tortoises, wheels, crescents and half-crescents. The stamps
which appear on Agora weights are: seated Dionysos (LW 17, P1. 5), double-bodied owl (LW
26, P1. 6), olive wreath with kalathos (LW 27, 48; Pls. 6, 8), rosette (LW 28, 45; Pls. 6, 8),
quarter oval stamp with cornucopia(LW 28, P1. 6), amphora (LW 33, P1. 6), helmeted head (?)
(LW 46, P1. 8), and thyrsos (?) (LW 56, P1. 8). The double-bodied owl is probably the
same as that on Pernice no. 411, which is said to be square with a double owl; the type was
also used not only on diobols of the 4th century B.C. but also on public measures of the same
time.36The second square stamp on LW 26 (P1.6) may also have been the same; its illegibility
may be original and have given rise to the double stamping.
The two examples of olive wreath with kalathos occur on weights which certainly belong to
the same series; both the half-amphoraand the half-tortoise are inscribed with the same letters
in the same position and have somewhat larger thinner plaques with smaller chunkier symbols
than is usual. No conclusionscan be drawnabout standards,however,sinceLW48 (P1.8)is broken.37
The two rosettes are of different sizes: 7 mm. on LW 45 (P1. 8) and 3 mm. on LW 28 (P1.6);
neither is so large as rosettes which appear on two lead tokens from the Agora,38but the form
of the larger is the same. The smaller has seven, instead of six, petals and perhaps a stem.
The second stamp on LW 28, a quarter oval with a cornucopia, has no parallels in shape, as
far as I know; the cornucopia seems to be similar to those on coins and on a lead token from
the Agora.39
The stamp on LW 33 (late Panathenaic type amphora weight, P1. 6) seems to show a late
Panathenaic type of amphora inside a circle. The stamp is similar to that on lead tokens from
the Agora.40One must suppose that when the new amphora weights on the 150 standard went
into use the metronomoi employed a certifying stamp with the same symbol to validate other
weights which could be fitted into the series. The two other stamps, a helmeted head (?) on
LW 46 (P1. 8) and a thyrsos (?) on LW 56 (P1.8), are very uncertain.
36DM 44, 45, 48, 51 (P1. 14); LM 21-24 (P1. 18).

37 Pernice, no. 398, which I was able to examine in the National Museum in Athens, has the same stamp, but since it

has no weight-legend it can only be assumed to be one-eighth of a mna.
38
Below, L 219, L 220 (P1. 27).
39L 177 (P1.25).
40L 157, L 158 (P1.25).
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One final source of information on the Athenian weights remains to be considered. Three
of the closed deposits in which Agora weights were found produced two or more pieces which
should have had the same environment. Therefore,any differencesof weight should be original
and give some idea of what in ancient times was considered allowable variation. But there
are difficulties inherent in this test, since the deposits were often built up over decades so that
in a period of changing standards weights of various standards may appear together. Thus
the variations may be between different standards rather than between different pieces on
the same standard. In E 14:3, a cistern of the 1st century B.C., six weights were found: four
marked (LW 30, 32, 69, 73; Pls. 6, 9), one unmarked (LW 99), and one mutilated (LW 23,
P1. 5). Two of the four marked pieces (LW 30, 32; PI. 6) surely belong to the same standard:
amphora and half-amphora as half and quarter mnas of 750 and 734 gr. respectively, with a
variation of about 2%. The other two marked weights are fractions of the Roman pound and
show a variation of almost 7%.
Another deposit (G 14:2) yielded four weights, three of which are marked (LW 19, 20, 39;
Pls. 5, 7), and the fourth of which (LW 89) is unmarked but probably a mna. The variation
between the staters on which these pieces are based is less than 3% for three of them, but
somewhat more than 7% for all four. The aberrant piece is LW 19 (Pl. 5), which may have
been on the 112 standard. The third deposit (F 3:1) yielded two marked weights (LW 12, 16;
P1. 4): mnas of 471 and 421 gr., with a more than 11% variation. Here too there is a possibility
of different standards; the date of this deposit (ca. 300 B.C.) would provide another bit of
evidence for a change of standard in the 4th century B.C.
WEIGHTS ON THE ROMAN STANDARD

The weight of the Roman pound has long been established as 327.45 gr. (Hultsch, Metrol.,
pp. 155-161). The ounce is therefore 27.29 gr. For other weights from Athens on the Roman
standard see Pernice, nos. 618-655. For these as well as for those found in the Agora there
seems to be considerable variation and far less concentration at the norm than is the case
with Athenian weights on the 105 standard.

200-210
210-220
220-230
230-240
240-250
250-260
260-270
270-280
280-290
290-300

DISTRIBUTIONOF WEIGHTS ON THE ROMAN STANDARD41

Gram Weightof Pound
x

x

x
xx

300-310
310-320
320-330
330-340
340-350
350-360
360-370
370-380
380-390
390-400

xxxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxx
xxx
x
xxxx
xx
xxx

41 Omitted from the chart are: LW 65 (P1. 9), 71, 76 (broken or in
very poor condition) ; Pernice, nos. 625, 637, 638, 645
(poor condition) and 629 and 631 (no real indication that they belong to this standard). On the chart all weights, whether
multiples or fractions of the pound, are translated into pound-weights for the sake of comparison.
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The three weights (LW 63-65, P1. 9) stamped
obviously belong to one system. Although
A.A-1
none of the pieces is dated by context and no parallel is known to me except from near modern
times, it is possible from their weight that they belong to the Roman period and represent
either the Roman pound or the Athenian mna of that period (341 gr.).
The thin plaque with monogram stamps (LW 66, P1. 9) may also belong either to the pound
or the late mna, but the other pieces which indicate numbers of ounces are surely parts of the
pound.
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OTHER LEAD WEIGHTS
Little can be said concerning the other lead weights as a group. The eight (LW 77-84,
Pls. 10, 11) which are variously marked can in some cases be securely attributed to the Athenian
or Roman system by a combination of weight and inscription. Others are not so amenable.
The twenty-five weights (LW 84-109, P1. 11) which are not marked but which have the form
of weights in both systems can not be definitely assigned to either. At the end of the catalogue
are included two pieces which may or may not be weights.
BRONZE WEIGHTS
Aside from the three official weights marked as public property of the Athenian people
(BW 1-3, P1. 1), which may have belonged to the set in the Tholos, the bronze weights from
the Agora are not particularly notable. They are more like the lead weights, but do not form
any group which requires consideration here. They can best be dealt with individually in the
catalogue.
CATALOGUE

The two seriesof weightsare numberedseparatelywith the prefixedlettersindicatingthe material:BW for
bronzeweights;LW for lead weights. The Agorainventorynumbersfollowin parentheses.Findingplacesare
generallyindicatedby the squareor squaresof the Agoragrid, with a context date whereavailable;for dated
depositsthe grid designationis followedby the numberof the depositwithin the square.Dimensionsare given
in millimeters;the thickness(last number)is total thicknessincludingthe reliefsymbol.
The arrangementof the catalogueis as follows: seven bronzeweights on the Atheniansystem in orderof
weight,fromheaviestto lightest; two markedbronzeweightson the Romansystem; otherbronzepieceswhich
may be weightsin orderof weight; 61 lead weightson the Atheniansystem, in orderof symbolsand weights;
15 lead weightson the Romansystem; nine markedlead weightsnot certainlyto be includedin eithersystem;
24 unmarkedlead weightsin orderof weight; and two possiblelead weights.
Unless otherwiseindicatedall weights are squareor rectangularplaques.The descriptionrefersto the top
surfaceexcept wherenoted. Mostof the piecesdifferso muchin dimensions,symbolsand legendsthat they can
not have come from the same moulds,but wherethere is sufficientlikenessto indicate either the same mould
or very similarones a note is added to each of the catalogueitems concerned.A few generalremarkswill not
be amiss here. Differencesin dimensionsare the least reliableindicationof differentmoulds,since measurements are maximumand the handlingto which the weights were apparentlysubjectedwhile still malleable
resultedin splaying,bulging,or pinchingin of the edges.The blurringof the reliefdesignthroughwearmakes
it impossibleto determinewhether the same mould or closely similarmouldswere used for two apparently
identicalweights. "Samemould"as it is used hereand in the catalogue,therefore,is to be interpretedas same
or closelysimilar.Fromthe chronologicalpoint of view this probablyamountsto the same thing.
The two four-mnaweights are completelydifferent(LW 1-2, P1.2). Of four completestater weights two
(LW 3-4, Pls. 2, 3) seem to come fromthe same mould,as does also Pernice,no. 6 (P1.5). Theirconsiderable
variety in weightsis to be noted: 1378gr., 1102gr., 1302gr. Of nine dolphin(mna)weightsthree arefrom one
mould (LW 8, 9, 16; Pls. 3, 4), and three are fromanother(LW 12, 13, 14; P1.4); the other three are unique.
The differencebetweenthe firsttwo groupsis not so muchin the shapeof the dolphinas in the arrangementof
letters. In both groupsthere is a weight from a deposit (E 3:1) of ca. 300 B.C., so that it is not possibleto
establishpriority.Except for the obviouslyunderweightLW 16, the first groupapparentlybelongsto a time
of the heaviest standards.But the way in whichthe weight of LW 9 has beenincreasedby the additionof lead
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underneathsuggests that the same mould could be used for all standards.Perhapsthe mould had an open
back; if its weight was known, lead could be pouredin as it rested on scales until the desired weight was
reached.
Of seven amphoraweights which are thirds of the stater, four are similarenoughto come from the same
mould:LW 17, 18, 22, 23 (P1.5). Two (LW17, 23) are from contexts dated to the 1st centuryB.C., and the
stamp on LW 17 seemsto belongto the end of the 2nd centuryB.C. The generalshapeof the amphorais still
basically the early Panathenaictype, but the upperattachmentof the handlesnear the lip seems to indicate
the last phasebeforethe changeto the full-blownlate type, as on LW 30 (P1.6). This form,whichalso occurs
on two half-amphoraweights(LW 24, 28; P1.6) fromHellenisticcontexts, seemsto have beenused on weights
long afterit had given way to the late type both in the actual amphoraand in coin representations.Very close
to these four weights both in shape of amphoraand arrangementof legend are the followingpieceslisted by
Pernice, which I was able to see in the NationalMuseumin Athens: P 18, 21, 22, 37. Becauseit seems to be
precededby two other formsof early Panathenaictype amphoras(or half-amphoras)on the weights,we shall
referto it as early Panathenaictype III. Manyof these weightswill be seen to be on the 112 standard.
Early Panathenaictype I amphorasappearon LW 20, 21 (P1.5) and half-amphorason LW 26, 27 (P1.6).
The same mould was not used for either of these two pairs, but it is likely that an amphoraweight from the
Pnyx42was fromthe same mould as LW 20. Both the Pnyx piece and LW 26 can not be later than their 4th
centuryB.C. contexts, so that it is likely that this is the earliestamphora-shapepreservedon leadweights.The
stamps on both LW 26 and 27, double-bodiedowl and kalathos in olive wreath,have their closest parallels
on coins of the 4th century B.C.43
Of the other amphoraand half-amphoraweights, LW 19 (P1.5) is unlike all others, and LW 25 and 29
(P1.6) may be calledearly Panathenaictype II, partly becausethe latter comesfroma context dated 340-310
B.C. and partly becausethe arrangementof the handlesseemsto be midwaybetweentypes I and III. Mostof
the pieceswith amphorasof types I and II are based on the 105 standard.
The late Panathenaictype amphoraoccurson only one Agoraweight (LW 30; P1.6), but Perniceno. 19
in the National Museumseems to have come from the same mould. Of the three half-amphorasof this type
LW 31 and 32 (P1.6) come from the same mould. All late Panathenaictype amphora-weightscomefromthe
latest 2nd or 1st centuriesB.C. and belongto the heaviest standards.
Unfortunately,for the developmentof tortoises we have no other evidence than the weights themselves.
From the same mould come LW 34, 40, and 42 (P1.7) although the legendson the two latter are no longer
visible. The4th centuryB.C. context of LW 34 and the 4th-3rd centuriesB.C.context of LW 40 seemto make
this the earliestform of quarter-statertortoise in the Agora. What is probablyan earlierformappearson a
weight from the Pnyx.44Threeother tortoise weights (LW 37, 39, 44; P1.7) come from one mould,although
again the legends on the latter two are no longervisible. The form of this group of tortoisesis very close to
that of the 4th centuryB.C. groupabove, so that it is not surprisingto findthat LW 37 also comesfrom a 4th
century B.C. context. Of the remainingfive tortoises, all of which are strikingly differentfrom these two
groups,two (LW 36, 43; P1.7) are from one mould; the othersare unique.All come from contexts of Hellenistic times or later. Unlikethe amphoraweights, the tortoises'variationin weight is not reflectedin the shape
of the symbol.
All five half-tortoisescomefromdifferentmoulds,and noneis particularlycloseto any of the wholetortoises

in shape or style. Context dates give the following order (P1. 8): LW 47 (mid 4th century B.C.), LW 46 (4th
century B.C.), LW 45 (3rd century B.C.), LW 49 (Hellenistic), and LW 48 (none). Three cornucopia weights
all seem to be from the same mould (LW 51-53; Pl. 8); four half-crescents are all unique.
BRONZE

WEIGHTS

BW 1 (B 495) Stater.
P1. 1. BW 2 (B 492) One-fourthStater.
P1. 1.
D 15:1. Ca. 500 B.C. Hesperia, VII, 1938,
D 15:1. Ca. 500 B.C.Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 362.
p. 362.
Squarecornersand edges. Bronzewith high lead
Square cornersand edges.Bronzewith highlead content. Added in relief an oval shield; incised letcontent.Addedin relief,an astragalos;incisedletters: ters: TrETapTE(vI6plov).
Incised around two of the
Goodcondition.
oracrrp.Incised aroundtwo of the sides: bEoa6cnovsides: &pEC6mtov
'AOEvcaiov.
39 x 39 x 22 mm. Weight: 190 gr. (stater of
'AOEvafov.Good condition.
64 x 63 x 34 mm. Weight: 795 gr.
760 gr.).
42

Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 28, no. 2.
a Svoronos, pl. 17.
" Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 28, no. 3.
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BW 3 (B 497) One-sixthStater.
P1. 1.
D 15:1. Ca. 500 B.C.Hesperia,VII, 1938,p. 362.
Squarecornersand edges. Bronzewith high lead
content. Addedin relief, a sea-turtle;incised letters:
Incisedaroundtwo of the sides: 8e6amov
hEptrpi-rov.
condition.
Good
'AOEvaiov.
34 x 33 x 21 mm. Weight: 126 gr. (stater of
756 gr.).
BW 4 (B 786) One-sixthStater.
P1. 1.
C 16. Hellenistic.
In relief, upper half of amphora (early PanaTraces of
thenaic type II) and letters: Srlpo6(caov).
two small round stamps, illegible, on either side of
amphora,and perhapsone on body of amphora.Poor
condition.
44 x 46 x 12 mm. Weight: 112 gr.
This piece has lost too much weight to be assigned to any standard,especially since there is no
weight-legend.Presumably it was, like other halfamphoras,one-sixthof a normalstater and originally
weighedca. 150 gr.
Pl. 1.
BW 5 (B 152) One-sixthMna (2).
K-N 12-14. Hesperia,IV, 1935, p. 347.
Incised: an owl, standing left with head facing.
Scoopedout hollowon underside.Goodcondition.
35 X 35 x 7 mm. Weight: 69.9 gr.
Cf. relief owl-weight(Pernice,no. 4, p. 82, pl. 1;
weight: 71.42 gr.). What part of a stater or mna or
what multiple of drachmathese two weights represent is not certain,but if the use of the owl as a symbol indicatesa coin-weightinstead of a trade-weight,
they might be one-sixthof the coinmna, whichshould
weigh 436 gr.:428.52 and 419.4 gr.
BW 6 (B 808) Six Drachms.
P1. 1.
B 15.Incisedletterson bothfaces:a)pv&
a<p>aaiirl ;

Incised: I - 1-1-,i.e. 4 drachms.Poor condition,
much wornand corroded.
19 x 20 x 5 mm. Weight: 16 gr. (drachm of
4 gr.).
BW 8 (B 910) Four Nomismata.
P1. 1.
incised
letters:
with
a
Carefully
vo(pipacrra)8',
above
condition.
Good
monogram
(see illustration).
24 x 24 x 4 mm. Weight: 18 gr. (nomismaof
4.5 gr.).
Nomismawas Greekfor solidus (Metrol.Script.
II, 113)or sextula,one-sixthof an ounce(i.e. 4.55 gr.).
For form and inscription, cf. weights listed by K.
Pink, Rimischeund ByzantinischeGewichtein OsterreichischenSammlungen,Wien, 1938, p. 96.
BW 9 (B 270) Small Rectangle.
P1. 1.
F 9. Incised on one face: monogramor Christian
symbol. Goodcondition.
10 x 11 x 4 mm. Weight: 3 gr.
Perhapsa token or counterratherthan a weight.
BW 10 (B 688) TruncatedPyramid.
E-H 17-20. Bronzewith high lead content; the
stub of a projectingpin (for handle or attachment?)
on underside.Fair condition.
H. 24 mm.; D. 34 mm. Weight: 152.5gr.
This may not be a weight but some sort of boss
or attachment.Cf.BW 13.

BW 11 (B 752) MushroomCylinder.
P1. 1.
A 20. First half 5th century B.C.
Solid bronze cylinder below, shelving out into
wider domed top, on which a round loop with ring.
Goodcondition.
H. 39 mm.; D. 36 mm. Weight: 117 gr.
This and the followingmay not be weights, but
stoppers of some sort. Similar bronze pieces were
found
at Olynthus (D. M. Robinson, Excavationsat
be
as
which
six
must
drachms,
interpreted
b) rl-lX,
one obol and one chalkous.Apparentlythe wordmna Olynthus,Part X, Metal and Minor Miscellaneous
was first incised in the same backwardway it often Finds, nos. 2505ff).
appearson dolphinrelief weights, perhapsfor actual BW 12 (B 669) MushroomCylinder.
P1. 1.
deception,perhapsfor a joke. Underneathwas added
18. 5th century B.C.
H
in smallerletters the adjectivemeaning"denounced,
Small bronze cylinder, tapered toward bottom
informed against"; on the use of pi for phi cf. and with domed
top, on which a loop handle. Fair

Kretschmer, Vaseninschriften, p. 81 and Hesperia,
XVIII, 1949, p. 117. Since the adjective is in smaller
letters and more faintly incised than the noun, it may
have been added later by the victim of deception or
joke. The inscription on the other side gives the
actual weight of the piece: 6 drachms, 1 obol and
1 chalkous will be 26.97 gr. by coin weights. Good
condition.
23 x 23 x 5 mm. Weight: 27 gr.
BW 7 (B 784) Four Drachms.
B 19. Hellenistic.

P1. 1.

condition.
H. 31 mm.; D. 31 mm. Weight: 84 gr. Cf. BW 11.
BW 13 (B 787) Truncated Pyramid.
P1. 1.
B 19. 5th-4th centuries B.C. Good condition.
14 x 12 x 11 mm. Weight: 14.5 gr. Cf. BW 10.
BW 14 (B 1204) Disk.
P1. 1.
S 24-26. Spirals on the two flat surfaces. Good
condition.
D. 21 mm.; Th. 12 mm. Weight: 31 gr. Perhaps
not a weight.
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Pl. 2.
LW 1 (IL 6) Four Mnas.
G 6:2. Ca. 200 B.C. Hesperia,II, 1933, p. 473.
Four spokes of wheel in relief; four letters in
Goodcondition.
lowerreliefin the corners:8Ey.6(atov).
93 x 88 x 28 mm. Weight: 1792.5 gr. (stater
of 896.2 gr.).
LW 2 (IL 755) Four Mnas.
P1. 2.
B 20. Hellenistic.
Top surface much worn so that relief is barely
visible: four spokes of wheel with traces of letters in
Fair condition.
corners,
1108[].6(atov).
x 113 x 16 mm. Weight: 1779 gr. (staterof
889 gr.). Turnedone quarterto right on plate.
LW 3 (IL 756) Stater.
P1. 2.
B 20. Hellenistic.
Astragalos and letters in relief: qcrarilp. Same

mould as LW 4 and Pernice,no. 6. Goodcondition.
67 x 69 x 36 mm. Weight: 1378 gr.
LW 4 (IL 316) Stater.
P1. 3.
E 15. Late Hellenistic.
Astragalos and letters in relief: o-rarilp. Same

mould as LW 3 and Pernice, no. 6. Good condition,
surfaceworn.
70 x 71 x 30 mm. Weight: 1102 gr.
LW 5 (IL 545) Stater.
P1. 3.
E 5.
Astragalos and letters in relief: [8]EPO[6](oov).
Surfacemuch worn and gouged;fair condition.
72 x 70 x 16 mm. Weight: 863 gr.
LW 6 (IL 195) Stater.
P1. 2.
H 12. Late 4th-early 3rd centuriesB.C.
FairconAstragalosandlettersin relief:ocrariamp.
dition.
62 x 62 x 34 mm. Weight: 841.5 gr.
LW 7 (IL 1401) Stater.
P1. 2.
Raised edges; astragalosin relief, placed diagonally. No trace of letters. Much damaged,with two
cornersbrokenaway.
75 x 40 x 25 mm. Weight:456 gr. Not included
in charts.
LW 8 (IL 131) Mna.
P1. 3.
E 14. Hellenistic.Hesperia,IV, 1935,p. 347.
Raised edges; in relief, dolphin, diagonally to left,
and letters: jv&. Same mould as LW 9, 16. Good
condition.
59 x 59 x 25 mm. Weight: 708 gr.
LW 9 (IL 1018) Mna.
P1. 3.
D 16. Late Hellenistic.
Raised edges; in relief, dolphin, diagonally to left,
and letters: av&. Same mould as LW 8, 16. On underside a large amount of lead has been added to the
original weight, but so unevenly that one original
corner is visible. Good condition.

56 x 56 x 25 mm.; original thickness 15 mm.
Weight: 682.5 gr.
LW 10 (IL 972) Mna.
P1. 3.
B 20. Hellenistic.
Raised edges; in relief, dolphin, diagonally to
left, and letters:

Good condition.
v&"pE-rpo(vo6pcov).

58 x 55 x 17 mm. Weight: 624 gr.

LW 11 (IL 1268) Mna.
P1. 3.
Hellenistic.
17.
Q
In relief, dolphin, diagonallyto right. No trace
of letters. Underside slightly hollowed. Good condition.
66 x 66 x 14 mm. Weight: 475 gr.
Pl. 4.
LW 12 (IL 358) Mna.
E 3:1. Ca. 300 B.C.
Raised edges; in relief, dolphin, diagonally to
left, and letters: pv&.A symbol between mu and nu
may be a staror the delta-epsilonligaturefordemosion.
Samemouldas LW 13, 14. Undersidesomewhathollowed. Fair condition.
60 x 60 x 17 mm. Weight: 471 gr.
LW 13 (IL 827) Mna.
P1. 4.
A 20. Late Hellenistic.
Raised edges; in relief, dolphin, diagonally to
left, and letters: pva. Same mould as LW 12, 14,
with traces of same symbol between mu and nu.
Goodcondition.
55 x 55 x 18 mm. Weight: 455 gr.
LW 14 (IL 865) Mna.
P1.4.
D 16. Hellenistic.
Raised edges; in relief, dolphin, diagonally to
left, and traces of letters. Apparentlysame mouldas
LW 12, 13. Fair condition; surfacemuch worn and
gouges on underside.
57 x 60 x 13 mm. Weight: 445 gr.
LW 15 (IL 347) Mna.
Pl. 4.
D 11:4. Late 2nd century-early1st centuryB.C.
In relief, dolphin,diagonally to left. Poor condition, with holes and breakat lowerleft.
82 x 77 x 15 mm. Weight: 424 gr.
LW 16 (IL 361) Mna.

P1. 4.

E 3:1. Ca. 300 B.C.
Raised edges; in relief, dolphin, diagonally to
left, and letters: pv&. Same mould as LW 8, 9. Sides
pushed in; reverse hollowed. Fair condition.
57 X 57 x 18 mm. Weight: 422 gr.
LW 17 (IL 315) One-third Stater.
P1. 5.
E 15. Late Hellenistic. Hesperia, XVIII, 1949,
p. 109, note 5.
Raised edges; in relief, early Panathenaic type
III amphora and letters: TrplTr(6ptov). Same mould
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as LW 18, 22, 23. Onbody of amphora,a rectangular
stamp with draped bearded figure seated right in
high-backedthrone; in his left hand a staff; behind
throne tracesof letters:
For the stamp
4•[-rpo]yV6iv.
see above pp. 21-22. Good
condition.
46 x 45 x 16 mm. Weight: 325 gr. (stater of
975 gr.).
LW 18 (IL 1041) One-thirdStater.
P1. 5.
B 17. Raised edges; in relief, early Panathenaic
Same
type III amphoraand letters: Trptrrl(p6ptov).
mouldas LW 17, 22, 23. Goodcondition.
47 x 45 x 16 mm. Weight: 322 gr. (stater of
966 gr.).

Pl. 5.
LW 19 (IL 37) One-thirdStater.
G 14:2. 4th, 3rd, 2nd centuriesB.C.
Rounded cornersand raised edges folding down
over design; in relief, plump amphora. Underside
slightly hollowed.Goodcondition.
50 x 50 x 15 mm. Weight: 320 gr. (stater of
960 gr.).

LW 20 (IL 33) One-thirdStater.
P1. 5.
G 14:2. 4th, 3rd, 2nd centuriesB.C.
Raised edges; in relief, early Panathenaictype I
amphoraand letters (at left): rpt(-rrlp6ptov).Good
condition.
50 x 49 x 15 mm. Weight: 301 gr. (stater of
903 gr.).

LW 24 (IL 359) One-sixthStater.
P1.6.
C 13. Hellenistic.
Raised edges; in relief, upperhalf of early Panathenaic type III amphora, and letters (retrograde
fromlowerrightcorner):
Samemouldas
LW 28. On underside,41ipT.(ptrov).
bevelled.
Good conedges
dition.
41 x 41 x 10 mm. Weight: 158.5 gr. (stater of
951 gr.).
LW 25 (IL 884) One-sixthStater.
P1. 6.
A-B 19-20:1. Hellenistic.
In relief,upperhalf of early Panathenaictype II
amphora and letters (clockwise from upper left
Same mould as LW 29, so precorner):1jipyp1Trov.
4th
sumably
centuryB.C. in date. On underside,one
edge bevelled. Goodcondition.
43 x 39 x 10 mm. Weight: 156.5 gr. (stater of
939 gr.).
LW 26 (IL 10) One-sixthStater.
P1. 6.
F 16:1. Secondhalf 4th century B.C.
Raised edges; in relief, upper half of early
Panathenaic type I amphora and letters (counterclockwisefrom upperleft corner):'qILi'rpLTov.
Square
stamp (8 x 8 mm.) with unrecognizabledevice impressed over part of mu; another square stamp
(8 x 8 mm.) with double-bodiedowl upside down on
body of amphora.Onunderside,threebevellededges;
fourthis cut off straightand incised:EV,presumably
a markof ownership.Goodcondition.
39 x 36 x 16 mm. Weight: 155.5 gr. (stater of
933 gr.).

LW 21 (IL 769) One-thirdStater.
P1. 5.
G 18. In relief, early Panathenaictype I amphora and letters:
Fair condition;few gouges
8Ep6(ctov).
and holes.
LW 27 (IL 1054) One-sixthStater.
P1. 6.
47 x 47 x 13 mm. Weight: 298 gr. (stater of
C 17. Late Hellenistic.
894 gr.).
In relief, upperhalf of early Panathenaictype I
and letters (counter-clockwisefrom upper
amphora
LW 22 (IL 1069) One-third Stater: False Weight.
right corner): E&P6(atov).On body of amphora a
P1. 5. round
olive wreath with small kalathos in
In relief, early Panathenaic type III amphora center.stamp:bevelledon underside.
Goodcondition.
Edges
andletters: TrplTr(I6p0tov).
Samemouldas LW 17,18,
45 x 43 x 13 mm. Weight: 155 gr. (stater of
23. Apparentlygoodcondition,but muchthinnerthan 930
gr.).
LW 17 and 18; perhaps made as false weight or
LW 28 (IL 298) One-sixth Stater.
tamperedwith in antiquity.
P1.6.
45 x 45 x 11 mm. Weight: 170 gr. (stater of
K-M 13. Hellenisticto mid 2nd centuryB.C.
510 gr.).
Raised edges; in relief, upper half of early PanNot includedin charts.
athenaictype III amphoraand letters (counter-clockwisefromlowerright corner):ilIIfr(pirov).Samemould
LW 23 (IL 319) One-third Stater: False Weight.
P1. 5. as LW 24. Tiny (3 mm.) roundstamp with rosetteat
right; below amphoraa quarter oval stamp (8 x 5
E 14:3. 1st centuryB.C.
with
Goodcondition.
Raised edges; in relief, early Panathenaictype mm.) x cornucopia.
x 12 mm. Weight: 150 gr. (stater of
43
43
III amphoraand letters: rpt[rrl](l6ptov). Samemould
as LW 17,18, 22. Part of left side missing;likeLW 22, 900 gr.).
much thinnerthan LW 17 and 18; perhapstampered LW 29 (IL 60) One-sixthStater.
P1. 6.
with in antiquity.
G 13:4. Ca. 840-310 B.C.
50 x 50 x 8 mm. Weight: 121 gr.
Raised edges; in relief,upper half of early PanNot includedin charts.
athenaictype IIamphoraand letters,almostall illegi-
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ble, but same mould as L 25: 1.-rpirrov. Fair con- LW 36 (IL 848) One-quarterStater.
P1. 7.
D 15. Raised edges; in relief,tortoisewith circudition, surfacemuchworn.
42 x 39 x 9 mm. Weight: 136 gr. (stater of lar body and splayinglimbs. No trace of letters.Same
816 gr.).
mouldas LW 43. Goodcondition.
48 x 44 x 12 mm. Weight: 236 gr. (stater of
LW 30 (IL 176) One-halfMna.
P1. 6. 944 gr.).
E 14:3. 1st century B.C.
In relief, late Panathenaic type amphora, and LW 37 (IL 1023) One-quarterStater.
P1. 7.
D 17. 4th century B.C.
letters:
Goodcondition.
Raised edges folded in; in relief, tortoise and
44 fi•••v(aiov).
x 44 x 22 mm. Weight: 375 gr. (mna of
letters
(counter-clockwisefrom upper left corner):
750 gr.).
Letters somewhat obscured by
-TErxap-i(p'6pov).
LW 31 (IL 999) One-quarterMna.
P1. 6. folding over of raised edges. Same mould as LW 39,
D 17:11. Late Hellenistic.
44. Goodcondition.
Raised edges; in relief, upper half of late Pan42 x 42 x 13 mm. Weight: 234.5 gr. (stater of
athenaic type amphora and letters: above, r[-r]ap 938 gr.).
Same mould as LW 32.
(-rov);below, ve-rpo(v6p1cov).
LW 38 (IL 739) One-quarterStater.
P1.7.
Undersidebevelledon three edges. Goodcondition.
E
15.
Hellenistic.
IX,
1940,
p. 307,
Hesperia,
39 x 39 x 14 mm. Weight: 196 gr. (mna of
47.
fig.
784 gr.).
Slightlyraisededges;in relief,tortoiseandletters
left
and right): -rE-ap-r((rll6ptov).
Goodcondition.
6.
LW 32 (IL 182) One-quarterMna.
(at
P1.
47 X 45 x 12 mm. Weight: 231 gr. (stater of
E 14:3. 1st century B.C.
Raised edges; in relief, upper half of late Pan- 924 gr.).
athenaic type amphoraand letters: above, Tr[-r]ap LW 39
(IL 38) One-quarterStater.
P1. 7.
(Toy); below,traces. Same mould as LW 31. Good
G 14:2. 4th, 3rd and 2nd centuriesB.C.
condition.
Edges folded in; in relief, tortoise. Letters ob39 x 39 x 17 mm. Weight: 183.5 gr. (mna of
scuredby edges,but same mouldas LW 37, 44. Good
784 gr.).
condition.
x 41 x 12 mm. Weight: 227.5 gr. (stater of
LW 33 (IL 771) One-quarterMna: False Weight. 910 46
gr.).
P1. 6.
C 21. Raised edges; in relief, upper half of late LW 40 (IL 1014) One-quarterStater.
P1.7.
and
D
letters
16.
4th-3rd
centuries
B.C.
Panathenaic type amphora
(below):
Edges folded in; in relief, indistinct tortoise.
-rft[apro]v.Part of round stamp (11 mm.) on body
of amphora;very worn,but perhapsamphoraof late Lettersobscuredby edges,but samemouldas LW 34,
Panathenaictype. Large chip along lower edge; fair 42. Goodcondition.
48 x 47 x 14 mm. Weight: 227 gr. (stater of
condition but unusually thin for this type, as if
in
with
ancient
times.
908
tampered
gr.).
39 x 30 x: 7 mm. Weight: 99.5 gr.
LW 41 (IL 124) One-quarterStater.
P1. 7.
Not includedin chart.
F 10. In relief, tortoise; surfacevery worn; no
letters visible. Fair condition.
LW 34 (IL 63) One-quarterStater.
P1. 7.
47 x 44 x 16 mm. Weight: 224 gr. (stater of
Q13-14:1. Secondquarter4th century B.C.
896
gr.).
Raised edges folded in; in relief, a tortoise and
letters: -rT~raprl(6piov). Letters mostly obscured by
the folding over of soft lead from the edges. Same
mould as LW 40, 42. Good condition.
49 x 48 x 17 mm. Weight: 302 gr. (stater of
1208 gr.).

LW 35 (IL 580) One-quarter Stater.
PI. 7.
E 5:2. 3rd-2nd centuries B.C.
In relief, tortoise almost completely obscured by
wear and folding in of edges. Rounded corners. Fair
condition.
40 x 38 x 17 mm. Weight: 237.5 gr. (stater of

950 gr.).

LW 42 (IL 1019) One-quarter Stater.
P1. 7.
D 16. Late Hellenistic.
Raised edges folded in; in relief, tortoise. All
trace of letters obscured by folding in of edges, but
same mould as LW 34, 40. Fair condition.
48 x 47 x 12 mm. Weight: 224 gr. (stater of
896 gr.).
LW 43 (IL 862) One-quarter Stater.
P1. 7.
D 16. Hellenistic.
Raised edges; in relief, tortoise with circular body
and splaying limbs. No trace of letters. Same mould
as LW 36. Good condition.
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28 x 25 X 6 mm. Weight: 46 gr. The loss of
weight is so great that this piece has not been includedin charts.
LW 44 (IL 371) One-quarterStater.
P1. 7.
F 6. Hellenistic.
LW 51 (IL 1039) One-eighthMna.
P1. 8.
Rounded cornersand raised edges folded down
D 17:5. Secondhalf of 2nd century B.C.
over sunken area aroundindistinct tortoise in relief.
Slightly raised edges; in relief, cornucopiaand
No letters visible but same mould as LW 37, 39. letters: 6K'o(ov). Same mould as LW 52, 53. Good
Undersideslightly hollowed.Fair condition.
condition.
46 x 45 x 10 mm. Weight: 217 gr. (stater of
27 x 27 x 10mm. Weight:88 gr. (mnaof 704gr.).
868 gr.).
LW 52 (IL 304) One-eighthMna.
P1.8.
LW 45 (IL 296) One-eighthStater.
P1.8.
E 15. Hellenistic.
E 14:1. 3rd century B.C.
Slightly raised edges; in relief, cornucopiaand
High raised edges; in relief, small square half- letters: K6So(ov).Samemould as LW 51, 53. Surface
tortoiseand letters(aboveand below): l.T-rE(Tap-rov).much worn; fair condition.
Onbody of tortoisea smallroundstamp (7 mm.) with
27 x 27 x 9 mm. Weight: 81 gr. (mnaof 648 gr.).
rosette. Poor condition;hole boredthrough.
P1.8.
40 x 40 x 7 mm. Weight: 109.5 gr. (stater of LW 53 (IL 758) One-eighthMna.
B
20.
Hellenistic.
876 gr.).
Slightly raised edges; in relief, cornucopiaand
LW 46 (IL 1046) One-eighthStater.
P1.8. letters:
oK80(ov).Same mould as LW 51, 52. Good
C 17. 4th century B.C.
condition; small gouges on underside.
In relief, half-tortoiseand letters: 8rlg6(cmov).
A
27 x 27 x 8 mm. Weight:75 gr. (mnaof 600gr.).
five-pointedstar in reliefbelow tortoise. Smallround
Pl. 8.
stamp (9 mm.) on body of tortoise:helmetedhead(?). LW 54 (IL 147) One-eighthMna.
F 14. Hellenistic. Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 347.
Goodcondition.
Raised edges; in relief, half-crescent.Goodcon34 X 34 x 9 mm. Weight: 108 gr. (stater of
dition.
864 gr.).
25 x 25 x 10 mm.Weight:74gr. (mnaof 592gr.).
LW 47 (IL 734) One-eighthStater.
P1. 8.
F 19:2. Mid 4th century B.C.
LW 55 (IL 1070) One-eighthMna.
P1. 8.
In relief,half-tortoiseand letters (counter-clockQ 8. 5th-4th centuriesB.C.
wise from lower left corner): IlLrlTE•Taprov.
Surface is
Raised edges; in relief, half-crescentand star.
much worn; fair condition.
Edges of undersidebevelled. Goodcondition.
26 x 26 x 12 mm. Weight: 105 gr. (stater of
22 X 20 x 13 mm. Weight:59gr. (mnaof 472 gr.).
840 gr.).
LW 56 (IL 1) One-sixteenthStater.
P1. 8.
LW 48 (IL 746) One-eighthStater.
P1. 8.
H 6. Late 5th-early 4th centuriesB.C.
Q-R 13. In relief,half-tortoiseand letters (counLetters in relief coveredthe wholeface: f
lpto•lter-clockwisefrom upper right corner): 8E~6((Mov).
A circularstamp (9 mm.) with thyrsos
Much worn round stamp (11 mm.) with kalathos in I-•fEr.(aprov).
(?) has obliterated the letters in the upper right
olive wreath. Cf. LW 27. Upper right cornerbroken corner.Goodcondition.
off. Poor condition.
26 x 25 x 7 mm. Weight: 55.5 gr. (stater of
37 x 37 x 9 mm. Weight: 95 gr. The broken 888 gr.).
cornerwouldbringthe weightup to the normal114gr.,
but becauseof its presentstate this piece has not been LW 57 (IL 364) One-eighthMna.
P1. 8.
D 6. Raised edges; in relief,half-crescent.Someincluded in charts.

LW 49 (IL 863) One-twelfth Stater.
P1. 8.
D 16. Hellenistic.
Raised edges; in relief, half-tortoise. No trace of
letters. Fair condition.
31 x 31 x 10 mm. Weight: 67.5 gr. (stater of
810 gr.). Since this piece has been assigned a fractional
denomination only on the basis of its weight, it is
not included in charts.
LW 50 (IL 703) Crescent Weight.
P1. 8.
E-G 2-4. Raised edges; in relief, a crescent. Poor
condition.

what worn, but fair condition.
26 x 25 x 7 mm. Weight: 53.5 gr. (mna of
428 gr.).
LW 58 (IL 900) One-eighth Mna.
P1. 8.
B 19. Hellenistic.
Almost square block, cut down from a larger
one: chopped straight off where crescent is halved;
pared on one adjacent side. In relief, half-crescent.
Incised on underside: AI-, i.e. 12 drachms. Good
condition.
26 x 26 x 9 mm. Weight: 53 gr. (mna of
424 gr. by symbol; drachm of 4.42 gr. by inscription).
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If the weight was pared down to reduce it to 12 lar stamp like that on LW 63, 64. Six holes punched
drachms,it is no longera true one-eighth mna and in two rows of three each, spacedso that a third row
must be assumed about the middle of the missing
so should belong to a mna of 442 gr.
half. The use of punched holes for the counting of
LW 59 (IL 902) Six Drachms.
P1. 8. ounces may be seen on LW 66 and followingpieces.
B 19. Late Hellenistic.
less than half is preserved;good condition.
Circularplaque,smoothlyfinishedon upperface Slightly
85 x 3 mm. Weight:91 gr. (completepieceshould
and incised: P1-,i.e. six drachms.Goodcondition.
245 gr.).
25 x 4 mm. Weight: 26.5 gr. (drachmof 4.58 weigh
LW 66 (IL 1435) Seven Ounces.
P1. 9.
gr.). Not includedin charts.
O 17. Large circularstamp with helmeted head
LW 60 (IL 1274) Drachm.
P1.8. of Athena, right, in low relief. Seven small holes arP 15. Thin square with drachmsign (F-)incised
ranged at sides of circularstamp. On underside,a
on one face. Good condition.
punchedinscription:oi(yKiat) U'.Goodcondition.
20 x 20 x 2 mm.Weight: 4.9 gr. Not includedin
57 x 57 X 5 mm. Weight: 187 gr. (ounce of
charts.
26.7 gr.; pound of 320.4 gr.).
LW 61 (IL 1044) Drachmor Token.
P1. 8. LW 67 (IL 1027) Four Ounces.
P1. 9.
C-D 16-17. Hellenistic.
C 16. Late Hellenistic.
Thin square with circular stamp of owl facing
Four long deeplyincisedlines on one face. Good
front and illegible traces of letters to left. Poor con- condition.
dition.
30 x 30 x 10 mm. Weight: 105 gr. (ounce of
14 x 14 x 2 mm. Weight: 2.8 gr. Not included 26.2 gr.).
in charts.
LW 68 (IL 711) ThreeOunces.
Pl. 9.
G 20. Roman.
Raised edges; in relief, large gamma. GoodconWEIGHTS ON ROMAN STANDARD
dition.
31 x 33 x 11 mm. Weight: 91 gr. (ounce of
LW 62 (IL 856) StampedWeight: Pound. Pl. 8.
30.3
gr.).
M 20:2. 3rd century A.D.
Five circularstamps, one in each cornerand one LW 69 (IL 184) ThreeOunces.
P1. 9.
in the center.Allthe stampshavethe samemonogram,
E 14:3. 1st century B.C.
with crescent and star (see plate). Good condition,
Roughly circular lead disk with convex upper
but two of the cornersare bent.
surfaceon whichare threesmallprotuberances.Good
77 x 74 x 8 mm. Weight: 324 gr.
condition.
Found in the same well was another plain rec40 x 11 mm. Weight: 91 gr. (ounceof 30.3 gr.).
of
lead
IL
tangularplaque
(Agorainv.
857) weighing LW 70
(IL 531) ThreeOunces.
P1l.9.
310 gr. A monogramvery similarto this appearson a
N
18:3.
3rd
B.C.
century
lead token from the Agora (below, L 33, Pl. 20).
In relief, large gamma.Between the arms of the
Other weights with stamps similarly arranged are
gamma,small incisedcircle,perhapsto use the letter
listed by Pernice (nos. 623, 628).
not only for "three"but also for the abbreviationfor
LW 63 (IL 357) StampedWeight:Pound (?). P1.9. ounce. Fair condition.
D 6. Flat cylinderwith small rectangularstamp
32 X 35 x 9 mm. Weight: 90 gr. (ounce of
impressedon top. Letters in stamp: A'A'X,perhaps 30 gr.). The appearanceof this weight on the Roman
standardin so early a context is interesting.
o(Tcrap6s).Goodcondition.
58(iiov) 'A(Onvaicov)
47 x 18 mm. Weight: 318 gr.

LW 64 (IL 349) Stamped Weight: Half-pound (?).
P1. 9.
K-N 6-9. Flat cylinder with small rectangular
stamp impressed on top. Letters in stamp same as on
LW 63. Good condition.
38 X 14 mm. Weight: 173.2 gr. (pound of
846.4 gr.).
LW 65 (IL 4) Stamped Weight: Nine Ounces. P1. 9.
Thin circular disk with circular hole in center.
Slightly raised rim, grooved in center. Other concentric grooves on upper surface and small rectangu-

LW 71 (IL 725) Three Ounces.
P1. 9.
H 18. Three punch marks on one face seem to
form a gamma. Poor condition.
28 x 25 x 7 mm. Weight: 53 gr. (oUnce of
17.6 gr.).
LW 72 (IL 1048) Two Ounces.
P1. 9.
B 17. Late Roman.
Two small round punch marks on one face. One
hole pierced through, as if for suspension. Good
condition.
37 X 35 x 5 mm. Weight: 66 gr. (ounce of
33 gr.).
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Cf. G. R. Davidson and D. B. Thompson,Small LW 81 (IL 729) InscribedWeight.
P1. 10.
to
1st
B.C.
21:1.
1st
S
Late
the
early centtucentury
Objectsfrom Pnyx I, Hesperia,Suppl. VII, p. 29,
no. 7: a lead disk with two small depressionsand a ry A.D. Oneface somewhatconcave. Smallpi incised
on one side. Goodcondition.
weight of 63.5 gr.
48 x 44 x 16 mm. Weight: 344 gr.
LW 73 (IL 189) Two Ounces.
P1. 9.
If pi is a number, the weight is probably 80
E 14:3. 1st century B.C.
drachms,based on a drachmof about 4.3 gr.
Punchedbeta on one face. Goodcondition.
24 x 21 x 12 mm. Weight: 65 gr. (ounce of LW 82 (IL 998) InscribedWeight.
P1. 10.
F 17:1. Late 3rd- early4th centuriesA.D.
32.5 gr.).
Thin squareplaque;a centralhole seemsto have
LW 74 (IL 652) Two Ounces.
P1. 10. been plugged with lead, on which a pine tree is inO 19:2.
cised. Onecornerbrokenoff.
Two punchmarks.Goodcondition.
77 x 77 x 6 mm. Weight: 300 gr. Probably a
37 X 37 X 4 mm. Weight: 64.5 gr. (ounce of
pound, originally.
32.5 gr.).
LW 83 (IL 1272) InscribedWeight.
P1. 11.
LW 75 (IL 764) Two Ounces.
P1. 9.
P 15. Hellenistic.
R 14. 3rd century A.D.
Deep circulardepressionon one side, apparently
Two lines incised on one face. Fair condition.
not a stamp, and a largegammaor lambdaincisedin
26 x 25 x 11 mm. Weight: 51 gr. (ounce of one corner.Goodcondition.
25.5 gr.).
56 x 51 x 9 mm. Weight: 233.5 gr.
If
the weight is one-quarterstater or two-thirds
LW 76 (IL 254) Two Ounces.
P1. 10. of a
pound,the letter is presumablynot a number.
D 10. Two small roundpunchmarkson one face.
Poor condition.
LW 84 (IL 168) StampedWeight (2).
P1. 11.
32 x 29 x 5 mm. Weight: 29 gr. (ounce of
N 10. Roughlycirculardisk with convex top, in
14.5 gr.).
the center of which a stamp: caduceuswith letters
above and below,TtIOKp-rTOV.
Carelesslyincised pi on
underside.
condition.
Good
MARKED WEIGHTS OF UNCERTAIN STANDARD
55 x 10 mm. Weight: 217 gr. Perhaps half a
mna.
LW 77 (IL 1363) Two Mnas (?).
P1. 10.
Hellenistic.
7.
LW 85 (IL 642) InscribedWeight.
Q
P1. 11.
R 19. Late Roman.
Squareplaque cut down from largersheet. Two
incised strokeson one face. Goodcondition.
Large delta incised on one face. Goodcondition.
80 x 80 x 15 mm. Weight: 890 gr. (mna of
45 x 44 x 7 mm. Weight: 166 gr.
445 gr.).
LW 78 (IL 1050) InscribedWeight.
UNMARKED WEIGHTS
P1. 10.
B 17. Late Roman.
Thinsquareplaque.Inscribedon one face:ZcomT- LW 86 (IL 947) RectangularPlaque.
C 18. Late Hellenistic.Goodcondition.
pas, perhapsthe owner'sname. Good condition,but
70
x 66 x 15 mm. Weight: 598 gr.-Perhaps a
somewhat bent and with a hole bored through in
on
the 138 standard.
mna
one corner.
82 x 82 x 6 mm. Weight: 452.5 gr. Perhaps a LW 87 (IL 138) RectangularPlaque.

mna.

LW 79 (IL 516) One Hundred Drachms.
P1. 10.
M 20:1. Early 1st century B.C. Hesperia, XVIII,
1949, p. 112, note 18.
Small rho incised with dots on one face. Good
condition.
60 x 60 x 12 mm. Weight: 419.5 gr.

F 14. Late Hellenistic. Good condition.
57 x 55 x 15 mm. Weight: 525.5 gr.
LW 88 (IL 872) Rectangular Plaque.
D 16. Hellenistic. Sunken panel on one face;
rounded corners. Good condition.
57 x 53 x 20 mm. Weight: 446.5 gr. Probably a
mna.

LW 80 (IL 965) Inscribed Weight.
P1. 10. LW 89 (IL 39) Rectangular Plaque.
G 14:2. 4th, 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C.
C 18. Late Hellenistic-early Roman.
Two letters incised on one side: AH, i.e. 68r
Slightly pinched in sides, rounded corners, ir(pboiov). Also two light strokes. Good condition.
regular sunken panel in upper surface, and small hollow in lower. Good condition.
52 x 48 x 15 mm. Weight: 358 gr.
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51 x 49 x 19 mm. Weight: 442 gr. Probably a
mna.
LW 90 (IL 1042) RectangularPlaque.
A 20. 5th century B.C. Rounded corners. Good
condition.
52 x 48 x 18 mm. Weight: 430 gr. Probably a
mna.
LW 91 (IL 694) RectangularBlock.
O 18:2. Ca. 350-320 B.C. Rounded cornersand
sunkenpanel on both faces. Fair condition.
60 x 58 x 21 mm. Weight:429.5 gr. Probablya
mna.
LW 92 (IL 627) RectangularBlock.
B 14:3. Secondhalf of 1st centuryA.D.
Rounded corners,pinched in sides, and circular
depressionsin upper and lower surfaces. Good condition.
56 x 54 x 16 mm. Weight: 412 gr. Perhaps a
mna.
LW 93 (IL 913) RectangularPlaque.
C 18. Late Hellenistic.Fair condition.
62 x 53 x 14 mm. Weight: 404 gr. Perhaps a
mna.
LW 94 (IL 763) RectangularBlock.
R 14. Late Roman.
Remainsof raisededges; possiblypart of a relief
design on upper surface; traces of incised letters on
underside.Oneedge may be pared.Poor condition.
48 x 32 x 18 mm. Weight: 292 gr.
LW 95 (IL 1362) RectangularPlaque.
Q15:2. Ca. 400 B.C.
Rounded corners.Fair condition.
63 x 60 x 10 mm. Weight: 280.5 gr.
LW 96 (IL 942) RectangularPlaque.
C 18. Hellenistic.
Raised edges around one face. Much worn, so
that an originalrelief designmay be obliterated.
56 x 56 x 8 mm. Weight: 270 gr.
LW 97 (IL 1278) Block with Iron Handle.
0 16. 2nd century B.C.
Iron loop set in top of lead block. Iron corroded;
otherwise good condition.
45 X 47 x 14 mm. Total height: 35 mm. Weight:
241 gr.

LW 98 (IL 42) Rectangular Plaque.
H 16:4. Ca. 150 B.C.
Deep square punch on one face. Poor condition.
46 x 45 x 10 mm. Weight: 192 gr.
LW 99 (IL 180) Square Block.
E 14:3. 1st century B.C.
Shallow square depression on one surface. Good
condition.
41 x 41 x 10 mm. Weight: 177.5 gr.
3
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LW 100 (IL 757) RectangularPlaque.
B 20. Hellenistic.
Heavy raised edges on upper surface.Fair condition.
39 X 34 X 11 mm. Weight: 140 gr.
LW 101 (IL 5) SquareBlock.
F 17. Slightly raised edges on uppersurfaceand
traces of some obliteratedrelief.Fair condition.
36 x 36 x 8 mm. Weight: 103.5 gr.
LW 102 (IL 293) SquareBlock.
D 11. Hellenistic. Goodcondition.
34 x 34 x 8 mm. Weight: 98 gr.
LW 103 (IL 18) RectangularBlock.
G 17. Goodcondition.
37 x 36 x 7 mm. Weight 97 gr.
LW 104 (IL 1043) SquareBlock.
D 17. Late Hellenistic.Fair condition.
29 x 29 x 5 mm. Weight: 52 gr.
LW 105 (IL 159) CircularDisk.
F 14. Hellenistic.
Deep scratcheson one face. Fair condition.
28 x 8 mm. Weight: 49 gr.
LW 106 (IL 514) RectangularBlock.
M 20:1. Early 1st centuryB.C. Hesperia,XVIII,
1949, p. 112, note 18.
Slight depressionon one side. Fair condition.
22 x 20 x 7 mm. Weight: 37 gr.
LW 107 (IL 871) SquareBlock.
D 16. Hellenistic.Fair condition.
24 x 24 x 6 mm. Weight: 35.5 gr.
LW 108 (IL 759) RectangularBlock.
B 20. Hellenistic. Goodcondition.
21 x 20 x 5 mm. Weight: 29 gr.
LW 109 (IL 1457) SquareBlock.
R 16. Slight depressionon one face.
16 x 16 x 6 mm. Weight: 22 gr.

POSSIBLEWEIGHTS

LW 110 (IL 482) Square Block.
E 6:3. 4th century B.C.
Square cutting beneath as if for attachment;
rounded on top with traces of iron handle or hook.
Good condition.
46 X 46 x 32 mm. Weight: 538 gr.
LW 111 (IL 522) Circular Disk.
P 12. Good condition.
15 x 5 mm. Weight: 12.75 gr.
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Among the stone weights found in the Athenian Agora the largest and most important
group is that of the mastoid weights, i.e. marble bricks with two bosses or breasts in relief. The
breasts are variously depicted, sometimes realistically, sometimes simply as two half-spheres;
in some examples the two bosses are joined by a bar which may have served as a handle, or
traces of a broken bar remain, but others certainly had no such bar. These mastoid marbles
have long been interpreted as weights,' and their use as such is guaranteed by the inscriptions
indicating weight which occur on a few of them. The very smooth, almost worn surfaces which
look as if the marbles had been used as some sort of tool were surely given them in the final
process of making them conform to the standard. That is, the weight of the stone as originally
cut and roughed out would have been excessive; the exact weight desired would then have
been achieved by polishing.
The variously battered condition of most of these marble mastoid weights makes difficult
any exact determination of their original weights. But in one respect, at least, they are easier
to deal with than lead or bronze weights, the weight of which may have either increased or
decreased since antiquity, depending on the chemical properties of the soil or water in which
they were preserved. The stone weights will always be underweight, since any chance original
excess is more than compensated for by wear, chipping and gouges.
The marble mastoid weights are undatable in themselves and for the most part undated by
context. Most of those from the Agora were found in modern or surface fill, a few in late Roman
levels, and one (SW 5, P1. 11) in a late Hellenistic cistern. The relative chronology of the
weights can not, therefore, be invoked as an aid to the identification of their original weights
and standard. Only the few inscribed specimens can shed light on the standards to be expected.
Of these, Pernice, no. 275 is marked H (i.e. 8 mnas) and weighs 3556.6 gr., pointing to a unit
of somewhat more than 444.8 gr. It seems most likely that this is the regular Attic weight mna
of 105 coin drachms; if the coin drachm may be assumed to be 4.36 gr., the weight-mna will
be 457.8 gr. Thus the original weight of Pernice, no. 275 will have been 3662.4 gr., and the
percentage of loss less than three.
Of the Agora marble mastoid weights, three are inscribed. SW 7 (P1.11) is marked as 7pounds and weighs 2310 gr. but is damaged and chipped enough to make likely an original
weight of 71 Roman pounds2 or 2453 gr. SW 13 (P1.12) is marked as 41 pounds and weighs
1162.5 gr. but is sufficiently chipped to allow an original weight of 41 pounds or 1472 gr.
SW 1 (P1.11) is marked as 11 pounds and weighs 3443 gr., but is sufficiently damaged to allow
an original weight of 11 pounds or 3597 gr. Because none of these weights represents a round
number of pounds or even what might be thought to be a convenient number, it is tempting
to suppose that the inscriptions belong to a secondary use of the weights and that some multiple
of the Attic mna was converted to the Roman weight system3 by an inscription defining the

1 Pernice, 40, nos. 275ff. W. Deonna, Delos,
p.
XVIII, Le Mobilier Dilien, pp. 144-145. Examples from Corinth appear
in G. R. Davidson, Corinth, XII, The Minor Objects,Princeton, 1952, pp. 213-214.
2 For the weight of the pound, see above p. 23.
* That this Roman weight system was widely used in Athens we know from the numbers of lead weights inscribed with
the units and fractions of the Roman pound. Cf. also Pernice, nos. 618ff.
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weight to the nearest half-pound. Both Pernice, no. 275 with its weight of eight Attic mnas
and the certainly late Hellenistic mastoid weight from the Agora (SW 5, P1. 11) lend color
to this possibility, since they suggest that the mastoid formwas not necessarilyRoman in origin.
It will be necessary to ask what multiples of Attic mnas might have been converted to these
particular poundweights, i.e. 7-, 41 and 11. It will be the estimated original weight which
must be matched in the Attic system, that is, 71 pounds or 2453 gr., 41 pounds or 1472 gr.,
and 11 pounds or 3597 gr. Only the eleven pound weight comes within possible conversionrange of a multiple of the Attic 105 drachm weight mna; eight such mnas weigh 3662.4 gr.
and might be used in a secondhand worn condition as 11 pounds (3597 gr.). But in order to
take the other two weights as converted mna-weights, we shall have to look at another Athenian
mna. Two are known from I.G., IP2, 1013, lines 29-36: one of 138 coin drachms (601 gr.) and
one of 150 coin drachms.4Of these the latter is equal to two pounds and so the two systems
are interchangeable, but the former provides multiples which would allow conversion into all
three of the inscribed mastoid marbles:
7- pounds (2453 gr.) - 4 mnas of 138 drachms (2404 gr.)
4- pounds (1472 gr.) - 2- mnas of 138 drachms (1503 gr.)
11 pounds (3597 gr.) - 6 mnas of 138 drachms (3606 gr.)
The 4 mna piece is admittedly somewhat light to have been re-used as 71 pounds. The 21 mna
piece does not provide a round number, but it is half of a good and useful round number.
Since this conversion is not completely satisfactory, it is worth considering the possibility
that the use of stone weights was such that odd multiples and fractions of the basic unit might
make sense. That is, the expense of large lead weights was probably prohibitive for ordinary
use. It would be convenient for small shopkeepers who had to weigh quantities ranging from
an ounce up to 20 or 30 pounds to have a set of lead weights for the smaller units (perhaps a
weight of two pounds, two of one pound, one of six ounces, one of three and several of one
ounce) and also several heavy stone weights ranging from two to ten pounds. These latter
could be used singly or in combination for the bulk of larger weights while the smaller lead
weights would be added to achieve exact equivalence. Stone weights for such a purpose would
have to be accurate to whatever multiple and fraction they represented, but the multiple and
fraction would not be meaningful, since they would always be supplementedby smallerweights.
For the most part the uninscribedmastoid weights can be fitted into the two systems already
considered: mnas of 105 coin drachms and pounds of the Roman system. With these, however,
the problem of how the original users distinguished one from another arises. It is necessary,
I think, to assume painted inscriptions which have disappeared. For although it is possible,
by picking up the stones and weighing them in the hand, to put in ordereight marblesweighing
from two to 11 pounds, to pick up any individual weight and know whether it is, for example,
four or five pounds requires much care and practice. Dimensions do not help in this matter,
since, although the heavier weights are obviously larger,the increase is not constant in any one
dimension. Perhaps the weights of one series might have shown a constant and relevant change
in dimensions, but the group from the Agora is for the most part made up of stones from
completely unrelated circumstances. Only two (SW 4, 6, P1. 11) come from the same context
and are sufficiently alike in appearanceto belong to the same set. The heavier of these is noticeably wider than the lighter, but only if the two are viewed together. Their weights, moreover,
do not lend themselves to conformity with any one system unless there is the possibility of
fractions. These two, then, confirm the likelihood that stone weights were used as cheap substitutes for metal in weighing relatively large quantities and so need not be meaningful multiples.
4 For a discussion of these heavy mnas see above, pp. 2-4, 20-21.
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Other stone weights found in the Agora include five which are inscribed: one (SW 16, P1. 12)
is from an early context and employs the Athenian standard; the other four (SW 17-20, P1. 12)
are based on the Roman pound. A few uninscribed marble bricks, which may once have
had painted inscriptions, were probably also used as weights, both those with sculptured
relief representations (SW 21-23, Pl. 12) and those which are completely plain (SW 24-28,
P1. 12). The identification of these pieces as weights is suggested by the similarity of size and
shape to inscribed pieces. The case for the carved pieces is strengthened by the list of representational weights dedicated by P. Memmius Agathocles (Tegea, I.G., V, 2, 125).
The use of only slightly worked fieldstones as weights (SW 16-17, P1. 12) seems to be
confirmation of our hypothesis that stone weights were more casual than the official weights
of lead and bronze. Just as it was possible to take a selection of fieldstones to be weighed and
marked with their weights, so it must have seemed desirable to produce regular marble bricks
which embodied various multiples and fractions to form the basis in bulkier transactions.

CATALOGUE

The catalogueis arrangedin descendingorderof weight in five categories:mastoid, inscribedAthenian,
inscribedRoman, sculptured,and plain. The finding places are noted only when the pieces belong to dated
contexts; the locationis given by squareson the Agoragrid. Dimensionsare given in millimeters,in the order
of length, width and thickness;thicknessis overall,includingprojectionson top.

SW 1 (ST 54) MastoidWeight: Pentelic. P1. 11.
Completesave for chips;no tracesof bar. Roughly inscribedon underside:Al.
185 x 107 x 80 mm. Weight: 3443 gr.
The inscriptionpresumablygives the numberof
Roman pounds, i.e., 11. The original weight would
thereforehave been 3597 gr., and the presumedloss
about three per cent.

SW 2 (ST 129) MastoidWeight: Pentelic. P1. 11.
Cornersmuch worn; traces of bar brokenoff.
193 X 105 x 88 mm. Weight: 2868 gr.
The loss of weight from wear and chippingmay
be as muchas ten per cent, so that the originalweight
must have been between 3100 and 3200 gr., most
probably seven mnas (3199 gr.) or nine and a half
pounds (3107gr.).
SW 3 (ST 303) MastoidWeight: Pentelic. P1. 11.
Completeexcept for chips; no traces of bar.
170 x 100 x 90 mm. Weight: 2798 gr.
The loss of weight may be as much as 5 per cent,
so that the originalweight must have been somewhat
over 2900gr., most probablynine pounds(2943gr.).
SW 4 (ST 312) MastoidWeight: Pentelic. P1. 11.
R 14:2. Heruliandestruction,A.D.267. Hesperia,
IX, 1940, p. 306, fig. 46.
Slightly chipped;bar preserved.
180 x 95 x 96 mm. Weight:2685 gr.
Theloss of weightappearsto be almostnegligible,
so that the originalweight was probablysix mnas of
457 gr. (2742 gr.) or possibly eight and one-half
pounds (2780 gr.).

SW 5 (ST 113) MastoidWeight: Hymettian.P1.11.
D 12:2. Late 2nd century-early1st centuryB.C.
Edges chipped;part of lowerpart brokenaway;
only traces of bar.
208 x 97 x 77 mm. Weight: 2633 gr.
Breaks may account for about 300 gr., so that
the original weight may have been six and a half
mnas of 457 gr. (2971 gr.) or possibly nine pounds
(2943 gr.).
SW 6 (ST 311) MastoidWeight: Pentelic. P1. 11.
R 14:2. Heruliandestruction,A.D. 267.Hesperia,
IX, 1940, p. 306, fig. 46.
Slightly chipped;bar preserved.
170 x 86 x 84 mm. Weight: 2454 gr.
If, as seems likely from finding-placeand similarity of appearance,this weight belongsto the same
set as SW 4, it must be based on the same unit. The
slight loss of weightsuggestsan originalweightof four
and one-half mnas of 457 gr. (2513 gr.) or possibly
seven and one-halfpounds (2453 gr.).
SW 7 (I 5196) MastoidWeight: Pentelic. P1. 11.
Somewhatchippedand worn;no traceof handle.
Inscribedon one of the long
Z <, i.e. f(T-rpat)
sides:.,\
71.
175 x 95 x 95 mm. Weight: 2310 gr.
Seven and one-half pounds are 2453 gr., which
the presentstate of the weightmakesreasonable.
SW 8 (ST 53) MastoidWeight: Pentelic. P1. 11.
Corners chipped and broken; traces of bar
brokenoff.
164 x 89 x 90 mm. Weight: 2086 gr.
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140 x 167 x 50 mm. Weight: 1737.5 gr.
If no weight has beenlost the standardon which
this weight was based must be a stater of 868.7 gr.,
made up of two mnas of 434.3 gr.
SW 17 (ST 687) InscribedWeight: Twelve Pounds.
P1. 12.
Roughfieldstone,muchbattered.Lettersincised:
IB, i.e. twelve (pounds).
187 x 132 x 105 mm. Weight: 3515 gr.
The considerableloss of weight allows for an
originalweight of 12 pounds (3924 gr.).
SW 18 (ST 386) Inscribed Weight: Island Marble.
P1. 12.
C 17. Late Roman.
Plain rectangularblock, somewhatchipped and
worn.Inscribedon one of the large faces: stigma and
two dots above, i.e. six (pounds),two (ounces).
150 x 90 x 60 mm. Weight: 1940 gr.
The originalweight must have been 2016 gr. (six
poundsand two ounces).
SW 19 (I 6110) InscribedWeight: Pentelic. P1. 12.
C 16. Late Roman.
Wornat corners.Inscribedon one of the narrow
faces: AEl E< i.e., XEi(Trpa)51.
115 x 105 x 55 mm. Weight: 1820 gr.
The original weight should have been 1799 gr.
The slight excessof weight (lessthan a Romanounce)
may representoriginal inaccuracy;the wear at the
SW 13 (I 5356) MastoidWeight: Pentelic. Pl. 12. corners may represent original polishing to reduce
Muchchippedand worn; no trace of handle. In- weight.
scribedon one of the long sides: hA<, i.e. A(irpat)41.
SW 20 (ST 477) InscribedWeight:Pentelic. P1.12.
145 x 80 x 65 mm. Weight: 1162.5 gr.
Circulardisk, of whichsomewhatmorethan half
Theloss of weightis sufficientto allowan original
is preserved,but with a large chip missing.Inscribed
weight of four and one-halfpounds(1472gr.).
3.
on upper surface:
•\ F<, i.e., hi(-rpai)
125
45
mm.
630
x
12.
Pentelic.
Weight:
gr.
Half
Mastoid
14
SW (ST 27)
Weight:
P1.
The originalweight must have been 1145gr.
Cut in half obliquely; cut surface slightly less
no
trace
of
bar.
than
finished
others;slightly chipped;
SW 21 (S 1929) Weight with Relief: Pentelic.
100 x 90 x 77 mm. Weight: 1081 gr.
P1. 12.
The originalweight of this half must have been
B 16. Late Roman.
either two and one-halfmnas of 457 gr. (1138 gr.) or
Rectangularblock much worn, with one corner
three and one-halfpounds (1145 gr.). If the division badly chipped. Relief: two figurespreparingto emwas accurate,the whole weight wouldthus have been brace.
five mnas or seven pounds.
200 X 103 x 87 mm. Weight:3640gr. Theorigi-
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It seemslikely that the originalweightwas either
five mnas of 457 gr. (2285 gr.) or seven pounds
(2289 gr.).
SW 9 (ST 26) MastoidWeight:IslandMarble.P1.12.
Somewhatworn; no trace of bar.
162 x 72 x 74 mm. Weight: 1796 gr.
The originalweight may have been four mnas of
457 gr. (1828 gr.) or possibly five and a half or six
pounds (1799 or 1962 gr.).
SW 10 (ST 11) MastoidWeight:IslandMarble.Pl.12.
Somewhatchipped;tracesof bar brokenoff.
163 x 85 x 70 mm. Weight: 1795gr.
Sincethe lossof weightmustamountto somewhat
morethan 100 gr., it is likely that the originalweight
was six pounds (1962 gr.).
SW 11 (ST 74) MastoidWeight: Pentelic. P1. 12.
Onecornerbrokenoff; no trace of bar.
168 x 90 x 65 mm. Weight: 1743 gr.
The loss of weight may be about one-eighth,so
that the original weight may have been six pounds
(1962 gr.).
SW 12 (ST 23) MastoidWeight:IslandMarble.P1.12.
Chippedand muchworn;no tracesof bar.
173 x 75 x 64 mm. Weight: 1737 gr.
The original weight is likely to have been six
pounds (1962 gr.).

SW 15 (ST 126) Mastoid Weight: Pentelic. PI. 12.
Chipped and worn; trace of bar broken off.
118 x 62 x 50 mm. Weight: 681 gr.
The original weight must have been two and onehalf pounds (818 gr.).
SW 16 (I 5499) Inscribed Weight: Two Staters.
P1. 12.
T 24:3. Ca. 500 B.C.
Slab of fieldstone, apparently uncut, but much
polished or worn. Letters roughly cut: AITA, i.e.

8lor&(Tapov).

nal weight was perhaps twelve pounds (3924 gr.).
SW 22 (ST 600) Weight with Relief: Pentelic.
P1. 12,
About half of the rectangular block is preserved.
except for chips. Relief: roughly carved figure of
sleeping Eros, upper part only preserved.
70 x 90 x 84 mm. Weight: 1055 gr. The original
weight may have been six pounds (1962 gr.)
For weights employing representations of this
sort see the dedication made by P. Memmius Agathocles of bronze weights in the form of a hind, an
Atalante, and an Eros (Tegea, I.G., V, 2, 125).
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SW 23 (S 1624) Weightwith Relief: Pentelic.P1.12. SW 26 (ST 612) RectangularWeight: Pentelic.
Less than half of the rectangularbrick is preChippedat corners;surfacebattered.
140 x 90 x 53 mm. Weight: 1460 gr. The origiserved, with chips missing. Relief: figureof sleeping
nal weight was probablyfive pounds(1635gr.).
Eros, lowerpart only preserved.
90 x 90 x 75 mm. Weight:1030gr. Theoriginal
SW 27 (ST 647) RectangularWeight: Pentelic.
weight may have been seven pounds(2289gr.). Cf.SW
Slightly chipped.
22.
175 x 105 x 65 mm. Weight:3035gr. Theoriginal weight was perhapsten pounds (3270 gr.).
SW 24 (ST 92) RectangularWeight: Pentelic.
SW 28 (ST 100) Rectangular Weight (?): HymetChipsmissing.
160 x 95 x 55 mm. Weight: 2526 gr. The origitian.
Pl. 12.
nal weight may have been eight pounds (2616 gr.).
Abradedand chipped. Diamond-shapedsinking
in center of one large face, and small L-shapedsinkSW 25 (ST 611) RectangularWeight: Pentelic.
ings in the corners,perhapsfor metal attachments.
from
one
105 x 75 x 76 mm. Weight: 2503 gr. Without
side.
Largechip missing
150 x 100 x 65 mm. Weight:2450gr. Theorigi- knowledgeof what was set into the cuttings, it is
nal weight may have been eight pounds(2616gr.).
impossibleto suggestthe originalweight.
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DRY MEASURES
The general type of the official Athenian dry measure has long been known; the first such
vessel (Athens, National Museum, Pls. 14, 18) was published by A. Dumont in 1872.1 In 1937
a slightly different type of official measure was found in a well of the 5th century B.C. on the
North Slope of the Acropolis (Pls. 13, 33).2 Four more complete measures in addition to many
significant fragments have come to light in the Agora excavations. Since many of these pieces
come from dated deposits, it is possible to arrange them in chronological order and see the
changes and development in this simple functional cylinder over a period of four centuries.
Such a chronologicalarrangementwill be useful not only in dating pieces from late or disturbed
fills but also in dealing with any question of changes in standards.
FORM AND DEVELOPMENT

For the period before the 5th century B.C. only one vessel which may be identified as a
dry measure has been found (DM 1, Pls. 13, 33).3 Although this piece has neither the official
inscription nor the stamps of later measures, its cylindrical shape, black-glazed interior and
single groove make it a convincing forerunner.
The 5th century B.C. type of official dry measure is exemplified in the North Slope Measure
and in several fragments (DM 2-24, Pls. 13, 33) from, for the most part, closed 5th century
B.C. deposits in the Agora. It may be described as follows: a cylinder with plain rim, flat on
top, straight side-walls (slightly concave outside) with varying numbers of shallow grooves
(earlier) or low tori (later) around the upper and lower wall, and a broad low ring base. Set
into notches cut in the rim are the ends of the three-barredinternal "handle" the bars of which
are flat on top and almost triangular in section. It is most likely that the primary function of
these bars, which would be useless as a handle when the vessel was full, was to facilitate levelling
of the contents. The ends of the bars after being fixed in the notches with soft clay are most
frequently stamped with an official seal depicting an owl standing right. The clay is very fine
and either pinkish buff or brownish buff. The exterior is self-slipped; firm black glaze covers
the whole interior including all surfaces of the "handle" except in a few cases where on the top
surface of the "handle" only the ends near the rim are glazed. The top of the rim is also glazed.
Small letters painted in black glaze on the upper wall are spaced around the vessel: EpLaIOv.
Closely related to the 5th century B.C. type are four fragments (DMI25-28, Pls. 13, 33),
only one of which comes from a certain 5th century B.C. context. All four are black glazed

1 Rev. Arch., XXIV, 1872, pp. 297-303.
Hesperia,VII, 1938, pp. 222-224. Similar to the Athenian measures of this type and presumably influenced by them is a
Thasian measure of the early 4th century B.C. (L. Ghali-Kahil, Atudes Thasiennes, VII, La ciramique grecque,Paris, 1960,
p. 135, no. 35, pl. LXI, 35, pl. G). The Thasian vessel is closest in form to the late variants of the 5th century B.C. type,
since the ridges above and below are picked out with glaze. Differences are that the ring foot is cut out to form three broad
low legs as in the Athenian 4th century B.C. type and that it is stamped with a kantharos rather than the owl or Athena.
Its estimated capacity is about 245 cc., which is in the same ratio to the Attic kotyle of 273 cc. as the Chian standard Thasian
didrachm of 7.87 is to the Attic didrachm of 8.72 gr.
a Found later was another similar piece (Agora P 27043), which has the same flat reserved bottom and good black
glaze inside and out.
2
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on the inside, reserved on the outside and marked with ridges or grooves below the rim and
above the base. The fragments differ from the 5th century B.C. type in the nature and combination of these grooves or ridges, but since the similarities seem to outweigh the differences
and since a similar variation of grooves can be seen in indubitable early 5th century B.C. pieces
(Dl 2, DlM5), it seems best to considerthese four as early variants of the 5th century B.C. type.
Late variants of the 5th century B.C. type may also be identified (DM 29-36, Pls. 13, 33).
Only three of these are surely dated by context to the late 5th-early 4th centuries B.C., but
they have so much in common that they must be treated as a group. The chief similarities
to the 5th century B.C. type are the glazed interiors and the ridges and grooves above and
below. The chief differenceis the use of glaze on the outside of the vessels to pick out ridges
and grooves.
Five pieces must be regarded as transitional from the 5th century B.C. type to the 4th
century B.C. type (DM 37-41, Pls. 13, 14, 33). These come from deposits of the latest 5th
century and first half of the 4th century and share in various ways the chief differentiating
characteristics of the two types. Two of the pieces have the black-glazed interiors of the 5th
century B.C. type but instead of the 5th century zones of ridges they have the collars of the
4th century type above and below. Two others have no glaze inside or out; one is a perfectly
plain, flat-bottomed cylinder of the fine clay characteristic of public measures; the other has
a collar of 4th century type. The last has a reserved collar and glazed outside wall.
The 4th century B.C. type, based on two vessels which could be restored complete (DM 44,
45; Pls. 14, 34) and several other fragments from closed 4th century B.C. deposits, may be
described as follows: cylinder with plain flat rim, straight side-walls with slightly raised collar
both at top and bottom, and a low base ring cut out to form a broad low tripod. Vestigial
ridges appearing below the upper collar on DM 44 make clear the lineage of these 4th century
B.C. measures. Applied to the inside wall at the top are the ends of the three-barred"handle,"
flat on top and almost triangular in section, which is in some cases supported in the center
by a column rising from the floor. The clay is like that of the 5th century B.C. type. Thin black
glaze, sometimes fired red, covers the upper collar outside, the triple bars of the "handle"
and the upper part of the interior. The rest of the outside is self-slipped or covered with a thin
Between
glaze wash. Large letters in black glaze are spaced around the upper wall: &rnv6a0ov.
the first and last letters there is one stamp; another appears on the opposite side of the vessel.
The two stamps are: 1) the double-bodied owl, larger in scale but similar to that which occurs
on the early 4th century B.C. diobol; and 2) the helmeted head of Athena. The measurepublished
by Dumont, which is now in the National Museum in Athens (Pls. 14, 18), is of this same
4th century B.C. type. The probable prototype of these clay vessels may be seen in the two
bronze standard measures (DM 42, 43; Pls. 14, 33) found in a well of the latest 5th century
B.C. These small bronze vessels do not, however, have the three-barredinternal "handle."
Official measures of the 4th century B.C. type may have continued into the 3rd century,
but the absence of such readily recognizable fragments in the masses of Hellenistic material
makes it seem more likely that the clay measures, at least, were replaced by vessels which
are not so readily identifiable. No cylindrical pottery vessels which might have served as
measures appear until the middle of the 2nd century B.C. These pieces (DM 66-69, Pls. 15, 34)
are obviously of a different fabric and manufacture from the 5th and 4th century B.C. types.
The clay is not so fine and the surface is very flaky. Where glaze occurs it is thin and fugitive.
There are no inscriptions and no stamps except for the lead seal in the wall of DM 66. The
shapes are no longer uniform. Three of these four vessels were found in one well outside of the
market square to the south. It seems likely that they were part of the equipment of a shop
and are not official to the same extent as the measures of the 5th and 4th century types.
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Not only the inscriptions and stamps of the earlier measures seem to set them apart as
official measures, but also their provenience. More than 700/oof the official measure fragments
found in the Agora come either from the Tholos itself or from within 15 meters of the Tholos.
This circumstance, combined with the statement in I.G., IP2, 1013, lines 56-57 that standard
weights and measures were kept in the Tholos (as well as in Piraeus, Eleusis and on the Acropolis) seems to indicate that these clay vessels were the standards. The number of fragments
may at first seem excessive, but it is necessary to remember that our fragments range over two
hundred years and that the standards were not kept in glass cases but used for comparison
and so were subject to breakage and renewal. This very possibility of breakage, however,
makes standards of clay far less satisfactory than metal vessels. Furthermore,the very shapes
of both 5th and 4th century B.C. types, with their crisp ridges and offset collars, suggest that
they had metal prototypes. Bronze measures of very similar form, even including the threebarred internal "handle," are known from the Roman period.4
The two bronze measures (DM 42, 43) are proof enough that metal vessels of this sort were
used in Athens; they come, however, not from the Tholos, but from a well not far from the
Mint, where they were perhaps used, if not actually manufactured or certified. If then we
make the logical assumption that the standard measures deposited in the Tholos, Eleusis,
Piraeus and on the Acropolis were of bronze, how can we explain the concentration of fragments of the clay measures in and near the Tholos? Since they are presumably official replicas
of the standard, guaranteed by official stamps, we can not think that these are fragments of
false measures convicted and broken on the spot. We must rather assume that clay replicas
of the official standards were kept in some office close by the Tholos which may have housed
the Metronomoi.Whether the replicas were made available to shopkeepers or only to officials
we can not know, but if large numbers were stored here, some were bound to be broken and
remain on the spot.
CAPACITY

Concerning the capacity of these measures there are many questions. How much do they
hold? What units of capacity are thereby represented?How accurate are they? How was such
accuracy as exists achieved? Beginning with the last in this series of questions, we can find
much evidence in the measures themselves. In the North Slope measure O. Broneer detected
"small pock-marks in the glazed surface of the bottom and about half-way up the sides."5
He concluded that the vessel was measured before it was fired "by pouring into it a known
quantity of grain and that the size was then adjusted with due allowance for shrinkage."
Pock-marks are visible also on many of the Agora fragments of the 5th century B.C. type
and it is possible on some pieces to see even through the glaze that clay was added to the
original wall and carefully smoothed, presumably to adjust the capacity.
This adjustment is much easier to see in vessels of the 4th century B.C. type where there is
very little glaze on the inside. These cylinders like those of the 5th century were obviously
turned on the wheel, since there are turning marks on the outside. On a few pieces there are
also very obvious turning marks on the inside, so deep that it seems as if the walls had been
pared. That this represents an adjustment of the capacity is confirmed by the opposite treatment of other interiors, where a thick clay slip has been brushed on so that the brushmarks
are still visible. This added layer, up to a millimeter and a half in thickness, tends to flake off
at breaks and so almost certainly was added when the vessel was leather hard. Presumably,
it was at this stage that the vessel was tried for capacity; adjustments were then made by
4r Not.

Sc., 1922, p. 465, fig. 5; Cagnat et Chapot, Man. d'arch.rom. II, p. 267, fig. 499.
Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 222-224.
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adding clay or paring. We may wonder whether these adjustments had to be made because
the potter had not fairly approximated the desired size or because the shrinkage during drying
had not been as calculated. How the further shrinkage induced by the firing was estimated we
do not know. The fact that more vessels have clay added than clay pared away suggests that
the potter found it more sensible to err on the side of excess.
How did the potter produce a vessel of such a size that it might be turned into a standard
measure with only minor adjustments? If we say that he copied the metal standard, we only
push the question back one more stage. We should logically expect that both were made in
accordancewith specifieddimensions. Such an expectation is more than adequately fulfilled not
only by the specifications for a nut measure given in the late 2nd century B.C. decree concerning weights and measures (I.G., II2, 1013, lines 21-25) but also by the remarkable uniformity of dimensions in the actual pieces. Since so many of our pieces are fragments, often
the only meaningful dimension preserved is enough of the circumference to give the inside
diameter; fortunately this is also the most important dimension. In the table below the diameters of all known Athenian official dry measures (bronze and clay) are chronologically
arranged; where the depth is known it is added in parentheses. One note of explanation is
necessary: where only part of the circumference is preserved, the diameter has been taken
by fitting cardboard circles against the inside wall. Complete accuracy is impossible, so that
where the figure is given, for example, as 0.14 m. a circle of 14 centimeters in diameter fits
inside but one of 14.5 centimeters is too big. Therefore dimensions expressed in whole centimeters may be slightly low.
Diam.
in cm.

TABLE I

Late 6th
cent.

5th cent.
type

16

3, 9, 12,
13, 15, 16,
17, 20

15-14.5

NSlope
(19.7)
4, 6, 7,
8, 11,
18, 21

14

Early 5th Late 5th
cent.
cent.
variants variants

Transitionals

Later

40

30, 31, 32,
33, 36

25, 27,
28

4th cent.
type

29

46, 47, 48,
54, 55, 56,
59, 60, 61,

66
(9.8-10.2)
68

62, 63
44 (12.7)

13.9

45 (12.7)
19
14

11.5
11
10.6
10
9.9

37
34
67
26

41

(11.2)
Nat.Mus.

(11.4)
9
8.3
8.2

1

69
39 (8.1)
38
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Late 6th
cent.

5th cent.
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Early 5th Late 5th
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Transitionals

4th cent.
type

Later

53
42, 50, 51
58

2, 5

6.8
6
5.7
5.1

43

10
35

49
52, 57
43 (6.1)

The heavy concentration of diameters at 0.14 m. and 0.16 m. makes these figures very
important not only in themselves but also as an indication that a few diameters may have
been used with varying depths to achieve various sizes of measures. Certainlythe specifications
given in I.G., II2, 1013, lines 21-25 for the nut measure seem to take for granted a constant
diameter for which the depth must be specified. For the significance of these particular diameters we may look to the vessel which so strikingly embodies the specifications of the decree.
The nut measure6has a depth of 0.098-0.102 to fulfil the decree's specification of five fingers.
Averaging out the slight difference,we see that for this measure at least the metric equivalent
of a finger is 0.02 m.7 That the same finger is used in our earlier series of official measures is
suggested by the inevitable rightness of the resulting 7-finger and 8-finger (one-half foot)
diameters. So readily do both of these numbers of fingers lend themselves to calculation of
capacity by the formula which must have been in use throughout this period: 11/14 d2 h.
Although geometrical works earlier than those attributed to Hero Mechanikos do not spell
out simple formulas of this sort, it is obvious that the geometry of the 6th century B.C. already
presumessuch knowledge. Furthermore,that Thales was known to have such a basis in practical
geometry is suggested by the tradition preservedin Proklos8that he went to Egypt and brought
geometry to Greece from there. Egyptian geometry, as we can see from the Rhind Papyrus
(ca. 1650 B.C.), was largely concerned with simple rules for measuring area and volume. It
was the Greeks who made geometry mathematical by attempting proofs of such simple rules.
Hero's formula for the volume of a cylinder is simply the height (or depth) times the area
of its circle (Stereometrica,I, 21). For the area of a circle he gives several formulas (Geometrica,
87) where either diameter (d) or circumference(c) or both are known:
1) icd

2) ( d)(Ic)
3) 1/88(7c2)
4) 11/14 d2
5) d2-3/14 d2

Since the potter could most conveniently work with the diameter alone, he must have used
either (4) or (5). Since the two are essentially the same we may use (4) as being a simpler calculation.
6

DM 66. Cf. Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 108-113.
If, as seems probable, the Parthenon and many other buildings of 5th century Athens were built on the foot defined
by W. B. Dinsmoor as 0.326-0.327 m. (The Architectureof Ancient Greece,3New York, 1950, p. 161, note 1, p. 175, note 1,
p. 199, note 3), official measures should also have employed this foot. For ease of division into fingers the foot has been
taken here as 0.3264 m. and the finger as 0.0204 m.
8 Commentaryon Euclid, ed. G. Friedlein, Leipzig, 1873, p. 65.
7
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What is most interesting about Hero's presentation of these formulas is that he most often
uses a diameter of 7 and consequently a circumferenceof 22. What he did for ease of calculation
is most likely to have been done for the same reason by those who made up specifications for
measures. The frequency of the 7-finger diameter in actual measures is a strong indication of
their dependence on specifications derived from formulas. And since larger measures were
needed and the height could not either aesthetically or practicably be increased much beyond
the ten fingers of the North Slope measure, a somewhat larger diameter had also to be specified.
And here the makers of specifications seem to have taken advantage of the fact that eight
fingers are a half foot, which is also easy to use in the formulas.
Before going on to the way in which the various units of capacity were expressed in linear
dimensions we should perhaps consider in what terms the ancient Athenians thought of these
units other than as multiples and fractions of one another. Their systems, as almost universally
attested by ancient sources, are as follows:
DRY

1
medimnos
hekteus
6 1
hemihekt
12 2 1
choinix
48 8 4
192 32 16
kotyle

WET

1
4

1

metretes
chous
kotyle
oxybaph
kyathos

1
12 1
144 12
576 48
864 72

1
4
6

1
11 1

(The fractional parts of the kotyle are common to both systems, but probably on account of
the commodities measured are far less frequent in the dry system). Since the kotyle is obviously
basic to both systems, it is the logical one to be defined in other terms. The only other term by
which this unit is defined by the metrological writers is weight: the kotyle weighs 60 drachms.
In order, therefore, to make a vessel which would hold a kotyle, it must have been necessary
first to learn how much space was filled by pouring a quantity weighing 60 drachms9into a
hollow cube with known internal dimensions. Since this calculation is for the sake of example,
it will be most convenient to use the weight drachm of ca. 4.55 gr., which is calculated from
the Roman pound of 327 gr. on the basis of 72 drachms to the pound.10Sixty such drachms
will have a cubic content of 273 cc.11 On the basis of a cubic finger of 8.5 cc. (0.0204 m.3 is
8.489 cc.),12 this cubic content of 273 cc. will be 32 cubic fingers.
Ignoring for the moment these modern equivalents, let us go back to work only with fingers,
as the original devisers of the measures must have done. If the kotyle overflows a three-finger
cube (27 cubic fingers) but exactly half-fills a four-fingercube, the number of cubic fingers in
a kotyle may be established as 32 (i.e., half of 64). The setting of specificationsfor a cylindrical
vessel which will hold 32 cubic fingers becomes then a simple matter. For ease of calculation
with eleven-fourteenths,it will be sensible to use either a diameter or depth which involves the
numberseven. For our 32 cubic-fingerkotyle the formulamost convenient will be:
() =
?()x(?)2
33}~. Since the excess will be taken up by the internal "handle" we need not worry very
much about the difference.
Let us turn now to the dimensions preserved in the ancient measures, taking up first the
one most often used: 0.14 m. or ca. seven fingers. Four vessels (North Slope, DM 44, 45, 66;

9 The standard commodity for such purposes was water or, more usually, wine. For heavier or lighter commodities (like
honey and oil) the metrological writers give tables showing how the weights of various measures differ from that of wine.
10 Metrolog. Script., p. 208, par. 4. This drachm is for all
practical purposes identical with the weight drachm (4.57 gr.)
which is one one-hundredth of the Solonian weight mna of 105 coin drachms of 4.36 gr. See above, p. 4.
11 This kotyle of 273 cc. is the one called Attic (Metrolog.Script., p. 208, par. 3). It weighs ten ounces of the Roman pound.
S12Seenote 7 above for the metric equivalent of the finger.
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Pls. 13, 14, 15, 33, 34) which preserve depth as well as a diametervery close to seven fingers give
us three possible depths. The formulas will be: 1 x 72 x 10 (North Slope) gives 385 cubic
fingers; i? x 72 x 6 (DM 44, 45) equals 231 cubic fingers; 41 x 72 x 5 (DM 66) gives 1921 cubic
fingers. It may easily be seen that the vessel with a depth of five fingers must be half of that
with a ten-finger depth, but what is that with a six-finger depth? The answer must lie in the
individual variations which may have been introduced to make up for the three-barredhandle
and which appear in three of these vessels. In the North Slope measure the diameter was made
somewhat excessive (14.5-15 cm.) perhaps for this purpose. In DM 44 and 45 the depth may
have been increased from the expected five fingers to something over six fingers (12.7 cm.);
in this case the potter apparently discovered that he had overcompensated so that he was
obliged slightly to reduce the diameter (now 13.9 cm.) by adding a thin layer of clay to the
inside wall. These four vessels give us, then, two sizes of measures; since one of them is the
nut measure described by the late 2nd century B.C. decree as holding three half-choinikes
of grain levelled off (nuts were to be heaped up by means of the lip specified), it is obvious that
the North Slope measure with its 385 cubic fingers is three choinikes.la Three choinikes are
made up of twelve kotyles, so that the hypothetical 32 cubic-fingerkotyle used above is seen
to be actual (12 x 32 = 384).
The next most frequent diameter is 0.16 m. or eight fingers (one-half foot). In this case it is
likely that the formula was used as follows: 11 x 2 x h (with the height also expressed in terms
of the foot) equals 1 x h. Since no vessel with this diameter is preserved to its full height,
we must calculate the possibilities. Since the square of seven is to the square of eight very
nearly as 3 is to 4, it is likely that the vessels with a diameter of eight fingers were constructed
to be four-thirds of the seven-finger vessels, that is, four choinikes or one hemihekt. The same
depth of 10 fingers would have been used. The formula will have been x 1, which in accordance with ancient practice would have been approximated to 5 x 5 or i-cubic foot. One-eighth
of a cubic foot is 512 cubic fingers, so that the 16 kotyles making up the four choinikes will
be 32 cubic fingers each.
Several vessels show an internal diameter of 0.07 m. or 31 fingers; no depths are preserved.
The formula may well be that suggested above for the hypothetical kotyle of 32 cubic fingers:
1j x (j)2 x j equals 3341 cubic fingers. Thus we have specifications for the hemihekt, the threechoinix measure, the three half-choinix measure and the kotyle. We have used up the convenient diameters of seven half-fingers and seven fingers, but we still need specifications for
the dikotylon, trikotylon, choinix and perhaps fractions of the kotyle. Here again it seems likely that those who set the specifications made use of approximationin the relationship between
the squares of various numbers. In this way the trikotylon, which is one-half the three halfchoinix measure, could be made with a diameter the square of which is one-half the square
of seven, that is, five (25 is to 49 very nearly as 1 is to 2). The same height of five fingers
should be used except that again the presence of the three-barredinternal handle will demand
an increase, perhaps to 5?. These then are the dimensions of the National Museum measure,
which has been identified as a trikotylon:14interior diameter 0.099; depth 0.114 m.
The other diameters of known measures could have been arrived at in a similar fashion. The
square of 2? (6k) is very close to one-half the square of
3? (12}), so that a half-kotyle can be
made from the kotyle-formula, using a diameter of 2j fingers and the same depth of 3j fingers.
The square of 5? (301) is almost one-half the square of 8 (64) so that a choinix can be made
from the hemihekt formula (hemihekt equals four choinikes) with half the squared diameter

13 Of course, Mr. Broneer had so designated it on the basis of the measured
capacity and Hultsch's table of equivalents,
but our effort here has been to use the ancient measures themselves to arrive at those equivalents.
14 M.
Crosby, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 111, note 15; 0. Viedebannt, FestschriftOx6, p. 135, note 1.
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(801) and slightly more than half the depth to compensate for the handle. The square of 41
(201) is very nearly two-thirds of the square of 5- (301) so that a dikotylon can be made from
the choinix formula with a diameter of 4? and a depth of 4 (three-quarters the choinix depth
of 51). Table II gives these hypothetical specifications.

TABLE
II
Capacitycalculatedto
nearestcubicfinger
17
34
64
108
131
193
385
512

Unit and expectednumber
of cubicfingers
21
half-kotyle (16)
kotyle (32)
3?
41
dikotylon (64)
5
trikotylon (96)
51
choinix (128)
three half-choinikes (192)
7
7
three choinikes (384)
8
hemihekt (512)
In Table III an attempt has been made to present all of the relevant statistics and calculations for the actual measures presented in the catalogue below.
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Finger
diameter

Est. actual
diam. (mm.)a
51
57-60
68-70
80-83
90
99-100
106-1151
1391
140-143J
148
160

Est. actual
diam. (mm.)'
51
57-60
68-70
80-83
90
99-100
106-115
139
140-143
148
160

Finger
depth
31
31
4
51
51
5
10
10

TABLE III

Finger diam.
& mm. equiv.b
21 51
3
61.2
71.4
31
4
81.6
41 91.8
5 102
51 112.2
7 142.8
7 142.8
7 142.8
8 163.2

Mm. depth &
fingerequiv.c
61
3
(71.4 31)
(71.4 31)
81
4
(81.6 4)
114
51
112
51
127.5 6
(102
5)
10
197
(200
10)

Expectedcubic. fingers
with cc. equiv.
16
135
24
204
32
272
48
408
64
544
96
815
128 1087
192 1630
192 1630
384 3260
512 4346

Calculated
Calculatedcubicfinger
cc. capacityd capacity & cc. equiv.e
125
15
127.5
182-202
25
212.5
34
259-275
289
410-438
50
425
64
572
544
877-895
108
918
988-1163
131
1114
1934
231
1964
193
1569-1637
1641
385
3387
3273
4100
512
4346
Unit
1 kotyleg
4 kotyleh
1 kotyle
1? kotyleh
dikotylon
trikotylon
choinix
11 choinix
1? choinix
3 choinikes
hemihekt

Cc. capacities
accordingto Hultsch
136.8
205.2
273.6
410.4
547.2
820.8
1094.4
1641.6
1641.6
3283,2
4377.6
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a) For the numbers of vessels with these diameters, see Table I. Where more than one vessel seems to have the same
diameter in fingers, the range is given here. Since most of the diameters are estimated from fragments preserving less than
half their circumference they are likely to be somewhat low. E. g., if a cardboard circle of 0.14 m. diameter fitted against
the inside wall but one of 0.145 m. did not, the diameter is given as 0.14 m.
b) The metric equivalent is based on a finger of 0.0204 m., sixteen of which make a foot of 0.3264 m., for which see note 7
above. Because of the difficulty of either achieving or measuring millimeter accuracy in a clay vessel, there is not exact
correspondence. The variations may result from either failure to calculate shrinkage in firing after checking dimensions
in the leather hard stage or compensation for internal handles or both.
c) Only a few actual depths are preserved; assumed depths appear in parentheses.
d) The formula used is pi r2 h, with pi as 3.14; anything less than a cubic centimeter is rounded off to the nearest whole
number. The extremes of the actual range are given.
e) The cubic finger capacity is calculated by Hero's formula and the result is given to the nearest whole number. The
cubic finger is taken as 8.5 cc.
f) Since the Table had to be divided into two parts, this first column is repeated from the first part for ease of reference.
g) This half-kotyle has a depth which is less by half a finger than that given in the table of hypothetical specifications
(II). Since it is the bronze measure (DM 43, P1. 14), which has no internal handles, this depth gives a capacity which is
reasonably close to the ideal.
h) No hypothetical specifications were give for the three-quarter kotyle and the 11 kotyle. It is possible that these were
also approximated from other formulas or that they were arrived at experimentally. If they seem at first glance unusual
sizes, it should be noted that three-quarters of a kotyle is really three oxybaphs and that vessels of both three and one and
one-half units are frequent: trikotylon, trichoinikon, three half-choinikes.
i) The average diameter of DM 67 (P1. 15) is less than it should be; if the diameter at the rim were the true diameter,
it would be a good choinix. Is this unstamped measure perhaps unofficial or somewhat dishonest?
j) Two formulas have been given here because the two measures preserved complete (DX 44, 45, P1. 14) present a special
case of decreased diameter to compensate for a depth made too great in the effort to compensate for the internal handle.

It will readily be seen in Table III that for the most part the calculated capacity in cubic
centimeters is lower than the capacity calculated in cubic fingers. That this results from the
difficulty of estimating to the millimeter diameters of fragments and the consequent tendency
to error on the low side rather than the high side is made obvious by the most striking exception, i.e., the North Slope measure where the diameter can be taken from the whole vessel.
The cubic finger calculated capacity is usually higher than the required or expected capacity
in cubic fingers presumably as a result of compensation for the internal handle and sometimes
the central column.
Calculationsaside, we should now consider the actual capacity of the few complete measures.
For the sake of comparison,mention should be made first of the klepsydra found in the Agora15
(Inv. P 2084, P1. 16) and marked XX for its capacity of two choes. The capacity of the
klepsydra was measured as 6400 cc., so that it was based on a chous of 3200 cc. (The chous is
the wet measure equivalent to three choinikes in the dry system, since both have twelve
kotyles.)
A word should be added here about the method of measuring, since in some instances the
present figure differs from a capacity previously published. For the present purposes of comparison it seemed advisable to measure all at the same time with the same material. Rice
was used and a glass graduate holding a liter and marked off at 5 cc. intervals; the diameter
of the graduate (0.047 m.) was narrower than that of most vessels measured so that the rice
might have packed differently.
TABLE

IV

% variation from cubic
Measure
N Slope
Klepsydra
DM 43
DM 44
15 Hesperia, VIII,

Capacity
3.250al.

6.400 1.
.126bl.
1.790cl01.
1939, pp. 274-284.

Unit
3 choinikes
2 choes
? kotyle
l1 choinikes

Basic kotyle
.271 1.
.267 1.
.252 1.
.298 1.

fingercalculation
less than 1% under
no calculation
less than 1% under
less than 9% underi
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Measure
DM 45
Nat. Mus.
DM 66
DM 67
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Capacity
1.800'l.
.865 1.
1.675el.
.980 1.

Unit
11 choinikes
trikotylon
13 choinikes
choinix or
trikotylon?

Basic kotyle
.300 1.
.288gl.
.279 1.
.245 1.
.327 1.

0/, variationfrom cubic
fingercalculation
less than 9% under'
less than 6% under
less than 7% over
about 12% under
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a) The published figure (Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 223) was 3.175 1.
b) Some incrustation on the floor of this vessel can not be removed; it may take up the space of to 20 cc. Therefore the
actual capacity of .111 1. has been augmented by 15 cc. for the figure above.
c) The actual present capacity is 1.8501., but since the three-barredhandle has been broken away, 60 cc. have been subtracted. Not enough of the original floor has been preserved to indicate whether or not there was a central column.
d) The three-barred handle was restored in plaster on this measure. The center of the floor is preserved and shows that
there was no central column.
e) The presence of the slightly ascending lip makes it very difficult to level off the contents. This figure is slightly lower
than'the published capacity of 1.7001. (Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 111).
f) The reduction of the diameter by the application of clay on the inside walls makes the use of a seven-finger diameter
unrealistic.
g) It is to be presumed from this figure that the National Museum measure had internal handles; not enough of the rim
survives to give any indication. If we subtract 40-50 cc. for the handles, this measure would be nearer the 273 cc. norm.

Except for the small bronze measure of ca. 400 B.C. (DM 43, P1. 14) and the plain cylinder
of the later 2nd century B.C. (DM 67, P1. 15), it seems most satisfactory to assume a single
standard, even though the variation amounts to 10% (basic kotyle ranging from 267 to 300
cc.). Our material is too scanty to allow the introduction of changing standards; this is not,
however, to say that they did not change. But the bronze measure and the plain cylinder
present special problems. The survival of the bronze measure is perhaps significant here since
it is unlikely either that so much bronze as the two small measures represent would have been
discarded or that official vessels would have been used in sufficient proximity to the well to
have fallen in. One possibility is that they are failures thrown out because they did not come
up to the standard, although the usual thing surely would have been for them to be melted
down and refashionedinto proper measures. But if we may be permitted to imagine a careless
workman eager to get rid of the evidence of his error, we have an explanation both for the
wrongness of the measure and its presence in the well. This hypothesis is strengthened by the
fact that the Mint is the most likely place of manufacture for metal measures.
The plain cylinder (DM 67, P1. 15), as noted above, may hold three kotyles of 327 cc. or
four of 245 cc. Since from both provenience and style it should belong to the same set of measures as DM 66, it may be some new measure introduced at the same time. The first part of
I.G., I2, 1013 does not survive, but where our text begins standards are apparently being
provided for in the usual places as if what went before concerned something which had to be
exemplified. Just so, after the provisions for the nut measure and the commercial mna the
location of standards is made clear. Some other special commodity like nuts may have required
a measure of different capacity, so that the basic kotyle seems confused.
In addition to the more or less uniform series of dry measures dealt with above, a few fragments (DM 70-75, P1. 15) from the Agora should be included here as possible official measures.
Since they have no strong characteristicsin common, they can best be dealt with individually
in the catalogue.

DRY MEASURES
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CATALOGUE
The pieces are groupedunder chronologicaltypes. The orderwithin the groupsis by parts of the vessels
since most of the pieces do not have context dates and are for the most part too fragmentaryto provideevidence for developmentwithin the chronologicalgroup. This orderis: whole, part of whole, rim, base, wall,
handle.Finding placesare generallyindicatedby the squareor squaresof the Agoragrid, with a context date
whereavailable;for dated depositswhich are also groupsthe grid designationis followedby the numberof the
deposit within the square.
Abbreviationsused: H. - Height; P.H. - PreservedHeight; diam. - outside diameter;in. diam. - inside
diameter.In the case of fragmentsall diametersare estimated(seeabove, p. 42).
The probablename of the measureis added; from this the readermay go to TableIII for the formulaand
probablecapacityand thence to TableI for othervesselswith similardimensions.
LATE 6TH CENTURY B.C.

side wall (b), and part of plain rim with three tori
belowand tracesof internalhandle(c).

DM 1 (P 6487) Cylindricalmeasure. Pls. 13, 83.
a) P.H. 0.05 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.; b) P.H.
F 12. Late 6th-early 5th centuriesB.C.
0.067 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.; c) P.H. 0.02 m. Probably
Two fragmentspreservepart of the flat bottom a hemihekt.
and vertical side wall (a), and part of the plain rim
with traces of outside handle attachment (b). Black DM 4 (P 5900a,b) Rim and base fragments.
Pls.13,18,33.
glaze inside; red glaze outside. Incised line running
around0.014m. abovebottom. Graffitoon underside:
F 11. (a) Part of rim and upperwall with at least
six deep grooves. At the right, part of the end of a
ap[.
handle
bar is preserved,with a small stamp probably
a) P.H. 0.066 m.; diam. 0.095 m.; in. diam. 0.09;
identical
with that of DM 5, 23: owl standingright.
b) P.H. 0.057; diam. 0.095 m.; in. diam. 0.09 m.
Part
of
low broadbase ring and six low tori. The
(b)
two piecesmay not belongto the same vessel.
5TH CENTURY B.C.

In order to avoid repetition in the descriptionof
individual pieces, it may be said here once and for
all that glaze appearson the inside, on top of flat rim
and on all surfacesof the handlebars,except where
noted. The rest of the surfaceis coveredwith a selfslip. The clay is very fine and compact. All rims are
flat on top; all base fragmentshave broadbase rings.
The zones of grooves or ridges below the rim and
above the base are of three generalkinds, with a few
borderlinecases: (1) broadshallowgrooveswhichleave
broad blunted ridges between; (2) deeper wedgeshaped grooveswhich leave fairly high trapezoidal
ridges; (8) low roundedtori built onto the wall. The
terms in italics will be used in the catalogue.

a) P.H. 0.032 m.; diam. 0.162 m.; in. diam. 0.14
m.; b) P.H. 0.036 m.; diam. 0.162 m.; in. diam. 0.14m.

Threehalf-choinikesor three choinikes.
DM 5 (P 25898) Rim fragment.
Pls. 18, 33.
M 17:7. To third quarter5th centuryB.C.
Piece of rim and upper wall with four shallow
grooves.Impressedin clay appliedover grooves,presumablyto fasten in handle,is a stamp of owl standing right, probably the same as DM 4, 23; below
grooves, inscribedin flaked black glaze: 8[E~poIov].
No traceof handle.Thinfabric;pinkishbuff clay.
P.H. 0.032 m.; in. diam. 0.07 m. Kotyle.

DM 6 (P 12375) Rim fragment.
P1. 83.
H 12:6. Last quarter5th centuryB.C.
Part of rim with seven deep grooves running
aroundjust below.Brownishbuff clay.

DM 2 (P 10783) Rim and wall fragments. Pl. 33.
P.H. 0.054 m.; diam. 0.16 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
G 11. First half 5th century B.C.
Three
half-choinikesor three choinikes.
a) Rim fragment with three shallow grooves
below. b) Lower wall fragment with at least three DM 7
P1. 33.
(P 12376) Rim fragment.
shallow grooves toward the bottom; inscribed in
H 12:6. Last quarter5th centuryB.C.
blackglaze:[8SEp6ao]v.
Thinfabric;pinkishbuff clay.
Part of rim with seven deep grooves running
a) P.H. 0.026 m.; in. diam. 0.07 m.; b) P.H. aroundjust below. A notch is cut in the rim for the
0.037 m.; in. diam. 0.07 m. Probablya kotyle.
attachmentof a handlebar. Pinkishbuff clay.
P.H. 0.045 m.; diam. 0.17 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
DM 3 (P 13619) Rim, wall and base fragments.
Threehalf-choinikesor three choinikes.
P1.33.
G 10. Early 5th century B.C.
DM 8 (P 3505, 5899, 5901) Rim fragment. P1.33.
Three non-joiningpieces preserve part of high
G 11. Threejoining fragmentspreservepart of
base ring and lower wall with six low tori (a), part of rim, five deep grooves and part of vertical side

4
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wall, on whicharepartsof two letters in black glaze: DM 17 (P 13302) Base fragment.
P1. 33.
Pinkish
G
12.
Broad
low
base
at
least
seven
low
tori
buff
clay.
ring;
[8]EP[[6'lov].
P.H. 0.077 m.; diam. 0.16 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m. aroundlowerwall. Brownishbuff clay.
P.H. 0.04 m.; diam. 0.19 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.
Probably three half-choinikes, since the wall is
thinnerthan on the North Slopemeasure.
Hemihekt.
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DM 9 (P 13301) Rim fragment.
P1. 33.
Pls. 13, 33. DM 18 (P 22868) Base fragment.
I 12. Part of low broad base ring; six low tori
G 12. Part of rim, with side of notch cut for bar
of handle; six low tori running around top of wall. aroundlowerwall. Pinkishbuff clay.
P.H. 0.031 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m. Probably three
Brownishbuff clay.
choinikes.
P.H. 0.036 m.; diam. 0.175 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.
Hemihekt.
DM 19 (P 10510) Wall fragment.
H 11. Part of upperwallwith partsof two letters
DM 10 (P 10840) Base fragment.
Pls. 13, 33.
in
black
Brownishbuff clay.
glaze: [SE]P6[a•ov].
H 12. 5th century B.C.
0.08
diam.
0.125
P.H.
m.;
m.; in. diam. 0.115 m.
Four joining pieces preservemost of base with
Choinix.
low base ring and lower part of side walls with three
low tori aroundbottom. Brownishbuff clay.
DM 20 (P 12207) Wallfragment.
P.H. 0.047 m.; in. diam. 0.068 m. Kotyle.
H 11. Part of side wall with part of one letter in
black
Brownishbuff clay.
glaze: 8[Ep6oaov].
DM 11 (P 12532) Base fragment.
P1. 33.
0.054 m.; diam. 0.175 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.
P.H.
G 10. Early 5th century B.C.
Part of low base ring and lowerwall with ten low Hemihekt.
tori. Graffitoon insideof base ring: p[. Brownishbuff DM 21
P1. 13.
(P 12228)Bar of handle.
clay.
H 12. First half 5th century B.C.
P.H. 0.045 m.; diam. 0.16 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
Part of threebarinternalhandlepreservingmost
Probably three choinikes.
of one bar and the beginning of the other two.
Pinkish buff clay.
DM 12 (P 7300) Base fragment.
P1.33.
Length 0.09 m.; H. at junction of bars 0.022 m.;
B 12:4. Secondhalf 5th century B.C.
Part of low broad ring base and side wall with estimatedin. diam.of measure0.14 m. Probablythree
choinikes.
six low tori at the bottom. Pinkishbuffclay.
in.
diam.
0.16
m.
Hemihekt.
P.H. 0.052 m.;
DM 22 (P 10841) Bar of handle.
P1.13.
12.
5th
B.C.
DM 13 (P 6061) Base fragment.
33.
H
century
P1.
At one end the bar is brokenoff just beforethe
F 11:2. Secondhalf 4th century B.C.
Part of broad low base ring; low torus running junction with the other two bars; at the other, a
around outside of base, a plain band above and then tenon is cut to fit into the notched rim; this end
four low tori. Pinkish buff clay.
preserveswhat was the outside wall of the vessel. It
P.H. 0.074 m.; diam. 0.18 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m. was not stamped.Brownishbuff clay; black glaze on
the sides of the bar; the top surface,except near the
Hemihekt.
and the outer end are reserved.
rim,
DM 14 (P 10210) Base fragment.
P1. 33.
P.L. 0.078 m. Estimated in. diam. of measure
I 12. Part of low base ring; six low tori around 0.14 m. The
length of the tenon, which should be
lowerside wall. Pinkish buff clay.
to the wall thickness,is 0.01 m. Probably
equivalent
P.H. 0.085 m.; diam. 0.14 m.; in. diam. 0.11 m. three half-choinikes.
Choinix.

P1. 33.
DM 15 (P 10211) Base fragment.
I 12. Part of low base ring; seven low tori around
lower side wall. Pinkish buff clay.
P.H. 0.045 m.; diam. 0.185 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.
Hemihekt.
DM 16 (P 12201) Base fragment.
P1. 33.
G 12. Part of broad low base ring; heavy torus
around bottom with at least seven slighter tori above.
Pinkish buff clay.
P.H. 0.042 m.; diam. 0.19 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.
Hemihekt.

DM 23 (P 10842) Bar of handle.
P1. 18.
12.
At
one
end
the
bar
is
broken
off
some
H
distance from the junction with the other two bars;

at the other, a tenon is cut to fit the notched rim;
this end preserves what was the outside wall of the
vessel. On this end is a small five-sided stamp with
owl standing right, not identical with but very close
to that on the North Slope measure. Cf. DM 4, 5.
Brownish buff clay; black glaze on all surfaces except
the outer end and the joining surfaces of the tenon.
P.L. 0.076 m. Estimated diam. of the measure
0.14 m. The length of the tenon, which should be

DRY MEASURES
equivalentto the wall thickness,is 0.013 m. Probably
three half-choinikes.
DM 24 (P 10843) Bar of handle.
P1. 13.
H 12. At the inner end the central junction is
preservedwith the stumps of the other two bars. At
the outer end part of the tenon is preserved.Pinkish
buff clay.
P.L. 0.096 m.; estimated in. diam. of measure
0.14 m. Probably three choinikes or three halfchoinikes.
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DM 31 (P 10205) Base fragment.
P1. 33.
H 11. Part of broadbase ringand lowerwallwith
four deep grooves.Pinkish buff clay; black glaze inside and in two bands outside, one on three lower
grooves,the other above.
P.H. 0.05 m.; diam. 0.175 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.

Hemihekt.
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DM 32 (P 8098) Base fragment.
Pls. 13, 33.
G 11. 5th-4th centuriesB.C.
Part of high base ring and lower wall with three
groovesbelowand one above. Pinkishbuffclay; black
EARLY VARIANTS OF 5TH CENTURY B.C. TYPE
glaze inside and in two bands outside, one below on
band
of groovesand one on grooveabove; two lower
DM 25 (P 17294) Rim fragment.
Pls. 13, 33.
H 12. Part of plain rim, flat on top, and upper groovesreserved.
P.H. 0.065 m.; diam. 0.19 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.
wall with two bands of four ridges each separatedby
Hemihekt.
a plain band. At right, clay appliedover ridgesshows
handle attachment point. Pinkish buff clay; black DM 33 (P 23799) Base and handlefragments.P1.33.
glaze inside and on top of rim.
H 14. (a) Part of broadlow base ring and lower
P.H. 0.064 m.; diam. 0.15 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m. wall with a pair of groovesoutlininga ridge,and part
Probablythree half-choinikes.
of another groove at the break above. Pinkish buff
DM 26 (P 15150) Wall fragment.
Pls. 13, 33. clay; black glazeinside and in two bandsoutside,one
belowdoublegrooveand one above. (b) Part of handle
N 21. Late 5th-early 4th centuriesB.C.
Part of lower wall with raised band around on bar, splayed at one end to fit against inside wall.
whichdeep groovesfromridgesalternatelybroadand Pinkishbuff clay; black glaze on all surfaces.
narrow.Pinkishbuff clay; black glaze inside.
a) P.H. 0.057 m.; diam. 0.18 m.; in. diam. 0.16
P.H. 0.049 m.; diam. 0.11 m.; in. diam. 0.1m.

Probablytrikotylon.
DM 27 (P 13303) Rim fragment.
P1.33.
G 12. Part of plain rim and upper wall with at
least four shallowgrooves. Brownishbuff clay; black
glaze inside and on top of rim.
P.H. 0.025 m.; diam. 0.15 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.

Probablythree half-choinikes.

m.; b) P.L. 0.057 m. Hemihekt.

DM 34 (P 21000) Base fragment.
P1. 33.
I 14. Part of flat bottom and lowerwall with five
shallow grooves. Pinkish buff clay; thin black glaze
inside; two bands of reddish brown glaze outside.
Mendinghole at right.
P.H. 0.05 m.; diam. 0.12 m.; in. diam. 0.11 m.

Choinix.

DM 28 (P 23143) Base fragment.
P1. 33.
P1. 33. DM 35 (P 17286) Base fragment.
K
6:2.
half
4th
B.C.
Second
12.
of
Part
base
with
lower
marked
I
century
wall,
ring
Part of base and lower wall with single groove
with one low torus at base and another at level of
nearbottom. Pinkishbuffclay; blackglazeinsideand
floor.Pinkishbuff clay; once glazedblackinside.
0.054
diam.
in.
0.14
0.17
diam.
m.
P.H.
singleband of thin glaze outsideabove groove.
m.;
m.;
P.H. 0.021 m.; diam. 0.07 m.; in. diam. 0.06 m.
Threechoinikesor three half-choinikes.
Three-quarterkotyle.
LATE VARIANTS OF 5TH CENTURY B.C. TYPE
DM 36 (P 17295) Base fragment.
Pls. 13, 33.
DM 29 (P 23776) Base fragment.
H 12. Part of high base ring and lowerwall with
P1. 33.
H 14. Part of broad low base ring and lower wall

narrow groove below, a pair of deep grooves isolating

with five low tori. Pinkishbuffclay; blackglazeinside a ridge above and beginning of another in the break.

and on lowest torus outside.
P.H. 0.046 m.; diam. 0.15 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
Probably three half-choinikes.

DM 30 (P 14276) Base fragment.
Pls. 13, 33.
H 12:11. Beginning of 4th century B.C.
Part of broad low base ring and lower wall with
four grooves separating three flat bands. Pinkish buff
clay; black glaze inside and on the flat bands outside.
P.H. 0.04 m.; diam. 0.19 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.
Hemihekt.
4*

Brownish buff clay; black glaze over pared and gouged
surface inside; thin brown glaze outside on band
above two lower grooves. (Drawing on P1. 33 upside
down.)
P.H. 0.05 m.; diam. 0.17 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m.
Hemihekt.
TRANSITIONAL PIECES

DM 37 (P 22569) Rim fragment.
E 2:3. Second quarter 4th century B.C.

P1. 33.
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Almost half the rim and upperwall; rim flat on of BFeooia, however, points almost certainly, as do
top; raised collar at top of wall with broad shallow its dimensions,to a kotyle.
groove around its middle. Pinkish buff clay; black
glaze inside and on collar outside; top of rim and DM 43 (B 1082 bis) Bronzemeasure. Pls. 14, 33.
Q 15:2. Ca. 400 B.C. Hesperia, XXIV, 1955,
wallsreserved.No trace of handleattachment.
P.H. 0.043 m.; diam. 0.134 m.; in. diam. 0.115 m. p. 69, pl. 31, a.
Bronzecylinderwith slightly raisedcollarat top
Choinix.
and bottom. Thewall extendsbelowthe floor andwas
DM 38 (P 19214) Rim fragment.
P1.33. cut out to form three broad feet. Below the upper
D 19:1. Late 5th centuryB.C.
collaris engravedin letters made by dots: 8si6mato[v]
Part of plain rim and upperwall with raisedcolThereis no trace of stamps.
'AOEvaiov.
lar. Pinkish buff clay with polished surface.A small
H. 0.064 m.; depth 0.061 m.; diam. 0.059 m.;
fleck of red glaze at the broken edge below may be in. diam. 0.051 m. Capacity 126 cc. See DM 42 for
part of a letter.
original state; the feet of DM 43 disintegratedin
P.H. 0.036 m.; diam. 0.095 m.; in. diam. 0.082 m. cleaning.As the genderof
suggests, this is
Sep6moov
One and a half kotyle.
a lilKoWrAlov. The capacity has been adjusted from
111 cc. to 126 cc. to make up for the incrustation
DM 39 (P 19309) Cylindricalmeasurefragment.
within.
33.
Pls. 13,
D 5:1. First half 4th centuryB.C.
DM 44 (P 3559) Cylindrialmeasure.Pls. 14, 18, 34.
Four joining fragmentsmake up morethan oneF 11:2. Second half 4th century B.C. Hesperia,
third of the vessel. Plain rim, flat on top, side walls
IV,
1935,
p. 346; VI, 1937,p. 165.
slightly concave,flat base. Pinkishbuff clay; no trace
Mendedfrommanypiecesandrestoredin plaster.
of glaze.
Plain rim, flat on top; two fine ridges on upperwall;
H. 0.09 m.; depth 0.081 m.; diam. 0.11 m.; in.
on lower wall slightly raised collar separated from
diam. 0.083 m. One and a half kotyle.
foot by three fine ridges. Low base ring cut out to
DM 40 (P 26738) Base fragment.
Pls. 14, 33. form three shallow feet. On upperwall large letters
G 11. Late 4th centuryB.C.
spaced aroundthe vessel and paintedin dilute glaze:
Part of broadlow ring base and lowerwall with 8rlI6omov.Between the first and last letters a stamp
wide raised collar. Brownish buff clay; black glaze with the head of Athena; betweenM and O a stamp
with double-bodiedowl and AGE(diobolcoin type of
inside.
P.H. 0.058 m.; diam. 0.18 m.; in. diam. 0.16 m. early 4th centuryB.C., but muchlargerhere).Inside
the rim three marksof attachmentfor a three-barred
Hemihekt.
handle; inside walls show brush marks where the
Pls. 14, 33. wall was thickened
DM 41 (P 17296) Rim fragment.
by addingclay. The centerof the
H 12. Flaringrim with flat top, raisedcollarand floor is not
so it is not known whether
preserved,
side wall. Trace of handle attachment against inner there was a central column.
Pinkish buff clay; glaze
face of rim. Brownishbuff clay; black glaze on wall firedblack to red on outside
uppercollarand around
and top of rim; collarreserved.
of
down
walls. Transparent
inside, spattering
top
P.H. 0.036 m.; diam. 0.11 m.; in. diam. 0.10 m.
wash
outside.
glaze
Trikotylon.
H. 0.132 m.; depth 0.1275 m.; diam. 0.151 m.;
in. diam. 0.139 m. Capacity1850 cc.; 60 cc.shouldbe
4TH CENTURY B.C. TYPE
subtracted for the handle. The gender of demosion
Pls. 14, 33. probably requires metronto be understood. Three
DM 42 (B 1082) Bronzemeasure.
half-choinikes.
Q 15:2. Ca. 400 B.C. Hesperia, XXIV, 1955,

p. 69, pl. 31, a. Bronze cylinder with slightly raised
collar at top and bottom and with slightly concave
side walls. The wall extends belowthe floorand is cut
out to form three broad feet. On the upper collar is
engraved in letters made by dots: •eloolia 'AOEvcifov,
followed by one certain and two possible stamps,
none of which is identifiable.
H. 0.087 m.; diam. 0.08 m.; in. diam. 0.07 m.
DM 43 was found upside down in DM 42, and the two
were welded together by corrosion. In the cleaning
process DM 42 disintegrated, so that it has not
been possible to measure its capacity. The gender

DM 45 (P 3562) Cylindrical measure. Pls. 14, 18, 84.
F 11:2. Second half 4th century B.C.
Mended from many pieces and restored in plaster
with three-barred handle. Plain rim, one fine ridge on
upper wall marking lower edge of upper collar; on
lower wall a raised collar without ridges. Low base
ring cut away to form three shallow feet. On middle
wall large letters spaced around the vessel and painted
in dilute glaze: 8Grl[6]mo[v].Between the first and last
letters a stamp with double-bodied owl and AGE (cf.
DM 44). The opposite wall is not preserved. Inside the
rim only one mark of attachment for three-barred

DRY MEASURES
handle is preserved. The inside walls show brushmarkswherethe wall was thickenedby adding clay.
The center of the floor is preservedand shows no
traceof a centralcolumn.Pinkishbuffclay; dull black
glaze on outside upper collar and around top of inside wall. Transparentglaze wash outside.
H. 0.135 m.; depth 0.1275 m.; diam. 0.151 m.; in.

diam. 0.139 m. Capacity (with three-barredhandle
restored)1790 cc. Threehalf-choinikes.
P1. 34.
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DM 46 (P 3497) Rim fragment.
F 11:2. Secondhalf 4th centuryB.C.
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Pinkish buff clay; glaze, fired red to black, around
top, inside and out.
(a) P.H. 0.019 m.; diam. 0.085 m.; in. diam.
0.07 m.; (b) P.H. 0.052 m.; diam. 0.085 m.; in. diam.

0.07 m. Kotyle.
DM 51 (P 23134) Rim fragment. Pls. 14, 18, 34.
I 12. 4th century B.C.
One-thirdof rim and upper wall with fine ridge
setting offcollar;letterspaintedin blackglaze(mostly
flakedaway): [8]]p6a[tov]; betweenthe first two letters preservedhalf a stamp with double-bodiedowl
and AGE.Inside, no trace of handleattachments,so
that there could have been no three-barredhandle.
Pinkishbuffclay; blackglazeon top of rim and on the
very top of the wall insideand out.

About one-thirdof rim with upperwall. Shallow
groove sets off upper collar. On upper wall in large
letters paintedin glaze: Sr[p6mov].In breakin front
of delta part of stamp with Athena head. On inside
P.H. 0.045 m.; diam. 0.085 m.; in. diam. 0.07 m.
appear mark of handle attachment and brushmarks
Kotyle.
in addedclay. Pinkishbuff clay; black glaze carelessly appliedaroundthe top inside and out.
DM 52 (P 5886) Rim fragment.
P1. 34.
P.H. 0.082 m.; diam. 0.155 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
F 11. Part of rim and upper wall with raised
Probablythree half-choinikes.
collararoundtop. Pinkish buff clay; glaze, firedreddish
brown,aroundtop, inside and out.
DM 47 (P 3232) Rim fragment.
P1. 34.
0.032 m.; diam. 0.065 m.; in. diam. 0.057 m.
P.H.
G10.Partof plainrimwith uppercollarmarkedoff
Three-quarters
kotyle.
by finegroove.Largeletters paintedin glaze on upper
wall: 8rl[p6anov].Markof handle attachment on in- DM 53
(P 3719) Rim fragment.
P1. 34.
side rim; brushmarksin addedclay. Pinkishbuffclay;
H 7:3. Secondquarter4th centuryB.C.Hesperia,
glaze,firedblackto red, on upperpart inside and out. Suppl. IV, p. 134, note 112.
P.H. 0.065 m.; diam. 0.151 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
Part of rim, flat on top, and upper wall with
Probablythree half-choinikes.
slightly raised collar. Pinkish buff clay, slipped incoveredoutside with a thin red glaze, save for
DM 48 (P 10722) Rim fragment.
Pls. 18, 34. side;
the
which has black glaze.
rim,
H 12. Part of rim and upper wall with slightly
0.05 m.; diam. 0.10 m.; in. diam. 0.08 m.
P.H.
raised collar above and large letters painted in glaze
One
and
a
half kotyle.
below: 8[ir[pi6aov].Beforethe firstletter a stampwith
double-bodiedowl and AGE (cf. DM 44). Inside, an DM 54 (P 22242) Rim fragment.
P1. 34.
addedlayerof clay is very apparentboth at the breaks
H 5. Part of rim and upper wall with slightly
and in the brushmarks.Pinkishbuff clay; blackglaze raised collar and the top of a letter in glaze below:
on collaroutside and aroundupperpartinside.
Pinkish buff clay; flaky glaze firedred
[5rlP6Ca]o[v].
P.H. 0.097 m.; diam. 0.155 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m. to brownon upperpartinside and collaroutside.
Threehalf-choinikes.
P.H. 0.04 m.; diam. 0.16 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
Threehalf-choinikes.
DM 49 (P 10415) Rim fragment.
Pls. 14, 34.
G 11. Secondhalf 4th century B.C.
DM 55 (P 24026) Rim fragment.
Pl. 34.
Part of rim and upper wall with a fine groove
H 14. Part of plain rim, flat on top. Pinkishbuff
defining the collar and large letters painted in glaze
below:
Pinkish buff clay; brownish glaze
on upper
8r.[6atov].
part inside and out.
P.H. 0.04 m.; diam. 0.065 m.; in. diam. 0.06 m.
Three-quarters kotyle.

DM 50 (P 10490) Rim and wall fragments P1. 34.
G 11. Late 5th-early 4th centuries B.C.
(a) Part of rim and upper wall with top part
marked off as collar by a ridge;fine groove in middle
of collar. (b) Part of wall preserving upper edge of
lower collar and letters painted in glaze above:
[Srp6a]io[v], a splash of glaze down from the omicron.

clay; black glaze inside and out for about two and a
half centimeters below rim.
P.H. 0.029 m.; diam. 0.16 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
Three half-choinikes.
DM 56 (P 10887) Base fragment.
P1. 34.
H 12. Late 4th-early 3rd centuries B.C.
Part of low base ring, cut out to form broad feet,
and lower wall with slightly raised collar. Inside,
parts of two deep grooves as if wall had been pared.
Pinkish buff clay; unglazed.
P.H. 0.037 m.; diam. 0.155 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
Three half-choinikes.
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DM 57 (P 6060) Base fragment.
Pls. 14, 34. part of a stamp with helmetedAthenahead. Pinkish
buff clay; thin blackglazeinsideat top.
F 11:2. Secondhalf 4th century B.C.
Most of bottom with low base ring cut away to
P.H. 0.033 m.; diam. 0.15 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
formthreebroadfeet. A collararoundlowerwall with Threehalf-choinikes.
a deep groovejust above base. Inside from center of
DP 64 (P 6209) Handle fragment.
P1. 14.
floorrises a round column, of which only the stump
G 11:4. End of 4th centuryB.C.
remains.
One complete bar, flat on top, pointed below,
P.H. 0.027 m.; diam. 0.068 m.; in. diam. 0.057 m.
with the stumpsof the othertwo and the beginningof
Although by formula this should be three-quarters a central column below. Inscribed on side,
upside
kotyle, the relative amount of space taken by the down to pot, with a
made up of pi and
ligature
centralcolumnand the three-barredhandle which it
upsilon. Pinkish buff clay; glaze, fired red to black,
must supportmakesa half-kotyleseemmorelikely.
on all surfaces.
DM 58 (P 22024) Base fragment.
P1. 34.
Length (to centerof handle)0.068m.; H. 0.02 m.
F 12:3. Late 4th-early 3rd centuriesB.C.
Probablythree half-choinikes.
Part of base ring, cut away to form three broad
P1. 15.
shallow feet, and lower wall with raised collar and DM 65 (P 5902) Column.
F
11.
A
solid
rod
toward
the
where
tapering
top
base.
traces
of
above
Inside,
paring
deep groovejust
on the wheel. Graffitoon bottom: cap. Pinkish buff a tenon of truncated cone-shape rises from the
splayed out clay to fit into the socket in a threeclay, unglazed.
barred
handle. The surfaceof the columnis irregular
P.H. 0.027 m.; diam. 0.09 m.; in. diam. 0.07 m.
and markedwith spiralstriations.Pinkish buff clay;
Kotyle.
daubsof thin glazeat upperend.
DM 59 (P 496) Wall fragment.
P1. 18.
P.H. 0.097 m.; max. diam. 0.024 m. Perhaps
I 8. Hesperia,III, 1934, p. 297.
three choinikesor three half-choinikes.
Part of mid wall with letters painted in glaze:
Pls. 15, 18, 34.
N A (i.e., 8[nrl6aio]v);a streak of glaze above the nu, DM 66 (P 14431) Nut measure.
M
20:1.
1st
B.C.
XVIII,
Early
century
from
collar
above.
Between
the
the
Hesperia,
preserved
perhaps
letters a stamp with the helmeted head of Athena. 1949, pp. 108-113.
Mendedfrommanypiecesand restoredin plaster.
Pinkishbuff clay; red glazeinside at top.
P.H. 0.05 m.; diam. 0.15 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m. Flat-toppedprojectingrim canting slightly upward;
straight side walls; flat bottom. On side wall just
Threehalf-choinikes.
below rim a lead seal (Agora Inv. IL 701) rivetted
DM 60 (P 5883) Wall fragment.
through the clay: seated figure facing right, very
F 11. Part of mid wall with one letter paintedin close
to coin-typeof Alkamenes'Dionysos.Cf.LW 17
glaze: [8•(p6ot]o[v].Brownishbuff clay; black glaze above. Orange-buffclay; light slip.
inside at top.
H. 0.102 m.; depth 0.098-0.102 m.; diam. 0.20
P.H. 0.063 m.; diam. 0.15 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.

Threehalf-choinikes.

DM 61 (P 5898) Wall fragment.
P1. 18.
11.
Part
of
mid
wall
of
with
F
edge uppercollar
and large letter in glaze: [SElr6]a[tov].Below the letter (to the left in the photographon Pl. 18 which
shows the stamp upright), part of a stamp with
double-bodiedowl is preserved.Brownishbuff clay;
brownishglaze on upper part of wall inside.
P.H. 0.057 m.; diam. 0.15 m.; in. dianm.0.14 m.
Three half-choinikes.

m.; in. diam. 0.16 m. at top, 0.13 m. at bottom.

Capacity: 1650 cc. Three half-choinikes.For a full
discussionof the measure and its relation to I. G.,
I12, 1013, see publicationreferenceabove. A handle
of what may also have been a measurewith a closely
similar lead seal was also found in the Agora (Inv.

IL 1032).

DM 67 (P 8932) Cylindricalmeasure. Pls. 15, 34.
M 20:1. Early 1st centuryB.C.Hesperia,XVIII,

1949, p. 112, pl. 5, 5b.
Plain rim, straight side walls with two broad
DM 62 (P 10212) Wall fragment.
grooves around top and two on lower wall; slightly
S112.Part of mid wall with bit of collar above and inset flat base, grooved on bottom near its outer edge.
a letter painted in black glaze: [8]ri[p6oov] Inside, Large piece missing from one side, now restored in
thick layer of added clay with brushmarks. Brownish plaster, where a lead seal may have been. Gritty red
buff clay; thin glaze inside at top.
clay; traces of thin black glaze on outside.
H. 0.12 m.; depth 0.113-0.116 m.; diam. 0.128
P.H. 0.06 m.; diamn.0.15 m.; in. diamn.0.14 nm.
Three half-choinikes.
m.; in. diam. 0.112 m. at top, 0.098 at bottom. CaDM 63 (P 23419) Wall fragment.
P1. 18. pacity: 980 cc. Choinix or trikotylon; see above, p. 48.
I 8. Part of mid wall with parts of two letters DM 68 (P 14430) Fragmentary cylindrical measure.
Pls. 15, 34,
painted in glaze: 6[[l6amo]v. Between the letters,

DRY MEASURES
M 20:1. Early 1st centuryB.C. Hesperia,XVIII,
1949, p. 112, pl. 5, 5c.
Complete base and part of side walls. Flat,
slightly projecting base, roughly finished; shallow
wheel ridgesaroundlowerwalls. Buff clay; unglazed.
P.H. 0.09 m.; diam. 0.16 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
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medimnosis exactly two talents. Perhapsthis is the
meaning of Hesychius' gloss: T?chaAvraicv. E8lfvcov
It is also perhapspossibleto think of
KCaI
ora0•piv.

'AvrioXiSoSand comparethe klepsydraof the tribe
Antiochis(P1.16;above,p. 47, note 15).Inthis casethe
vessel mighthave beenused as a receptacleinto which
the klepsydraflowedand out of whichwatercouldbe
taken to refillthe klepsydra.
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Probablythree choinikes.
Pls. 15, 34.
DM 69 (P 19568) Base fragment.
C 20:2. 1st century B.C.
Pls. 15, 34.
Almosthalf of the flat base and part of the lower DM 71 (P 5697) Rim fragment.
F
13:3.
2nd
B.C.
century
wall with two broadgroovesjust above base. Pinkish
Part of triple-ridgedincurvingrim and shoulder
buff clay; unglazed.
of
a
large vessel with wide mouth and rounded
P.H. 0.03 m.; diam. 0.10 m.; in. diam. 0.09 m.
shoulders.Below rim are large letters in added clay:
Dikotylon.
]ov[. Pinkishbuffclay; goodblackglazeoutsideexcept
on rim,whichis reserved;thin glazeinside,belowand
MISCELLANEOUS
AND POSSIBLEMEASURES
on top of rim.
The three followingfragments (DM 70-72) come
P.H. 0.07 m.; diam. at shoulder0.48-0.56 m.;
from similarlarge vessels which must have had wide diam.at rim0.34-0.40m. Perhapsthe inscriptionmay
mouths, no necks, rounded shoulders,and perhaps be restoredas [v.rp]ov.
straight sides. They are markedout as officialmeasures by their fabric, a very fine pinkishbuff clay, by DM 72 (P 22122) Shoulderfragment.
P1. 15.
their ridges around the rim, like those on the 5th
K 9. Most of the ridgedrim is brokenaway. On
century type of measure,and by their inscriptionsin the shoulder,largeletters in addedclay: ]EI[. Pinkish
added clay over black glaze. The large scale of the buffclay; black glazeinsideand out except on ridged
vessels makesit likely that they weremeasuresof the rim which is reserved.
P.H. 0.064 m.; diam. comparableto DM 70, 71.
large units like the medimnos(i.e., 48 choinikes).The
the
of
three
allows
estimates
If
the
this
largest
pieces (DM 70)
inscriptionmay be completedas [vE-rpeTr]s
of diameter as follows: inside at rim 0.34-0.40 m.; shapemay also have been used as a liquid measure.
inside at shoulder0.48-0.56 m. Since a vessel with an
Pls. 15, 34.
average diameter of 0.449 m. (one and three-eighths DM 73 (P 24286) Rim fragment.
and
a
of
11.
Second
half
4th
a
B.C.
H
0.326
m.
feet)
depth
(one foot) gives capacentury
Plain rim, straightside wall of cylindricalvessel.
city of about one and one-halfcubic feet (51.969 1.)
we see that the magnitude is about right for the Trace of handle attachment outside. Pinkish buff
medimnos(52.4161.on the basisof a kotyle of 0.2731.). clay; glaze,firedreddishbrown,insideand outsidein
Of the other three pieces, only DM•73 is certainly band aroundtop and verticalband at handle.
from a cylindricalvessel. Its outside handle keeps it
P.H. 0.03 m.; diam. 0.15 m.; in. diam. 0.14 m.
out of the uniformseriesabove, althoughits diameter Threehalf-choinikes.
corresponds.
The lekane fragmentsperhapsdo not belong here, DM 74 (P 25301) Rim and wall fragments.
but the fabric is very like that of official measures;
Pls. 15, 34.
G 11:4. End of 4th century B.C.
both its glaze pattern and its proveniencepoint in
Two fragments of lekane with almost straight
the same direction.
sides. (a) Rim, slightly flaringon outside but almost
DM 70 (P 18996) Rim fragment.
Pls. 15, 34.
straight inside, offset from wall outside. (b) Part of
Part of
rim

and shoulder
triple-ridged incurving
of large vessel with wide mouth and rounded shoulders. A thickening of the outside wall at the left of
the fragment indicates a lug or handle attachment.
Below rim are large letters in added clay: ]acvr[.
Pinkish buff clay; good black glaze outside except on
rim, which is reserved; thin glaze inside, not reaching
to top.
P.H. 0.062 m.; diam. at shoulder 0.48-0.56 m.;
diam. at rim 0.34-0.40 m.
Perhaps the inscription may be restored as
since the water-weight of a
8i-r'r:avrov h-rpov

wall just below rim with handle attachment. Pinkish
buff clay; streaky glaze, inside and on outside rim
and handle; dilute wash on reserved areas.
(a) P.H. 0.065 m.; diamn. 0.35 m.; in. diam.
0.33 m.; (b) P.H. 0.09 m.

DM 75 (P 23764) Wall fragment.
P1. 15.
H 12. Small fragment from thin walled vessel.
Parts of two letters in black glaze (see plate). Pinkish
buff clay; black glaze in band above; reserved zone
washed with dilute glaze.
P.H. 0.025 m.; diam. 0.125 m.; in. diam. 0.12 m.
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Official liquid measures are less well represented than dry measures not only in the Agora,
but also elsewhere. Apart from one small black glazed olpe marked 8iip6aiovin the Berlin
Museum (P1. 16),1 official liquid measures seem not to exist, or have not been recognized,
outside of the Agora. The fact that for the most part they occur even in the Agora only in
small fragments may help to explain the scarcity.
The Agora material may be divided into the following shapes: olpai, oinochoai, amphoras
and shallow bowls with conical feet. All are identified as official measures either by their
inscriptions or stamps or by their close similarity to inscribed or stamped pieces. Since only
a few of the small measures are sufficiently complete to be tested for capacity and since handles
without amphoras have little in common with fragmentary oinochoai, the discussion below
will be largely non-metrologicaland limited to general description of each type.
OLPAI

The small olpai which are marked as official measures are all of the same general shape, with
round mouth, gently rounding wall and flat base. There are two glaze patterns: 1) black glazed
overall with the possible but not invariable addition of one or two thin bands of purple at the
level of the lower handle attachment; 2) brownish glaze wash overall with black glaze bands
at bottom of wall, at shoulder and around mouth (inside and out). Many uninscribed olpai of
both sorts have been found in many parts of the Agora; the closed deposits in which they are
found range in date from the late 6th century to the late 5th century B.C. but the great majority
seem to belong to the earliest 5th century B.C. One well (Q 12:3), under the gutter of the Stoa
of Attalos, produced more than eight uninscribed examples in addition to the two marked as
official (LM 2, 3; Pls. 16, 35). The contents of this well, including so much pottery of all sorts,
so many vases of particular kinds and several vases by each of several painters, seem to have
been the entire stock of a near-by pottery shop which sufferedin the Persian sack of 480 B.C.2
The presence of official measures in a pottery shop brings up the general question of why
these liquid measures seem to have been so much more widespread than the dry measures, of
which more than 70% come from the general Tholos area. Of the seven inscribed olpai or
fragments (LM 1-7, Pls. 16, 35), only one (LM 5) is from the Tholos area. If these olpai were
clay replicas of a metal standard, they might perhaps be sold in pottery shops both for private
and commercial use. The difficulties involved in such an explanation are two; that the dry
measure replicas do not seem to have been so widespread either in place of finding or in use;
and that there are so many uninscribed olpai which are in every other way similar to the
replicas. For the difference between the liquid and dry replicas the only answer seems to be

1 A.
Furtwiingler, Beschreibungder Vasensammlung,Berlin, 1885, no. 2669; facsimile of inscription, pl. III. I am indebted
to Professor Bltimel for permission to use the photograph on Plate 16 below. The "hemikotylion" in the British Museum
and the other vessels inscribed as kotylai are neither Athenian nor official measures. See J. C. Rolfe, "An Inscribed
Kotylos
from Boeotia," Harv. St. Cl. Phil., II, 1891, pp. 89-102.
2
Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 62-66,
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that the cylindricalshape of the dry measurewas inconvenientfor carrying(whenthe vessel
is full the handleis of no use), storing (the vessel is not fitted for a lid) and serving;it was
useful only for measuring.Most private personswouldpreferthereforeto determinethe capacity of varioususeful vessels and mark them to that effect.3The standardliquid measure,
however,was a shape in such generaluse and so generallyuseful that many people might
wish to have actual replicasof the standardmeasurenot only to save measuringanother
vessel at home but also to use in determiningthe capacityof largervessels. The olpe is convenient to carry and very good for pouring.To explain why there are so many uninscribed
olpaiof this type we must considerthe capacityof both inscribedand uninscribedpieces.
Four of the olpai (LM1, 2, 3, 6; P1.16) are sufficientlycompleteto be tested for capacity.
Threehave been restoredwith plaster,so that in two cases the presenceof extra plasterinside
makesthe capacitylow; the other one, whichis lackingpart of the neck and mouth, has not
been restored,so that its capacity is also low. The capacitiesare: 270 cc., 240 cc. (plaster
inside), 210 cc. (mouth missing),220 cc. (plasterinside). It seems likely that all originally
held about 270 cc. or a kotyle (see above, p. 44). Thesethen representedthe basic smallunit
of both wet and dry systems;their shapeis such that both wet and dry materialscan be easily
pouredin and out. Theywouldhave beenusefulin the sameway as is the ubiquitousmeasuring
cup of the modernworld.
Whatare the capacitiesof the uninscribedolpaiof the sametype?Sevencompleteor restored
exampleswere chosenat randombut to includetwo from the "potteryshop in the well" (Q
12:3). The capacitiesof three intact olpai were 260 cc., 235 cc., and 225 cc.; the capacitiesof
four olpai, each with a small amount of plasterthickeningthe restoredparts, were 235 cc.,
220 cc., 220 cc., and 205 cc. It is not certainwhetherthe differencebetweenthe capacitiesof
the uninscribedolpai and those of the inscribedis great enoughto suggestthat potterstested
all of themandmarkedas officialonly thosewhichheldenoughmorethana kotylein the leather
hard state to allow for shrinkage.Certainlythe inscriptionwas put on beforefiring.And it
seemsunlikelythat the metronomoiwouldhave allowedto circulatevesselsmarkedas official
which had not been tested for capacity. It is possible,of course,that there was no bronze
standardolpe of whichthe clay exampleswerereplicas;they do not, like the dry measuresof
clay,have stamps.In this case, the clay olpaiwouldbe convenientsemi-officialvessels,some of
which were guaranteedby the potter (by inscription,but not by the governmentby stamp)
to hold an officialkotyle.
The inscribed olpai have uniform dimensions (H. 0.14 m.; max. diam. 0.07 m.) as do most

of the uninscribedof this generalsize. Thereare uninscribedolpai of othersizes, both smaller
and larger,which approximatereasonablefractionsand multiplesof the kotyle, but these
are surely irrelevantto the study of officialmeasures,since none of them is inscribed.The
uniformityof dimensionssuggeststhat here too, as with the dry measures,specificationsmay
have been provided,even though the olpe shape does not readilylend itself to the simplest
formulaicexpressionof capacity. TakingHero'sformulafor pithoi4and using outsideheight
and maximumdiameterbut inside diameterof mouth as the minimumdiameter,we have
eleven-fourteenthstimes one-halfof the sum of 3j and 1l fingerssquaredtimes 7 fingers.The
formulais easy to work becauseof the seven-fingerheight, and the answeris 34 and threeeighths cubic fingersor enoughmore than the 32 cubic fingersof the kotyle (seep. 44 above)
to allowfor the thicknessof walls and base.
A wordshouldbe said about the inscriptions.The ligatureof delta-epsilonon LM 1 (P1.16)
appearsalso as an incised mark, presumablyof ownership,on many pots found near the
*Hesperia, XXV, 1956,pp. 1-24.
' Stereometrica, 26:eleven-fourteenths
of one-halfthe sum of maximumand

II,

minimumdiameterssquaredtimesheight.
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official buildings on the west side of the Agora.5This is the only example of a painted ligature
of this sort which I know. In LM 3 and LM 6 (P1. 16) the adjective demosiosappears in the
masculine gender, in contrast to the neuter both on the Berlin Museum olpe and on the official
dry measures. With the neuter we must supply metron,but the masculine requires the name
of the particular measure. It is to be noted that both kotulosand kotule are used in the 5th
century B.C. for this measure. We have already seen that the bronze standard kotyle (DM 42)
was marked with a feminine demosia. Perhaps the use of the masculine here is another straw
indicating that the clay olpai were not so much replicas of an official bronze standard as
semi-official adaptations.
OINOCHOAI

Only two fragmentary examples of officially inscribed oinochoai have been preserved in
the Athenian Agora. One is not sufficiently complete even to provide a profile, so their shapes
can not be compared. In decoration, however, they are each similar to one of the two types
of olpai: one is black-glazed overall with letters in purple; the other is reserved with a brownish
glaze wash and with black glaze bands at base, shoulder and mouth, and letters in black
glaze. The capacity of the second, which has a complete profile but is largely a plaster restoration, is 875 cc. up to the neck. Whether the original capacity to rim was three kotyles (819 cc.)
or four (1092 cc.) depends on the accuracy of the restoration. The dimensions,applied to Hero's
formula, suggest a capacity of four kotyles: jx
(6 + 14)2 x 14 = 1100 cc.
?x
In places of finding the two oinochoai are, like the olpai, not linked to the Tholos area.
Their number is too small to allow of any conjectures regarding their use, whether as replicas
of official standards or as semi-official adaptations, but it is likely that their function was the
same as that of the olpai.
AMPHORAS

No complete amphora is preserved, but the fragments are of several different kinds: black
glazed neck fragments with an applied white band; unglazed shoulder fragments with black
figure representationsof helmeted Athena head or owl; unglazed handles with coin-type stamps.
The white-on-black amphoras belong by context to the 5th century B.C. With one exception
(LM 20, P1. 17) the other two groups should be dated on the basis of context as well as cointypes to the 4th century B.C. LM 20 is exceptional also in having its inscription vertical
instead of horizontal; unfortunately, it does not preserve enough of the black-figuredecoration
to show whether the owl was of a different type from the later pieces. The fact that LM 20
uses epsilon for eta can not be used here, both because none of the later pieces preserves this
part of the inscription and because the old letter forms continued to be used in guarantees of
this sort long after 403 B.C. (cf. lead weights above, p. 5).
The rim profile of one white-on-black fragment (LM 11, Pls. 16, 35) is that of Amphora
Type B.6 In size it seems comparableto two Agora examples of the 5th century B.C.: P 218597
and P 9486.s The dimensions of both of these suggest that their capacity may have been about
a metretes (12 choes of 3.276 1. are 39.312 1.). Both their average diameters (half of the sum
of inside mouth diameter and outside maximum diameter)are almost exactly a foot of 0.326 m.
(see above, p. 43, note 7). Their depths are 0.50 m. and 0.49 m. or very nearly one and one-half
feet. Hero's formula gives them a capacity of thirty-three twenty-eighths cubic feet or 40.825 1.
5 Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 353-354.
6 Sir John Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, Oxford, 1942, p. viii.
7 Mid 5th century B.C. Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 62, pl. 21.
8 440-430 B.C. Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 345, fig. 28.
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The shoulder fragments with black-figure representations belong to amphoras with a ridge
between neck and body and with a comparatively narrow neck. No other indication of their
shape is preserved, but both their official nature and the use of so old-fashioned a method
of decoration point to Panathenaic amphoras as the nearest parallel. The relationship between
Panathenaic amphoras and official measures is strengthened by the use of the former as apparently standard containers for various amounts of oil specified as prizes for the various
contests (I.G., I2, 2311).
The testing of Panathenaic amphoras for capacity is, however, no easy matter, since few
are preserved in a condition which allows a test to be made. Recorded capacities for six amphoras ranging in date from 566 to 403 B.C. range from 39.983 1. to 38.100 1. (to brim).9Their
general outside dimensions and shape are also fairly close, most of the gradual increase in
height going into base and neck, which are comparatively unimportant for capacity. Maximum
diameter ranges about 0.40 m., height about 0.63 m.10 If because of the difficulties of measuring
internal diameters the specifications were given for outside diameter and internal height or
depth, the formula would have to allow for the space taken by the walls and might be somemax. diam. x depth equals 1 xx 20 fingers (0.408 m.) x 28 fingers (0.5712
thing like this: }-x
m.) equals 4950 cubic fingers (42.025 liters). There is no evidence for this formula, but for
particular shapes like the narrow-necked, full-bodied amphora, particular formulas may well
have been arrived at after experimentation.
This digression into the standard of the Panathenaic amphora may serve to justify the
connection suggested above between our official measure fragments and the Panathenaic jars.
Certainly the fragments themselves are too small to provide evidence for capacity. That the
potters adjusted the size, presumably after trial of their capacity in the leather hard state,
is suggested, however, by the appearanceof both paring and added clay on the inside, although
both of these might have resulted from building up the amphora from two pieces which were
joined at the shoulder. It is even probable that the body of the amphora was so tested before
the neck was set in; certainly both adding clay and paring on the inside upper shoulder could
be more easily accomplished before the neck was in place. Furthermore,two pieces (LM 18, 20)
show that the body might be glazed on the inside.
The decoration on these fragments deserves comment. The conjunction of helmeted Athena
heads, owls and the inscription demosionimmediately puts the official amphoras in the same
class with the official 4th century B.C. dry measures, which have the same inscription, written
in the same way, and the same Athenian symbols, not painted but impressed as stamps. It
might be objected that on the standard amphoras, as on the Panathenaic amphoras, Athena
would appear full length, but the scale of the head makes this unlikely. From lower eye to top
of olive wreath Athena's head on LM 12 (P1. 17) is at least two and a quarter times the equivalent distance on Panathenaic Athena heads. Since it is most likely that the standard amphoras

9
I am indebted to G. Roger Edwards for much of this material; see also his "Panathenaics of Hellenistic and Roman
-Times," Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, pp. 320-349, especially p. 335, note 55. Of the four vases measured by Brbndsted (Trans. of
the Royal Society of Literatureof the United Kingdom, II, London, 1834, pp. 102-135) only three are full-size amphoras; for two
of these he gives the same capacity in cubic inches, of which the metric equivalent is 36.330 1. The second of these is now
New York Metropolitan Museum of Art, Acc. no. 14-130.12 and was found recently by D. von Bothmer to hold 38.830 1.
to the neck and 39.8301. to the brim. Therefore, the first of Brdndsted's two amphoras of identical capacity should hold the
same; this is the Burgon amphora,now London, British Museum B 130. Br6ndsted's third, which he measured at 35.198 1.,
is now New York Metropolitan Museum of Art, Acc. no. 16.71 and was recently found by D. von Bothmer to hold 37.1241.
to the neck and 38.229 1. to the brim. A. Boeckh (MetrologischeUntersuchungen
Gewichte,Miinzfiilfe, und Masse des
iober
Altertums, Berlin, 1838, pp. 279-280) records the capacity of two full-size prize amphoras
(now Berlin 1833 and 1832) as
39.0071. to neck, 39.9831. to brim and 38.699 1. to neck, 39.0501. to brim. The other capacities which he records are of smaller
amphoras which seem not to have been prize vases. The sixth amphora, which was measured recently by the Laboratory
of the British Museum, is British Museum B 605: 38.1001. "to the level of the angle in the interior where the mouth springs
out of the neck."
10 M.
Lang, B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 26, note 1.
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are of the same size as Panathenaic amphoras, a full-length Athena on this scale would fit
only if the top of her helmet appeared on the rim and her feet on the base. The owl is on the
same heroic scale, so that Athena can not be thought of as shorter than the elegant Panathenaic
types. Thus the scale and the parallelwith the dry measuresmake it almost certain that only the
head of Athena appeared on these official amphoras.
How the head of Athena, the owl and the inscription were arranged on the amphora can
perhaps also be suggested. All heads, both of Athena and the owl, come at upper shoulder
level. On three pieces (LM 12, 14, 15; P1. 17) we see that demosion is divided exactly in
half by the head of Athena. Since the inscription will have begun to the right of one handle
and ended to the left of the other, it is reasonableto assume that the Athena head was centered
on one side. That the owl was similarly centered on the other side (with or without inscription)
is not only likely in itself but also suggested by the way in which the owl stamp always appears
on the opposite side of the cylindrical dry measures from the Athena stamp. Not enough of
any owl is preserved to indicate whether these, like the owls on the stamps, were doublebodied. The Athena head, however, seems to be much closer to the coin-type stamp than to
Athena heads on Panathenaic amphora, particularly with respect to the olive crown and the
way in which the helmet crest lies close to the helmet. One piece is exceptional not only for
its earlier context date but also for the arrangement of the inscription; LM 20 (P1. 17) comes
from a certain 5th century B.C. context (one nearer the first half than the second), and its
inscription runs down the wall instead of across the shoulder.
Two fragments (LM 18, 19; P1. 17) show what might be bands or borders of black glaze
above and below the owl. These might indicate that the black-figured representations were
put on a reserved panel on an amphora otherwise glazed black. But other fragments show
(LM 13, 16, 17; P1. 17) part of the neck above the heads as reserved, so that these jars at
least could have had no such panel. It is more likely, in view both of the glaze patterns of the
dry measures and of the unglazed handles (see below) which may have belonged to these jars,
that the official amphoras were unglazed except for a band around the rim (extending down
into the neck; cf. LM 29) and occasionally a band above and below the representations of
Athena and the owl.
Seven of the eight amphora handles (LM 21-27, P1. 18) impressed with official coin-type
stamps are of a size and form suitable for amphoras of Panathenaic type. Four (LM 21, 23,
26, 27) preserve the lower attachment and show that the inside wall of the vessel was covered
with glaze or glaze wash. One (LM 25), preserving the upper attachment, shows that the
inside of the neck was similarly treated. Four handles (LM 21-24) are impressed with the
same coin-type stamp: double-bodiedowl surmounted by the letters AGEand two olive sprays.
This device is employed on the diobol of the early 4th century B.C.1 The size of the stamps
both here and on the dry measures is greater than that of the diobols, but presumably the
metronomoi were provided with their own stamps, made especially for their special purposes.
Three handles (LM 25-27) carry an Athena head, which is most similar to the obverse of
this same diobol (and contemporary drachms and tetradrachms). Whether each official amphora was stamped twice, like the dry measures, with Athena head on one handle and owl on
the other, can not at present be known. It seems likely that this was so, and also that these
handles were attached to amphoras decorated, again with Athena head and owl, in black
figure, like LIM 12-20 (P1. 17).
The eighth handle (LM 28, P1. 18) is of a different shape and a different clay. Its stamp is
more oval than round, but the representation of Athena with Corinthianhelmet is very close
11

Svoronos, pl. 17, 34-36. For bronze coins, Svoronos, pl. 21.

LIQUID MEASURES
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to the early 4th century B.C. silver pentobol and certain bronze coins.12 There is not sufficient
evidence to indicate whether this stamp also certifies an official measure.
Since the large majority (more than 80%) of amphora fragments (LM 10-28) come from the
Tholos area, we may suppose that here again as in the case of the cylindrical measures there is
evidence for a thesaurosmetronomonwhich housed official clay vessels. Whether the amphoras
were replicas of a metal standard kept in the Tholos is more difficult to determine.
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POSSIBLE OFFICIALMEASURES
LM 29 (P1.35) has been included here because of its fabric, shape and the glaze on rim and
inside neck. It may well belong to an official amphora similar to those represented by the
shoulderfragments and handles above, but the handle is broaderand flatter and is not stamped.
LM 30 and 31 (P1.17) have the fine clay of official measures and the same kind of letters in
black glaze, but since there seem to be no parallels in shape, it is unprofitable to speculate
further. If the inscription was more than one letter, the bowls must have been too shallow
and open to be supported on the small foot. If the inscriptions were only one letter, then
epsilon and eta must be taken as numerals. Perhaps we are to imagine deep bowls, the smaller
holding five kotyles and the larger eight.
CATALOGUE
Thepiecesaregroupedbyshapes.Theorderwithinthegroupsis asfollows:frommostnearlycompletetomost
fromnecksto shoulders
to handles
olpai;frommostnearlycompleteto mostfragmentary
fragmentary
oinochoai;
orpossiblemeasures.
of amphoras;
uncertain
are
indicated
the
or
Findingplaces generally
by square squaresof
the Agoragrid,witha contextdatewhereavailable;fordateddepositswhicharealsogroupsthe griddesignationis followedby thenumberof the depositwithinthe square.
Abbreviationsused: H. - Height; P.H. - preservedheight; diam.- greatestoutsidediameter;max. dim. -

maximumdimension.
OLPAI

Pls. 16, 35.
LM 1 (P 13429) InscribedOlpe.
N 18:7. Late 6th centuryB.C. Hesperia,XV,
1946,pl. XXVII; Suppl.IV, p. 142,note 134.
Neck, handlesand some of wall restoredin
plaster.Flat bottom;gentlyroundingsides.A ligaon shoulderin black
ture,to be resolvedbe(.66atov),
glaze.Pinkishbuffclay;diluteglazewashonoutside;
blackglazeoninside,andoutsidein onebandaround
bottomof wallandanotherat shoulder.

Restored H. 0.145 m.; diam. 0.07 m. Capacity

(to rim) 240"cc.(Enoughplasterinsideto displace
ca. 30 cc.)

LM 3 (P 24118) InscribedOlpe.
Pls. 16, 35.
Q12:3. Late6th-early5th centuriesB.C.
Mouthandpartof neckmissing.Generalshape
very muchlike LM 1. Smallletterspaintedin glaze
aroundshoulder:8&S6oaos.
Buffclaywithdilutewash
black
band
around
bottomof walland
outside;
glaze
on
shoulder.
P.H. 0.133 m. (restoredheight 0.145 m.); diam.
P.H.'0.125m.;diam.0.07m. Capacity(to break)
0.07m. Capacity(to rim)270 cc.
210 cc. (If neckand mouthwererestored,it should
LM 2 (P 24634) InscribedOlpe.
Pls. 16, 35. holdabout270cc.)
12:3.
5th
centuries
Late
B.C.
Q
6th-early
of
shoulder
and
restored
in LM4 (P 1406) InscribedOlpeFragment. P1.35.
neck
Handle,part
G 6:3. Ca.500-480B.C.Hesperia,XV, 1946,p.
sides
and
flat
plaster.Roundmouth,gentlyrounding
bottom.Smallletterspaintedin glazearoundshoul- 276,no. 16, pl. XXVII.
der:[8][pl6]qto[s].
Brownishbuffclaywithbrownish
Fourjoiningfragmentsfromneckandshoulder
black
of
wash
band
around
bottom
outside;
glaze
glaze
olpelike LM 1-3. Smallletterspaintedin black
of wall,shoulderandmouth.
Buff clay with
glaze aroundshoulder:&Ge[6oatos].

ia B.V. Head, A Catalogueof the GreekCoins of the British Museum, London, 1888, p. 14, pl. v, 11. For bronze coins, also
of the early 4th century B.C., ibid., pp. 20-22, pl. vi, 1-10.
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dilute wash outside; black glazed band around
shoulder.
Estimated diam. 0.07 m.
LM 5 (P 10828) InscribedOlpeFragment. P1. 35.
H 12. Late 6th-early 5th centuriesB.C.Hesperia,
Suppl. IV, p. 142.
Small fragmentof shoulderof olpe like LNi 1-3.
Small letters painted in black glaze on shoulder:
[8Sl6a]o[s]. Pinkish buff clay, slipped; black glaze
band aroundlower shoulder.
P.H. 0.04 m.
Pls. 16, 35.
LM 6 (P 16790) InscribedOlpe.
G 15:1. Late 6th-earliest 5th centuriesB.C.
Hesperia,XV, 1946, p. 276, underno. 16.
Bottom and lower walls restored in plaster.
Roundmouthand gentlyroundingsides. Smallletters
in added red around neck:
Final sigma
dull flaky black glaze
reversed. Pinkish buff clay;8E6[o.]toS.
outside and aroundinside mouth; traces of two lines
of addedred just below handle-attachment.
P.H. 0.10 m. (restored H. 0.13 m.); diam.

0.075 m.
Capacity220 cc. (Enough plaster inside to displace about 50 cc.; the restoredheight is based on
other completeolpai from the same well.)
LM 7 (P 20849) InscribedOlpeFragment. P1. 35.
D 17:10. Late 6th-early 5th centuriesB.C.
Small fragmentfrom shoulder.Letters in added
red: [Eip6ol]os.Pinkish buff clay; somewhatflaked
black glaze outside.
P.H. 0.032 m.

Part of lower neck of large amphora. Letters
in dilute glaze on added white band:
[SE]•6cr[iov].
Pinkish buff clay; firm black glaze outside;
thin
brownglaze wash inside.
P.H. 0.064 m.
LM 11 (P 26739) AmphoraFragment. Pls. 16, 35.
F 11. Secondquarter5th centuryB.C.
Part of mouthwith straightlip set off fromneck.
One letter preservedin dilute glaze on added white
band just below lip:
Pinkish buff clay;
[&>E]p[6acov].
black glaze outside; top
of rim reserved;good glaze
inside, firedblack above and red below.
P.H. 0.072 m.
BLACK-FIGURE AMPHORA FRAGMENTS

LM 12-18 were found in the BouleuterionPlateia
just on bed rock with fragmentsof pottery from the
5th and 4th centuriesB.C. All are of fine pinkishbuff
clay with polished outside surfacesand glaze inside
neck (wherepreserved).
LM 12 (P 5903) AmphoraFragments. Pls. 17, 35.
F 11. 5th-4th centuriesB.C.
(a) Wall fragmentwith forepartof head, in Attic
helmet, facing left in black-figuredstyle, and part of
an inscriptionin blackglaze:[BE]p6[onov].
Glazeis thin
and rangesfrom black to light brown;all details including eye, hair line, helmet edge and olive wreath,
areincised.Insidesurfacehas addedclay. (b) Shoulder
fragment with narrow ridge around base of neck.
Inside surfacepared.
a) max. dim. 0.12 m.; b) max. dim. 0.10 m.
LM 13 (P 5905) AmphoraFragments. Pls. 17, 35.
F 11. 5th-4th centuriesB.C.
(a) Lower shoulder fragment with forepart of
head, in Attic helmet, facing left in black-figured
style. Cf. LM 12. (b) Shoulder and neck fragment
with narrowridge at base of neck.

OINOCHOAI
LM 8 (P 20234) InscribedOinochoe. Pls. 16, 35.
E 16. Many fragmentsmake up profile; pot is
restoredin plaster. Mouth missing but trefoil shape
certain from form of handle: oinochoe, shape III.
Lettersin blackglazeon shoulder:&~[p6tov].Pinkish
buff clay, surfacepolished;blackglazedband outside
a) max. dim. 0.085 m.; b) max. dim. 0.062 m.
on foot, around middle and on lip, extending into
LM 14 (P 5904) AmphoraFragment. Pls. 17, 35.
interior for ca. 0.02 m.
F 11. 5th-4th centuriesB.C.
H. 0.146 m.; est. diam. 0.14 m. Capacity of
of lower shoulderwith back part of
Fragment
restoredvessel (to neck) 875 ce.
crested Attic helmet facing left in black-figuredstyle

LM 9 (P 18565) Fragments of Inscribed Oinochoe.
P1. 35.
B 20. Late 6th-early 5th centuries B.C.
Several non-joining fragments from the shoulder
and walls of an oinochoe. To the right of traces of a
handle attachment are letters in much faded purple:
SE[C6alov].Pinkish buff clay; glaze, fired red mottled
with black, outside, and inside to base of neck.

LM 15 (P 8099) Amphora Fragment.
Pls. 17, 35.
F 10. 5th-4th centuries B.C.
Fragment of lower shoulder with back part of

head in crestedhelmet (cf. LM 14) and one letter in
blackglaze:
Thinbrownglaze.
[Ep]d]•[ov].
Max. dim.
0.051 m.

AMPHORAS

LM 10 (P 25285) Amphora Fragment.
H 5. 5th century B.C.

and letters in black glaze: [8&s6]amo[v].Glaze is thin
and ranges from black to light brown.
Max. dim. 0.103 m.

Pls. 16, 35.

LM 16 (P 5906) Amphora Fragments.
F 11. 5th-4th centuries B.C.

Pls. 17, 35.

LIQUID MEASURES
(a) Four joining pieces preserve almost half of
the ridge at the base of the neck and a small part of
upper shoulder, on which head of owl, facing front,
is painted in black-figuredstyle; roundeyes and few
feathers are marked by incision. Cleartraces inside
of added clay at joint between neck and body. (b)
Wallfragmentwith lettersin blackglaze:[8]i]p6[oov].
a) est. diam. at base of neck0.13 m.; b) max. dim.
0.049 m.
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LM 17 (P 5907) AmphoraFragment. Pls. 17, 35.
F 11. 5th-4th centuriesB.C.
Part of uppershoulderwith top of owl's head in
black-figure.Cf. LM 16. Inside, traces of added clay
at joint of neck and shoulder.
Max. dim. 0.105 m.
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LM 23 (SS 6593) StampedAmphoraHandle.
Pls. 18, 35.
F 10. 5th-4th centuriesB.C.
Lower part of handle, with attachment. Stamp
identical with that of LM 21; same location and
orientation.Brownishbuff clay, slipped on outside;
thin brownwash on inside wall of amphora.
W. 0.04 m.; Th. 0.017 m.

LM 24 (SS 6594) StampedAmphoraHandle. P1. 18.
F 10. 5th-4th centuriesB.C.
Middlepart of handle. Stampidenticalwith that
of LM 21; same location and orientation. Pinkish
buff clay, slipped.
W. 0.038 m.; Th. 0.022 m.

LM 25 (SS 1420) StampedAmphoraHandle.
LM 18 (P 5908) AmphoraFragment. Pls. 17, 35.
P1. 18.
F 11. 5th-4th centuriesB.C.
H 12. Hesperia,III, 1934, p. 297.
Fromshoulderof amphorawith tail of owl standUpper end with attachment.Round stamp with
ing left, in black-figure.Black glazed band below. head of Athena, wearing crested Athenian helmet,
Inside coveredwith thin glaze.
facing right, just below angle of handle. Pinkish buff
Max. dim. 0.073 m.
clay, slipped;remainsof black glaze on inside wall of
neck.
LM 19 (P 25489) AmphoraFragments. Pls. 17, 35.
W. 0.036 m.; Th. 0.022 m.
H-0 12-13.
(a) Upper wall with part of owl's head, facing LM 26
(P 5909) StampedAmphoraHandle.
front, in black-figure.Above, a black glazed band.
Pls. 18, 35.
(b) Wall with part of owl's body in black-figure;few
F
11.
5th-4th
centuries
B.C.
feathersincised; at right, a rosette.
Lower end with attachment. Stamp identical
a) P.H. 0.087 m.; b) P.H. 0.058 m.
with that of LM 25; same location and orientation.
LM 20 (P 4758) AmphoraFragment.
Pl. 17. Brownishbuff clay, slipped; thin brownglaze on inside wall of amphora;a few smearson handle.
E-F 12-14. 5th century B.C.
Wall fragmentwith part of owl's body in blackW. 0.043 m.; Th. 0.025 m.
with
feathers
and
in
black
incised,
figure,
inscription
glaze, arrangedvertically:[8]Ep[6alov].Thinwash of LM 27 (SS 7804) StampedAmphoraHandle. P1.18.
C 10:3. (Secondhalf 4th centuryafter Christ).
glaze inside.
Lower end with attachment. Stamp much worn
H. 0.073 m.
but identicalwith that on LM 25; same locationbut
almost
upsidedown.Pinkishbuffclay, slipped;traces
STAMPED AMPHORA HANDLES
of brownishclay on inside wall of amphora.
The arrangementis by coin-types, all three of
W. 0.043 m.; Th. 0.022 m.
which belong to the 4th century B.C.
LM 28 (SS 8404) StampedAmphoraHandle.
LM 21 (SS 3299) StampedAmphoraHandle.
Pl. 18.
Pls. 18, 35.
O 22:1. Thirdquarter4th century B.C.
F 12. About half of handle with lower attachment. Round stamp with double-bodied owl, [A]OE,
and two olive sprays just below angle of handle.
Pinkish buff clay, slipped on outside; streaky black
glaze on inside wall of amphora.
W. 0.036 m.; Th. 0.024 m.

LM 22 (P 5910) Stamped Amphora Handle. P1.18.
F 11. 5th-4th centuries B.C.
Part of shaft of handle. Stamp identical with that
of LM 21; same location and orientation. Pinkish buff
clay, slipped.
W. 0.035 m.; Th. 0.018 m.

Angle piece of heavy handle, almost round in
section and sharply curved. Oval stamp with head of
Athena, facing right, wearing Corinthian helmet.
Pinkish buff clay, slipped.
W. 0.052 m.; pres. Th. 0.038 m.
UNCERTAIN

OR POSSIBLE

MEASURES

LM 29 (P 20975) Amphora Fragments.
P1. 35.
Q 8-9. 4th century B.C.
(a) Part of rim with heavy rounded lip. (b) Part
of broad flat handle with upper attachment. Pinkish
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P.H. 0.031m.; diam. of foot 0.041 m.
buff clay; black glaze aroundlip and handle attachment and inside neck.
LM 31 (P 9823) Base of Bowl.
Pls. 17, 35.
(a) max. dim. 0.095m.; (b) max. dim. 0.09 m.
L 19. Solid base like truncated cone. Inside on
Pls. 17, 35. floor,a letter in blackglaze: H. Fine pinkishbuffclay,
LM 30 (P 2417) Base of Bowl.
Q15. Solid base like truncatedcone. Inside on slipped.
P.H. 0.04 m.; est. diam. of foot 0.053 m.
floor,a letter in blackglaze: E. Fine pinkishbuff clay
with mica; surfacepolished.
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The principalworkscited and the abbreviatedtitles by which they are mentionedare listed below. Easily
identifiedabbreviationsof standardperiodicalsare not included.
Agora

AgoraGuide2

Annali
AntikeGemmen
Benndorf

B.M.C.

B.M.C., Rom. Emp.

Busolt-Swoboda,Griech.Staatsk.a
D-S
Dumont

Engel
'Ep. 'ApX., 1901

Ferguson,HellenisticAthens
Head, H.N.2
J.I.A.N.

= The AthenianAgora, Results of Excavations conducted by the
AmericanSchoolof ClassicalStudies at Athens.
vol. II, MargaretThompson,Coins from the Roman throughthe
VenetianPeriod,1954.
vol. III, R. E. Wycherley,Literaryand EpigraphicalTestimonia,
1957.
vol. V, Henry S. Robinson,Potteryof theRomanPeriod,Chronology, 1959.
and Plastic Lampsof the
vol. VI, ClairBveGrandjouan,Terracottas
RomanPeriod,1961.
vol. VII, Judith Perlzweig,Lampsof theRomanPeriod,1961.
= The AthenianAgora,A Guideto theExcavationand Museum,2nd
ed., revised, 1962.
= Annali dell'Institutodi corrispondenza
archeologica.
= A. Furtwiingler,Die antikenGemmen,Leipzig, 1900.
= Otto Benndorf,"Beitriigezur Kenntnis des Attischen Theaters,"
Zeitschriftfilr die Oster.Gymnasien,XXVI, 1875, pp. 1-29,
83-92, 579-618, and plate of drawingsafterp. 730. (Thisstudy
has been publishedwith consecutive paginationin separate
form which I have not seen.)
= Catalogueof GreekCoins in the British Museum(followedby the
name of the specificvolume cited).
= H. Mattingly,Coinsof the RomanEmpirein the British Museum,
London, 1923vol. IV, 1940
vol. V, 1950.
= Busolt-Swoboda,Griechische
Staatskunde,third ed., 1926.
= Daremberget Saglio,Dictionnairedes antiquite's.
= AlbertDumont,De plumbeisapudGraecostesseris,Paris (Lutetiae),
1870.
= ArthurEngel, "Tesseresgrecquesau plomb,"B.C.H., VIII, 1884,
pp. 1-21, pls. I-VI.
= K. D. Mylonas,'ArTTrKX
Moh*83iva Xppo7acx,'Eq. 'ApX.,I1901,
pp. 119-120, pl. VII.
= William Scott Ferguson,HellenisticAthens,London,1911.
= Barclay V. Head, HistoriaNumorum,2nd ed., Oxford,1911.
= Journalinternationald'arche'ologie
numismatique.

= Liddel, Scott and Jones, GreekEnglish Lexicon, 1925-1930.
L-S-J
McDowell, Stamped ObjectsfromSeleucia = R. H. McDowell, Stamped and Inscribed Objectsfrom Seleucia on
the Tigris, Ann Arbor, 1935.
= F. H. Marshall, Catalogueof the Finger Rings, Greek,Etruscan, and
Marshall, Finger Rings
Roman in the British Museum, London, 1907.
=
Monumenti
inediti pubbl. dall' Instituto di corrispondenza archeonumen;ti
NM
ologica.
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= Numismatic Notes and Monographs(AmericanNumismatic Society).
= NumismaticChronicle.
Num. Chron.
= D. M. Robinson,Excavationsat Olynthus,Part X, Baltimore,1941.
OlynthusX
=
J. Overbeck,Griechische
Overbeck,Kunstmyth.
Leipzig, 1871-1889.
Kunstmythologie,
P.A.
= JohannesKirchner,Prosopographia
Attica,1901-1903.
=
Nacht.
J.
zur
P.A.,
Sundwall, Nachtriige
ProsopographiaAttica, Helsingfors,
1910.
= E. Pernice,Griechische
Pernice,Griech.Gewichte
Gewichte,Berlin, 1894.
A.
Dramatic
Festivals
W.
Pickard-Cambridge,
Pickard-Cambridge,The DramaticFestivals at Athens,Ox=
ford, 1953.
I
D.
G.
=
Pnyx,
Weinbergand D. B. Thompson,SmallObjectsfromthePnyx,
I, Hesperia,SupplementVII, 1943.
Postolacca I
= Achille Postolacca, "Medaglieinediti del nazionalemuseo numismatico di Atene,"Annali, XXXVIII, 1866,pp. 339-356, with
illustrations(drawings)on pl. XXXII in Monumenti,VIII.
PostolaccaII
= Achille Postolacca, "Piombi inediti del nazionalemuseo numismatico di Atene," Annali, XL, 1868, pp. 268-316, with illustrations (drawings)on tav. di aggiunti K and pl. LII in
Monumenti,VIII.
(Thenumberson the plates correspondto those in the catalogue so they are not repeatedin the references.)
= Achille Postolacca, KEpWdrria
Postolacca,'ABIvatov
'A8hivatov,IX, 1880,
oauppdv6Ka,
pp. 7-50, plates I-VI.
= Pauly-Wissowa,Realencycloptidie.
P-W, RE
Rev. Num.
= RevueNumismatique.
Rom.Imp. Coin.
= H. Mattinglyand E. A. Sydenham, The RomanImperialCoinage,
London, 1923vol. IV with C. H. V. Sutherland:IV-1, 1936, IV-2, 1938, IV-3,
1949.
vol. V with P. H. Webb: V-1, 1927, V-2, 1933.
= W. H. Roscher,Lexikondergriechischen
undrimischenMythologie.
Roscher,Myth. Lex.
= Rostovtzeffand Prou, Cataloguedes plombsd'antiquite',
du moyen
Rostovtzeff, Bibl. Nat.
et
des
modernes
au
des
medailles
et
age
(conserv6s dept.
temps
de
la
antiquit6s)
BibliothequeNationale,Paris, 1900, precedde'
d'une itude sur les plombs antiquespar M. Rostovtzeff.The
introduction by Rostovtzeff was first published in Rev.
Num., I, 1897, pp. 462-493, II, 1898, pp. 77-102, 251-286,
457-477, III, 1899, pp. 22-61.
= M. Rostovtzeff, TesserarumUrbis Romaeet SuburbiiPlumbearum
Rostovtzeff,Sylloge
Sylloge,St. Petersburg,1903 (sep.vol. Atlas of XII plates).
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N.N. M.

Rostovtzeff, Rom. Bleit.

Rostovtzeff, R. s. t.
Svoronos, Monnaies
and
Svoronos (or Sv.), pl.
Svoronos, 1900

= M. Rostovtzeff, RamischeBleitesserae,Klio, Beiheft III, 1905, pp. 1131 with two plates. This is a new somewhat modified edition
in German of the Russian original, cited below. (See Vorrede
to R6m. Bleit. pp. vii-ix.)
= M. Rostovtzeff, Rimskiasvintsoviza tesserae,St. Petersburg,1903
(five plates).
= J. N. Svoronos, Tr6sor de la numismatique grecque ancienne, Les
monnaies d'Athines, Munich, 1923-1926. (When the reference
is clearly to an Athenian coin, the word Monnaies is omitted
and the name sometimes abbreviated to Sv.).
= J. N. Svoronos,l'pi
TOv 'ApXaifcv, MEpoSA', Td
-r'$v EIoTr'rlpkov

J.I.A.N., III, 1900,pp.319-343,pls.I-IV
XIp3oh7a,
Mo•hop8iva

Thompson

(see bibliographical note for other related articles by Svoronos).
= Margaret Thompson, The New Style Silver Coinage of Athens (Numismatic Studies No. 10), The American Numismatic Society,
New York, 1961.
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Walters, Terracottas

= H. B. Walters,Catalogueof the EngravedGemsand Cameosin the
British Museum,London,1926.
H.
B.
in the BritishMuseum,
=
Walters,Catalogueof the Terracottas

WeberCollection

= L. Forrer,TheWeberCollection,GreekCoins,London,1922.

Walters,Gems

London,1903.
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OF ATHENIAN LEAD TOKENS
The first significant publication of Athenian lead tokens was made by A. Postolacca in the
Annali dell'Institutofor 1866 and 1868. In the two articles he published 1121 tokens from the
collection in the National Numismatic Museum in Athens and illustrated many of them in
line drawings, plates XXXII and LII in Monumenti,VIII. The earlier article includes those
tokens which he believed related to the government of Athens (a total of 300 including 13
added in the second article). He stated that he was unable to decide on their use (pp. 354-356).
Albert Dumont in 1870 in a general survey of Greek lead tokens, De plumbeis apud Graecos
tesseris (almost all examples cited are Athenian), suggested four main divisions according to
probable use: those belonging to private individuals (personal coats-of-arms), those related
to the government, those for use at games (agonistic) and those related to religion. He believed,
apparently, that most of the Hellenistic Athenian tokens were for individual private use. In
his chapter on those related to the government he included only those stamped with an owl
or with an inscription definitely related to the city (pp. 67-78). He suggested that those with
an owl were the heliastic "symbola parva" or "jetons de presence"given to the dikasts.
Otto Benndorf in Beitraigezur Kenntnis des attischen Theaters,1875, was the first to point
out the suitability of many of these lead tokens for use as the theorikon or entrance ticket at
the Greater Dionysia (pp. 1-29). In the last section of his study (pp. 579-618) Benndorf discussed other uses of lead tokens in Athens, suggesting that some served as tokens to be exchanged for pay in the assembly, courts and council, that others were used in the periodicwheat
distributions, and still others were for private use (house money or identification?).
Arthur Engel in 1884 published and illustrated in line drawings 225 Greek tokens, B.C.H.,
VIII. His classification is based on Dumont and many of the tokens mentioned by Dumont
(who gave no illustrations) are included. Some of those published by Postolacca are also included.
Ioannis Svoronos in 1898 published the first of a series of articles entitled Td EioiTriTpia
TCAv
The
is
with
concerned
the
bronze
tesserae
from
first,
J.I.A.N.,
1898,
37-120,
pp.
'ApXaQCv.
Athens; these he identified as tickets (symbola) for the theater of Dionysos used both at meetings of the assembly in the theater and at the Dionysia (these bronze examples, on present
evidence, however, would seem to have been used in the law courts, see below, p. 84, note 33). The
second article was on clay theater tickets of Mantinea and the third on a rectangular inscribed
bronze ticket (?)which he believed to be for a section of the dyopa
J.I.A.N., III, 1900,
?rrck,$v,
and
229-235.
The
and
fourth
in
197-228
last
this
series
of
articles on tickets
pp.
apparently
is a catalogue of 296 Athenian lead tokens, T~ Mohp8va
Eirpoa, J.I.A.N., III, 1900, pp.
319-343. Most of these are illustrated by photographs. The promised sequel (see p. 320) which
was to explain the exact uses of these tokens and give the reasons for his classification was
never published. Most of the tokens selected for this publication are inscribed. Some of those
included had already been published by Postolacca and Engel. Obviously Svoronos believed
all of the tokens he published to be for official use.
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The Svoronos publication of 1900 is the most recent general study of Athenian tokens.
Some small groups and some individual tokens have been published in the intervening years.
These include:
Rostovtzeff, Catalogue des plombs de la Bibl. Nat., nos. 765-781, Greek tokens of which
some are Athenian.
Rostovtzeff, Rimskia svintsoviia tesserae,pp. 263ff., nos. 1-160, Greek tokens of which some
are Athenian; pp. 310-315, nos. 1-72, "tesserae Athenis repertae in Museo Petropolitano
(Hermitage) asservatae"; pp. 315ff., nos. 73-89, "tesserae Athenienses minus notae in
variis museis asservatae."
Rostovtzeff, "Augustus und Athen," Festschriftz. O. Hirschfeld,pp. 303-311.
'E~. 'APX.,1901, pp. 119-120, pl. 7: 127 tokens, 14 types, of the 3rd century after Christ
found on the shop floors of the Stoa of Attalos. (See section V of catalogue for other
examples of the same types.)
J.I.A.N., VII, 1904, pp. 203-206, an Athenian token representing the Antikythera warrior
statue.
J.I.A.N., VIII, 1905, p. 344, hoard of tokens from near Koropi.
J.I.A.N., IX, 1906, pp. 55-59, an Athenian token representing a hoplite-racer.
Pnyx, I, pp. 104-108, thirteen tokens from the Pnyx excavations.
B.C.H., LXXX, 1957, p. 498, an Athenian token representing Athena Parthenos acquired
by the Numismatic Museum in Athens.
The occasional mentions of lead tokens in the lists of new acquisitions of the Numismatic
Museumin Athens scattered through volumes IV to XXI of J.I.A.N. are not included above.
For a bibliography of earlierstudies of tesserae, most of which are related only to the Roman
tokens, see Dumont, pp. 14-20; Rostovtzeff, Bibl. Nat., pp. 1-6, and Rostovtzeff, Rom. Bleit.,
pp. 122-125, "Sammlungen der Bleitesserae und Publikationen derselben."
The most comprehensive publications of Roman tesserae are three by Rostovtzeff: the
catalogue of those in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, 1900; TesserarumUrbis Romae et
Suburbii Sylloge, 1903; R-mische Bleitesserae,1905.
Babelon, Traite'sdes monnaies grecqueset romaines, I, 1901, pp. 692-720, and Lafaye, D-S,
s.v. tessera,both give clear accounts of the possible uses of lead tokens. Their classifications of
Athenian tokens are based largely on the works of Benndorf and Svoronos.
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INTRODUCTION
CHARACTER OF MATERIAL

Some nine hundred lead tokens sufficiently well preserved to be identified have been found
in the course of the excavations of the Athenian Agora.Physically they fall into three categories:
a. Relatively small disks, 12 to 14 mm. in diameter, with a symbol usually only on one side.
Most of these date from the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C., a few probably from the 4th
century B.C. Among them one finds few exact duplicates (Sections II, III).
b. Larger disks, 19 to 25 mm. and a few as large as 30 mm. in diameter, stamped more often
than not on both sides. In many cases the stamp on one side is clearly later, thus representing a re-use of the disk. A relatively large group of these can be dated by the
context in which they were found to the middle of the 3rd century after Christ. Many
duplicates of the same stamp occur (Sections IV, V).
c. A few disks of the larger size, with large single letters on them instead of symbols, probably late Hellenistic in date. These are successors of the bronze tesserae of similar type
which are usually assumed to be tickets for the assembly, but which were more probably
used in the courts (Section I, L 1-L 19, see below, p. 84, note 33).
Similar lead tokens have been found throughout the ancient world but most of those found
elsewhere date from the Roman Imperial period. Athens would seem to be the only city in
which they were in abundant use in the Hellenistic period. The Numismatic Museumin Athens
has many thousands in its collection, of which only a small part have been published.'
SYMBOLON AND TESSERA: USES AND NAMES

The exact use of a particular token is often impossible to determine. The majority of the
Athenian examples are either uninscribed or have only one or two letters on them, and the
subjects used as types are drawn from the common repertory of small design of the ancient
world, so that in the token itself there is usually no certain clue to its specific use. The tokens
from Rome are more often inscribed and also more often mentioned, as tesserae, in the
literature of the period. Many, thus, can be and have been assigned to specific uses, both public
and private. They served a variety of purposes: some were used in the various distributions,
to be exchanged later for money or a present; others were intended for admission to imperial
games or festivals, as tickets for baths, as vouchers for inns, or as small change used by individual merchants or shops.2

1 See Bibliographical Note. Mme. Varoucha, curator of coins in the Numismatic Museum, has
kindly let me look at the
lead tokens in that collection. Some are obviously from the same stamp as some of those from the Agora; many more are
of similar subjects but not exact duplicates, An accurate comparison of the Agora tokens with those in the Numismatic
Museum is impracticablebecause of the vast numbers in the museum collection. In the catalogue I have in a few cases noted
the existence of duplicates in the Numismatic Museum; the omission of such a reference does not, however, mean that a
duplicate may not exist in that collection.
2 See Bibliographical Note.
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The Athenian tokens will have had a similar variety of uses. Many of those of the Hellenistic
period, however, are stamped with types correspondingclosely to the types and symbols used
on Athenian coins or, occasionally, are inscribed with the name of a tribe, a deme, a city
magistrate or a council. These seem to be for official use in one or more ways by the city government, and have been so identified in previous publications.3 These "official" tokens of the
Hellenistic period are probably the most interesting of the examples from Athens.
A quick review of the workings of the Athenian government shows the need for some such
objects (originally in vast numbers and in great variety) to be used either as entrance tickets
to the Greater Dionysia or as evidence of attendance at the assembly, the law courts and
probably the council. In both cases the tokens would be exchanged later for money, the first
group by the theater contractor,4the second by the individual citizen for the pay due him for
attendance. A third important, but lesser, need was for tokens to be used in the collection of
wheat at the occasionalfree distributions.The identificationof some of ourtokens as those used for
the theorikon, the ekklesiastikon, dikastikon, bouleutikon and sitonikon, first made by Benndorf, gains further support from the fact that the proper Greek word for the objects used as
theorikon, ekklesiastikon, etc., would seem to be symbolon,which in Greco-Romantimes was
the Greek equivalent of the Latin tessera. And tessera is of course the Latin word for lead
tokens such as ours; the word is a common one, frequently used regardlessof the specificpurpose
of a particular token. A lead token of the Roman period from Egypt, formerly in the National
Museum at Athens, is inscribedCYNBOAON5.
A bronze hand from Gaul, probably a tessera
hospitalis, I.G., XIV, 2432, is inscribed o0'poov 'rpbs OieXauviov. Dio Cassius, XLIX, 43, 4,
in describingthe benefactionsof Agrippain 33 B.C.writes Kac
T'roS
-r3 c ITcV Is Tr
o=crrpov
a-Op
Tv
a
q
or
~nr
EpplpE,
povrca.
KcaTrKopvp•v
Again symbolais
"rTg v&PpyipiOV, •TSi,
Tr)
B'k &0,o
the
of
the
Latin
tesserae.
clearly
equivalent
It can be shown that the word symbolon was used, although only occasionally, in classical
and Hellenistic times with this same meaning. The Greek word, like the English "token,"
was used in a variety of ways, both concrete and abstract; in some cases scholiasts and lexicographers have only added confusion in their efforts to explain its meaning. Several distinct
types of object are called symbola (L-S-J, s.v., I, IV, V). One is a tally or token of identification
broken in half; the identification is established when the two halves are joined. These are the
symbola tetmemenamentioned for example by Plato, Symp., 191D, 193A. Three clay symbola
of this type have been found in the Agora.6These do not concern us here. The other type is a
single object. The Athenian dikasts received a symbolon which they later exchanged for their
pay.' The members of the assembly also received a symbolon before taking their seats in the
assembly (Aristophanes, Ekk., 297). These symbola distributed at the assembly are probably
those named in an inscription of 341/0 B.C. (I.G., I2, 1749). There, at the end of a prytany
list, a vote of praise is added (lines 75 ff.) by the members of the tribe for three members of the
K~$4ciO 8]lKcdc[S] iSOigacxV rijSOAOyfl$ TO'I 81poV KEi TiS [i]a086cs(c) TCOV
prytany kirepiii'hcAS
An entranceticket to a theatricalshowof some
Kri r6rjoaVri'V8cpp[([v]ToiS vU2rTalS.
avv6hovw
sort (0aiua) is called a symbolon by Theophrastos (Char.,VI, 4).
The dictionaries often include "small coin" as one of the meanings of symbolon (L-S-J,
s.v., V). This is based on Pollux, Onom., IX, 70-72, who among the definitions of symbolon

8 Ibid.
Pickard-Cambridge,Dramatic Festivals, pp. 272-273.
*
5 Rostovtzeff, Bibl. Nat.,
pp. 150-151, reported that this tessera had been lost from the Museum.
6 Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 51-52, pl. 25, c.
7 Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 68, 2; 69, 2 and Bekker, Anecd., p. 185. Apparently there are several different symbola involved in
the elaborate court procedure described by Aristotle. See also Ath. Pol., 65, 3, and for recent discussion, Alan
Boegehold,
Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 393-401.
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includes
v6pcapa flpfTroplovvoicaparos. The half coin clearly refers to the tokens of
Ppax• the
identifications,
symbola tetmemena.Pollux's citations for the meaning of small coin can
be anrdare better interpreted, it seems, as referring to tokens, that is, something of small or

no intrinsicvalue. His quotationfromHermipposrrapa T-rcvKacTrXcAv

,Xpyo0
i.e.

TO oipoov

may
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well refer to tokens issued by shopkeepersfor use in their own stores,
house-money.
The infrequent occurrenceof the word symbolon in its meaning of token may in part be due
to the scantiness of our sources, especially for the Hellenistic period. But another reason for
the relative rarity of the word is that the adjective describingthe specific use of a token, i.e.,
theorikon, ekklesiastikon, dikastikon, was commonly used for the token itself. A decree of the
middle of the 3rd century B.C., I.G., I2, 1272, honors a certain Dion who, while serving as
in the year of Menekles(267/6)was zealous rEplTOivTOU
secretaryof the treasurerr v ITrcVIKmKo
T&V
T
Here the ekklesiastikongiven
c[v] 180o1Vcov
a[f]Tov856aiKaI bKKlaOaormlOIKv
TriTbVoTro[v].
for the wheat would seem to refer to a token with which the wheat was to be collected.8
Ekklesiastika may have replaced the proper word symbola (or symbola sitonika?)either because
the ekklesiastikonwas the most common of the officialtokens and thereforeits name was sometimes used to describe any token, or else because the value of the tokens distributed by Dion was
the equivalent of the ekklesiastic three obols. Similarly, theorikon seems to be used for a ticket
or token without the word symbolon: Leochares (Demosthenes, XLIV, 37) is described as
going to the demarch to collect his theorikon, but oVrreT6b
0cOplKiv Axap~cv.Pollux, VIII, 20, in
a list of dikastic words includes dikastikon which he defines as the triobol pay given to the
dikast.
Once it is recognized that many of these tokens are in fact the symbola used in the theater,
at the assembly, probably at the council, in the law courts, at grain distributions and wherever
else an object of no intrinsic value was needed to exchange either for pay or for a real object
such as a specific amount of grain, the great variety of the types found need cause no surprise.
Different types would certainly be used for each category; the theorikon, for instance, would
be different from the ekklesiastikon. To safeguard against the possibility of a second or a false
collection, one must assume that the careful Athenians would have used a separate type
within each category at least for each year, more probably for each use. At large gatherings,
moreover, such as the Greater Dionysia or the assembly, where the citizens sat by tribes, a
different type for each tribe, possibly each deme, would be useful, not only to indicate the
section in which the citizen should sit but also to serve as an added safeguardin the collection.
We have seen that the theorikon was collected from the demarch; and tribal officials, the
ov~Aoyds T0o
8Olfov, distributed the tokens for the assembly.9 Probably most of the official
tokens were distributed by tribe or deme.
Once used, the tokens were probably re-melted and the lead employed again for the next
issue. This would explain the fact that relatively few duplicates are found among the Hellenistic official tokens. Presumably those that have survived were lost or not turned in to the
proper authorities for collection.
The tokens of the Roman period found in Athens were apparently in most cases used either
as tesserae in the ever more frequent distributions made not only by the emperors and officials
but also by private citizens, or else as entrance tickets to the many games and festivals. There
is no evidence to suggest that citizens were paid in Roman Athens for performingtheir public
duties; hence one would not expect to find tokens intended to be exchanged for pay among
those of Roman date.

Rostovtzeff, R6m. Bleit., p. 28, note 2; Svoronos, J.I.A.N., VIII, 1905, p. 344.
the inscription quoted above, p. 77, and Busolt-Swoboda, Griech.Staatsk.3,p. 994 and note 2 for the identification
TOO
of the three tribal officials who were being honored as the oavAoyETS
8i'vfov.
8

O See
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Very occasionally an inscription on a token or the device used as a type provides a clue to
its use. In most cases, however, it is impossible to assign a particular token to a specific use.
Very few of the Hellenistic examples found in the Agora are inscribed and an inscription, when
present, consists, more often than not, of only one or two letters, thus permitting a great
variety of restorations. From the much larger collection now at the Numismatic Museum in
Athens Svoronos published a good many with complete or almost complete inscriptions. These
include, on tokens of the Greek and Hellenistic periods, the following organs and officials of
the city government: the demos, the boule, the prytaneis, the agoranomoi and perhaps a
grammateus.11 He also found some examples inscribed with the names of tribes, tribal heroes
and demes.12
found on 50 tokens with 36
Further, Svoronos suggested that the inscriptions HENand TTE
and thus referred to the boule.13 These
different devices were abbreviations of TrrEv-aKooicov
tokens then would all date from the 4th century, before the membership of the boule was
increased from 500 to 600 by the creation of the two Macedoniantribes in 307/6 B.C. A smaller
a
Svoronos called yEVlK
group, seven tokens of five types, inscribedEPXOand EPXOY,
aTIKi
aV~ay•C
as
thus
them
ekklesiastic
tokens
apparently identifying
(Svoronos, 1900,
EiaTrilptaT
rfis rKKAqias,
nos. 291-296). The second person singular imperative EpXou,
however, seems a curious form
to use on a token intended to be exchanged for pay.
Among the tokens of the Hellenistic period, three types are inscribed with the names of
gods: Demeter, Artemis Phosphoros14with Athena Nikephoros on reverse, and Nike (Svoronos, 1900, nos. 257, 252-256, 269-270). The word Eirene, found on two types, may be interpreted either as the name of the goddess or as the title of the play by Aristophanes (as Svoronos, 1900, nos. 283, 286-287). The inscription on Svoronos, no. 283, with owl as device,
on nos. 286-287, with cornucopia as device [E]IPHNH.
reads EIPHNHXA;
Sums of money are named on two types: TPI~BO(Aov)
(L 199, P1. 26 and Engel, no. 64), and
four and a half obols, written thus 1111C
(L 42, P1. 19). The number AEKA,L 39-L 40 (P1.20),
also
refers
to
perhaps
money.
Names of persons are rarely found written in full on Athenian tokens before Roman times.
Some, perhaps many, of the one and two letter inscriptions may be the first letter or two of a
name. For example, the EP on the group of tokens published as Section II of the catalogue is
or
probably to be restored as 'Ep[pias]or 'Ep[~i'rros]rather than as the tempting 'Ep[EXOjts]
of
since
one
the
found
with
them
was
inscribed
One
notable
is
types
'Ep[PlIEov]
exception a
EPMI.
a
token on which the name Polykleitos is written beside cicada on one side, and Nikagoras
beside a tripod on the other (Engel, no. 169). Polykleitos is probably to be identified with

10
In the discussion that follows, I omit the "probably" before "of the Hellenistic period." For the basic uncertainties in
date see below pp. 83-85ff.
11Svoronos, 1900: AHMOX,nos. 92-97, 99; AHM
AO,nos. 90-91, and possibly AE9XNIKH,nos. 103-109; BOYAH,BOAH,and
BOY,nos. 172-179; I-PYTANEA,iTPYand TiP,nos. 238-246; AFOPONOMQNand AFOP,nos. 165-166, 159-161 (also L 170);
no. 232. I have not cited the tokens on which the word is restored from a short, and so indecisive, abbreviaIPA (lpparEirs),
tion. Svoronos, by restoring such abbreviations and monograms, adds to his list of officials named on the tokens the Areopagites, nos. 167-171 (see L 23); the dekadarchoi, no. 233 (see L 39-L 40); the endeka, no. 234; the thesmothetai, nos.
235-237; and the strategoi, no. 247. See also L 37 which might be restored as basileus.
12 Full name or almost certain restoration of tribal name, Svoronos, 1900: AlfEll, nos. 118-119, two types; AlAN (Ts),
nos. 112-115, one type (fifth copy of the same, Pnyx, I, no. 6, a sixth noted at the American Numismatic Museum in New
York and a seventh in Russia, Rostovtzeff, R.s.t., p. 311, no. 11); ANTIOXII,nos. 126-129, one type; EPEXO(ri's),nos. 139-140,
one type; ITANAIONIX,
no. 157. The names of the tribal heroes AIA1, AIfEYE, OINEYI,written beside stamps of standing
male figures (eponymous heroes?), nos. 277-280, 281 and 289, Svoronos places among the tokens inscribed with the names
of plays. For the demes, AHMITTE
(paElcos),no. 110; KOIAHI,no. 111; possibly OINO(q),nos. 153-155 (and L 147, L 157,
two types), and EAA<I>OY(s),
L 38.
13 Svoronos, 1900: nos.
181-228; Pnyx, I, no. 5; L 209. Dumont, p. 79, suggested reading rriv('raOceov).
14 See Wycherley, Agora, III, p. 57; these tokens are mentioned in reference to the cult of Artemis Phosphoros.
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Polykleitos, son of Alexandros, of Phlya, archon of Athens in 110/9 B.C. and epimelete of
Delos in 99/8; Nikagoras will have been the son of Polykleitos, known from Pythaist lists at
Delphi.15A second son of Polykleitos, Alexandros, served as epimelete of Delos in 54/3 B.C.
Both cicada and tripod, the devices used on this token, are found as types on Delos Cleruchy
coins;16 the token was doubtless used in some public way, perhaps in a wheat distribution, or
as a ticket to some festival for which the two members of the family were paying.
Many of the attested inscriptions on the tokens of the Greek and Hellenistic periods thus
seem to fit the suggestion that these are official symbola used as exchange tokens. Those with
the word demos would be suitable for the ekklesiastikon, those with boule and perhaps TEN
suitable as pay-tokens for meetings of the boule or possibly for members of the boule at meetings of the assembly or at the Greater Dionysia where the bouleutai sat in a separate section,
This might also apply to the tokens inscribed "prytaneia." Tokens naming
r6 pou•v•rnK6v.17
tribes or demes would be appropriate either for the ekklesiastikon or the theorikon, or for
use as wheat distributions, for all of which the tokens, as already noted, were probably distributed by tribes and demes.18
Tokens with the names of gods fit less easily into the picture, but they might have served
as admission tickets to festivals other than the Greater Dionysia. It may be noted in this
connection that the agonothetai of the Theseia in the mid-2nd century paid the Ka•iol~povfor
the boule for one or two days of the festival.19The token with the names of Polykleitos and
Nikagoras would be appropriate, as noted above, either as a free admission ticket or as an
exchange token.
The tokens naming the play of Aristophanes, if indeed it be the play to which the inscription refers, would be tickets for a production of that play probably at the Greater Dionysia,
and so a theoric token.20
The abbreviated names of persons seem most probably to be the names of magistrates
responsible for issuing or distributing the particular token, possibly a acrc'vrls or rTapiafsTrv
T
6ov
for the ekklesiastikon.
OITCOViKCvfor the wheat distribution, or one of the ovAAoyds-ro
l

These short abbreviations, so difficult to identify, would scarcely have been used on private
tokens or on shop money, where the identity of the individual or the shop is essential. The
closest parallel would seem to be to the abbreviated names of the third magistrates on New
Style coins of the middle period.21
Thus far we have tried to fit the inscriptions into the various categories of exchange tokens.
The tokens of the agoranomoi,however, seem best explained as receipts. The collection of the
market tax (dyopao-rTK6v)
was one of the duties of the agoranomoi,and these tokens were prob-

15 See P. Roussell, D6los ColonieAthenienne,Paris, 1916, p. 111 for the stemma,and B.C.H., LIX, 1935, pp. 66-67 for the
identification of the epimelete with the archon, and the date of the latter.
18 Svoronos, Monnaies, pl. 106, nos. 17-22, 42-44, pl. 107, nos. 28-35, 42-45, 50-74. The same
types also appear as added
symbols on Athenian New Style coins, of 159/8 and 157/6 B.C.
17 Aristophanes, Aves, 794.
18See above, p. 78 and note 9. That the grain distributions were made by tribe is suggested by the fact that the sitonai,
originally ten in number, were increased to twelve in the period of the twelve tribes, Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, p. 98,
note 1 and I.G., II2, 792. See also Svoronos, J.I.A.N., VIII, 1905, p. 344.
19 1.G.,
II2, 956, lines 14-15; 957, line 10; 958, line 12. See Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, p. 290, note 1. The sum seems to
represent the regular pay due the bouleutai for a day's session. Presumably they were being paid for attending the Theseia,
although the text could be interpreted to mean that the agonothetes among his other benefactions was generously paying
for the regular meeting.
20 Performances of one of the plays of the Old Comedy were included in the Greater Dionysia from 339 B.C. on, PickardCambridge, Dramatic Festivals, p. 100.
21 On present evidence there is no reason to suggest a direct connection between any of the coin magistrates and these
hypothetical magistrates named on tokens. The official tokens may well have been made at the mint, so similarities in type
of inscription and in device are easily explained by assuming that the same die-cutters were working on both coins and
tokens.
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ably given to the merchant as evidence that he had paid the tax.22To the three types inscribed
"agoranomoi" and "agor," cited above, note 11, one can probably safely add three more
inscribed AF: Svoronos, 1900, no. 162 with caduceus as type, no. 163 with owl, and L 194
(P1.26) with herm as type. Note that the caduceus is used as a device on two of those inscribed
AFOP.23
Tokens inscribed with a number, such as the two with AEKA,L 39-L 40 (Pl. 20), or a sum
of money, TPIQBO(Qov),
L 199 (P1.26) and four and a half obols, L 41 (Pl. 19), could be either
or
tokens.
receipts exchange
The subjects chosen for the devices stamped on the tokens come, as already noted, from a
repertory common alike to coins, stamped amphora handles and other objects where a relatively small design is required. In fact almost half of the subjects used on the Hellenistic
tokens from the Athenian Agora occur on contemporary Athenian coins.24 Most of these
parallels are to the small symbols on Athenian New Style coins, symbols which changed annually and which marked a particular term of office. Also, some of the subjects used on the
tokens, and in one case from an identical die, occur as stamps and countermarks on official
weights and validated measures.25 Thus it seems probable that the devices on the tokens also
mark a particular issue or magistracy. Like the added symbols on the coins, the stamps on
the weights, or the devices on amphorahandles, the subjects were apparently chosen arbitrarily
by the responsible magistrate.
In some few cases the subject chosen is probably relevant to the use. It is generally assumed
that the various types on which an ear or branch of wheat is representedwere exchange tokens
for wheat in the free grain distributions.26The owls that are close to the types used on the
silver triobols are probably exchange tokens for a triobol payment, perhaps dikastic symbola.
The same may be true of some of the tokens stamped with gorgoneia, for both owls and gorgon
heads are often found on bronze dikast tickets.
The devices in most cases, however, are of no help in assigning a particulartoken to a specific
use. Similar devices appear with different inscriptions and the same inscription with different
stamps: e.g., one example with a caduceus is inscribed AFOP,another EPXO(L 170, P1. 25 and
Svoronos, no. 294); OINOis written on a token stamped with an owl, and on another stamped
with an amphora (L 147, P1. 24 and L 157, P1. 25). Theater masks would seem eminently
suitable for use on theoric symbola. In one case, however, a token stamped with a mask is
inscribed TiE(L 209, Pl. 27) and is thus presumably associated with the group of similarly

22 For this suggestion see
Busolt-Swoboda, Griech. Staatsk.3,p. 1118, note 4 and Benndorf, p. 598. One of the meanings
of
in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt was receipt, Rostovtzeff, Bibl. Nat., pp. 151-152. Rostovtzeff suggested else•v?ppohov
where, however, that these particular Athenian tokens of the agoranomoi were used in wheat distributions, Num. Chron.,
XX, 1900, p. 103. But since a
S -rv oTrc•vlKcovstill existed at least as late as the time of Augustus (I.G., I2, 3504),
I prefer the former suggestion. rcapf•a
O
23 A token with a cicada and the letters AF is
assigned to the agoranomoi both by Svoronos, no. 164, and Engel, no. 24;
the placing of the letters argues somewhat against this restoration.
24 This count does not include L 1-L 42 (Pls. 19, 20) with
single letters or inscriptions as main types. Ninety-four out of
the remaining two hundred Hellenistic types (L 43-L 241, Pls. 20-28) are stamped with devices found on coins. Detailed
references to the types will be found in the catalogue.
25 The same die seems to have been used for the head of
Hephaistos on token L 262 (P1.28) and on a lead weight published by Pernice, Griech.Gewichte,P1. I, no. 3, p. 82. A seated Dionysos as on token L 86 (P1.22) is also used on two lead
weights and on two clay measures (see L 86 for references), but no one of these seems to be from the same die. For other
subjects found both on lead tokens and as added stamps on lead weights see above, Weights and Measures, LW 26, 27, 28,.
33, 45, 46,. 84; also Pernice, op. cit., pp. 19-23.
21 Benndorf,
p. 594, Rostovtzeff, Num. Chron., XX, 1900, p. 103; and Svoronos, J.I.A.N., VIII, 1905, p. 344 (a hoard
of tokens found near Koropi at the east foot of Hymettos of which 81 are stamped with an owl on a branch of wheat). See
L 172-L 173 (P1. 25), L 197-L 198 (?; P1. 26), L 23388-L234, L 2586(P1.28). The Eleusinian combination of poppy and
wheat, such as L 213-215 (P1.27), or kernos with wheat through the handles, L 204-L 206 (P1.26), both paralleled on
coins, may be simply devices chosen for a particular issue, either for the theorikon or the ekklesiastikon. The group of tokens,
L 43-L 56 (P1.20), in which wheat is present in many of the stamps, may well have been used for grain.
6
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inscribed tokens with a great variety of stamps, assigned by Svoronos to the boule. Another
token with a double mask as device, inscribed EP (L 44, P1. 20), is similarly by its inscription
(and also its place of finding) associated with a group in which the other devices seem more
appropriate for use in a wheat distribution. L 79 (P1.22) and L 208 (Pl. 27) may well be
theoric symbola.
As an illustration of the diverse uses of a given device, and an indication of the impossibility
of assigning any practical significance to a device so used, particulars may be given in one
instance, that of the caduceus:
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A. A caduceus is used as an added symbol beside a letter in at least two of the single letter
series, L 7 (P1.19; Svoronos, 1900, nos. 37, 51), and Svoronos, no. 69; also as reverse on a
token with a single letter as an obverse, L 19 (P1.19), and as a countermark beside a single
letter, L 17 (P1.19).
B. Inscriptions beside a caduceus on seven types seem to suggest at least five unrelated uses:
1. AFOPon two types, L 170 (P1.25) and Svoronos, nos. 159-161; and AF on Svoronos,
no. 162.
2. EP on L 47 (P1.20), probably to be restored as EPMIby comparison with L 43, so inscribed and stamped with caduceus and thunderbolt crossed.
3. EPXOand EPXOY,Svoronos, nos. 294, 295-296.
4. AEY(?), Postolacca II, no. 570.
5. TTEN,
Svoronos, no. 198.
C. On uninscribed tokens a caduceus is found on two examples which have stamps on the
back: L 75 (P1.21) with thunderbolt as reverse, and L 76 (P1.21) with anchor as reverse;
also on three with unstamped backs, L 171-L 173 (P1.25). An ear of wheat is shown beside
the caduceus on L 172-L 173. Postolacca I, no. 226 (not illustrated), the device described
as caduceus enclosed in olive wreath, would seem to be still another type.27
There would thus seem to be no common denominator that would fit all of these examples.
They include dikastic symbola (the single letter series), receipts of the agoranomoi, symbola
probably used for the boule (flEN), and others used in wheat distributions, L 172-L 173 and
possibly that inscribed EP.
INSCRIPTIONS AND DEVICES: ROMAN PERIOD

Inscriptions and devices on Athenian tokens of the Roman period are again of only limited
help in determining the use of a particular token. Inscriptions, when present, are however
more often complete than are those on the earlier tokens. A grammateusboules, Aur. Bassos,
is named on one type, Svoronos, 1900, nos. 230-231 (see on L 263); a member, probably an
official, of the hiera gerousia on another, L 310 (P1.30); and the word gerousias on a third
(see on L 244). Names of individuals, some of whom may have been officials of some sort,
are found on others: L 243, L 244, L 300, L 320, L 326 (Pls. 28, 30). Gods and priests are
occasionally named; these include Zeus, a priest of Zeus, and Hygieia (Svoronos, 1900, nos.
267, 250, 272).
Names of festivals include the Panhellenion, written in full on Svoronos, 1900, no. 274, and
probably the Panathenaia, restored from ITANA,ibid., no. 272a (illustrated, Postolacca I,
no. 231), and the Soteria, restored from IXTHP,ibid., nos. 275-276. GEQ~QOPOYMENH
written on
27 Postolacca I, nos. 225, 227, 229 and II, nos. 568-569, 571-572, not illustrated, may or may not be repeats of the examples cited. Engel, no. 200, is stamped with a combination of caduceus, poppy head and ear of wheat and inscribed API;
this is probably of the Roman period so it is not included in the list.
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a token stamped with three theater masks is certainly to be interpreted as the name of the
play by Menander,L 329 (P1.30 = Postolacca II, no. 732).
The tokens marked with the name of a festival or a play must have been used as admission
tickets to the festival or play named. Those inscribed with the name of an official or individual
might have been used either in a public distribution made by the person in question28or as an
entrance ticket to a game or festival. In the latter case the individual named is presumably
the person issuing the tickets (an agonothetes?). A special group of tokens probably used as
entrance tickets, perhaps to Ephebic games, is describedbelow (Section V of catalogue).
The devices chosen as stamps are in most cases familiar types commonly used in the 2nd
and 3rd centuries after Christ. There are many parallels to the reverse types of contemporary
coins, both Athenian issues and those from other parts of the Roman empire. These include
Athena and olive or Theseus and minotaur, as found on Athenian coins; Helios in spread
quadriga, Serapis, Asklepios and Telesphoros, or Hermeswith money bags. Some of the devices
chosen may well have been a speaking symbol for the name of the individual.
Countermarks are more frequent on tokens of the Roman period than on the Hellenistic
examples. A countermark of stork and lizard occurs on fifteen of the types found together in
and around the Stoa of Attalos (Section V of the catalogue), and a dolphin countermark on
nine types of which seven are from two adjacent deposits on Kolonos Agoraios (L 248, L 251L252, L 257, L 264-L 265, L 275, L 289, L 291; Pls. 28, 29). The use of the same countermark on different types suggests that the originals were issued by the same authority. Therefore they would seem more appropriatefor use as tickets to a recurringevent than as exchange
tokens in a donation.
PROBLEMS OF DATING

Style, type and fabric permit us, in most cases easily, to date a token either to the Hellenistic
or to the Roman period. For instance a token of the 2nd century B.C. may readily be distinguished from an example of the 3rd century after Christ. There is, however, little inherent
difference in the appearance of tokens of the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C., or those of the 2nd
and 3rd centuries after Christ. Dating based on style or workmanshipis particularlyhazardous
for a class of objects such as these, where good or bad workmanshipis so easily confused with
good or bad preservation. Therefore a particular token can be closely dated only by outside
evidence such as excavation context or a close and dated parallel to the stamp used on the
token.
No lead tokens have been found that are demonstrably earlier than the middle of the 4th
century.29 By excavation context only eleven can be placed in this century, five from the
Agora and six from the filling of the third period of the Assembly Place on the Pnyx (L 27 b,
L 94 a, L 168, L 193, L 227; Pls. 19, 22, 25-27; Pnyx I, pp. 104ff., nos. 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 13). The
36 types inscribed UEN(see above p. 79) must also be placed in the 4th century if one accepts
The few dated examples suggest that the typical token of the 4th
the restoration
wEv(TraKoocrov).
century (and perhaps of the early 3rd) is rather solid and of medium size, 13-15 mm. in dia-

28
Rostovtzeff, Num. Chron., XX, 1900, p. 106, suggested that most of those from Asia Minor and Athens inscribed with
the name of magistrate or individual were used in distributions, and cited the Athenian token of the grammateusboules as
one example.
29 Benndorf, p. 586, note 6 (followed by
LaFaye in D-S, s.v. tessera) argued that some lead tokens belong to the end of
the 5th century because the following inscriptions suggest that the post-Euclidian alphabet was not firmly established. On
two types BOAHis found, Sv. nos. 172-173 (= Postolacca I, no. 281); HIPYTANEA
on another two, Sv. nos. 238-239 (= Postolacca II, no. 281); AWEIIfor AIfHI on Sv. no. 118 (= Postolacca II, no. 100); and AEMOfor Srllj6(omov)
or Sfivo(s) on Postolacca II, p. 803, no. 11. Recent evidence has shown that the occasional use of O for OY and E for El continues well into the
4th century. For late uses of E for H see Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, p. 278, no. 7 (XXIX, 1960, p. 86, no. 166), of ca. 249/8 B.C.
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meter, with a relatively simple, clear device such as the bow, thorax or kernos of L 168,- L 227
and L 203 (Pls. 25-27).
Lead tokens were in use in Athens continuously from at least the middle of the 4th century
B.C. to the third quarter of the 3rd century after Christ. In the Agora collection there are
scattered examples of the 4th century B.C., many of the Hellenistic period, relatively few that
can be definitely assigned to the 1st and 2nd centuries after Christ, and again many of the
3rd century after Christ.The relative numbersin each period may be due partly to an imbalance
in the Agora contexts3oand partly to uncertainties in dating.
If however the absence of tokens that can be definitely dated in the first half of the 4th
century B.C. and the relative scarcity of those from the second half is a true picture, one must

assume that other objects were used as symbola for the ekklesiastikonand the theorikon,
for both institutionswerestartedat about the end of the 5th century.31Onemight suggestas
possible candidates for early symbola the series of tiny Athenian bronzes variously identified
as tesserae or as coins called kollyboi, and variously dated to the end of the 5th century or to
the late 4th and 3rd.32 They are small bronzes, 5-9 mm. in diameter, stamped on both sides

with a great variety of types, letters and monograms.Some of the subjectsare the same as
those used on the lead tokens (see L 22, L 74, L 77, L 97, L 128, L 129, L 187, L 196; Pls.
20-23, 26). In spite of the difference in size, material and date (?), it is hard to believe that
they were not intended for much the same use as some at least of the lead tokens, especially
perhaps those with stamps on both sides (as L 57-L 81; Pls. 21, 22).

The otherseriesof Athenianbronzetesserae,Svoronos,Monnaies,pls. 100-102,wascertainly
It may also well be
in use in the secondhalf of the 4th century,probablyas dikasticsymbola.33

that for part of that century some material other than metal was used for the ekklesiastikon
and the theorikon, possibly wood or clay.34
By the 3rd century B.C. lead seems firmly established as the material regularly used for

symbola.Even the bronzedikasticsymbolawerebeing replacedby lead tokensstampedwith

large single letters (L 1-L 19, P1. 19), like those of the bronze series. The numbers and the
variety in the Agora collection seem adequate to represent the major uses attested for the
Hellenistic period. A fixed point at about the middle of the 2nd century B.C. is established by
the tokens published as Section II of the catalogue, L 43-L 56 (P1.20). These tokens, of

80 In all Agora material there is a high proportion of late Hellenistic material, and also of material of the middle of the
3rd century after Christ, due to the fact that the area was pillaged by Sulla in 86 B.C. and by the Herulians in A.D. 267.
31 See A. M. Andreades, History of GreekPublic Finance I, tr. by C. N. Brown, Harvard University Press, 1933, pp. 253ff.
Pickard-Cambridge,DramaticFestivals, p. 270, however, pointed out that the history of charge for admission at the theater
(the theorikon) was uncertain before Demosthenes' time, and that the generally accepted date at the end of the 5th century
may be due to a confusion between the 8tcoapl3aas a poor fund and the two-obol theorikon for theater tickets. The jurors'
pay, the dikastikon, was instituted earlier by Perikles. There is, however, no specific evidence to show that pay-tokens
rather than actual money were used at the beginning.
32 Svoronos, Monnaies, pl. XVIII. Svoronos called them kollyboi and believed them to be legal money of the end of the
5th century, J.I.A.N., XIV, 1911, pp. 123-160. S. Reinach, Rev. Num., XXXI, 1928, pp. 150,154 and Percy Gardner,History
of Ancient Coinage, Oxford, 1918, pp. 296-297 both reject this suggestion, adhering to the older view that they are tesserae
of some sort. See also M. Tod, Num. Chron., series VI, vol. V, 1945, p. 112. Postolacca, 'AOfvcatov,IX, 1880, pp. 7-50 and
'Eq. 'ApX., 1884, pp. 1-10, published them as tesserae and dated them in the late 4th and early 3rd centuries. The drawings
published by Postolacca are far clearer than the photographs on the Svoronos plate.
33 Svoronos, J.I.A.N., I, 1898, pp. 37-120, published these as the first group of tickets for the theater of Dionysos used
both at meetings of the assembly and at the Dionysia (also illustrated in Svoronos' Monnaies, pl. 100-103). For the suggestion
that they were used in the law courts rather than in the theater, a suggestion supported by recent excavation evidence, see
Alan Boegehold, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 393-401. The examples found in the Agora will be published in a forthcoming
volume of this series.
34 For example, dikast tickets, of which only bronze examples have survived, were of boxwood in the late 4th century,
Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 53, 4. Stamped clay disks, very like the lead tokens, have been found in Athens, but in much smaller
numbers. Svoronos, writing in 1905, reported that 80 such pieces were all that he could find in Athens at that time (J.I.A.N.,
VIII, 1905, pp. 323-328), and only 46 have been found in the Agora excavations (see below, pp. 124-126). Some may have
been used occasionally as official symbola. Had they, however, been used in great numbers over any period of time, one
would expect many more to have survived, since clay once baked is a material that cannot be re-used.
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different types but with the same inscription and all found together, have been dated by the
close correspondenceof the types to the symbols on Athenian New Style coins dated in the
years between 157/6 and 147/6 B.C.. They are small thin tokens, 11-13 mm. in diameter,
with elaborate complicated designs as types.
In general, however, excavation evidence for precise dating is lacking. Most of the tokens
of Hellenistic type come from sand and gravel at the bottom of the Great Drain, a natural
place for small metal objects to be deposited, and a difficult place from which to establish
precise chronology. The pottery and coins in this filling were in most cases a mixed lot of the
3rd and 2nd centuries and of the first quarter of the 1st century B.C. There were, however,
occasional pockets of apparently pure 4th century material, and other spots that had been
disturbed in the Roman period. (See deposit list, pp. 135-138, for specific details.)
The Agora Excavations have provided surprisinglylittle evidence on the tokens of the early
Roman period. Only two examples were found in contexts of the 1st or 2nd centuries after
Christ and both of these seem to be strays from Hellenistic fillings (L 15, P1. 19; L 169, P1. 25).
Some, perhaps many, of the tokens published in Section IV of the catalogue probably belong
to the 1st or 2nd centuries after Christ; others of the 1st century after Christ are probably
included with the Hellenistic tokens of Section III. Given the limited evidence and the absence
of dated types, the only basic differencebetween tokens of the 1st and the 3rd centuries would
seem to be one of style and workmanship.35These criteria, as noted above, cannot be safely
used because of the poor condition of many of the tokens. Thereforean early Roman date has
been specifically suggested for only four types (L 243, L 247, L 257, L 282; Pls. 28, 29),
although it may well apply to others.
The tokens published in Section V (L 299-L 331, P1. 30) seem securely dated in the 3rd
century after Christ. Presumably they represent those in current use in A.D. 267 when the
Herulians sacked Athens (see below, pp. 115-117, for further details). They are definitely larger
(20 to 25 mm. average diameter) than the typical Hellenistic token, are often carelessly stamped
and in some cases struck over a still identifiable earlier device.
No tokens have been found in the Agora that need be dated after A.D. 267, nor is there, on
present evidence, anything to suggest that tokens such as these were in general use in Athens
after the 3rd century. They, like many other Athenian public institutions, apparently did
not survive the upheaval caused by the Herulian sack.
CATALOGUE
NOTEONARRANGEMENT

SectionI, L 1-L 42, includesthosetokensin whicha singleletter,ligature,monogram,
or inscriptionis
usedas a type.Unlessotherwisestatedall tokensin thissectionarebelievedto be of Hellenisticdate.
SectionII, L 43-L56, is a specialgroupof Hellenistictokensof the middleor thirdquarterof the 2nd
centuryB.C.,perhapsusedin a wheatdistribution.
SectionIII, L 57-L 241,includesall the othertokensbelievedto be of Hellenisticdateor earlier.Those
stampedon bothsidesarein sectionIII A, L 57-L 81.
SectionIV, L 242-L298,includesallthosebelievedto be of Romandateexceptthespecialgrouppublished
as sectionV.

5 For dated examples of Athenian tokens of the earliest Roman period see Rostovtzeff, FestschriftOttoHirschfeld,Berlin,
1903, pp. 303-311. He there published five types which he assigned to Augustus and dated to the year 19 B.C. Some he believed
were used in distributions, probably for grain, others possibly as tickets for games celebrated at the time of Augustus's visit.
He also included two with a portrait of Mark Antony. Three are illustrated by Postolacca II, no. 158 (Antony), nos. 174,
284 (both assigned to Augustus), and one by Engel, no. 40.
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SectionV, L 299-L 331, is a specialgroupof the 3rd centuryafter Christfoundin and aroundthe Stoa of
Attalos. They presumablyservedas entrancetickets, perhapsto ephebicfestivals.
SectionVI, L 332-L 336, objectsrelated to lead tokens, is made up of a lead disk with graffito,three lead
sealingsand a set of stampedstrips.
Within each sectionthe types are arrangedalphabeticallyby subjectthus:
Figures,standingand seated: identified,unidentified
Heads: identified,unidentified
Animals,both mythologicaland real
Miscellaneous
The arrangementof the catalogueby type ratherthan by use was chosenbecauseof the uncertaintiesnoted
above (pp. 79, 81) in attemptingto assign a particulartoken to a specificuse. But, in spite of similaruncertainties in dating,it seemedusefulto try to separatethe Hellenistictypes fromthe Roman.Somewill certainly
have been misplaced.This may be especiallytrue of any that may belongto the Augustanperiod.Thesemay
well have been groupederroneouslywith the Hellenistictypes.
Each type or combinationof types is given a separate cataloguenumber. In the case of tokens stamped
on both sides, the capitalletter A indicatesthe stamp on one side, a capitalB that on the other. Thus L 261A
and 261B are oppositesides of the sametoken. Wheremorethan one copy of a given type has been found, i.e.
a duplicatefromthe samedie, if the total is ten or less, the individualtokensare indicatedby the small letters
a-j placedafterthe cataloguenumber.If thereare morethan ten copiesthe total numberis given immediately
after the cataloguenumberand in the concordancethe first occurrenceis indicated by a small a after the
cataloguenumber,the duplicatesby an id. placedin front of the cataloguenumber.
Diameteris indicatedin millimeters.
Finding places are generallyindicatedby the squareor squaresof the Agoragrid (Pl. 36), with a context
date whereavailable;for dated deposits,the letter and numberof the grid squareis followedby the numberof
the depositwithin that square(see Deposit List). The word "Square"is used to referto the publicpart of the
AgoraSquare.The phrase"SouthwestArea"indicatesthe industrialareawest of the Areopagus,and "Great
Drain South"refersto the sectionof the Drainwhichpassesthroughthe SouthwestArea.
Theillustrationsareall fromphotographsnot fromdrawings.It was believedthat in the case of suchunclear
badly preservedobjectsa photographgives a morefactual,less subjectivepicture.
NOTE ON REFERENCES TO ATHENIAN COINS AND ARCHONS

The variousissues of AthenianNew Style silver coins are identifiedsimply by the year to which they are
assigned by MargaretThompsonin The New Style Silver Coinageof Athens.Referencesto the New Style
bronze coins and to Athenian silver other than the New Style coins are given to the plates in Svoronos,
Monnaies.Thus an Athenianissue is cited either as A.N.S. (AthenianNew Style) 148/7 B.C.or as Sv. pl. 24,
no. 1.
The dates given for Athenian archonsof the 2nd century B.C. are those establishedby Meritt,Hesperia,
XXVI, 1957, pp. 94-97, for archons of the 3rd century B.C. those established by Dinsmoor, Hesperia, XXIII,
1954, pp. 312-316 (with adjustments suggested by Meritt, op.cit., p. 97). See now Meritt, The Athenian Year,
1961, pp. 232-238.
SECTION I
L 1-L 42 LETTERS, LIGATURES, MONOGRAMS, INSCRIPTIONS

Section I, L 1-L 42, includes all the tokens in
which a single letter, ligature,monogram,or inscription is used as a type. L 1-L 19 are almost certainly
to be associatedwith the bronzetesseraewith similar
single letters and, like the bronze ones, may have
servedas dikasticsymbola(seeabove, p. 84, note 33).
L 20-L 22 are four smalltokenswith singleletters
which do not appearto be associatedwith the bronze
series; L 23-L 36 include those with ligatures and

monograms;L 37-L 42 are the tokens on which an
inscription,either abbreviatedor written in full, is
the main part of the stamp.
Unless otherwisestated, all the tokens in this section shouldbelongto the Hellenisticperiod.
L 1-L 19 LEAD TOKENSASSOCIATED
WITHTHE
BRONZE TESSERAE.

L 1-L 5 Single letters,largersize.
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L 1. Kappa in a wreath.
To the right of the letter the lower half of a
P1. 19.
IL 418. 23 mm. On foundationof Altar of Ares round-bodiedpot on a low base is relatively clear.
Above, the surfaceis badly preservedand no details
(L8).
can
be deciphered.
L 2. Kappa.
PI. 19.
IL 941. 24 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext with oc- L 9. Chiwith wreath to right.
P1. 19.
casional early Roman disturbance in Great Drain
IL 1173. 23 mm. From southwesternpart of
South (C 19).
Square (H 14).
Same as Svoronos,1900, no. 57, pl. I, 36.
The chi is very similarto the chi's on someof the
bronzetesseraewhichhave an owl to the right, Agora
L 3. Chi.
P1. 19.
IL 1174. 26 mm. From southwestern part of B 1128, 1130, 1131.
L 10-L 16 Single letters,smallersize.
Square (I 13).
P1. 19.
L 4. Chi.
P1. 19. L 10. Beta.
IL 974. 18 mm. Late Hellenistic context, slightIL 1410. 23 mm. The edge nicked. Late Helly disturbed,in GreatDrain South (C 19). An incuse
lenistic context in GreatDrain South (D 16).
oval stamp 12 mm. high.
Probably from same series as L 3.
Svoronos,1900,publishedfive examplesof a beta
L 5. Chiwith countermark.
P1. 19. in an incuse stamp, nos. 20-24, of which three are
IL 1010.26 mm. Late Hellenisticto earlyRoman illustrated(pl. I, 11-13). Ourexamplefromthe
Agora
context near the Great Drain (D 16).
could be fromthe same die as his no. 24 (pl. I, 13).
Countermark,10 mm. in diameter, of lidded
L 11. Delta.
P1. 19.
kernosat end of one cross-bar.
IL
1437.
20
mm.
From
context
of
3rd
A kernos is used as a symbol on some of the
century
bronzetesserae (Svoronos, Monnaies,pl. 102, 16-19, after Christto the west of the MiddleStoa (H 13).
A small IT(?) inside the delta.
37-39 and Agora B 1160-1161); on those, however,
the kernoshas no lid. See L 205 for a somewhatsimi- L 12.
Pl. 19.
Epsilon.
lar lidded kernosused as type on a lead token.
IL 587.16 mm. Froma cisternon the slopessouth
L 6. Two lettersin wreath.
P1. 19. of the Squarein a context of the 3rd century B.C.,
IL 1441. 23 mm. From Kolonos Agoraios(A-E deposit N 18:3.
The letter is in an incuse stamp 12 mm. in dia9-14).
The surfaceis worn; apparentlytwo tau's placed meter. This token might easily belong to the same
series as L 10.
one above the other.
Withoutthe wreaththe two letters could be read L 13. Kappa.
P1. 19.
as drachmasigns thus H-. But this would put the
IL 716. 15 mm. From Turkishcontext alongthe
wreath on its side, a most unlikelyposition.
PanathenaicWay south of the Square(T 21).
Cf. the publishedtoken, Svoronos,1900, no. 77,
Note that this is a very thin disk, unlike the
pl. I, 56, on which two similarly placed tau's are other tokens in this seriesof single letters. It perhaps
scratched,not stamped.
does not belongto this series at all, and may well be
A similarwreathis used on two inscribedtokens, much later in date.
L 37 and L 38.
L 14. Upsilonwith a wreath.
P1. 19.
L 7-L 9 Single letters,largesize, with added symbol.
IL 738. 17 mm. From a mixed context, late
Romanto Hellenistic, SouthwestArea (A 18).
L 7. Alpha and winged caduceus.
P1. 19.
The upsilon is
than the wreath which thus
IL 54. 23 mm. From context of 3rd century after
Christ in Great Drain (G 13).
Svoronos, 1900, published three tokens with single
letter and caduceus, but no one of them corresponds
exactly to this specimen. Two of approximately the
same size, Svoronos, nos. 37, 51, pl. I, 23, 31, have
the caduceus, apparently unwinged, to the right of
the letter. The third, no. 69, pl. I, 49, is too small in
diameter to have been used in the same series as ours.

L 8. Upsilon with round-bodied pot.
P1. 19.
IL 834. 21 mm. From southeastern part of Square
(N-P 12-14).

larger

interlaces it.
L 15. Chi.
P1. 19.
IL 1223. 17 mm. From a well on the north slope
of the Areopagus in context of late 1st to early 2nd
century after Christ, deposit K 18:1. In an incuse
oval stamp 9 X 11 mm.
This could be from the same series as L 10 and
L 12. Svoronos, 1900, published two tokens with the
letter chi, nos. 75 and 76. No. 76 with diameter of
15 mm., described as in a marked incuse, might be
from the same series as ours. See above, L 3, L 4, IL5,
L 9, for other chi's.
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L 16. Chi (2) in wreath.
Pl. 19.
A somewhat angular thick disk, 4 mm. thick,
IL 1220.20mm.Froma lateRomancontextsouth with an epsilon and star in an incuse stamp 7 mm.
in diam.
of the Square(H 16).
Surfacevery bad;the letter chi or perhapscrossed L 21.
Alpha: Cornucopiasand wheat (9), Inscribed.
torchesenclosedin a wide wreath.
P1. 20.
IL 837. 13 mm. Late Romancontext near Great
L 17-L 19 Single letterswithstampalso on back.
Drain South (B 20).
L 17. Alpha with countermark:Athena head right.
A: Brokenbar alpha in incuse stamp 10 mm. in
P1. 19. diameter.
IL 1463. 31 mm. From north slope of Areopagus
B: An ear of wheat (?) betweentwo cornucopias
(S17).
(?), crossed by horizontal bar with split angular
A: Alphawith countermarkof wingedcaduceus. ends(likea tridentwithoutthe middle
prong).In field
B: Athenahead right, New Style coin type (2). lower left, an epsilon, lower
right a blob which may
The Athena head on face B was probablystruck
originally have been a rho. See below L 43-L 56,
from a New Style coin die as was L 18. It is a very groupof tokens inscribedEP,to whichthis is
perhaps
dull impressionand the stamp is not clear enoughto related.
enable one to decide whetherthe same die was used
A similar stamp is found on a publishedtoken
for the two tokens.
said to be from Karystos, Postolacca II, no. 624,
See p. 82 and Index for other tokens with a ca- pl. LII.
duceus as type or countermark.
L 22. Nu: Ivy wreath.
P1. 20.
L 18. Gammawith countermark:Athenaheadright.
IL 730. 11 mm. Beside the Panathenaic Way
P1. 19. south of the Square(R 20).
IL 57. 33 mm. Found in front of the Metroon
Thereis no certaintrace on face B of any object
within the wreath. Cf. howevera token with a beta
(I9).
A: Gammawith circularcountermark,12 mm. in in an ivy wreath, Svoronos, 1900, no. 25, pl. I, 14,
and the token fromthe Agorawith an amphora(?) in
diam., of kernos(2).
B: Athena head right, New Style coin type.
an ivy wreath, below L 161. At the Numismatic
The Athenahead wouldseemto be struckfroma Museumin Athens I noted a token with a similar
coin die. The details correspondvery closely to those small ivy wreathand uncertainback.
of the head on the New Style tetradrachmson which
This resembles the kollyboi, in that it has a
Mithradates is named as one of the magistrates single letter on one side and a type stamped on the
(Thompson,pl. 127, no. 1144a) and which are now other. See for example the kollybos with an eta on
dated by M. Thompsonca. 121 B.C. Cf.also the heads one side, an ivy wreath on the other, Svoronos,
on the issues of 114/3 and 109/8 B.C., Thompson, Monnaies, pl. 18, no. 16, clearer in the drawing,
pl. 134 no. 1200, pl. 138 no. 1230.
Postolacca, 'A&lvatov,no. 33. See p. 84.
An Athenahead of New Style type is also found
on severalbronzetesseraewith a kernosstampon the L 23-L 36 LIGATURES AND MONOGRAMS
reverse (Svoronos,Monnaies,pl. 102, 37-39). Svoronos placed these in Class IX which he dated to the L 23. Ligatureof alpha and rho.
P1. 19.
IL
14
170.
mm.
West
side
of
Panathenaic
between
255
and
220
B.C.
The
for
the
Way
period
parallels
head on this lead token suggest for it, and probably (P 14).
The same ligature but not the same stamp is
also for L 17, a date close to the beginningof the 1st
found
on two publishedtokens (Svoronos,1900, nos.
B.C.
century
167-168, pl. III, 11, 12) which Svoronos assigned

L 19. Epsilon: Caduceus.
P1. 19.
IL 1188. 16 mm. Southwest Area (B 18).
A large epsilon, 10 mm. high, on face A is faint
but seems certain. The lower half of the caduceus on
face B is enclosed in a wreath. See p. 82 and Index
for other tokens with caduceus stamps.

L 20-L 22
UNRELATED

TOKENS WITH SINGLE LETTERS,
(2) TO BRONZE
TESSERAE

L 20. Epsilon and star.
P1. 20.
IL 867. 12 mm. Late Hellenistic context in Great
Drain South (D 16).

tentatively to the Areopagites. A similar ligature but
without the broken bar on the alpha is found on the
issues of A.N.S. coins of 195/4 and 183/2 B.C.
L 24. Pi and theta.
P1. 19.
IL 1459. 13 mm. North slope of Areopagus (Q 17).
A pi with theta placed between its vertical hastas.
L 25. Sigma and ligature of alpha and rho. P1. 19.
IL 1226. 15 mm. Context of late 2nd century B.C.
on north slope of Areopagus (deposit M 18:2).
L 26. Monogram on shield.
P1. 19.
IL 322. 12 mm. From central part of Square.
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A on shieldwith borderof dots as rim, 9 mm. in
diameter.
Svoronos, 1900, no. 135, pl. II, 20, publisheda
similartoken whichhe assignedto the tribe Attalis.
L 27 a-c. Monogramon shield.
P1. 19.
IL 1154, (ill.) 15 mm., from lower slope of Areopagus (F 20).
IL 832. 17 mm., context of late 4th and early3rd
centuries, Southwest Area, deposit A 18:8. An uninventoriedtoken, 15 mm., fromsamedeposit.
As L 26 except that the stampis slightlylarger,
10 mm. as diameterof borderof dots, and in slightly
higher relief. The tau is not clear on b; the uninventoriedexampleis badly preservedand showsonly
the shield.
The tribe Attalis was not createduntil 20110B.C.
L 28. Monogram.
P1. 19.
IL 401. 19 mm. In front of Stoa of Attalos (O 7).
The token has disintegrated since finding; no
check on photographpossible.
L 29. Monogram(?).
P1. 19.
IL 1406. 17 mm. From Southwest Area (A-D
17-22).
L 30. Monogram.
P1. 20.
IL 1453. 10 mm. Late Hellenistic context in
GreatDrain South (deposit B 20:9).
L 31. Monogram(?).
P1. 20.
IL 1231. 11 mm. From outside the excavations,
Hellenistic context with moderndisturbance,at foot
of the Pnyx.
L 32. Monogram.
P1.20.
IL 1407. 14 mm. Southwest Area (A-D 17-22).
A thin disk, perhapsvery late in date. Note similar stamp, of same size, on unguentariaof 5th or 6th
centuriesafter Christ(suchas SS 4626).
L 33. Monogram:Traces (?).
P1. 20.
IL 781. 13 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great
Drain South (deposit B 20:9).
L 34. Monogram(?): Nike inscribed.
P1. 20.
IL 722. 17 mm. North Slope of Acropolis (T-U
23-26).
On reverse winged figure, Nike (?), with right
arm raised. Letters to right and left: AeA The left hasta
of the alpha is also part of the wing. All in line drawing
only.
For Nike right, cf. A.N.S. coins of 189/8 and
171/0 B.C., Svoronos, pl. 35, 7-11, pl. 42, 1-20.

L 35. Monogram (?):Two stalks of wheat (?). P1. 20.
IL 797. 14 mm. Late Hellenistic context in Great
Drain South, deposit B 20:9.
Monogram now illegible. On the back, upper surface somewhat damaged, a clear ear of wheat at right;

8,9

at left mightbe poppyheador wheat. SeeL 213-L 215
and L 294 for other tokens with wheat and poppy.
L 36 a-b. Monogram(?): Flower(?) in wreath.P1.20.
IL 796 (ill.), IL 808. 12 mm. Late Hellenistic
context in GreatDrain South, deposit B 20:9.
Monogramnow illegible. The object enclosedin
the wreathon reversemight be a lotus flower.

L 37-L 42 INSCRIPTIONSAND NUMBERSUSED
AS TYPES

L 37. BAlI in wreath.
P1.19.
IL 1022. 17 mm. Disturbed Hellenistic fill in
GreatDrain (D 16).
(?). For otherexamplesof the titles of
Baam(hXE's)
city officialson tokenssee pp. 77, 79.
L 38. EA/AOYin wreath.
P1. 19.
IL 1168. 15 mm. Northwest of Templeof Ares

(I-J6-7).

This token is similarin feel, size and generalappearanceto the precedingone. Thereis no space for,
nor trace of, an iota betweenthe alpha and the omicron.Is it omittedand couldoneread Xa(ci)ouor possibly a variant spelling'EXa(t)ooi(s)for the Attic
deme? See p. 79 for examples of deme names on
tokens.
L 39. AEKA:Illegible.
P1. 20.
IL 1186. 11 mm. From an early Roman context
in SouthwestArea.Tracesof an earlier(2) stamp on
back, now illegible.
Cf. Svoronos,1900, no. 233, pl. III, 27, another
token probablyfromthe same die. Svoronosrestored
the inscriptionas EKC(S&XpXot)
and placed it among
the tokensof magistrates.It is equallypossibleto read
it as the number10. See p. 79.
L 40. AEKA.
(not ill.)
IL 1210. 13 mm. West of GreatDrain(D 15-16).
The surface of the token is badly worn and no
pictureis possible.Theletters are writtenin two lines
with the first letters of each, delta and kappa,smaller
than the epsilon and alpha. A lunate epsilon and a
brokenbar alpha are used.
L 41. KOPA~lIN: Illegible.
P1. 19.
IL 1160. 21 mm. From north slope of Areopagus
(O 21).
Inscription in two lines enclosed in wreath.
The word Kopdxlov as diminutive of K6prlis known
(L-S-J). Possibly it refers to some group of maidens
taking part in a festival; if so it might have served as
an entrance ticket.
Probably of Roman period.
L 42 a-b. IllC.
P1. 19.
Two copies, 20-22 mm. IL 814 (ill.), Hellenistic
context in Great Drain South (deposit A-B 19-20:1).
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Since the weights, six and seven grams,are not
IL 992, late Hellenistic context in Great Drain
that
of four and a half obols, the tokens would seem
(C 18-19).
The symbol for four and one half obols with an to referto a sum of money.
illegible object above.
SECTIONII
L 43-L 56 HELLENISTICTYPES: GROUP OF TOKENS OF MID-2ND CENTURY B.C.,
POSSIBLY FOR GRAIN DISTRIBUTION
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The 14 types published here as a special group,
L 43-L 56, are believed to be synchronousand to
have served the same purpose. Ten types (29 examples) are inscribedEP, one type (three examples)
EPMI,and one has a ligature that could be read as
EP. They are very alike in style and fabric. Of the
38 tokens included in the group, 34 were found together in the gravel at the bottom of the southern
branch of the Great Drain, deposit C 18:14 (see deposit list for descriptionof this deposit and a list of
other tokens found in it). Two uninscribedtypes are
included,L 52 becauseit is so like L 51, and L 56,
partly because it is so like the others in style and
fabric and partly because four exampleswere found
in the deposit.
Of the twelve subjects used as types six occur as
symbols on five closely contemporaryissues of Athenian New Style coins. These five issues are dated by
MargaretThompsonin various years between 165/4
and 157/6. Another type, L 48, correspondsto the
symbol used on the coin issue of 147/6. It seems safe
to assumethat this groupof tokens must be of about
the same date as the coins to whichthey correspond,
that is, about the middleof the 2nd century.
The tokensinscribedEPMIare so similarin fabric,
size, and in the rather ornate device used as type to
those inscribedEP with which they were found that
the two inscriptionsseem best interpretedas abbreviations of the same word or name. The possibilities
are thus limited to a propername of which Hermias
and Hermipposare the only two amongknownAthenians. Of the about 80 knownAtheniansnamedHermias at least 18 belongto the 2nd centuryand of the
17 named Hermipposeight.1 There is no evidence
on whichto chose among these possibilities.Presumably he was the personwho issued the tokens.
The fact that wheat forms part of the device in
seven of the thirteenidentifiedtypes (excludingL 52)
suggests the possibility that these tokens may have
been used in a wheat distribution,but since two of
the deviceswith wheat, L 49 and L 50, are borrowed
directly from coin symbols, the percentagedoes not
seem high enough to be decisive. It may be noted,

however,that there was a free distributionof wheat
in the year 147/6 B.C. (I.G., 112, 968, line 37) which
accords perfectly with the probable date of these
tokens. If the tokens are symbolasitonika,they were
presumablyall issued in that one year with the different types used for differentsections of the population, probablyone type for the membersof each
deme. If howeverthey are symbola ekklesiastikaor
theorikathey may have been issued over a periodof
fifteen or twenty years perhaps to membersof the
samedeme,of whichHermiasor Hermipposmay have
been an officialor clerkof somesort.
EP
L 43 a-c.Thunderbolt,tridentandcaduceusM
20.
I.P20.
MIP.
IL 922, 923 (ill.), 924. 15-11 mm., diam.of stamp
11 mm. GreatDrain South, deposit C 18:14.
An elaboratethunderboltcrossedby staff which
ends in trident at right, caduceusat left. Letters in
the fourcorners.A namesuch as 'Eptia'sor"Epplmrrro
is probablyto be restored.
A winged thunderboltis used as symbol on the
A.N.S. silver issue of 162/1 B.C., and a simplerone
beside a tripod on the reverse of a bronzeseries,
Svoronos, pl. 80, 1-7, pl. 72, 16-17, probably contemporarywith the silver issue of 157/6 B.C. (seealso
J. P. Shear,Hesperia,II, 1933, pl. VII).
For other tokens with a thunderboltsee L 74
andL 75. Note that L 75 camefromthe samedeposit
as the presenttype.

L 44. JaniformMasks(2) E P.
P1. 20.
IL 985. 13 mm., diam. of stamp 9 mm. Deposit
C 18:14.
Two round-facedunbeardedheads back to back
with beardedhead set acrossthe top facing up. E to
left, P to right. The two heads clearly end in a conventional tassel or hair rather than a neck, therefore
probablyrepresentmaskswith a third acrossthe top
ratherthan a doubleHerm.2
SeeL 79 andL 208, tokenswith Janiformmasks
with differentinscriptions.
A similarcombinationof threemasksis foundon
some gems with a beardedand unbeardedmask back

Count based on the catalogue of names at the Institute for Advanced Study.
The two unbearded heads are very close to an unbearded Janus head on some Roman coins of the late 3rd and
early
2nd century B.C., E. A. Sydenham, The Coinage of the Roman Republic, 1952, pl. 13, nos. 64-70. For further discussion of
heads
and
double
Herms
see
A.B.
Janiform
Cook, Zeus, II, pp. 374ff., III, p. 1132.
1
2
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to backand a beardedone acrossthe top, Furtwiingler,
Geschnittene
Steine in Antiquarium,Berlin, 1896, no.
5318 and one in the Lewis collectionin Cambridge,
illustratedin Cook,Zeus, II, p. 389, fig. 298.
Janiformheadsoccurin Athensin variousshapes
and materialfrom at least the end of the 6th century
B.C. See for examplean issue of earlycoins, Svoronos,
pl. 7, 38-48, a black-figuredlekythos of ca. 500 B.C.,
B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pp. 597-604, and some of the
plastic head vases of the 5th century B.C., J.H.S.,
XLIV, 1929, pp. 38-78. A fine exampleis found on a
clay seal impressionfromthe Agora;see belowC 7.
Five lead tokens with Janiformheads or masks
have been publishedbut they offerno exact parallels
for the Agoraexamples,PostolaccaII, nos. 728-731,
Engel, no. 106.
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L 49 a-j. Cornucopiabetween wheat E P. P1. 20.
IL 917 (ill.), 918-921, 984, 989, and one uninventoried from deposit C 18:14. IL 943 from late
Hellenisticcontext furthersouthin GreatDrain(C19).
IL 1213, disturbedfill west of Great Drain (D 16).
12-13 mm., diam. of stamp 10 mm. A cornucopiabetween two ears of wheat, E upperleft, P upperright.
The samesubjectis used as symbolon the A.N.S.
silver issue of 160/59 B.C.
L 50 ar-c. Cornucopiabetweenwheat EP.
Pl. 20.
Il 925, 926 (ill.), 927. 10-13 mm., diam. of stamp
10 mm. Deposit C 18:14.
The stems of the wheat do not join the cornucopia as in the preceding type; the letters EP below
the cornucopia.
See above for coin reference,below L 177 for
anothertoken with a cornucopia.

L 45 ar-b.Wingedanimalwith humanheadEP.P1.20.
IL 928-929. 11 mm., diam. of stamp 9 mm. DeL 51. Pot with two earsof wheat (?) E P.
P1. 20.
posit C 18:14.
IL
794.
12
mm.
Late
Hellenistic
context
in
of
animal
bearded
human
Great
head,
Forepart
body,
Drain
B
20:9.
and
front
South,
in
feet.
field
EP
below.
deposit
wings,
flipper-like
Apparentlya round-bodiedpot from which two
L 46. CicadaE P.
P1. 20. ears of wheat arise. E in field left; P at right. Traces
IL 978 and an uninventoriedexample. 14 mm., of wreathor branchesat bottom.
diam. of stamp 10 mm. Deposit C 18:14.
Note that this token was not found with the
E to left, P to right.
otherspublishedin this group,but is includedbecause
A cicada is used as symbol on three issues of of the inscriptionand similarityof subject. See below
A.N.S. silver: 185/4 B.C., 159/8 B.C., and 100/99B.C. L 56, clearlynot the same stamp as that one.
It is also used on the bronzeserieswith ApolloDelios
whichis associatedwith the silverissue of 148/7B.C.; L 52. Uncertain.
Pi. 20.
IL 991. 13 mm. Deposit C 18:14.
for the bronze see Svoronos, pl. 56, 26-27, pl. 80,
Thestampis farfromclear.Possiblysamesubject
8-14. The plumpcicadaof the tokenis relativelyclose
to the symbols for the issues cited of 159/8 and as preceding.

B.C.
148/7

P1. 20.
See L 119-L 122, for other tokens from the L 53 a-c. TripodE P.
IL
930
940.
11-13
diam.
of
931,
mm.,
(ill.),
stamp
with
a
cicada
and
for
referenceto the published
Agora
tokens with cicadas,no one of whichseemsconnected 10 mm. Deposit C 18:14.
Tripod, poppy head to either side with stems
with this type.
crossing in front of tripod, small vertical (grain of
wheat
L 47 a-b. Winged(2) caduceusE P.
?) to either side. E lowerleft, P lowerright.
P1. 20.
A
IL 935 (ill.). 13 mm., diam. of stamp 10 mm. Detripodis used as a symbol on the A.N.S. silver
issue
of
157/6 B.C.
posit C 18:14. IL 1209. 13 mm. Roman context west
A publishedtoken, Engel no. 194 with diameter
of Great Drain (C 16).
of 14 mm., has a tripodwith an epsilonto the left of it
E lower left, P lower right.
The "wings" on the caduceus are dissimilar; the all enclosed in a laurel wreath. The drawing shows
one at right might possibly represent an ear of wheat. traces of a vertical to the right which might be reA winged caduceus is used as symbol on the storedas a rho and thus correspondto our type. But
A.N.S. silver issues of 165/4 B.C., and of 101/0 B.C. there is no trace of a wreathon ours and the tripodis
differentin type.
See pp. 82 for other tokens with a caduceus as type.
Svoronos,1900 publishedtwo lead tokenswith a
L 48 a-c. Cluster of grapes E P.
P1. 20. tripod and inscriptionEPEXGon one side, a figureof
IL 938 (ill.), 982, 987. 11-12 mm., diam. of stamp Dionysos on the other (nos.
189-140, pl. II, 23).
9.5 mm. Deposit C 18:14.
DramaticFestivals,illustratesone
Pickard-Cambridge,

Cluster of grapes hanging from a branch. In field
on either side the letters E P.
It is very similar to the cluster used as a symbol
on the A.N.S. silver issue of 147/6 B.C.

of these as a theater ticket, fig. 206. Neither this type
nor the other published token with a tripod, Engel
no. 169, seems to bear any direct relation to our
tokens.
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L 64 a-b. Threeearsof wheat (?) crossedE P. P1. 20.
IL 981, 986 (ill.). 12-14 mm., diam. of stamp
9 mm. Deposit C 18:14.
E to left, P to right.
The three "earsof wheat" are not identical. The
two outeronesareshaggierwith slightlyshaggystems.
The samecontrastis foundon an A.N.S. bronzeissue,
with two ears crossed, Svoronos,Monnaies,pl. 104,
46-50. In Pick's Index to Svoronos'plates the type
is describedas "palmbranchandearof wheatcrossed."
M. Thompson, however, Hesperia, XI, 1942,
p. 226, pl. I, 13, describesthe type as "two ears of
wheat." On the tokens the two outer stalks do seem
closerto wheat than to a palm branch.
One and two ears of wheat are found on several
A.N.S. issues, but there are no close parallelsfor this
type. Amongthe publishedtokens, of whichthere are
many with one, two or three ears of wheat, the only
one that at all resemblesthis type is Postolacca II,
no. 529(pl.LII), wherethe two outerstalksare crossed,
but the centralone, at least as drawn,does not come
downand it does not carrythis inscription.
See Index for other tokens from the Agora on
which wheat is found.
L 55. Standingfigurefacing,monogram.
P1. 20.
IL 937. 11 mm. Deposit C 18:14.
Figurefacing, head turnedto left; uncertainobject in left hand, right hand stretched out above

uncertainobject. Monogramor ligaturein field upper
left.
The details are far from clear. The pose is like
that of the winged Tyche casting a ballot used as
symbol on the A.N.S. silver issues of 1839/8and
137/6 B.C. There Tyche has a cornucopiaon the left
shoulder and is dropping a vote into an amphora
with right hand. It is not impossiblethat the figure
on the token is the same.
The monogramis far from clear. By reading it
from bottom to top one can imaginethe ligatureEP.
A publishedAthenian token, Postolacca II, no. 244
(pl. LII; Benndorf, p. 590, no. 18, pl. 56) shows a
draped winged figure droppingsomethingin a vase
with right hand. As drawn it is very close to the
symbolon the coins,but the wingsaremoreprominent
than on our token.
L 56 a-d. Hydria with wheat (2)
P1. 20.
IL 910 (ill.), 932, 933, 979. 12-14 mm., diam. of
stamp 10.5 mm. Deposit C 18:14.
Round-bodiedrather tall-necked jug with one
vertical handle, two small handles (?) at side; two
sprays, probably ears of wheat projectingfrom its
mouth.
No letters are visible but the tokens correspond
so closelyin style, fabricand size with those inscribed
EP that I do not hesitate to include them with this
group.

SECTION III
L 57-L 241 HELLENISTIC TYPES, GENERAL

L 59. Pilei of Dioskouroi:Same.
Pl. 21.
IL 812. 12 mm. Deposit B 20:9.
Section III A, L 57-L 81, includes all the HelThe stamp is placed differentlyon the two sides
lenistic tokens stamped on both sides except for the and neither
givesthe full representation.Thecomplete
seven that have been placedin SectionI becausethey
are shown only on face A, the bottom
rayed
tops
had a letter or monogramas a type. They are mostly
streamersonly on face B.
small in size and probablypre-Sullanin date. Note
The pilei of the Dioskouroiare used as a symbol
that all of those with the same stamp on each side,
on two series of A.N.S. silver coins, 186/5 B.C. and
5 types (9 tokens), and 8 types (10 tokens) of those
with different stamps are from the same deposit B 131/0B.C.
20:9 and may date from the second half of the 2nd L 60 a-b. Protomeof horse,right: Same. Pl. 21.
IL 782 (ill.), 803. 12 mm. DepositB 20:9.
century B.C. (see deposit list).
Head and neck of horse.
Two published lead tokens, Postolacca I, nos.
SAME STAMP
264-265, are stampedwith a horse'shead right; the
one that is illustrated,no. 264, is not identical with
L 57 a-c. Beardedbust, right: Same.
P1. 21. ours.
IL 785 (ill.), 786, 806. 11-12 mm. Late Hellenistic
The same type of horse'shead right is used as a
context in GreatDrain South, deposit B 20:9.
on an issue of Athenian bronze, Svoronos,
symbol
Bearded,filleted bust, possibly a symbol behind
Monnaies,
pl. 22, nos. 53-54, dated by Svoronos
the shoulder.
297-255, but placedwith ClassIII of the A.N.S. coins
L 58. Female head, right: Same.
P1. 21. by Bellinger,N.N. M., no. 42, 1930,p. 2.
IL 790. 13 mm. Deposit B 20:9.
See belowL 135 and L 136 for a similarhorse's
Uncertainheaddress,a muralcrown (2).
head on top of a column.
SECTIONIII

A: STAMPED ON BOTH SIDES

SECTION III A: HELLENISTIC, STAMPED ON BOTH SIDES
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L 61 a-e. Uncertainrepresentation:Same. P1.21.
IL 784, 813 (ill.). 11-12 mm. Deposit B 20:9. IL
912. 13 mm. Late Hellenistic context in GreatDrain
South, deposit C 18:14.
The stamp of face A is slightly largerthan that
on face B. The stamp is relatively clear. The upper
half might be interpretedas a small figure, Eros or
Nike (?) runningor flying left with shield and spear.
The lower half, however, looks most like an insect's
body with four legs.
Copy c is badly preserved,with the stamp clear
only on side B.
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Onboth sides the impressionsare sharpbut their
surfaces rubbed smooth. Above the head on face A
there seemto be the two letters Al.
L 67. Female head, right: Head left, helmeted(?).
Pl. 21.
IL 1040. 16 mm. Beside the Great Drain South

(C18).

This token was found at the surfaceof the stone
packingbetweenthe GreatDrainand a housewall. It
is probably,but not certainly,to be associatedeither
with the packingwhich dates fromthe early 4th century B.C. or with the Hellenisticdepositin the Great
Drain.

DIFFERENT STAMP

L 68. Bull: Uncertain.
P1. 21.
IL 1229. 14 mm. From outside the Agoraexcavations; Hellenisticcontext with moderndisturbance,
at foot of the Pnyx.
A: Bull right, butting or pawingthe ground.The
disk is too smallfor the die, so the head is missing.
B: Unclear.
This and the following token, both thick and
solidwith sharpstamps,are morelike coinsthan they
are like other lead tokens.
A similarbull butting right is used as a deviceon
coins of various places in the Greekworld, such as
Thurium(B.M.C.Italy, p. 287),Phlius (B.M.C.,Pelopl. VI, 20) and the Euboian League coins,
ponnesus,
L 63. Standingfigure:Lion right.
21.
P1.
these last of the early 2nd century(N.N. M., no. 134,
IL 780. 11 mm. Deposit B 20:9.
A: Figurefacing,in shorttunic; staffin left hand; 1956, pl. XV, 1-9, p. 129 for date).
field
in
left, a star.
L 69. Bull's head, inscribed:Prow.
P1.21.
B: Forepartof lion.
IL 1299. 14 mm. Contextof 4th to 3rd centuries
A somewhatsimilarforepartof lion right is used
in South Stoa I (0 16).
as a symbol on the A.N.S. silver issue of 164/3 B.C.
A: Bull's head and neck,right, turnedhalf front;
L 64. Standing figure, right: Uncertain represen- letter mu in fieldbehind,horizontalline abovehead.
tation.
P1. 21.
B: Prow right, with forecastleprominent.
IL 795. 13 mm. Deposit B 20:9. Surfacepooron
Morelike a coin than a token, see L 68.
both sides.
Both bull'sheadandprowarecommondeviceson
A: Nude figure with right foot raised; a second coins throughoutthe Greekworld.A coin with bull's
smallerfigureor a herm to the right.
head right: prow right from an unknown mint in
B: Uncertain,possibly a seated figureright with South Italy is listed but not illustrated in B.M.C.,
large object in his lap.
Italy, p. 56, no. 7.
L 62. Hermesrunningleft: Uncertainrepresentation.
P1. 21.
IL 866. 10 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great
Drain South (D 16).
A: Figurerunningleft with flyingdraperybehind;
caduceus on left shoulder,money-bags (?) in right
hand; branchin field upperleft.
B: Uncertain.Possibly an owl right, above some
horizontalobject. This stamp is much wornand may
representan earlieruse of token.
Hermesis used as symbolon two issues of A.N.S.
silver, of 183/2 B.C. and 126/5 B.C.

L 65. Helmeted bust, right;: Gorgoneion (2). P1. 21.
IL 1155. 18 mm. From the lower slope of the
Areopagus (F 20).
The helmeted bust on face A is in a marked incuse
stamp 12 mm. in diameter. Face B with a dull impression of a head front, probably a gorgoneion with
heavy hair, may represent an earlier use of the disk.
SSeeL 182 for references to other tokens with gorgonheads.
L 66. Head, right, inscribed: Uncertain.
P1. 21.
IL 1021. 14 mm. Late Hellenistic context, disturbed, in Great Drain (D 16).

This particular bull's head half front is close to
some of the Euboian League coins, N.N. M., no.
134, 1956, pl. XII, 35-38.
A prow occurs as a symbol on Athenian coins of
the 3rd century, Svoronos, pl. 23, 30, and on the
A.N.S. issue of 153/2 B.C. The prow on the token is

not very close to these, is in fact much closerto the
prows used on coins of Megara, B.M.C., Attica, pl.
XXI, 10-11 (nos. 21-34) of ca. 307-243.
An almost identical prow right with prominent
forecastle occurs on five stamped clay disks from the
Agora (0 15 a-e). These, however, have a small seated
figure of which there is no trace on the token.
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See Index under "ships, prow"for other tokens L 77. Gorgoneion:Lizard.
P1. 22.
with prow used as symbol.
IL 1189. 11 mm. Accumulatedfillingof 5th and
4th centurieswith late Hellenisticdisturbancein the
L 70. Centaur:Seated figure (9).
P1. 21. SouthwestArea (A 20).
IL 1163. 13 mm. Northeastof the Tholos(H 11).
On face B thereis an indeterminateobjectto the
A: A centaurgallopingright with upraisedright left of the
lizard'shead.
arm.
This is a small solid lead disk with clippededges
B: Muchworn.
not unlike the smallerbronzekollyboi.Referencesto
L 71. Eagleright,inscribed:Wingedanimal(2) right. othertokenswith gorgon-headsaregiven underL 182.
P1. 21.
P1. 22.
IL 980. 11 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great L 78. Gorgoneion:Snake.
1132.
15
mm.
From
the
Panathenaic
IL
Drain South, deposit C 18:14.
Way
south of the Square(S 19).
A: An omega behind the head of the eagle.
A chip is missingfromthe edge of the token and
B: The animalmight be a winged horse or some
the
surface
of the left half of face B is in poor conkind of bird.
dition.
It
not impossiblethat the originalrepresenis
An eagleis usedas symbolon two issuesof A.N.S.
tation
was
the
serpent-drawncar of Triptolemosor
coins, those of 173/2 B.C. and 158/7 B.C.
Demeter,see below L 94.
L 72 a-b. Lion left (?): Uncertain representation.
P1. 21. L 79. Janiformmasks, inscribed:Cithara. P1.22.
IL 788 (ill.), 807. 11 mm. Both fromLate HellenIL 1452. 11 mm. Deposit B 20:9.
istic context in GreatDrain South, depositB 20:9.
A: Two bearded(?) masks back to back. PossiThe lion on face A is in a deeply incuse stamp bly a third acrossthe top as on L 44
(q.v.for discus9 mm. in diameter.
sionof type).Lettersat left,frombottomto top,EPATO.
Face B is muchwornand may representan earlier The first letter is uncertain,lookingmost like an unuse of the disk with a stamp of a cornucopiaor the completedomicronwith a scratchacrossit extending
head and neck of a crestedbird.
into the rho. If one assumesthat the left part of the
scratchis intentionalit can be read either as a theta
21.
L 73. Owl right, in wreath: Fly or bee.
P1.
IL 1134. 16 mm. Late Hellenistic context in or as a lunate epsilon.The latter suggeststhe reading
EPATO(YI), the museof Lyric Poetry whosecithara
Great Drain (G 13).
On both sides there are incuse dots interrupting is on the reverse.1A personalname such as Eratokles
the originalstamps, 3 on face A, 5 on face B. They or Eratosthenesis equallypossible.
B: Cithara.Postolacca II, pl. LII, no. 655, ilmay be intentional countermarksor cancellationor
some accidental damage. An owl right standing on lustrates a token with a very similarinstrument.
This token may have been designed for use at
PfxXos all in wreath of wheat is the reversetype on
New Style silver triobols.See belowL 144-L 151 for some particularmusicalcontest or for use as a theorikon with a possiblereferenceto the nameof an official
other owls.
who issued the tokens.
L 74. Turtle and nu: Thunderboltand nu. P1. 21.
IL 355. 14 mm. DisturbedHellenisticfill in Great L 80.
Triskeles,left: Uncertain.
P1. 22.
Drain (F-G 13).
IL 883. 11 mm. Late Romancontext, Southwest
A relativelylarge letter beside a symbol is often Area
(D 18).
found on the bronze kollyboi, and the turtle is also
The stampon the backmight be anothertriskeles
used on them.
with thickerlegs (2).
L 75. Caduceus:Thunderbolt.
P1. 21.
Six lead tokens with a triskeleson one side are
IL 934. 12 mm. Late Hellenistic context in Great
Drain South, deposit C 18:14.
Both caduceus and thunderbolt are among the
devices used as symbols on Athenian coins. See above
L 43 and L 47 for references.
L 76 a-b. Caduceus (2): Anchor (2).
P1. 21.
IL 810 (ill.), 1187. 13-15 mm. Late Hellenistic
context in Great Drain, deposit B 20:9 and B 20.
The stamps are far from clear and the identifications not certain.
An anchor is used as a symbol on the A.N.S.
silver issue of 166/5 B.C.

published by Svoronos, 1900, nos. 217-222, inscribed
TE which Svoronos assigned to the council of five
hundred. Another, Svoronos, 1900, no.176a, is inscribed
BOY. No traces of letters can be seen on our token.
L 81. A flat scroll: Uncertain.
P1. 22.
IL 1211. 15 mm. Southwest Area (D 15-16).
The stamp on the back is badly preserved;
a round blob is clear but no details preserved.

1

O0.Bie in Roscher, Myth. Lex., s.v. MooaactII, p. 3295.
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Three published tokens, Engel, nos. 122--124,
show this same Asklepiostype but they do not seem
82-106 FIGURES.
to be fromthe same stampas ours.
Pl. 22.
L 82. AphroditePandemos,inscribed.
This same type is used as symbolon two issuesof
IL 1178. 9 mm. Late Hellenistic-EarlyRoman A.N.S. silver, of 167/6B.C. and 99/8 B.C.
context west end of MiddleStoa, depositH 13:3.
See belowL 299-L 300 for Asklepioson tokensof
A figurefacing front riding a goat (2) galloping the Roman period.
right. Armsupraisedholding scarf which billows out L 86.
P1.22.
Dionysos (?) seated right.
in loop above her head. A singleletter, alpha, delta or
14
1184.
mm.
Area
Southwest
IL
17-22).
(A-D
lambda, below the animal'shead.
A figureseatedright on high-backedthrone;two
This type of Aphrodite,ridinga goat, eitherwith
dots,
originallyletters (?), in field left.
cloak over her head or scarfabove it, copiedfromthe
The
surfaceis bad and the details are not clear.
AphroditePandemosat Olympiaby Skopas,is found The
is that of the throned Dionysos used as
pose
on mirrors,gems, terracottasand coins (see Richter,
on
the A.N.S. silver issue of 90/89 B.C., and
symbol
Sculptureand Sculptorsof theGreeks,p. 272, fig. 204, as a reverse
type on coins of the Imperial period,
and notes 123, 124. Also Pottier, La ne'cropolede
8-21. Thistype has been foundused
Svoronos,
92,
pl.
Myrina, pl. VI, 2, and p. 293).
as
a
on
two
sealing
pots, probablymeasures(DM66),
That this same type also was associated with
from
of
the
end of the 2nd or early 1st centheAgora
Aphrodite Pandemos in Athens and her sanctuary
turies,
XVIII,
1949,pp. 108-113and alsoon
Hesperia,
below the Acropolisis suggested by the fact that a
two
lead
one
from
the Agora,above LW 17
weights,
small marblerelief was found South of the Acropolis
and
in
one
the
collection
of
the
ArchaeologicalSociety
(L. von Sybel, KatalogderSkulpturenzu Athen,1881, in
Griech.
no. 6.
Athens,
Pernice,
Gewichte,
no.4246)as wellas anotherexampleof this sametoken,
lead
token
A
with
the
same
is publishedby
type
Postolacca II, no. 304, pl. LII (see Jahrb., IV, 1889,
no.
112
on
Svoronos,
1900,
II,
(pl.
45), whichhe read
pp. 208-209, whereBoehm makesthe suggestionand the letters AHMset
in
field left and assovertically
identifiesthe publishedtoken as AphroditePandemos).
ciated it with the demosof the Athenians.
L 83. Apollo Delios with three Graces.
P1. 22.
See below L 310 for examplesof the same type
IL 916. 10 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great used on tokens of the Roman period.
Drain South, deposit C 18:14.
The samestampdoesnot seemto have beenused
Nude figure facing, with statuettes of the three on any of these objects.
Gracesin right hand, bow in left.
This representationof the Delian Apollo with L 87. Dionysosin cart.
P1. 22.
IL 1443. 15 mm. Roman context south of the
statuettes in right hand and bow in left is used as a
symbol on the A.N.S. issue of 148/7 B.C., and as a EponymousHeroes (I 11).
Cartand horse right, seated figurein cart, with
reversetype on bronzesprobablycontemporarywith
the silver issue, Svoronos,pl. 56, 26-27; pl. 80, 8-14. largethyrsos(?) in frontof figure.Dots belowground
On some of the coins the three Graceslook just line may have been letters.
like a small trident alsthey do on the token.
Althoughthe surfaceis bad and details are far
2nd century B.C.
fromclear,the subjectis almost certainlytaken from
a
procession,with Dionysosin the cart. For
L 84. Artemiswith torch (2), inscribed.
P1. 22. a Dionysiac
similar
scenecf. that on a red-figuredchous,L.
very
IL 1020. 11 mm. In context of 1st centuryB.C.
Attische
Deubner,
Feste,pl. 11, nos. 3, 4. See L 88 for
just South of Square(F 16).
another
token
showingthe cart of Dionysos.
Figure in short chiton striding right with torch
held in both hands. Letters at right, X. Uncertain L 88.
Dionysos, cart of.
P1. 22.
.M
symbol or letters to left of head.
IL 350. 17 mm. Roman context northwest of
STAMPED ON ONE SIDE ONLY
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B:

This is the same representation as that used as
symbol on the A.N.S. issue of 143/2 B.C., and as
reverse type on the bronzes associated with the silver
issue, Svoronos, pl. 73, 16-17; pl. 81, 53-56. Usually
called Artemis with torch.

L 85. Asklepios (?).
P1. 22.
IL 1192. 16 mm. Roman context, Southwest
Area (D 18).
The surface is badly worn and details far from
clear, but it seems to be Asklepios facing with head to
left and serpent staff in field left.

Square (F 3).
Cart drawn right by two horses; stylis set in bellshaped object on cart; uncertain objects in field upper
right.
A ship's standard or stylis, symbolizing the ship
of Dionysos, was carried in the Hieros Gamos procession at the Anthesteria. For other representations of
stylises see Deubner, Attische Feste, pl. 11, nos. 2, 3,
pl. 12, pp. 105-106. For recent discussion of Hieros
Gamos processions, see Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic
Festivals, pp. 11-12.
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Benndorf published another copy of this same
token, p. 612,no. 4, no. 51on plate,whichhe described
as the wagoncarryingthe peplosin the Panathenaic
procession.The objectin fieldupperright is described
and drawn as an animal right. The token is one of
twenty-six at the ArchaeologicalMuseum at G6ttingen listed by Benndorf.
L 89. Eros right.
P1. 22.
IL 1152. 13 mm. Byzantine context in Great
Drain (D 15).
Eros right, leaning forward with right leg extended; uncertainobject in outstretchedhands. An
Eros in somewhatsimilarpose is foundon a kollybos,
Svoronos,Monnaies,pl. 18, 89.
See L 258 and L 259, Erotesof Romanperiod.
L 90. Herakleswith beast, inscribed.
P1. 22.
IL 615. 12 mm. Late Romancontext northeastof
Tholos (H 11).
A beardednudefiguredraggingwith his left hand
a beast (2) left; club over r. shoulder.A letter, possibly E, in field left.
A similar subject is found on a token published
by Svoronos, 1900, no. 192, pl. III, 38 on which
Herakleswith club on left shoulderis rushingright
dragging something behind him. That token is inscribed ITEN(forwhichsee above, p. 79).
The Agoratoken has deterioratedin the past few
years and the photographpublishedby Svoronosis
far from clear so one cannot determinewhetherthe
one is the reverseof the other.
L 91. Hermesright, inscribed.
P1. 22.
IL 1181. 11 mm. KolonosAgoraios(C7).
disk. Nude,beardedfigure
A smallcopper-colored
held
with
caduceus
verticallyin right hand. In
right,
field upperleft the letter 2. Surfacegone, lower left;
no trace of letters in field right.
The pose is similar to that of Hermes used as
symbol on the issue of New Style coins of 126/5 B.C.
PostolaccaII, p. 303, add. no. 11, not illustrated,
might be the same type. He read four letters'A See
also PostolaccaI, no. 224, pl. XXXII, anothertoken
with a similarfigureof Hermes,but there an owl in
field left, a cicada right.
L 92. Hermes (?) right, inscribed.
P1. 22.
IL 1144. 11 mm. Hellenistic context in Great
Drain (E-F 14).
Two letters in field right, A P. The stamp is not

clear. If the figure is nude, it will be Hermes with
caduceusin left hand; if drapedit could be Dionysos
holding thyrsos and kantharos.
L 93. Nike standing left.
P1. 22.
IL 944. 16 mm., oval stamp 12x 14 mm. Late
Hellenistic context, disturbed, Great Drain South
(C 19).

Winged Nike with outstretched right hand in
which wreathis probablyheld. Goodworkmanship.
A winged Nike with a wreathappearsas symbol
on four series of A.N.S. silver, those of 189/8 B.C.,
171/0B.C., 155/4B.C., and 92/1 B.C.Thefigureon the
token is rather like that on the series of 155/4 B.C.
The workmanshiphoweveris better and the token is
really closer to the figure of Nike on the Alexander
coins such as that illustratedin Head, H.N.2, p. 226,
fig. 137.
The token is very like, perhapsthe same as, five
publishedexamples, Postolacca II, nos. 235-239, of
which 235 is illustrated.
L 94 a-b. Triptolemosin serpentcar.
P1. 22.
4th
of
112.
mm.
Found
with
material
17
IL
century B.C. in pocket of gravelin the GreatDrainnear
the Tholos (I 11). IL 878 (ill.). 15 mm., from late
Hellenistic context in the GreatDrain South (D 16).
These two tokens with a figure seated left in a
wingedcar drawnby serpentsmay be fromthe same
die, probably representing Triptolemos, possibly
Demeter.
I noted eight similar tokens at the Numismatic
Museumin Athens of which three might be from the
same die, and one of which may be the token illustratedby PostolaccaI, no. 101, pl. XXXII.
Triptolemosin serpent car is used as a type on
five series of bronze coins, assigned to Eleusis by
Svoronos (pls. 103-104) but more recently to the
Athenianmint by M. Thompson,Hesperia,XI, 1942,
pp. 213ff., wherethe first three seriesare dated 325263 B.C. The last two are assignedto the later Hellenistic period,and associatedwith two silver issues
of A.N.S. coins on which the same type is used as a
symbol 145/4 B.C. and 97/6 B.C.
4th or 3rd century B.C.
Pl. 22.
L 95. Seated figure,Triptolemos(2).
IL 977. 12 mm. Early Roman context near west
end of MiddleStoa (H 13).
The pose of the seated figure is similar to that
of Triptolemoson L 94, but without furtherdetails,
of which none are preservedon the token; an identificationwith that one is far from certain.
P1. 22.
L 96. Standing figure, with shield.
IL 1205. 18 mm. Southwest Area (C 12).
Standing figure, front, with bearded head turned
left; shield in left hand; uncertain object in right.
P1. 22.
L 97. Standing figure, kappa in field.
IL 713. 13 mm. South of Square (F-H 16-17).
Figure half left, in helmet and tunic, spear in left
hand, wreath in right. In field right, a large kappa.
The metal is brown in color, possibly copper.
L 98 a-b. Standing figure (2).
P1. 22.
IL 800. Late Hellenistic context in Great Drain

South, deposit B 20:9. IL 896 (ill.). Late Hellenistic
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context in Great Drain South, slight disturbance(C
19). 14 mm.
Apparentlya drapedfigurefacing with spear in
right hand and small scroll or shield in or below left
hand. The lower part of the body tapers towards
bottom, and the head is very small. I have found no
parallel.
L 99. Standingfigurewith countermark. Pl. 22.
IL 969. 14 mm. Hellenisticcontext in Southwest
Area (A 19).
Head and shouldersof standing figurewith left
arm outstretched.The lower half is obliteratedby a
countermark,7 mm. in diameter,of small object,perhaps an amphoraor jug, enclosedin an ivy wreath.
The stamps on L 22 and L 161 are similarto but not
the same as the countermark.

Faint impressionof figurefacing with right arm
outstretched.

Disk somewhat bent and impression far from
clear. Standing draped figure, head to right; spear in
right hand with shield (2) on ground; left arm forward.
Possibly an Athena Promachos type. On Athenian
Imperial coins she is consistently shown in reverse,

IL 1029. 24 mm. Context of 5th to 3rd centuries
B.C. Southwest Area, deposit A 20:9.
Female head right, hair rolled; single strand
choker-necklace.
This large, well stamped lead disk has no parallels among the tokens.
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L 105. Malefigureseated left on ship, inscribed.
Pl. 22.
IL 936. 11 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great
Drain South, deposit C 18:14.
Nude male figureseated left on prow; right arm
outstretched, torch or cornucopia(2) in left hand;
two dots in field upper left. The letter Kin fieldright,
a letter, probablyA, in fieldleft belowthe hand.
A closeparallelto this stampis foundin a stamped
amphorahandle in the Benaki collection inscribed
ETOYXI AIMENOI (I owe this information to V.
Grace).
For a somewhat similar pose see the coins of
Antigonos Gonatasor Doson with Apollo seated left
on ship, Head, H.N2., p. 231, fig. 143.
L 100. Standingfigure.
P1. 22.
This token is very like those in Section II with
IL 789. 10 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great
which
it was found, L 43-L 56.
Drain South, deposit B 20:9.
Upperhalf of nude standingfigureright, wearing L 106 a--c. Figure playing doubleflute.
P1.23.
petasos,holdinga hermor smallstatuein outstretched
IL 783, 787, 815 (ill.). 13-16 mm. Late Hellenistic
hands;a palmbranchor wing directlybehind.
context in Great Drain South. IL 783 and 787 from
The stamp on the irregulardisk of lead is proba- depositB 20:9. IL 815 fromareaB 20.
bly incomplete.
A squattingfigureright, playingthe doubleflute.
A
PostolaccaII, no. 375, pl. LII,
L 101. Standingfigure (2).
P1. 22. has a publishedtoken,a
figure
playing
single flute on one side, a
IL 811. 11 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great
a
instrumenton the other.
monkey
playing
triangular
Drain South, deposit B 20:9.
The
flute
is
described
as but not drawn as a
player
Apparentlya nude standing figure with uncerand
somewhat
resembles
our double flutemonkey
tain branch-likeobjectin fieldright,a bow (?) in right
player.
hand. If the figure does in fact hold a bow, could it
represent Apollo? Cf. the nude figures of Apollo
with bow on the A.N.S. silver issue of 175/4 B.C. The L 107-L 116 HEADS
token is not the same representationas that on the
L 107. Head of Athena, countermark.
P1. 23.
coins, but might be a similarsubject.
IL 1126. 20 mm. With material of 3rd to 2nd
L 102. Standingfigure.
P1. 22. century B.C. behind the Stoa of Zeus, deposit G-H
IL 288. 15 mm. Roman context on Kolonos 5:1.
Head of Athena right in Attic helmet, with an
Agoraios,deposit D 11:7.
left
arm
held
forward
and
left,
Draped figure
illegible countermarkupperright.
The head is very like that on some of the bronze
down; uncertainsymbolsin field left and right.
tesserae, cf. Svoronos, ClassesVII and VIII, MonL 103. Standingfigure.
P1. 22. naies, 102.
pl.
Roman context West of PanaIL 1250. 15
mm,
thenaicWay (P 14).
L 108. Head of Goddess(2).
P1. 23.

with spearand shieldat right, head left. She is shown,
however, on some coins without shield, with spear in
right hand and head right, Svoronos, pl. 83, 29-36.
L 104. Standing figure facing.
P1. 22.
IL 1258. 18 mm., diam. of stamp 14 mm. Roman
context on Kolonos Agoraios, deposit A 14:1.
7

L 109. Bust of Pan (2).
Pl. 23.
IL 894. 16 mm., diam. of stamp 10 mm. Late
Hellenistic context, with slight disturbance, Great
Drain South (C 19).
Bust right, long pointed beard, short horns, possibly Pan.
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L 110. Bust of Pan (?).
P1. 28.
IL 1143. 15 mm. Roman context in Great Drain
(E 14).
The same representationbut not the same die as
the precedingnumber.
On a published token, Postolacca I, 64 (pl.
XXXII) head of Pan rightwith lettersMT is stamped
twice on a large disk with three other stamps all of
owl left. Not the same stamp as ours.
L 111 a-c. Silenus (?) head facing.
P1. 23.
IL 356 (ill.). Late Hellenistic context in Great
Drain (G 13). IL 1222. Late Roman context above
South Stoa II (N 15). IL 1263. Roman context in
East Branchof GreatDrain (P 15). 15 mm.
A bald beardedhead in high reliefon a thin disk.
Svoronos,1900, no. 214, is describedas a Silenus
His illustration
head, facing, inscribedat right TTEN.
pl. IV, 1, is not clearenoughto enableone to make a
comparison.Postolacca II published two tokens of
whichone side is describedas a satyr'smask,nos. 297
and 714, both illustrated,pl. LII; the stamp is somewhat similarbut not identicalwith ours.
L 112 a-b. Beardedhead right.
P1.23.
IL 805 (ill.). 10 mm. Late Hellenistic context,
GreatDrain South, deposit B 20:9. IL 1145. 12 mm.
Late Hellenisticcontext in GreatDrain (D-E 15).
Bearded head right, wearing fillet or brimmed
cap; in field right, symbolsor letters. The surfaceon
both examples has deteriorated since the original
photographswere taken.

(D 16). IL 1193. 183mm. Late Hellenistic context,
GreatDrain South (D 16).
The curiousangularcurls to either side may representthe plumesof a crestedhelmet.
A similar token was noted at the Numismatic
Museum.
The representationis not unlike that on three
publishedtokens describedas Athena head front in
crestedhelmet, PostolaccaII, nos. 105-107, pl. LII.
L 117-L 156 ANIMALS
L 117 a-b. Bird right.
P1. 23.
IL 305 (ill.), 12 mm. IL 306. 12-14 mm. North
Room of Metroon(G 9).
A long-legged, long-necked bird. Heron (?).
Traceof letter above.
L 118. Bird left.
P1. 23.
IL 1253. 17 mm., diam. of stamp 10 mm. Late
Roman context on PanathenaicWay (L-M7).
Probablya dove with poppy-headon long stem
in front, crossedwheat or torchesin field above. See
L 54, L 213-L 215 and L 294 for variouscombinations
of wheat and poppy head.

L 119. Cicada.
P1. 23.
IL 779. 13 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great
Drain South, deposit B 20:9.
No close parallels on the published tokens,
PostolaccaI, nos. 118-120 (noneillustrated),II, nos.
419-421, Engel, nos. 149, 168, 169, 177, Svoronos,
1900, no. 165, pl. III, 8.
A cicada is used as a symbol on three issues of
L 113 a-b. Beardedhead right.
P1. 23.
A.N.S.
coins; see L 46 for reference.
IL 895. Late Hellenistic context with slight
disturbance,GreatDrain South (C 19). IL 1151 (ill.). L 120. Cicada.
P1. 23.
Hellenistic fill beside Great Drain (D 15). 13 mm.,
IL 1182. 15 mm. East of Eponymous Heroes
diam. of stamp 9 mm.
(J 10).
Head right with full shaggy beard and curious
snake-likecrest on back of head. Possibly mask of L 121. Cicada.
(not ill.)
IL 1166. 12 mm. Near Tholos(H 12).
Silenus.
Poor condition,but identificationseems certain.
Very similarto a publishedtoken, PostolaccaII,
716, pl. LII, described as mask of bearded man L 122. Cicada.
Pl. 23.
(= Benndorf,pp. 609-610, no. 30 on plate).
IL 1448. 15 mm. Fromlower slopes of Areopagus
L 114. Head right.
P1. 23. (L 17).
IL 1217. 16 mm. Late Roman context on Kolonos
Agoraios, deposit B 14:2.
Head right with illegible symbol in field right.

Cicada, side view left, on branch or ground line.
For a somewhat similar side view of a cicada see
published token Engel, no. 149.

L 115. Head right.

L 123. Cock.
P1. 23.
IL 1171. 14 mm. West end of Middle Stoa
(I-J 13).
Cock right on ground line.
Same type as published token, Postolacca II,
no. 391, pl. LII.
A similar cock right on ground line occurs on a
clay disk in the Agora, 0 4, with the letter rho stamped
on the back.

P1. 23.

IL 1137. 16 mm. Hellenistic context in Great
Drain (F 14).
The stamp is far from clear but probably is a
male head with short hair.
L 116 a-c. Female bust facing.
P1. 23.
IL 1025 (ill.), IL 1214. 14-16 mm. Both late
Hellenistic context, disturbed, Great Drain South
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Pl. 23. L 133. Horseright sucklingchild (2).

IL 819. 12 mm. SouthwestArea (B-C 20).
Cowright on groundline. A line over back.

L 125. Dolphinright.
P1.23.
IL 1146. 15 mm. Above sand in Great Drain
(D-E 15).
A thin disk, much the same characteras the
amphorainscribedOINO,L 157 and the owl, L 150.
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L 126. Dolphin and helmet.
P1. 23.
IL 1196. 13 mm. Late Hellenistic fill in Great
Drain South (D 16).
Dolphinwith helmet in field above.
A similar token was noted at the Numismatic
Museum.
Pl. 23.
L 127. Duck right.
14
Above
north
wall
mm.
of
Odeion
317.
IL
(L 10).
A fat bird, probablya duck, walkingright.

L 128 a-b. Frog.
P1. 23.
IL 886 (ill.), IL 887. 15-13 mm. Both Hellenistic
context in GreatDrain South, deposit A-B 19-20:1.
A similarfrog was noted on severaltokensat the
NumismaticMuseumin Athens.
Late 4th or 3rd century B.C. (2).
L 129 a-c. Griffin(2).
P1. 23.
IL 890, 891 (ill.). 14 mm. As above,depositA-B
19-20:1. IL 945. 17 mm. Late Hellenistic context
with occasional disturbancein Great Drain South
(C 18).
The animalseems to have a humanface, but the
single horn is certain.
A griffinoccursas symbol on the A.N.S. issue of
121/0 B.C. This relatively large solid token is, however, probablyearlierthan the New Style coins, and
may date from the 3rd century B.C.

P1. 24.
IL 1415.18 mm., diam.of stamp11 mm. Context
of 6th centuryafter Christin SouthwestArea,deposit
D 16:7.
Svoronospublishedthree tokens, with stamp of
horse suckling a child, 1900, nos. 143-145, pl. II,
24-26. He identifiedthe child as Hippothoonand assigned the tokens to the tribe Hippothontis.Neither
this token nor the one below seems to be from the
same stamp as any of the three publishedexamples.
L 134. Horse right sucklingchild (2).
P1. 24.
IL 352. 15 mm. Northwestof Square(G 3).
The token has disintegratedsince the time it was
inventoriedand photographed.
Probably same subject as precedingwith, however, an owl (2) in fieldabove and an illegiblesymbol
in fieldlowerright. Note that Svoronos1900,no. 143,
pl. II, 24, is describedwith an owl above, a kalathos
to right.
L 135 a-b. Protomeof horse on column.
P1. 24.
IL 838 (ill.). 18 mm. Contextof early3rd century
B.C.in SouthwestArea(B 20). IL 1445.14 mm. North
slope of Areopagus,deposit 0 17:2.
Cf. L 60 for a similar protomeof horse without
the columnand L 136 belowfor furthercopiesof this
same type from a differentdie.
An identicaltoken was noted at the Numismatic
Museumin Athens.
Late 4th or 3rd century B.C.

L 136 a-b. Protome of horse on column.
P1. 24.
IL 889. 18 mm. Hellenistic context in Great
Drain South, deposit A-B 19-20:1. The second example is an uninventoriedtoken from the southwest
part of the Square(H-K 13-15).
This is the same subject as the precedingbut
instead of a loop as of reins hanging down from the
columnthere is an almost horizontalcross-bar.
A publishedtokenfromthe Pnyx, Pnyx, I, p. 109,
no.
is stampedwith an identicalcolumn;the top of
23.
L 130. Griffin,forepart(?).
9,
P1.
IL 809. 11 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great the token is not clearbut may well have had a horse's
head and so be identicalwith ours.
Drain South, deposit B 20:9.
Late 4th or 3rd century B.C.
The body and head look ratherbird-like,but the
animalclearlyhas front legs sharplybent at the knee. L 137.
Forepart of winged horse, right, inscribed.
Cf. L 137 below, for forepart of winged horse with
body ending in a point.

P1. 24.
IL 897. 12 mm., diam. of stamp 9 mm. Late Helcontext with slight disturbance, Great Drain
lenistic
L 131. Hare (?).
P1. 24.
IL 1428. 15 mm. Late Roman context west of South (C 19).
Note that the body ends in a point as it does on
southwest Fountain House (H 15).
A crouching animal, left, with long ears, perhaps the griffin of L 130. Two letters retrograde below, OI.
Postolacca II, no. 443, lists a token as "front half of
a hare.
Pegasos right" but does not illustrate it.
L 132. Horse right, inscribed.
Pegasos is used as symbol on the A.N.S. silver
P1. 24.
issue of 129/8 B.C. The representation there is entirely
IL 737. 13 mm. Southwest area (C-D 17).
in
A horse gallopingright, large B field above, different.
See L 46 for another token with a winged animal.
E (2) below. Hind legs not clear, perhapsnot shown.
7*
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L 138. Insect.
P1. 24. PostolaccaI, 70 tokens,nos. 3-72 of whichat least 15
were republishedby Svoronos.
IL 1015. 9 mm. Roman context south of Square
Engel, 7 tokens, nos. 9, 28, 29, 30, 43, 44, 45 (not in(F17).
A smallinsectwith spreadwingsseenfromabove,
cludingthose republishedby Svoronos).
Nos. L 144-L 146 with an owl facing betweentwo
perhapsa bee.
olive branches,as on the triobolsfromthe 5th through
L 139. Insect.
P1. 24. the 3rdcenturywouldseemappropriatefor use either
IL 1185. 14 mm. Roman context SouthwestArea as the dikastikonor the ekklesiastikon,both of which
(A-B21-22).
originally were to be exchanged for three obols.
Probablya fly seen from above. Not unlike pub- Throughoutthe period of the New Style coins the
lished token, Svoronos, 1900, no. 100, pl. II, 43, silver triobolreversetype was an owl right standing
describedas fly betweenletters A and H.
on a P6ndXoall enclosedin a wheat wreath. Several
of our tokens with an owl right on a groundline (so
L 140. Insect.
(not ill.)
confused with a PdaiXos)might be borrowed
IL 1130.13 mm. Lowerslopesof Areopagus(Q-S easily
fromthe New Style triobols.Owlsright howeverwere
17-19).
so generallyused both on old and New StyleAthenian
Surface damaged. Apparentlyan insect similar
coins that it would be unsafe to guess an equivalent
to precedingtype.
value unless all details corresponded.
L 141. Insect.
P1. 24. L 144 a-b. Owl
facing, inscribed.
P1. 24.
IL 1227.10 mm. Lowerslopesof Areopagus(N-P
IL 624 (ill.). From the area of the Tholos with
19-21).
materialchieflyof 6th and 5th centuriesbut some as
An insect with pointedbody, a hornetor possibly late as
early 3rd (G-H 11-12). IL 821. 15 mm. From
cicada.
the area of the Odeion(L-M 9-12).
An owl between two olive branches as on the
L 142 a-c. Insect (2) in wreath, epsilon at right.
silver
triobols of Athens of the old style. The letters
P1. 24.
IL 792, 793 (ill.), 799. 11 mm., diam. of stamp A3are barelyvisible on the first copy, but cannotbe
7-8 mm. Late Hellenistic context in Great Drain seen on the second.
The owl is rathercloseto thoseon the coinsdated
South, deposit B 20:9.
An oval object, perhapsa fly or otherinsect with 297-255 by Svoronos,Monnaies,pl. 21, 43-52. For
closed wings within a wreath. To right an epsilon similartokens see Svoronos,1900, nos. 81-83.
about half the size of the fly.
L 145. Owl facing (2).
(not ill.)
L 143. Lion right.
IL 1221. 15 mm. A late Romancontext south of
P1. 24.
IL 1141. 18 mm. Hellenistic context in Great the Square(H 16).
Drain (E 15). Lion runningright with open mouth.
Very poorcondition,possiblysame type but not
See L 72 for anotherlion.
same die as preceding.
No certainparallelsamongthe publishedtokens.
L 146. Owlfacing (2).
P1. 24.
Svoronos, 1900, nos. 148a, 150. Postolacca II, nos.
861.
15
mm.
IL
Late
Hellenistic
context
with
129, 362, are described as lions right, but not ilRomandisturbance,GreatDrain South (D 17).
lustrated.
Tracesof countermarkor damageat left.
L 144-L 151 Owls (see also L 73)

L 147. Owlright, inscribed.
P1. 24.
IL 1430. 18 mm. From ancient road along lower

Nine types with an owl as device, always ubiquitous in Athens, have been found in the Agora, of
which three, L 144, L 147 and L 148, are inscribed and
of which one has a stamp on the reverse, L 73.
Published tokens with owls include:
Svoronos, 1900, 19 types classified according to
in.
scriptions, six types inscribed AGE, nos. 78-86,
88-89; one AHMO, no. 99; six types with names
or abbreviated names of tribes, nos. 116, 126-129,
13(1-133, 150, 153-155; one with Ar, no. 163;
one with BOY, no. 177; two with fIEN, nos. 198199; and two types with names, or abbreviations
read as names, of plays, nos. 283-285.

slope of Areopagus (F 17).
The letters 01 at right, NO at left.
Svoronos, 1900, published three similar tokens,
nos. 153-155, pl. II, 35. He read the legend as OINO
and suggested that it stood either for the tribe Oilvf|
which seems impossible or the deme Olv6l.
Both tribal and deme names do occur on tokens
(see pp. 77, 79). The same inscription is found on a
beside a typical Panathenaic lidded amphora (see
token L 157) which makes one hesitate to suggest the
obvious restoration oivo[v] for wine. It may well be
an abbreviated form of the deme Oiv6rl or possibly
a name of an individual such as Oiv6<phos.

SECTION III B: HELLENISTIC, STAMPED ON ONE SIDE
L 148. Owl right, inscribed.
P1. 24.
IL 870. 12 mm., diam. of stamp 10 mm. Late
Hellenisticcontext, GreatDrain South (D 16).
Owl right, on groundline or P&KXos,
round ball
to either side. Letter A to left of head, incrustation
in correspondingposition at right.
A token published by Svoronos,1900, no. 163,
6 shows a somewhatsimilarbut not identical
III,
pl.
owl with A to left, F to right and a wreathbelow the
F. This he assignedto the agoranomoi.
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L 149. Owl right, on groundline.
PI. 24.
IL 1024. 15 mm. Hellenistic context, disturbed,
GreatDrain (D 16).
A solid token with surfacewell preservedand no
trace of letters.
The owl is very similarto that on two published
tokens, Postolacca I, no. 5, pl. XXXII, and Engel,
no. 30.
L 150. Owl right.
P1. 24.
IL 1194. 17 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext, Great
Drain South (D 16).
Tracesof symbol or letter to right (?).
The thin relativelylargedisk and the colorof the
metal are very similarto those of L 125 and L 157.
L 151. Owl on pedestal.
P1. 24.
IL 804. 10 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great
Drain South, depositB 20:9.
A small owl on pedestalor kalathos;enclosedby
line followingshapeof design. Surfacevery bad.
IL152. Serpent (?), inscribed.
P1. 24.
1195.
13
mm.
Late
Roman
Southwest
context,
IL
Area (D 17).
Possiblya serpentor snakemovingright. Letters
I and A in field above, X in field right.
L 153. Two winged serpentsright.
P1. 24.
IL 1404. 12 mm. KolonosAgoraios(D 6).
Perhapsthe same stampas that on the published
token, PostolaccaII, no. 449, pl. LII.
Probably the winged serpents that draw Triptolemos and Demeter,see above L 94.
Two snakesright, but without wings, areused as
a symbol on the A.N.S. coin issue of 184/3 B.C.
L 154. Two winged serpents (2).
(not ill.)
IL 798. 10 mm. Late Hellenistic context in Great
Drain South, deposit B 20:9.
An unclear stamp, probably same subject but
not same stamp as preceding.
L 155 a-b. Sphinx right, inscribed.
P1. 24.
IL
14-18
mm.
Hellenistic
1135,
(ill.).
IL
1186

context in GreatDrain (G 13).

A single letter F in field behind, preserved only on
the larger copy.
A similar sphinx but with the letters Afl occurs
on a published token, Engel, no. 172.
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A sphinx left is used as symbol on the A.N.S.
issue of coins of 108/7 B.C., a sphinx right as on the
token on the bronzeassociatedwith the silver issue,
Svoronos,pl. 72, 10-11.
L 156 a-b. Swan right, inscribed.
P1. 24.
IL 911 and one uninventoriedexample. 12 mm.
Late Hellenistic context in Great Drain South, deposit C 18:14.
The lettersAN or possibly above the back.
to the tokens
A.A
Very similarin size and appearance
inscribedEP from same deposit, L 43-L 56.

L157-L
241MIscELLANEOUS(SYMBOLS, PLANTS,ETC).
L 157-L 161 Amphoras
No exact parallelsfor L 157-L 161 have beenfound
among the publishedAtheniantokens, though some
may exist amongthosenot illustratedby PostolaccaI,
nos. 142-171. Two publishedby Engel, nos. 182 and
185,have an amphorawith a branchcrossedbehindit.
Therethe branchis describedas a palmbranch,but it
is probablybetter interpretedas wheat and the compositionthus correspondsto that on Athenianbronze
coins, Svoronos,pl. 106, 12-16; 107, 55-59, 60-69 and
75-79. If the objects to the left of the amphorain
ourL 159 arein fact branchesof somesort,the subject
on that token might be similar,but it is clearly not
the same composition.
The amphorason L 157 and L 158 are fairly close
to those on some bronze coins assigned to the 3rd
century by Svoronos,pl. 25, 15-21.
L 157. Panathenaicamphora,inscribed.
P1. 25.
IL 540. 18 mm. From KolonosAgoraios(F 5).
A lidded Panathenaicamphorawith two letters
to either side, 01 at right, NOat left. For the inscription OI-NO see L 147.
It may be of interestto note that this token was
found only seven or eight metersfrom the northwest
cornerof the buildingin and aroundwhichthe Agora
fragmentsof HellenisticPanathenaicamphoraswere
concentrated(Hesperia,XXVI, 1957,pp. 334-33887).
Severalsimilartokens were noted at the Numismatic Museumin Athens.
L 158. Amphora.
Pl. 25,
IL 1167. 14 mrm.Northeast of Tholos (H 11).
Traces of letters (2) to left; all in wreath (?).
L 159. Amphora.
P1. 25.
1164.
14
mm.
Late
Roman
in
fill
Drain
Great
IL
(H 12).
Two branches or quiver in field left.
Not unlike the angular amphora of bronze coins
of the 3rd century such as Svoronos, pl. 22, 92.
L 160. Amphora (?).
P1. 25.
IL 816. 11 mm. Late Hellenistic context in Great
Drain South (B 20).
Illegible symbols to either side.
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L 161 a-b. Amphorain ivy wreath,inscribed.
P1. 25.
IL 647. 15 mm. 3rd to 2nd century context,
pocketin floorof GreatDrain (H 12:19). IL 697 (ill.).
14 mm. Context of last quarter of 2nd century in
Great Drain (H 12:1).
A round-bodiedamphora (?) on high foot; in
field lower left A, lower right H, all enclosedin ivy
wreath.
A somewhat similar stamp, smaller in size, is
found as a countermarkon token L 99. For another
example of an ivy wreath see L 22.

1900, no. 101, pl. II, 44; PostolaccaII, no. 545, ibid.,
nos. 546-549 are not illustrated,simply describedas
strung bows.
3rd century B.C.

IL 1456. 17 mm., diam. of stamp 10 mm. Southwest Area (D 18).
More properly a bull's head, for the ears are
present.

Although the caduceus and ear of wheat both
occur on Athenian coins and on published tokens, no
parallel has been found for this particular combination. A published token, Engel, no. 200, probably
of the Roman period, has both an ear of wheat and
a caduceus but also a poppy head.
See pp. 81, 82 for a suggestion that these and
other tokens with wheat as device or part of the device may have been used in grain distributions.

L 167 a-b. Strungbow.
P1. 25.
IL 874. 16 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext, Great
Drain South (D 16). IL 893 (ill.). 15 mm. Hellenistic
context in GreatDrain South, deposit A-B 19-20:1.
3rd century B.C.
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L 168. Strungbow.
P1. 25.
IL 830. 18 mm. Contextof late 4th to early 3rd
L 162. Aphlaston.
P1. 25. centuryB.C., SouthwestArea,depositA 18:8.
IL 939. 18 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great
Very like L 167 but apparentlynot the samedie.
3rd century B.C.
Drain South, deposit C 18:14.
Severalidenticaltokenswerenoted at the NumisPl. 25.
matic Museumof which one is probably that illus- L 169. Strungbow (2).
1218.
15
mm.
IL
Context
of
1st
early
century
trated by PostolaccaII, no. 533.
An aphlaston is used as symbol on the issue of A.D. on KolonosAgoraios,deposit D 12:1.
A deeply incuse circular stamp ca. 9 mm. in
A.N.S. coins of 172/1 B.C., and on some bronzecoins
of a strungbow (?).
diameter,
of ca. 255-229 B.C., Svoronos,pl. 24, 1.
L 170. Wingedcaduceus,inscribed.
P1. 25.
L 163. Boot, inscribed.
P1. 25.
11
IL
1147.
mm.
Hellenistic
in
context
Great
IL 1140. 18 mm., diam. of stamp ca. 13 mm. HelDrain
(E
15).
lenistic context in GreatDrain (E 15).
Caduceuswith wingsset low; the lettersAFOPin
A low boot right. Tracesof a letter, lambda (?)
below.
field arrangedthus: o P.
A similarboot, but turnedto left not right occurs
Svoronospublishedfour similartokens inscribed
on one side of a publishedtoken,Engel,no. 215, which AFOP but with the
wings of the caduceus set difhas a hand on the reverse.
ferently, 1900, nos. 159, 160, 160a, 161, pl. III 4, 5.
L 164. Boukranion.
P1.25. These he assignedto the agoranomoi.For discussion
11
mm. Southwest corner of Square of these tokens and the other tokens with a caduceus
IL 1158.
as type see p. 82. See L 47 for referencesto the use
(F15).
of a caduceus as a symbol on Athenian coins.
scroll
in
between
field
Star
horns,
right.
No exact parallelsamong the publishedtokens, L 171.
Wingedcaduceus.
P1. 25.
Postolacca I, nos. 236-201; Engel, nos. 143-144;
IL 1468. 12 mm. From north slope of Areopagus
Svoronos,1900, nos. 200-201.
(P 18).
A boukranionoccursas symbolon someAthenian
A small winged caduceusvery like that used as
coins of the 3rd century, Svoronos,pl. 23, 20-21, and countermarkon L 17.
both as symboland type in the Romanperiod.
See L 286-L 287 for tokens of the Roman period L 172 a-c. Caduceusand wheat, crossed.
P1. 25.
IL 1200 (ill.). 13 mm. Late Hellenistic context,
with boukrania.
disturbed, in Great Drain (D 16). IL 1207, 1372.
L 165. Boukranion.
P1. 25. 12 mm. SouthwestArea (C 16-17).

PI. 25.
L 166 a-c. Strung bow.
IL 61 (ill.). 18 mm. East of Tholos (G-I 11-13).
IL 873, IL 875. 18 mm. Late Hellenistic context in
Great Drain South (D 16).
A similar token, probably from the same die, was
noted at the Numismatic Museum. No exact parallels
for this token or for L 167-L 169 among the two
published tokens that have been illustrated, Svoronos,

L 173. Caduceus and ear of wheat.
P1. 25.
IL 1199. 12 mm. Late Hellenistic context, disturbed, in Great Drain (D 16).
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Engel, nos. 57-63, publisheda variety of tokens
with crescentsand stars but none similarto this.
A star betweentwo crescentsoccursas the symbol on an A.N.S. issue of ca. 121 B.C.
L 179. Die.
P1.25.
IL 882. 14 mm. SouthwestArea (D 17).
Rectangularstamp, 7 mm. in diameter, of die
with five pips.
L 180. Flower (?), inscribed.
Pl. 25.
IL 1179.10 mm. Hellenisticto earlyRoman conL 175. Clusterof grapes (?).
P1. 25. text at west end of MiddleStoa, depositH 13:3.
Round-headedfloweron straight stem, letter P
of
3rd
14
Context
mm.
1405.
IL
century
early
to right; no certaintrace of letter to left.
B.C. SouthwestArea (B 20).
In charactermuch the same as the tokens inThe details are not clear. The stamp could be
scribed
or
as
a
flower
as
a
cluster
either
EP,L 44-L 55.
calyx.
interpreted
See L 48 and L 288 for other clusters.
L 181. Foot right, inscribed.
P1.26.
No parallelamong the publishedtokens, SvoroIL 113. 11 mm. GreatDrain,disturbedfill (G 13).
nos, 1900, nos. 70-71; Engel, no. 174; PostolaccaII,
Tracesof two letters, one above, one belowfoot.
nos. 466-480.
sameas publishedtoken,Engel,no. 198;
Perhaps
Late 4th or 3rd century B.C.
there only the letter belowthe foot is recordedand it
L 176. ConicalStone with taenia.
P1.25. is read as an alpha.
IL 1206. 15 mm. SouthwestArea (C 16-17).
This same representationoccursas a symbol on L 182-L 183 Gorgon-heads
See also the three tokensL 65, L 77 and L 78 which
the issue of A.N.S. coins of 119/8 B.C.
a gorgon-headon one side and a differentstamp
have
As describedby Head, H.N.2, p. 386: "Conical
on
the
back.
stone (P•a-rvhos)with knotted taenia hanging over
Svoronos,
1900, published eight tokens with gorit."
gon-heads,nos. 80, 84 with owls as reverse,nos. 92-97
L 177. Cornucopia,inscribed.
P1. 25. with head of Demos,inscribed,as reverse.Postolacca
IL 983. 12 mm., diam. of stamp 9 mm. Late publishedan additional14, I, nos. 267-280, and Engel
Hellenistic context in Great Drain South, deposit one, no. 32 (not includingthose republishedby SvoC 18:14.
ronos).The gorgon-headis also used as a type on two
Poppy head or thyrsos in field lower right; un- kollyboi, Svoronos,Monnaies,pl. 18, nos. 124, 165,
certain objects or letters in field left. Small letter IT and is found on clay tesserae(C24, C 25).
On Athenian coins it is used on both silver and
upperright.
A single cornucopiais used as symbol on some bronze of the 3rd century, Svoronos,pl. 22, no. 58,
Atheniansilver of the 3rd century, Svoronos,pl. 23, and pl. 23, nos. 23-26, on the issue of New Style silver
35 and on the A.N.S. silver issues of 193/2 B.C. and of 130/29B.C., and on the bronzeissuecontemporary
with that silver, Svoronos, pl. 25, nos. 22-28 (see
180/79 B.C.
A single poppy head is used as a symbol beside Hesperia,X, 1941, pp. 212-217 for the associationof
a tripod on an A.N.S. bronze issue, Svoronos,pl. 72, the bronzewith the silver).
Further a gorgon-headis often found on bronze
16; 80, 1-7, probably contemporarywith the silver
issue of 157/6 B.C., on which a tripod is used as a dikast tickets, either with or without a secondstamp
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An uncertainsymbol in field lowerright, surface
damagedabove.
See commenton precedingnumber.
L 174. Club.
P1. 25.
IL 363. 17 mm., diam. of stamp 11 mm. In South
Stoa II (L 15).
A heavy solid token, probablyof late 4th or 3rd
century B.C.
A very similar club occurs as a symbol on the
A.N.S. issue of 191/0 B.C.

symbol.
A thyrsos is the symbol on the A.N.S. silver
issue of 176/5 B.C.
There is no close parallel on the published tokens
with cornucopia, Svoronos, 1900, nos. 248, 261, 286287, and Postolacca II, nos. 600-613.
See L 49, L 50 for a cornucopia between wheat
from this same deposit.
L 178. Crescent and star, inscribed.
P1. 25.
IL 1208. 13 mm. Southwest Area (C 16).
Palm branch in field right. Letter A below crescent.

of an owl. Therefore those tokens that combine the
gorgon-head and owl, such as Svoronos, nos. 80, 84,
may well have served as dikastic symbola (see p. 81).
L 182. Gorgoneion.
P1. 26.
IL 491. 15 mm. On Kolonos Agoraios just east
of Hellenistic building (E 5-6).
The mouth is open and the teeth are showing. In
type this seems closer to the gorgon-heads on the
dikast tickets than to those on the coins. It is very
close to, perhaps identical with, the representation
on published token, Engel, no. 32. The latter however

is stampedwith a large E on back.
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A very similar helmet occurs as symbol on the
issue of A.N.S. coins of 106/5 B.C. A helmet is also
used on some bronzecoins, dated in the 3rd century
by Svoronos,pl. 22, 53-54 and on the A.N.S. issue
of 174/3 B.C.
L 190. Helmet, swordand wheat.
P1.26.
IL 801. 12 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great
Drain South, deposit B 20:9.
L 184. Greave.
Pl. 26.
Helmet, side view right, with star on top; sword
IL 946. 15 mm. Late Hellenistic context, slight to left, ear of wheat or palm branchto right.
disturbance,Great Drain South (C 18).
PI. 26.
It is similarto a token publishedby Engel,no. 17, L 191. Helmet.
IL 1403. 12 mm. Bouleuterionplateia (G 11).
which clearly is drawn as a greave, and also rather
Helmet side view right. A vertical at left may
like one publishedby PostolaccaII, no. 622, pl. LII,
representa sword.
describedas "crushumanumsine pede."
For a somewhat similar helmet on a published
L 185. Greave(?).
(not ill.) token cf. PostolaccaII, no. 640, pl. LII.
IL 1198. 17 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext, Great
Drain South (D 16).
L 192. Helmet (?).
P1. 26.
Surfacedamagedat lowerright. Same represenIL 1251. 17 mm. Beside Panathenaic Way
tation as above, probablynot same die.
(P13).
A similar token noted at the NumismaticMuL 186. Greave(?).
(not ill.) seum.
IL 1219. 18 mm. KolonosAgoraios(B-E 10-14).
A dulledimpressionof greave or Xoanon.
L 193-L 198 Herms
No close
for the herms of L 193-L 198
L 187. Hand.
Pl. 26. have been parallels
found either on Atheniancoins or on the
IL 1150. 9 mm. Hellenistic context in Great
illustrated published Athenian tokens. Herms are
Drain (E 15).
relatively
frequent on the bronze kollyboi of which
Left hand and wrist.
eleven are given in Pick's Index to Svoronos'plates.
A small chunky token possibly related to the
L 196 with the singlelargeletter is reminiscentof the
kollyboi. Note two with very similar stamps of a
kollyboi types, particularlySvoronos,Monnaies,pl.
hand, Svoronos, Monnaies, pl. 18, 120-121. Both,
18, 162, herm facing with A at left, or Postolacca,
however,are stampedon both sides.
no. 196,a hermright,with A behindit, but
'Agiivatov,
Perhapssameas two publishedbut unillustrated it
is not the same.
tokens, Postolacca II, nos. 663-664. A token with
On Atheniancoins a herm is used as a symbol on
similar representationof a right hand-not left-is
the secondissue of gold coins, Svoronos,pl. 24, 2 and
inscribed TE-N, Svoronos,1900, no. 226. For other on the New
Style issue of 183/2 B.C.
publishedtokens with a simple hand see Postolacca
Svoronos,
1900, no. 232, pl. III, 26, publisheda
II, nos. 659-662.
token with herm right, palm branchbehind and the
L 188 a-b. Hand (?) and rudder.
P1. 26. letters FPAin front.This he assignedto the secretary
IL 1248 (ill.). IL 1247. 13 mm. On line of Pan- of the boule. OtherpublishedAtheniantokens with
hermsare Engel, no. 181, a hermbeside an amphora,
athenaic Way (P 14).
and
PostolaccaII, nos. 215-222 (noneillustrated).
Hand and wrist (?) held uprightacross a rudder
right; curved line below the rudder, possibly an
L 193. Herm with seated figure.
P1. 26.
aphlaston.
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L 183. Gorgoneion.
P1. 26.
IL 1275. 16 mm. From southwest corner of
Square(H-K 13-15).
A gorgon-headfacing with caduceus below; in
field left an owl, right a dolphin.
The head is muchthe sametype as that foundon
the issue of A.N.S. bronzecoins of 130/29 B.C., cited
above.

Several published tokens show hands grasping
various objects, Postolacca II, nos. 665-667, but
none like this one.
A rudder is used as a symbol on the A.N.S. issue
of 190/89 B.C.
L 189. Helmet.
P1. 26.
IL 723. 12 mm. South of Square (G 19).
Macedonian helmet with short spike.
No similar stamp noted among the published
tokens with a helmet as type, Svoronos, 1900, nos.
137, 138, pl. II, 21, and Postolacca II, nos. 635-644.

IL 150. 16 mm. Context of second half of 4th
century B.C., near the Tholos, deposit F 11:2.
This thin irregular disk with traces of a spur at
upper left was probably originally attached to something as a sealing rather than used as a token.
A herm right with nude male figure sitting in
front. Traces of letters (2) behind. Surface is bad
and details far from clear.
Possibly the same as an unillustrated published
token, Postolacca II, no. 218, described as "Hierma..
dmin.,cui insidet fig. nuda dm., in area ante fig. F;
pone herman H; infra serpens."

SECTION III B: HELLENISTIC, STAMPED ON ONE SIDE
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A combinationof a herm and a seatedfigure oc- L 200. Kantharos.
P1. 26.
curs on some terracottas (Hesperia,XXI, 1952, no.
IL 1438. 17 mm., diam. of stamp 13 mm. South48a, pp. 126, 144, 162 and Pnyx, I, pp. 124ff.) but west Area (C-E 16-18).
there seem to be no close parallelsto the composition
Faint but clear impression of kantharos with
on the token.
double spurredhandles; flower (?) or branches(2)
risingfromit. Few lines on body of cup suggestdecoL 194. Herm facing, inscribed.
P1. 26. ration of some sort.
IL 1133. 12 mm. Region of Tholos(G 12).
The shape is reminiscentof the Kabeiric kanA in field left, r in field right. See pp. 80-81 for
tharoi
with the doublespurredhandles(P. Woltersdiscussionof tokens inscribedAF and AFOP.
G. Bruns, Das Kabirenheiligtum
bei Theben),and the
L 195. Herm facing with symbols.
Athenian
26.
kantharoi
such as the one ilblack-glaze
P1.
IL 1026. 12 mm. Late Hellenistic context, dis- lustratedin Hesperia,II, 1933,p. 320, fig. 5, no. A 30,
which howeverlack the doublespurson the handles.
turbed, GreatDrain South (D 16 north).
Herm facing with cicada in field right, dog (2) Probablyfrom a metal prototype.
jumping up at left.
L 201. Kantharos.
P1. 26.
L 196. Herm right, inscribed.
IL 818. 14 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext, SouthP1.26.
IL 166. 12 mm. Roman context west of Middle west Area (B 21).
Stoa (H 13).
A kantharoswith ribbedbody and tall thin stem,
Herm right with palm branch or wheat in field object (2) rising from it. Tracesof letters
(?) at left
left, letter A in field right. See above, p. 104, intro- edge.
ductory comment.
No parallelsfound on publishedtokens.
In
L 197. Herm left, inscribed.
shapethe vase is fairly close to the kantharoi
P1. 26.
on Megarianbowls (Hesperia,II, 1933, p. 363, fig. 48,
IL 868. 11 mm. SouthwestArea(D 18).
A branchor ear of wheat in field lowerright, let- C 36 for example)and no doubt like those is derived
ters in other three corners,A and H or E upper left from a metal original, such as the silver kantharos
and right, E lower left of which only two bars are from the Tarentumhoard (Wuilleumier,Le trdsorde
Tarente,1930,pp. 41-47, pls. V, VI) datedin the early
preserved.
3rd century.
L 198. Herm left with symbols.
P1. 26.
IL 1366. 12 mm., diam. of stamp 9 mm. Roman L 202. Kantharos(?).
Pl. 26.
IL 1074. 13 mm. Kolonos Agoraios, deposit
context southwestof MiddleStoa (H 14).
Hermleft, snake (2) in field left, ear of wheat (2) D 10:1.
in field right.
A ribbedflaringkantharos(?); uncertainobject
Perhaps same as the unillustrated published possiblya high lid above it.
token, PostolaccaII, no. 219, describedas hermright
L 203-L 205 Kernoi (variously called
between wheat and S.
plemochoii,
kerchnosand kernosin the numismatic
publiL 199. Isis symbol between the pilei of Dioskouroi,
cations)
inscribed.
P1. 26.
A kernos is used as the main device on the folIL 1016. 11 mm. Romancontext south of Square lowing three types from the Agoraand as a countermarkon two of the single letter series,L 5 and L 18.
(F 16).
The disk is too small for the die, only part of In relatedmaterialit is found as an added symbolon
bronzetesserae (Svoronos,Monnaies,pl. 102, 16-19,
pileus at right preserved.Letters below
Same as a publishedtoken, Engel,TPI.B.
no. 64. There 37-39, and Agora B 1160-1161), on a lead weight
the two pilei are clear and Engel read the letters (Pernice, Griech.Gewichte,no. 396) and on a group of

TPIBO (AON). He classified it as a monetary token,

lead strips possibly designed for use as sealings
(L 336).
from Egypt marked 2 obols (Rev. Num., 1861, pl.
Postolacca published 36 Athenian lead tokens
XVIII, p. 407).
stamped with kernoi, I nos. 177-212, which he placed
The Isis symbol by itself is found on three with those tokens which he believed to be for public
published tokens, Postolacca II, nos. 704-705, and use. Engel published five but placed them among
Engel, no. 56.
those for private use (nos. 183, 187, 189 [= PostoIt also occurs as a symbol on A.N.S. coins of lacca I, no. 205], 190, 191). Svoronos, 1900, included
125/4 B.C., Svoronos, pl. 68, 13-27.
only one, no. 16, and on that the kernos is a symbol
The pilei are found on a token from the Agora, below the letter alpha, thus probably related to the
L 59, and on two issues of A.N.S. coins, Svoronos, bronze tesserae. One token with a kernos
stamp was
pl. 87, 1-5 of 186/5 B.C., and pl. 58, 1-23, of 181/0 B.C. found on the Pnyx in a context of the fourth century

probablytemplemoney,and comparedit with a token
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P1. 26.
B.C. (Pnyx, I, p. 106, no. 8). I noted many tokens L 204. Liddedkernoswith wheat.
IL 646. 11 mm. 3rd to 2nd centuryB.C. context
with kernoi in the collection at the Numismatic
in GreatDrain,depositH 12:19.
Museumin Athens.
A branchof wheat througheach handle.
A few of the publishedones are inscribed:Postolacca, no. 184 A-i, no. 190 H-A, no. 205 M; Engel,
Very similarto the kernosused on the New Style
issue of 195/4B.C., and on a bronzeissue, probablyof
The in- 3rd
no. 187 A, no. 190 NIK, and no. 191
century, Svoronos,pl. 104, 21-23 (Hesperia,XI,
•-.
scriptions would seem to give no clear clue to any 1942, pp. 224-225, for date). Also very like a token
particularuse.
with kernosfoundon the Pnyx, Pnyx, I, p. 106, no. 8.
On Atheniancoins a kernosis used as a type and
as a symbol on various issues of bronze of the 3rd L 205. Lidded kernoswith wheat on torch. P1. 26.
IL 1149. 11 mm. Hellenisticcontext at bottom of
centuryand as a symbolon three issues of New Style
silver and on the bronze associatedwith them. The Great Drain (E 15).
earlierrepresentation,at least on the coins,is a rather
Perhaps the same as Postolacca I, no. 183, pl.
plumpkernoswithout a lid such as that foundon four XXXII.
bronzeissuesof the 3rdcentury:as type on two issues,
L 206. Leaf.
Pl. 26.
Svoronos,pl. 103, nos. 29-32, 47-48 (dated ca. 287mm.
IL
1197.
Late
Hellenistic
in
17
context
263 B.C. by M. Thompson,Hesperia,XI, 1942, pp.
Great
South
Drain
(D 16).
221-222) and as symbol on two, Svoronos, pl. 24,
A
worn
token
with large leaf, probablyof
badly
nos. 33, 34-40 (dated 289-261 B.C. by J. P. Shear,
vine.
Hesperia,II, 1933,p. 252). Furtherthe kernoiused on grape
A
publishedtoken,Engel, no. 174,hasa somewhat
two classes of Athenian bronze tesserae, Svoronos,
leaf on one side, a grapeclusteron the other.
Monnaies, pl. 102, nos. 18-19 and nos. 37-39 are similar
uncovered.Svoronosdated these in the periods287- L 207. Lyre (?).
P1. 27.
266 and 252-220 B.C. respectivelybut they may be
IL 876. 17 mm. Late Hellenistic context, Great
earlierin date.
Drain South (D 16).
Kernoiwith lids, however,are also found on three
For equallypoorrepresentationsof lyrescf. those
bronze issues of the 3rd century, Svoronos,pl. 104, on some of the Delos Cleruchycoins, Svoronos, pls.
nos. 1-7, 8-20, 21-23 (dated ca. 262-230 B.C. by 105, 106, especially106, 8.
M. Thompson,op.cit.,pp. 224-225). The token found
For publishedtokens with a lyre see Postolacca
on the Pnyx in 4th centurycontextalsoshowsa kernos II, nos. 654-658. No close similarity with the three
with a lid.
that are illustrated,pl. LII, nos. 654-656.
The later representationas found on the three isP1.27.
sues of New Style coins is consistently that of a L 208. Janiformmasks, inscribed.
IL
1142.
18
mm.
Hellenistic
beside
Great
packing
kernoswith roundedor pointedlid and almostalways
Drain
15).
(D
with a branch of wheat through the handles. These
This is the same representation,slightly largerin
three issue3are dated in 195/4 B.C., 182/1 B.C., and
as that on token L 44. Theinscriptionhoweveris
size,
120/19 B.C.
different,
probably three letters of which an alpha
The two examples of L 203 are probablyat least
is
left
the only one completelypreserved:A I71.
upper
as early as the 3rd century. L 204 and L 205 are
See
also
L
79.
Fperhapslater. Specificreferencesfor the Agoratypes
are given undereach type.
L 209. Maskright, inscribed.
Pl. 27.
IL 877. 11 mm. Hellenistic fill of Great Drain
Pl. 26. South (D 16).
L 203 a-b. Kernoson torch.
Letters to either side 3 11.
IL 885 (ill.). 20 mm. IL 892. 19 mm. Both Hellenistic context in Great Drain South, deposit A-B
19-20:1.
A kernos without a lid resting on a lighted torch.
This unlidded kernos with a rather shallow bowl
is like those found on an issue of bronze coins of the
3rd century, Svoronos, pl. 24, 33-40. For the combination of a kernos and torch on Athenian coins see
Svoronos, pl. 103, nos. 47-48, also probably of the 3rd
century (for date see Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 222).
These may well be close successors to the bronze
tesserae of Class IX, Svoronos, Monnaies, pl. 102,
87-89.

Four identical tokens published by Svoronos,
1900, nos. 209-212, one illustrated, pl. III, 51. A fifth
not illustrated, same to left. He assigned them to the
Council of 500. See p. 79.
See L 292 for mask on tokens of later period.
L 210. Palmette.
Pl. 27.
IL 671. 13 mm. Context of 3rd to 2nd century
B.C. Great Drain, deposit H 12:19.
L 211. Palmette.
Pl. 27.
IL 1180. 12 mm. Kolonos Agoraios (C 9). Border
of dots. Slightly smaller stamp than preceding.
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L 212. Palmette (?).
(not ill.)
IL 284. 11 mm. Kolonos Agoraios, deposit D
11:7. Borderof dots. Surfacebad.
Possibly same as palmettestampused as a countermarkbeside head of Serapison L 249 d, a larger
token of Romanperiod.
PostolaccaII published eleven tokens with palmettes, nos. 682-692, of which four are illustrated.
None of them correspondsto any of the three from
the Agora.
The only lead token published,presumablythe
only one found, from Olynthos,has a palmette very
like those of L 210 and L 211 on one side, an ivy
tendrilon other (Olynthus,X, p. 505, no. 2574).

L 213. Poppy head between two ears of wheat.
P1. 27.
IL 1165. 12 mm. Context of 3rd century A.D.
beside GreatDrain,deposit H 12:4.
Three similar tokens were noted at the Numismatic Museum.
The Eleusiniancombinationof poppy head and
wheat occursboth on publishedtokensand on Athenian coins. Postolacca I, nos. 106-112; Engel, no. 175;
Svoronos,1900, no. 259, pl. IV, 22. On the coins it is
found as a symbol on the A.N.S. issue of 116/5 B.C.,
and on the bronze associatedwith that silver issue,
Svoronos,pl. 79, 15-17, 29-31 and pl. 104, 38-45 (see
Hesperia,XI, 1942, pp. 226-227, for the association
of the bronzewith the silver).
Thereare no close parallelsto this stamp unless
among those of Postolacca of which none are illustrated.
See L 214, L 215 and L 294, for othertokenswith
same subject.
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Svoronos,1900, no. 87, publisheda token with a
quiverstampedon it inscribedA E. It is not the same
compositionas the type on this token.
A quiver similar to this is used on an issue of
small Atheniansilver, Svoronos,pl. 24, 18, ca. 255229 B.C. A similarquiver,but there combinedwith a
bow, is also found on the issue of A.N.S. coins of
141/0 B.C.
3rd century B.C. (?).
L 217. Rose.
P1. 27.
IL 859.16mm.LateHellenisticcontext,disturbed,
in GreatDrain South (D 17).
Engel, no. 173 has a very similar rose but of
smallersize.
L 218. Rose (?).
P1.27.
IL 1447. 13 mm. Lower slopes of Areopagus
(M 17).
A small partiallystruckstamp probablya rose.
L 219. Rosette.
P1. 27.
IL 648. 13 mm. Context of 3rd to 2nd century
B.C. in GreatDrain,deposit H 12:19.
A six-petalledrosette, stampedwith a defective
die (?).
L 220. Rosette.
Pl. 27.
IL 1233. 16 mm. Templeof Ares (J 8).
Six-petalled rosette, probably not same die as
preceding,thoughsize of rosetteseemsto be same.
No exact parallelsfor these six-petalledrosettes
have been noted amongthe publishedtokens, Postolacca II, nos. 496-504.

L 221. Two scrolls.
Pl. 27.
IL 1153. 12 mm. Context of 3rd century after
Christ,lowerslope of Areopagus(G 19-20).
L 214. Poppy head and ear of wheat.
P1. 27.
The die probablyhad two identical ornaments,
IL 1148. 12 mm. Hellenistic context in Great
placedback to back, but the disk is smallerso the one
Drain (D-E 15).
at right is not fully shown.
United on a single stem.
For subject see commentaryon L 213.
L 222. Shieldwith wreath.
P1. 27.
IL 1138. 20 mm. Hellenistic context in Great
L 215. Poppy head and ear of wheat.
P1. 27. Drain (F 14).
IL 1177. 12 mm. Hellenisticto early RomanconSee aboveL 26-L 27 for othertokenswith shields.
text at west end of MiddleStoa, depositH 18:8.
3rd century B.C.

Traces of another stem to right suggest that the
stamp may have had a second poppy head. If so it is
like the published token, Svoronos, 1900, no. 259,
pl. IV, 22, an ear of wheat between two poppy heads,
with the letters A and H in field above. The published
token has a head on the reverse of which there is no
trace on the Agora specimen.
For subject see commentary on L 213.
L 216. Quiver.
P1. 27.
IL 1228. 15 mm. Hellenistic context with modern
disturbance at the foot of the Pnyx.

L 223 a-b. Shield with wreath.
(not ill.)
IL 1409. 16 mm. Late Hellenistic context in
Great Drain South (D 16). A second uninventoried
example, 18 mm., from Southwest Area (D 17-18).
Similar to L 222 with slightly larger stamp.
3rd century B.C.
L 224. Ship prow left.
P1. 27.
IL 1123. 17 mm. Context of last quarter of 2nd
century B.C., Great Drain, deposit H 12:1.
A good stamp on a solid token, perhaps of 3rd
century B.C.
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Not unlikethe prowwith swan'sheadakrostolion
used as symbol on some Athenian coins of the 8rd
century B.C., Svoronos,pl. 23, no. 80.
See index for references to other tokens with
prows,and L 297 for a stamp very like this one on a
token probablyof the Roman period.
L 225 a-b. Ship with mast and oars, left.
P1. 27.
IL 656 (ill.). 17 mm. From lower slopes of Areopagus (0 20). IL 1451. 16 mm. North of west end of
Middle Stoa (I 12).
On both copiesthe surfaceis damagedat left.
Probably the same stamp as Engel, no. 219. As
drawnthat shows the prowat left and a small object
between the prow and the mast.
L 226. Ship stern.
P1. 27.
IL 817. 13 mm. Disturbedfill along East side of
Great Drain South (B 20).
The back half of a ship with oarsand rudder.An
ear of wheat above.
L 227 a-e. Thorax.
Pl. 27.
IL 903 (ill.). 16 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in
GreatDrain South with slight disturbance(C 19). IL
831. 17 mm. Context of end of 4th and early 3rd
centuriesB.C., Southwest Area, deposit A 18:8. IL
1122. 16 mm. Contextof last quarterof 2nd century
B.C. in GreatDrain,depositH 12:1. IL 1444. 15 mm.
Hellenistic to early Roman context at west end of
Middle Stoa, deposit H 13:3. IL 532. 17 mm. From
north slope of Areopagus(M19).
Breast plate and lappets.
Examplesc, d, and e all badly preservedbut possibly from same die as a and b.
Severalidenticaltokenswerenotedat the Numismatic Museum.Postolaccapublishedsix tokens with
thorax stamp, II, nos. 742-747, of which the one
illustrated,743, may be the sameas this type.
3rd century B.C.
L 228. Thorax.
P1. 27.
IL 888. 18 mm. Hellenistic context in Great
Drain South, deposit A-B 19-20:1.
Similar to L 227; an illegible symbol in field
upper right.
3rd century B.C.

L 229. Thorax.
Pl. 27.
IL 988. 16 mm. Late Hellenistic context in Great
Drain South, deposit C 18:14.
Same subject as L 227-L 228. Details not clear.
L 230. Trident.
P1. 27.
IL 820. 14 mm. Southwest Area (C 21).
A neatly stamped elaborate barbed trident.
Postolacca II published four Athenian tokens
with tridents, but illustrated none.
A trident is used as symbol on the issue of A.N.S.
silver of 179/8 B.C. It also occurs on some of the Delos
Cleruchy coins, Svoronos, pl. 107, nos. 26-27.

L 231. Trident(?).
P1.27.
IL 704. 14 mm. North of Eponymous Heroes
(I 9).
A tridentwith symbolsorlettersbelow,orperhaps
all a large monogram.
L 232. Trophyon prow.
Pl. 27.
IL 1047. 12 mm. SouthwestArea (C 17).
Palm branchbehindtrophy.
An almost identical type appearsas symbol on
the A.N.S. silver issue of 149/8 B.C. The coin lacks
the palm branch.
L 233. Ear of wheat (2).
Pl. 28.
IL 651. 15 mm. Northslope of Areopagus(0 19).
Ear of wheat (?) with snakein field left, circleor
letter in field right.
One, two and three ears of wheat occuron some
of the publishedtokens, PostolaccaI, nos. 106-112;
II, nos. 519-529; Engel,nos.176-179;Svoronos,1900,
nos. 179, 258, 260.
One,two andfive earsare foundon variousissues
of Atheniancoinsboth bronzeand silverfromthe 3rd
century B.C. into the Roman period.
No parallel has been noted for this token. For
other tokens from the Agorawith representationsof
wheat see Index, and see p. 81 for discussionof these
tokens and their possibleuse.
L 234. Two ears of wheat, inscribed.
Pl. 28.
IL 1230. 13 mm. From outside the excavations,
Hellenistic context with moderndisturbanceat foot
of Pnyx.
Two ears of wheat on single stem; letter TTin
field above; all in wreath.
Perhaps same as publishedtoken, PostolaccaI,
no. 111 (not illustrated).See commentaryon L 233.
L 235. Five ears of wheat, inscribed.
P1. 28.
IL 1159. 15 mm. Between the Metroon and
Odeion(J 9).
Five ears of wheat; E in field near bottom; all in
wreath.
Five ears of wheat do occuron Atheniancoins of
the Imperialperiod,Svoronos,pl. 94, 53-54. Therepresentation is quite different. Perhaps this token should
be placed with those of the later period.
L 236. Wreath.
P1. 28.
IL 1466. 26 mm. Panathenaic Way (S 17).
A small stamp, 7.5 mm. in diameter, of a wreath
placed on a large disk.
L 237. Unidentified.
Pl. 28.
IL 990. 13 mm. Late Hellenistic context in Great
Drain South, deposit C 18:14.
Relatively clear but incomprehensible device,
possibly an animal right, with wing or aphlaston
above.

SECTION IV: ROMAN PERIOD
L 238. Unidentified.
P1. 28.
IL 802. 10 mm. Late Hellenisticcontext in Great
Drain South, deposit B 20:9.
An oval object with lines above.
L 239. Unidentified.
P1. 28.
IL 1169. 13 mm. In front of Temple of Apollo
(I 7). Possibly some combinationof crossed ears of
wheat.
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Three feathers or ears of wheat above a round
object. Uncertainsymbolsin fieldlowerright, perhaps
also lower left.
L 241. Unidentified.
Pl. 28.
IL 1212.17 mm. SouthwestArea(D 15-16).
A tightly closed spiralwith projectingline. Possibly an animal with long bushy tail (such as fox)
curledup asleep.
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L 240. Unidentified.
P1. 28.
IL 1175. 13 mm. Hellenistic to early Roman
context at west end of MiddleStoa, deposit H 13:3.
SECTIONIV
L 242-L 298 ROMANPERIOD

This sectioncontains the tokensbelievedto belong
to the period between Augustus and the sack of
Athens by the Heruli,i.e. fromca.31 B.C.to A.D. 267,
except thosefoundin and around the Stoa of Attalos
whichare publishedbelowas a group, Section V.
Here, becausethe same stamp is sometimesfound
with an unstamped back, sometimes with two or
more differenttypes on the back, the tokens are arrangedalphabeticallyby types without regardto the
fact of whetheronly one or both sides are stamped.

L 242. Apollo.
P1. 28.
40.
the
28
mm.
of
South
IL
Square(1 17).
Standing drapedfigurefacing, head to left, lyre
(?)on left arm, uncertainobject, probablypatera,in
right hand.
Thisis the samerepresentationof ApolloPatroos
as that used on Athenian Imperial coins, Svoronos,
pl. 93, nos. 1-7, cf. especially2-3. The back surfaceof
the token is mostly gone but one trace of an original
surfaceis bumpy and suggests that it too may have
been stamped.This relativelylarge thin disk is about
the same size as the coins, and it is probablyan imitation of a coin ratherthan a properlead token.
L 243. Ares (2) standingleft, inscribed.
P1. 28.
IL 588. 24 mm. Late Romancontext on Kolonos
Agoraios,deposit A 14:2.
Warriorstandingleft, spearin right hand, shield
on left arm; crescentin fieldupperleft. Borderof dots
18 mm. in diameter. Traces of letters around edge,
originallyread as Q AN-I no longervisible.
In poseand equipmentthe figureis almostidentical with one on three publishedtokens of the small
Hellenistic type inscribedITPY,Svoronos,1900, nos.
241-243, pl. IV, 12-13. Cf. also two types with somewhat similarfigures,the one inscribedAIAI, the other
OINEYI,ibid., nos. 277-278, 289, pl. IV, 36-37, 43,

probablyrepresentingtribal heroes. These presumably are also earlierthan this Agoratokenwhichprobably belongsto the early Roman period.
L 244. Athena Parthenos:Head, inscribed. P1.28.
IL 612. 21 mm. North of Hephaisteion(E 6).
A: Athena with spear in left hand, shield on
ground,Nike in right and owl (2) in field lower left.
Borderof dots 16 mm. in diameter.
Athena Parthenos is found on two other lead
tokens neither of which correspondsexactly to this
one. The one, in the NumismaticMuseumin Athens
(B.C.H., LXXXI, 1957, pl. XI, 36, p. 498, also
Hesperia,XXX, 1961,pp. 5-6, pl. 1, e), showsan owl
on a tree (or column or altar) below the right hand
andis inscribedFEP[OY]IIAI(cf.L310forinscription).
The second representation,on a token in the Berlin
Museum,shows a column below the hand (Zeit. fit
Num., X, 1883, p. 152).
Our token is close to the representationsof Athena Parthenoson AthenianImperialcoins, Svoronos, pls. 82, 83, 87. Onthe coins,however,the symbol
at lowerleft is normallya snake.
B: Head right; letters KAPTHOY
at right. Border
of dots 16 mm. in diameter.A chipis missingat left of
the head. The inscription thereforemay be incomplete.
Both Karposand Eukarposare commonnames
in Roman Athens.' If it be true that many of these
tokens, especiallythose of the 2nd and 3rd centuries
after Christ,were tickets of admissionto the various
Games(above, Introductionp. 78) and if the name is
completeand so correctlyread as Karpos,it is barely
possiblethat he might be the Karposnamedas one of
the two agonothetai
of the Severeiacelebratedby the
ephebesin A.D. 221/2,I.G., II2, 2226, line 24 (fordate
see Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, p. 46).

'At least 44 Athenians named Karpos and 148 Athenians named Eukarpos appear in the catalogue of names at the
Institute for Advanced Study.
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L 245. Athena bust: Demeterin serpentcar. P1.28.
IL 290. 14mm. KolonosAgoraios,depositD 11:7.
A: Bust of Athena right in crested Corinthian
helmet; owl behind head.
B: Demeterstanding in car drawnright by two
serpents; upraisedarms perhapscarryingtorch and
grain.
An Athena head or bust right, most often in
Corinthianhelmet, occasionallyin an Attic one, is the
normal obverse on Athenian Imperial coins, and is
found on manytokens,cf. L 246- L 252, L 305-L 309.
The stamp of Demeter on face B is very like a
reverseon someAthenianImperialcoins,see especially Svoronos,pl. 94, 42. See L 94 and L 301B for other
examplesof the serpent-drawncar.A publishedtoken,
Engel,no. 115,showsDemeterrightin serpentcar,but
the details as drawndo not correspondto this token.
L 246. Athena head right.
P1. 28.
IL 1190. 17 mm. North of MiddleStoa (N 12).
Head of Athena right in crested Corinthianhelmet. See commentaryon L 245. This is very close to
the Athena head found on tokens in the group from
the Stoa of Attalos, see L 307, L 308.

L 250 a-g. Athena head right.
P1. 28.
IL 201, 203-204, 209, 212, 253, 258 from deposit
D 10:1. 18-25 mm. (copyof L 251, IL 294,usedas ill.).
Head right in crestedCorinthianhelmet, enclosedin circleof dots 10 mm. in diam. Tracesof letters or ornamentsaround edge, perhaps the entire
device a type of Macedonianshield.
See L 251-L 252 for same type with stamps on
reverse.
L 251 a-e. Athenahead right: Boukranion,countermark.
P1. 28.
IL 274, 294 (ill.) from deposit D 11:6. IL 199
from deposit D 10:1. IL 1440and one uninventoried
from KolonosAgoraios(A-F 9-15). 18-23 mm.
A: Athena head, as L 250.
B: Filleted boukranion with countermark of
dolphinabove, as on L 264 (q.v.).
Similar filleted boukraniaoccur as reverses on
Athenian Imperial coins, Svoronos, pl. 99, and on
Athenianlampsof the late Romanperiod.
Among the published Athenian tokens with
boukraniano exact parallelshave beennoted, Postolacca I, nos. 236-252; Engel, nos. 143-144; Svoronos,
1900,nos. 200-201.
See L 164-L 165 andL 286-L 287 forothertokens
with boukraniafrom the Agora.

L 247. Athena bust right.
P1. 28.
IL 115. 17 mm. Context of 3rd century A.D.,
besidethe GreatDrain (H 12).
Bust right in crestedCorinthianhelmet. A round L 252.Athenaheadright: ThreeGraces,countermark.
P1. 28.
dot besideendof crestmay representa symbol.Border
IL 1139. 25 mm. From foot of KolonosAgoraios
of dots 12 mm. in diameter.
Sharp impression,good workmanship,perhaps (E14).
A: Athena head, as L 250.
early Roman or Hellenistic.
B: Three standing figures, the middle one seen
L 248. Athena bust right, countermark.
P1. 28. from the rear with her arms across the shouldersof
the other two. Countermarkof dolphinat left, as on
IL 1086.24 mm. PanathenaicWay (Q 14).
L
Bust right, crested Corinthianhelmet. Counter- 289 and L 291 (see commentaryto L 264).
This compositionof the three Graceswas very
markof dolphinat right, as on L 264 (q.v.)and others.
popularin Hellenisticand Roman times, found on a
L 249 a-f. Athena bust right: Serapis bust right. wall paintingin Pompeii, in free standing statuettes,
P1. 28. in reliefs,on coinsand gems,perhapsall derivingfrom
from
Bouleuterion
Porch (G 10). IL 157, a painting of the 3rd century B.C. (Furtwiinglerin
IL 117,
at
well
foot
of
from
Kolonos Agoraios, deposit F Roscher.Myth. Lex., I, s.v. Chariten,p. 884; cf. D-S,
12:4. IL 417 (ill.) and two uninventoriedexamples s.v. Gratiae,p. 1667, fig. 3653). The type is also found
from Kolonos Agoraios (A-F 9-15). IL 1191, from
Southwest Area (C 15). 18-25 mm.
A: Bust of Athena right in crested Corinthian
helmet, owl in field right. Very close to stamp of
L 248.
B: Bearded head of Serapis right, wearing modius, in high relief. On one copy (IL 1191) countermark
of palmette behind Serapis. Very like the palmette
stamp on L 212.
Same (?) as Postolacca I, no. 75; II, no. 6; ibid.,
I, nos. 288-284 for Serapis with other reverses.
See L 268, for this same Serapis stamp with prow
as reverse.

on tesserae from Rome, Rostovtzeff, Sylloge, no. 358,
pl. III, 57 of which 84 examples are listed. These have
a modius and ear of wheat beside them, and were used
in the grain distribution. It occurs also on private tesserae from Rome with various reverses, ibid., nos.
2445-2460, pl. VIII, 25-27.
A published Athenian token probably Hellenistic
in date, Svoronos, 1900, no. 98, pl. II, 14, is stamped
with the three Graces but shown in a row all facing
forward corresponding to the symbol on the issue of
A.N.S. coins of 154/3 B.C.
See L 260, another example of same stamp with
plain back.
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SECTION IV: ROMAN PERIOD
L 253. Athena bust and olive tree.
P1. 28.
IL 1442. 33 mm. KolonosAgoraios(A-F 9-15).
Bust of Athena right in high crested Attic helmet; at right olive tree with owl on topmost branch;
in field left symbol, possibly prowfacing left, diameter of stamp 27 mm.
For similarrepresentationsof owl in olive tree cf.
Svoronos,Monnaies,pls. 87, 89, no exact parallels.
At presentthe disk has a roughhole piercednear
the top, so that it couldbe wornon a chain.
This is considerablylargerand thickerthan most
of the tokens and is perhapsbetter thought of as a
medallion.
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lamps of the late Romanperiod,Jahrb.,LXVII, 1952,
fig. 46, p. 127, and pp. 139-140.
Goodworkmanship.Perhapsearly Roman.

L 258. Eros.
P1.28.
IL 835. 25 mm. Contextof 3rd and 4th centuries
after Christ,south of MiddleStoa (N 14).
Plumpwingedfigure,halfrightwith legs crossed;
uncertainobject, to right.
Poor workmanship.
Close to types found on Athenian lamps of 3rd
and 4th centuries, such as those from the Agora,
Perlzweig,Agora,VII, no. 644, Eros with torch and
thyrsos, altar in field, or no. 1539, Eros playing
L 254. Athena bust left on ship.
P1.28. syrinx, with legs crossed, standing before an altar.
IL 1270. 20 mm. Late Roman context in East Closestto examplefromKerameikos,Jahrb.,LXVII,
Stoa (0 14).
1952,fig. 48, p. 127.
Bust of Athena left in crestedCorinthianhelmet
P1. 28.
on a ship; two stars in field below ship (L 255 used L 259. Eros.
IL
1348.
18
mm.
Context
of
5th
A.D.
in
as ill.).
century
southern
of
part Square(M 15).
A token with the same stamp was noted at the
NumismaticMuseum.That copy had a beardedhead
Chubby winged figure right, with arms outstampedon the back. A publishedtoken, Postolacca stretched. Uncertain symbol in field right. Badly
I, no. 76, describedas bust of Athenaleft on boat may worn, poor work, poor lead (?).
be the same as the Agora token. But that copy too
L 260. The Three Graces.
P1.28.
has a stamp on the back, Dionysosthronedright.
IL
1224.
of
the
mm.
16South
16
Square
(L-N
The bust of Athenais very like that shownon an
18).
agonistic table on Athenian coins of the Roman
The upperhalf of the same stamp as L 252. The
period,cf. Svoronos,pl. 88, 58, pl. 91, 14-15.
disk
is too smallfor the full stamp.
See below L 255 and L 256.
L 261. Helios head right, countermark.
P1. 28.
IL 1216. 21 mm. From KolonosAgoraios(C 1314).
Rayed head right; star in field lower right. Uncertain curved object, possibly prow, lower left.
Border of dots 16 mm. in diameter. Illegible round
countermarkat bottom.
See L 313 for another representationof Helios
L 256 a-b. Athena bust left on ship with counter- head.
mark.
(not ill.)
L 262. Hephaistoshead left.
P1. 28.
IL 224, IL 278. 24 mm. Deposit D 11:6.
IL
823.
23
mm.
corner
Southwest
of
Square,
Exactly same compositionbut perhapsnot same
F
16:2.
deposit
L
as
with
254
addition
of
countermark
of
stamp
Beardedhead left with close fitting pointedcap;
dolphinas on L 264 at left.
tongs in field left, hammer(?) in fieldright. Borderof
L 267 a--b. Eros feeding cock: Two snakes. P1. 28. dots 16 mm. in diameter.

L 255. Athenabust left on ship: TwoErotesflanking
a vase.
P1. 28.
IL 1080. 21 mm. From west side of Panathenaic
Way (P 12).
A: Athena bust on ship, as L 254.
B: TwoErotes flankinga vase fromwhich something is rising.

IL 695 (ill.). 22 mm. Context of mid 3rd century
after Christ on north slope of Areopagus, deposit
P 19:1. IL 1467. 20 mm. From north slope of Areopagus (P 18).
A: Kneeling winged Eros, cock feeding from his
hands. Star in field upper right. Border of dots
16 mm. in diameter.
B: Two snakes, facing, rearing; star between.
Border of dots, 16 mm. in diameter.
The same subject, but not same representation,
of an Eros and chicken is found as device on Athenian

The tongs at left are clear on token L 314 which is
possibly from the same die. These with the bearded
head in workman's cap establish the identity of
Hephaistos. Cf. a bronze statuette in Berlin (illustrated in Roscher, Myth. Lex., s.v. Hephaistos, p.
2044) or the Hephaistos on a terracotta lamp of the
2nd century A.D. probably copied from the cult
statue in the Hephaisteion in Athens (Ath. Mitt.,
LXIX-LXX, 1954-55, pp. 66-94, beil. 33).
The same head is stamped on a lead weight in the
Acropolis Museum, Pernice, Griech. Gewichte, pl. I,
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L 263. Hermes: Serapis.
P1. 29.
17 examples:IL 200, 202, 205-208, 211, 213, 215,
deposit D 10:1. IL 292, deposit D 11:7. IL 393, 504,
511 (ill.)and two uninventoriedfromKolonosAgoraios
(A-G 3-15). IL 699, fromBouleuterionPlateia (F 10)
and one uninventoriedfromnorthwestof Bouleuterion
(F 8). 17-21 mm.
A: Hermes, turned slightly left; cap, winged
shoes, and chlamysfallingfromleft arm. Moneybags
in right hand, caduceusin left. In field, lower right,
a star; lower left, indeterminateobject. Border of
dots 14 mm. in diameter.
B: Serapis, semi-draped,wearing modius, head
turned to left. Right arm outstretched,staff in left
hand. In field lowerleft, star. Borderof dots 14 mm.
in diameter.
Hermesis shown in the same pose and with the
same attributes on two publishedtokens, Svoronos,
1900,nos. 230, 231, pl. III, nos. 24, 25. But insteadof a
circleof dots aroundthe figure,thereis an inscription
of which the left half is preservedon the one token,
the right on the other, reading FPAMBOYAand
[A]YPBAIIOY.3
Both these types, the Hermes and the Serapis,
are amongthe most popularof late antiquity.
In Athens this Hermes is used as a reverse on
coins of the Imperialperiod, Svoronos,pl. 92, 27-29,
for which a date of A.D. 192/3 has been suggested
(Hesperia,V, 1936, p. 314). The same figureis found
on an Athenianlamp of the first half of the 3rdcentury after Christ (Perlzweig,Agora, VII, no. 648). A
marblestatue of the Romanperiodof muchthe same
type was found just south of the Square (Hesperia,
VIII, 1939, pp. 236-237, fig. 36). See commentaryto
L 264 for suggesteduse.
This same Hermes occurs on Roman lead tesserae (Rostovtzeff,Bibl. Nat., nos. 297-303, 306-316,
318, 320-322) and as reverse on many Roman Imperial coins. Five of the coins found in the Agoraof
the mid 3rd century all from the Antioch mint have
this Hermesas reverse,two of Valerian,A.D. 253-260,
and threeof Gallienus,253-268;Thompson,Agora,II,
nos. 379, 487, 498.
This Serapis type (Overbeck, Kunstmyth., Miinztafel IV, no. 20) is also a common reverse on Roman
Imperial coins in the 3rd century and four examples
have been found in the Agora, one on a coin of Caracalla, one on a coin of Gordian IIi and two on coins of
Gallienus, op.cit., nos. 216, 306, 468. See below L 319

L 264. Hermesbust right, countermark.
Pl. 29.
Fifty examples: IL 217, 220, 222-223, 225-230,
232 (ill.), 233-239, 242-243, 245-251, 259-260, 263264, 266-267, 269-271, 275-278, 280-282, 283, 285
from deposit D 11:6. IL 255-256 from deposit D
11:7. IL 158 from context of 3rd to 4th century
near Bouleuterion, deposit F 12:4. IL 335 from
KolonosAgoraios(A-F 9-15) and one uninventoried
from the SouthwestArea (B-C 16-17). 19-22 mm.
Bust of Hermesright, with wingedcap, caduceus
over right shoulder. Countermarkof dolphin ca.
1 x 7 mm. placedconsistentlyat right on 45 examples,
at left on three,and at bottom on one.(Onepoorcopy,
IL 283, may not have been countermarked.)These
tokens are mentionedin Hesperia,V, 1936, p. 19.
The head of Hermes,right, is used as obverseon
some small Athenian coins of the Imperial period,
Svoronos,pl. 92, 30-34; pl. 99, 42, 44. He wears the
wingedcap as on the tokenin pl. 92, 32 and pl. 99, 44;
the caduceusis missing.A publishedtoken, Svoronos,
1900, no. 269, pl. IV, no. 28, is similarto but not the
same as ours,with bust of Hermesright and caduceus
over the shoulder,but no trace of cap nor of drapery
aroundthe neck. The publishedtoken is inscribedat
right NIKH(not visible in photograph).
Same (2) as token publishedby Postolacca II,
no. 108, not illustrated.
This countermarkof a dolphinis found on five
other types, L 248, L 251B, L 256, L 265 and L 275,
A differentdolphincountermark,stampedin outline
only, occurson three types, L 252B, L 289 and L 291.
The two dolphin countermarksare found on the
reversesof tokenswhichhave obversesfromthe same
die,L 251 and L 252. Examplesof all the types, except
L 248, are from three closely related deposits on
Kolonos Agoraios,D 10:1, D 11:6 and D 11:7 (see
Deposit List). Thusit seems probablethat these nine
types wereissued by the same authority. Thevarious
subjects of the stamps on which these countermarks
are added, Athena, Hermes, Poseidon, the Three
Graces,a boukranion,helmet and lion's head, give
no particular clue to a specific use.
The place of finding, however, of these fifty
tokens with the head of Hermes and dolphin countermark is perhaps suggestive. 45 examples are from a
pocket of Herulian debris in the corner of a Roman
house some 40 m. to the southwest of the Bouleuterion, deposit D 11:6, two from similar debris over
the same house, one from near the Bouleuterion and

2 According to the
publication the weight measures 50 x 8 mm. and weighs 178.61 gr.

* A large columnar grave monument found in the Agora, Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, p. 275, no. 133, may be the tombstone
of a member of the secretary's family or of the secretary himself. It reads: M~p. Aip. [ - - - ] B6aaov [ - --] and is
dated by letter forms to the 2nd or 3rd centuries after Christ. Bassos is not one of the common names in Roman Athens;
only nine men are listed in the index to C.I.A., III, and no one of these is an Aip•?~iloSBoaaoS.
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Five uninventoriedexampleson which only the
one from the generalarea of Kolonos (one only from
a differentarea, i.e. from the Southwest).The seven- Serapisstampis legiblebelongeitherwith this number
teen examplesof a standingHermestype, L 263, were or with L 249 (one from KolonosAgoraiosA-F 9-15,
all found in this same area, ten from the relatedde- four from SouthwestAreaB-C 16-17).
posits D 10:1 and D 11:7. These do not have the L 269. Serapisbust facing: Uncertain.
P1. 29.
countermark.Two publishedtokens, as noted above
4th
to 7th century
IL 1131. 16 mm. Context of
underL 263, with a very similarHermesare inscribed A.D., southeastof the Agora(S 19).
BOYA(HI).It seemsnot impossible
A: Bust front, bearded,wearingmodius.
FPAM(MATEYI)
that our standingHermesof L 263, the Hermeshead
SeeEngel, no. 98 for anotherexampleof a Serapis
of L 264, and the others connected by the dolphin bust facing on an Athenianlead token. It is not the
countermarks,all found in closely relatedfills not far same stamp, and has a differentreverse.
fromthe Bouleuterion,wereissuedby the grammateus
B: Indeterminateobject in small circle of dots,
boules,possibly for use by membersof the boule at 10 mm. in diameter.Possibly same as prowstamp of
some festival. They will all date from around the L 268B.
middle of the 3rd century after Christ.
L 270 a-b. Seated figureleft.
P1. 29.
Hellenistic
conmm.
1455.
Late
1454
22
IL
(ill.),
L 265. Poseidonbust right, countermark. P1. 29.
Drain
South
Great
text
with
Roman
disturbance,
IL 257. 21 mm. Deposit D 10:1.
Bearded head right; in field right, trident with (C17).
Seated figureleft, with branchin left arm, right
dolphinentwinedaroundit. Borderof dots 16 mm. in
arm
outstretched;snake or tree in front. Crescentin
diameter.Countermarkof dolphinat left as on L 264.
field
upperleft.
This token is in poor condition,details not clear.
All
very confused.Possibly Demeter in serpent
The same stamp without countermarkis found
as
AthenianImperialcoins, Svoronos,pl. 94,
car
on
with variousstamps on the reverse,L 266, L 267 and
9
as
8, (or on coins of Hellenisticperiod,ibid., pl. 103,
L 309 (q.v.for ill.).
no. 37) or Athena seated left, ibid., pl. 87, 36-37; 88,
1-8. See L 245 and L 301B for other representations
L 266 a-b. Poseidonbust right: Youthfulhead left.
of
Demeter.
(not ill.)
IL 121. From lower slope of Kolonos Agoraios L 271. Beardedhead
Pl. 29.
right.
(E 12) and an uninventoriedcopy from southwestern
IL 265. 21 mm. Deposit D 11:6.
part of Square(H-K 13-15). 20 mm.
Bearded head right; sword in field left; large
A: As L 265.
or fish (not a countermark)in field below.
B: Youthful head, left, flung back. Short curly dolphin
Probablysame stamp as PostolaccaII, no. 125,
locks. Borderof dots 19 mm. in diameter.This same
LII.
pl.
stamp is used with differentobverseson L 272 (q.v.
L
272. Beardedheadright:Youthfulheadleft. P1.29.
for ill.) and on L 322.
IL 240. 17 mm. From deposit D 10:1.
The head on B is not unlike some Alexander
A: Wreathedbearded head right, Dionysos or
heads. See for examplean Alexanderwith the hornof
Zeus
(2).
Ammonon a tessera from Egypt, Rostovtzeff, Bibl.
B: As L 266B.
14.
a
somewhat
L
also
no.
Cf.
II,
664,
275,
Nat.,
pl.
The beardedhead on face A is very like the head
similarhead with short curls.
of Dionysosused as obverseon some Athenianbronze
L 267. Poseidonbust right: Prow (2).
(not ill.) coins, Svoronos,pl. 25, 13-50 of the late 1st century
B.C. (fordate see Hesperia,X, 1941, pp. 224ff.).
IL 261. 20 mm. Deposit D 11:6.
A: As L 265-IL266.
L 273 a-c. Head right: Head right.
P1. 29.
B: Prow (?) right, square object in field above.
Border of dots 13 mm. in diameter. See L 280 for the
same stamp with a different obverse.

L 268 a-e. Serapis bust right: Prow.
P1. 29.
IL 219 (ill.), 262, from deposit D 11:6. IL 590,
IL 1215, from Kolonos Agoraios (G 5 and C-D 13-14).
One uninventoried example from north of the temple
of Ares (J 7). 18-25 mm.
A: As L 249B.
B: Prow right in small circle of dots 10 mm. in
diameter, faint traces of wreath outside; perhaps
whole device is a Macedonian shield.

8

IL 268 (ill. A), deposit D 11:6. IL 287 (ill. B),
deposit D 11:7. IL 129, near northwest corner of
Bouleuterion Plateia (F 10). 19 mm.
A:Head right, probably bearded, wearing wreath
or fillet. Trace of small attribute or letter in field
lower left.
B: Head right.
None of the stamps are clear. The head on face B
is smaller than on A.
L 274. Head right.
P1. 29.
IL 130. 18 x 2 mm. Lower slope of Kolonos
Agoraios (F 12). Bust of youth right.
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Similar to head of Hermes (L 264), slightly silverissue of 112/1 B.C., and also like those shownon
smallerin size and no trace of attribute.
pl. 103, nos. 41-46 dated in the 3rd century B.C. by
M. Thompson,Hesperia,XI, 1943, p. 221. Possibly
L 275. Head right, countermark.
P1. 29. late Hellenisticratherthan earlyRomanin date.
IL 244. 20 mm. Deposit D 11:6.
P1.29.
Head right with short curls. Small snake or L 283. Snake.
19
of
1458.
mm.
Near
southeast
corner
IL
Square
anotherlock of hair at back of neck. Countermarkof
15-17).
(Q-T
as
at
on
L
264.
dolphin right
A snake coiled across a cicada (2). Torch and
Much the same type as the youthful heads of
strigil (?) in field.
L 266 and L 272.
See L 122 for anotherrepresentationof a cicada
L 276. Head left, countermark.
P1. 29. side view.
IL 1156. 22 mm. Southwest corner of Square
L 284. Snake: Crossedtorches.
Pl. 29.
(F 15).
338.
20
mm.
IL
Kolonos
Agoraios
12).
(D
Male head left with countermarkof stork and
A: As L 283.
lizard at bottom. Faint impressionof stamp on back,
B: Two crossed torches; in field left, a racingillegible.
This is a countermarkfound on many of the torch, right, a crescent. Incuse rectangular stamp
tokens in the groupfrom the Stoa of Attalos region. 11x 13 mm.
L 285. Agonistictable.
See below L 317.
P1. 29.
IL 1157. 24 mm. Near southwest corner of
L 277. Head left: Prow right.
P1. 29.
IL 1183. 25 mm. On plunderedwall of Odeion Square(F-G 14-15).
Agonistic table between two branches;owl and
(L10).
illegible
object on table. Border of dots, 13 mm. in
A: Beardedhead left in high relief.
diameter. Illegible countermarkin shape of dumbB: Prow right; dot (2) in field below; in incuse bell has obliteratedlowerhalf
of stamp.
stamp 13 mm. in diameter.
Same subject used as reverseon many Athenian
Cf. the tokens with bust of Serapisright, prow
coins. Svoronos,pl. 88, 55-61, pl. 91, 1-48,
of ship, L 268. The head here too is in high relief. Imperial
someof whichcarrythe nameof festivals (Hadrianeia,
Clearlyno modius on this token.
Olympieia,and Panhellenia, cf. Hesperia, V, 1936,
L 278. Boar on wheel.
P1. 29. p. 304). On the coins an owl, bust of Athena and a
wreath normally appear on the table. The illegible
IL 536. 23 mm. North of Hephaisteion(D 5).
object to the right is probablythe bust of Athena.
L 279. Deer.
P1. 29. Thereseemsto be no roomfor the wreathon the token.
IL 1422.19 mm. Contextof 3rdand 4th centuries
P1. 29.
after Christ, near Southwest Fountain House L 286. Boukranion.
1129.
20
mm.
IL
Panathenaic
south
of
Way
(H15).
Filleted
with
star
Deer standingright.
Square (Q-S 17-19).
boukranion
above.
L 280 a-b. Deer: Prow (?).
(not ill.)
Same (?) as PostolaccaI, no.246(notillustrated).
IL 272. Kolonos Agoraios, deposit D 11:6. IL
See L 251B for another filleted boukranionof
1439. KolonosAgoraios(A-F 9-15). 17 mm.
Roman periodand L 164-L 165 for boukraniaof HelBoth examplesare in poor condition.
lenistic date.
A: As L 279.
L 287. Boukranion(?).
B: As L 267B.
P1. 29.
1225.
mm.
IL
of
17
South
Square
16-18).
(M-N
L 281. Horse right.
P1. 29.
Half of boukranion (?) only preserved; high
IL 741. 22 mm. Southwest Area (D 16-17).
Token in very bad condition. In field lower right
a star (?); traces of two symbols above (?).

relief.

L 288. Cluster of grapes (?).
P1.29.
IL 712. 24 mm. Context of 3rd century after
Christ (G 19-20). A thick disk with cluster (?) in
relatively high relief. No details.
Cf. Postolacca II, no. 466 (pl. LII), a cluster just
as crude as this. No close parallels among the published
tokens, Engel, no. 174, Postolacca II, nos. 466-482.

L 282. Pegasos: BcKXos (?).
P1, 29.
IL 289. 17 mm. Context of late 3rd or 4th century
after Christ on Kolonos Agoraios, deposit D 11:7.
A: Pegasos galloping right; in field below, dolphin
right.
B: Possibly the sprouting branch, 3d&KXoS,
of
L 289. Helmet (?) with two countermarks. P1. 29.
Dionysos.
It is very like the PdxXos on the bronze coins,
IL 286. 22 mm. Deposit D 10:1. Possibly a helSvoronos, pl. 77, 26-27, associated with the A.N.S. met; countermark at left of dolphin in outline as on
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L 252B andL 291 (seecommentaryon L 264); another
countermark,illegible, at right.
L 290. Kalathos or altar: Same.
P1. 29.
IL 241. 15 mm. Deposit D 10:1. A kalathos or
altar with three small objects on top. Groundline
below.
The details are not clear on either side. It may
representa kalathoswith three ears of wheat such as
occur on some Athenian coins of the Roman period,
Svoronos,pl. 94, 36 (placedwith the later coins,postHadrianic ?, Hesperia,V, 1936, p. 309).
The "kalathos"howeveris very like the "altars"
on which masksrest, L 329. And the three "objects"
above it may well have been intended as masks.
L 291 a-f. Lion's head with tenon, countermark.
P1. 29.
IL 218, 221 (ill.), 231 from deposit D 11:6. IL
127-128 from context of 3rd century after Christat
northwest cornerof BouleuterionPlateia (F 10). IL
1203 from Southwest Area (B-C 16-17). 21-27 x
5-6 mm.
Lion's head left, with tenon at right as if for attachment.In high relief, probablymoulded.Countermark of dolphin, stamped in outline, as on L 252B
and L 289 (see commentaryon L 264).
Probablysame as PostolaccaII, no. 358 (not illustrated).
The device may be borrowedfrom the lions'
heads used so commonlyat the ends of bracelets,or
from the lion's head spouts. An almost identical representationexists in a small terracottafound in an
Agora well of ca. 400 B.C. (Deposit Q 15:2, Inv.
T 3365).
L 292 a-b. Maskfacing: Illegible.
P1. 29.
IL 1162 (ill.). 18 mm. Near BouleuterionPropylon (I 11). IL 1170. 20 mm. Context of 3rd century
A.D. in front of MiddleStoa (J 12).
An illegible countermark.Both examples are
badly preservedand detailsfar fromclear.
PostolaccaII, no. 721, pl. LII, may be the same
stamp without the countermark.For others with
theater masks see Pickard-Cambridge,Dramatic
Festivals,1953, fig. 206, pp. 273-275.
See L 208-L 209.

L 293. Pine cones (2).
P1. 29.
IL 1172. 18 mm. Panathenaic Way (Q 15).
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Two deep incuse stamps in outline only of pine
cone-shapedobjects.
L 294. Poppy head between two ears of wheat, inscribed.
P1. 29.
IL 740. 24 mm. The lowerslopes of the Areopagus, deposit F 19:6. A in field left, left hasta of a
secondletter, possiblyA in field right.
See L 213 for othertokenswith same subjectand
referencesthereto.
Dumont, p. 97, mentions several tokens with
poppy and wheat inscribedAA and AAA and sugthus associatingthem
gests the restorationq89(oGiXos)
with Eleusis. They soundvery like this token.
The context of the deposit in which this token
was found is that of the late 2nd and first half of the
1st century B.C. In size and generalcharacter,however, this token is so like those of the Roman period
and so unlikethose of the Hellenisticperiodthat I do
not hesitate to place it here.
L 295. Rose (2).
P1. 29.
IL 526. 22 mm. Behind the Stoa of Attalos
(R 12).
A disk with convex top and deep incusestampin
outline only of a rose or possiblythe letter psi.
A token published by Postolacca II, no. 123,
seems to be identical. On the back of that,
LII,
pl.
however,is a stamp of the head of Herakles.
L 296. Scroll.
P1. 29.
IL 1429. 21 mm. Lower slopes of Areopagus

(E12).

A largeLatin S betweentwo raiseddots.
Perhaps the same stamp as Postolacca II, no.
786, although the illustration, pl. LII, shows only
one dot.
L 297. Ship prowleft.
P1. 29.
IL 822. 23 mm. Disturbedcontext in GreatDrain
(D-E 15).
See Index for othertokensfromAgorawith prow
as type.
This may be the same as the publishedtoken,
PostolaccaII, no. 675, pl. LII.
L 298. Unidentified.

P1. 29.

IL 279. 17 mm. Deposit D 11:6.
Possibly a filleted thyrsos of which, however, the
head is lacking.

SECTIONV
L 299-L 331 ROMAN PERIOD: GROUP OF TOKENS OF 3RD CENTURY AFTER CHRIST
FROM STOA OF ATTALOS AND VICINITY
Four hundredand seventy-five tokens (33 types) (23 types) were found in 1954 in the colonnadenear
have been found in the Stoa of Attalos and its im- the north end in a trench dug below the floor level
mediatevicinity. Twohundredand thirteenexamples against the foundationsof the piers for the interior
8*
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columns (deposit Q 7:3). The fill in the trenchcontained, in additionto the tokens, fragmentsfrom the
marblefagade of the Stoa itself, metal fittings from
its woodwork,sherds dating from the middle of the
3rd centuryafter Christand 105 coinswhichrun down
into the reignof Gallienus(A.D.255-268).1Thetrench
was presumably dug shortly after the attack on
Athens by the Heruliansin A.D. 267, probablyto investigate the strengthof the foundationin the process
of buildingthe Late RomanFortificationWall.2
Some 150 tokens, of which 127 were identified(14
types), were found during the excavations of the
GreekArchaeologicalSociety in 1898 in piles resting
on the floorsof the fourthand fifth roomsof the Stoa
(numberedfrom the south).3Another262 (29 types)
werefoundduringthe courseof the Agoraexcavations
in late Romanlevels in the areasimmediatelyin front
of and to the south of the Stoa.4 All but five of the
twenty-nine types found outside of the Stoa proper
are representedin one or otherof the Stoa groups,and
of these, four sharecommonreverseswith those from
the Stoa and the fifth sharesa countermark.5Thusit
seems safe to assume that most of these tokens are
contemporarywith the bulk of the coins from the
trench and like those found on the shop floorswere
in use duringthe last days of the Stoa, i.e. in the years
immediatelyprecedingA.D. 267.
The majority of the tokens in this group are
stampedon both sides, but often the secondstamp is
clearly a later one and differentstamps are variously
combined,that is, the sameobversemaybe foundwith
several differentreverses. Nine types have a single
countermarkof a long-leggedbird holdingan animal
by the tail, probablya stork with a lizard;two types
have two of these same countermarksand two are
found with both one and two countermarks.Three

have a differentcountermarkwhich looks most like a
snail and a rabbit.Both these countermarksare combined in a single stamp, L 317B.
Only one type in this grouphas a clearindication
of its specificuse. L 329 portraysthree theatermasks
and carriesthe title of one of Menander'splays, the
This certainly was an entrance
Theophoroumene.
ticket to a performanceof that play, most probably
at the GreaterDionysia.It seemsnot improbablethat
the others were used also as tickets of admissionfor
variousgamesand festivals. Twenty-sixof the thirtythree types in this groupare connectedby the use of
the same countermarksor reverses,a fact which suggests that they were issued by the same authority.6
That is, after the first use they returnedto the source
and after a second stamp was added on the back, or
one or more countermarksto distinguishthem from
the original,they were passed out again for a second
or third use. This procedurewould seem the natural
one to followin issuingtickets for recurringevents.
Aside from the major Attic festivals such as the
Panathenaia,the Dionysia and the Eleusinia many
gamesin honorof emperors,heroesor gods werecelebratedeach year by the ephebes.Thevariety of types
and the evidence of re-use within a relatively short
period (for the active life of these casually stamped
lead diskscannothave beenlong)makeit temptingto
suggestthat many of them, perhapsall of the 26 connected types, wereissuedfor these ephebicgames.7
Some of the types can be interpretedas referring
directly to the games, others perhaps as speaking
symbolsforthe namesof the agonothetaiof the ephebes
who presumablyissued the admission tickets. The
latest known completeephebicinscription,I.G., II2,
2245 of 262/3 or 266/78lists ten games celebratedin
that year: Germanikeia,Antinoeiaat Eleusis, Askle-

1 The list of the coins follows:
4
Trebonianus Gallus, 251-253
4
Illegible
7
Athens, 297-255 B.C.
1
Valerian, 253-260
21
1
Athens, Roman Imperial
Mariniana, 253-257
Marcus Aurelius, 161-180
1
3
Gallienus, 253-268
Lucius Verus, 161-169
1
8
Gallienus, 254-260
1
Plautilla, 202-205
29
Gallienus, 260-268
Julia Mamaea, 226-231
1
6
Gallienus, 262-267
Gordian III, 238-244
3
7
Salonina, 260-268
2
2
Philip I, 244-248
Macrian, 260-261
1
1
Trajan Decius, 249-251
Quietus, 260-261
Herennius Etruscus, 250-251
1
Note that of the 101 identified coins 64 date from the reigns of Valerian and Gallienus and that only five are definitely earlier
than the reign of Gordian III.
2 Cf.
? For the games in which the ephebes took part see
Agora Guide,2pp. 81, 86-87.
3 Published by K.D.
Mylonas, 'Ep. 'ApX., 1901, pp. 119Graindor, "Itudes sur l'ephebie attique sous l'empire",
Musee Belge, XXVI, 1922, pp. 165-228. See also J. P.
120, pl. 7.
4 Mentioned in Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 357, some illusShear, Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 285-327, who associates the
reverses of many Athenian Imperial coins with specific
trated, fig. 20, p. 356; and Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 213.
festivals and games.
5 From the area around the Stoa only two lead tokens
were found that do not tie in with the Stoa group, and
8 or dat see Graindor, Chronologie,pp. 257, 265, and
only a single example of each type. These are published Musde Belge, XXVI, 1922, p. 196, Wilamowitz-Moellendorff,
in the general catalogue as L 28 and L 295.
Der Glaubeder Hellenen, II, 1932, pp. 473, 482.
6L
809, L 311-L 812, L313,L814,L825,8329not connected.
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Antinoeiaiv o-rrEt,
Epinipeia,AntoneiaimriMd[pKcp],
kia, Athenaia, Hadriania, a second Epinikia and
Theseia.The two types representingAsklepios,L 299
andL 300, mightwell have beenusedat the Asklepeia.
Two and possibly a third can be associatedwith the
Theseia, Theseusand the MinotaurL 305, the Minotaur L 327, and possibly the bull L 324 (if called the
MarathonianBull). The five stamps with Athena,
L 301-L 303, L 304, L 305-L 306, L 307-L 308, L 309,
might have been used for the Athenaia,thoughequally appropriatefor the Panathenaia. The Nike combined with Zeus, L 323, would not have been inappropriatefor one of the Epinikias.Two types, L 315
and L 316, seem to show Commodusas Herakles;the
latest attested celebrationof the Commodeia,however, is in I.G., II2, 2208 of 212/3 or a little later.
I can see no particularephebicconnectionsfor the
seated Dionysos,L 310, with the inscriptionmentioning the lEp yEpovoafa,although it does carry the
countermark.
The fact that this groupwas found in and around
the Stoa of Attalos suggests a possible association
with the building. This is particularlytrue for those
found in piles on the shop floors. The tokens could
have been distributedfromthe stoa, or broughtback
to the Stoa for re-stampingbefore another use, or
possibly collected at the Stoa for admission to its
upper colonnadeat the time of one of the festivals.
The last suggestion could scarcely be true for the
12 tickets to the Theophoroumene
which,however,do
not have the countermark.Either of the first two
would seem possiblebut there is insufficientevidence
on which to base a choice.

L 299 a-e. Asklepiosseatedleft, countermark.P1.30.
IL 385 (ill.), 419, 1110 and two uninventoried
from in front of Stoa (O-P 7-8). 20-23 mm.
Asklepiosseated left on stool, leaningon serpent
staff. In fieldleft, tree-trunkand crescentmoon;right,
five stars; to left of head uncertainobject. Borderof
dots 17 mm. in diam. Two countermarksof stork
and lizard.
This seatedAsklepiosis a familiartype in Athens
especiallyon votive reliefsfromthe 4th centuryB.C.,
such as that illustrated in Ath. Mitt., II, 1877, pl.
XVII. Cf.also a smallrelieffromthe Agora,S 593.

L 300 a-i. Asklepios, Hygieia, and Telesphoros,inscribed,countermark.
P1. 29.
IL 375, 384, 430 (ill.), 467, 1117 and one uninventoriedfrom in front of Stoa (O-P 7-8). IL 1334,
18385and one uninventoried from deposit Q 7:3.
80-33 mm. Eight examplesfound on Stoa shopfloors,
'Eq. 'ApX.,1901, no. 3.
Asklepiosand Hygieia facingwith smallfigureof
Telesphorosbetween. In field right, palm branch;
snake beside Asklepios'right leg; uncertainobjectin
field above. Letters (no longer legible) aroundedge
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left to right,EYTYXHX.
Borderof dots28mm. in diam.
Countermarkprobablyof stork and lizardat bottom.
Asklepios,Hygieia, and Telesphorosare foundin
this same compositionon Imperial coins of various
cities in Asia Minorin the late 2nd and the 3rd centuries after Christ.See for examplethe coins of Julia
Domna from Tavium, B.M.C., Galatia,Cappadocia,
andSyria, p. 26, no. 13, pl. V, 8 andthoseof Septimius
Severus, Maximinus, Philip I and Valerian from
Cotiaeum,B.M.C., Phrygia, pp. 167, 172-174, 177,
178, pl. XXII, 5.
The cult of Telesphoroswas introducedin Athens
towardsthe end of the 2nd centuryafter Christ.9His
cult may have had some special connectionwith the
ephebes for his name heads two ephebic lists, I.G.,
112, 2127, line 10 and 2227, line 3 of 194/5 and 224/5
respectively (Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 53, 54).
Telesphoroswas used as a man's name also in 3rd
century Athens. M. Aelius Telesphorosis named as
agoranomoson a lead weight, Pernice, Griech.Gewichte,no. 622, and an AureliusTelesphorosservedas
one of the agonothetesfor the ephebiccelebrationof
the Antinoeia av&OTEt
of 238/9or 242/3,E.G.,II2,2242,
lines 24-26.
Thetokenis inscribedEutyches,a commonname
in Athens in the 3rd centuryafter Christ.The choice
of subjectthereforeprobablydoesnot carryany reference to a personnamedTelesphoros.
L 301 a-d. Athenaandolive: Demeterin car(?)P1.30.
IL 399 (ill. for B), 451, 1108,1109fromin frontof
Stoa (O-P 7-8). 22-24 mm.
A: Athenamovingto her left with shieldon left
arm; olive tree to her right; in field lower right a
snake. Borderof dots 19 mm. in diam. (see L 303A,
for illustration).
B: Standing drapedfigurefacing left with right
arm outstretched;wheel at lower left; in field right,
snake,star, and tracesof wing or secondfigure.
The Athenastamp on face A is overstruckwith a
stamp of Heraklesand Tripod(L 315). All preserved
copiesrepresentre-usesand the detailsarenot clearon
either side.
Variousrepresentationsof Athena and an olive
tree are found on AthenianImperialcoins; no exact
parallelfor this compositionhas been noted, but see
Svoronos,pl. 84, 86-39, pl. 87, 26.

The stamp on face B may represent Demeter in
the serpent car. See Svoronos, pl. 94, 19-26, for representations on Athenian Imperial coins and L 245B
for another representation on a token. The stamp could
be interpreted as Nemesis with wheel beside her. The
subject but not a similar representation is used on a

9 Schmidt, s.v. in Roscher, Myth. Lex. For other references to the cult in Athens see Robinson, Agora, V, pp.
52-53, and notes 9, 10, 11, and Grandjouan, Agora, VI,
p. 35 and note 17.
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lead token published by Svoronos, 1900, no. 251,
pl. iv, 8.
L 302. Athenaand olive: Heraklesand tripod.
(not ill.)
IL 1320fromdeposit Q 7:3. 22 mm.
A: Athena and olive, as L 301A.
B: Heraklesand tripod, as L 315 (q.v.).
L 303. Athenaand olive: Groupof symbols. P1. 30.
Twelve examples: IL 447, 448, 524, 1115, 1243
and two uninventoriedfrom in front of Stoa (0 7,
P 11 and N-P 7-13). IL 1330 and two uninventoried
from deposit Q 7:3. IL 1087 (ill. face A) from area of
Stoa (P-R 7-130). IL 1269 from East Stoa (0 15).
18-22 mm.
A: Athena and olive tree, as L 301A.
B: Groupof symbols,as L 330 (q.v.).
The group of symbols stamp is in all examples
much fresher than the Athena on face A. It seems
clearthat the Athenatokens werebeing re-usedwith
a new stamp added on the back.
L 304. Athenaand Nike, two countermarks. Pl. 30.
IL 1202fromMiddleStoa Terrace(N 12). 25 mm.
One example found on Stoa shop floors, 'Eyp.
'ApX.,1901, no. 6.
Athenaat right with spearin left hand, Nike approaching from left with wreath. Border of dots
18 mm. in diam. Two countermarksprobablyof stork
and lizard.

examples,however,is it sufficientlywell preservedto
establishthis as a fact.
L 307. Athena head: Bull.
P1. 30.
23 examples:IL 434 (ill. face A), 488, 628, 1236
and two uninventoriedfrom in front of Stoa (O-P
7-9). IL 1333 and 13 uninventoriedfrom deposit
Q7:3. IL 1121 from Stoa colonnade. IL 736 from
SouthwestArea (B 22). IL 1124 from centralpart of
Square(J 13). 21-23 mm.
A: Head of Athena right in crested Corinthian
helmet. Borderof dots 17 mm. in diam.
B: Bull left, as L 324A (q.v.).
The Athena head is the type used as obverseon
most Athenian coins of the Imperial period. It is
fairly close to those found on some of the coins assigned to the 3rd century (Hesperia,V, 1936, pl. IX,
4-7, p. 326, fig. 30, 3). The two examplesof this token
found outside the area of the Stoa may be from different dies. See L 245, L 246, L 248, L 249 for other
tokens with Athenahead in Corinthianhelmet.
L 308 a-b. Athena head, countermark:Tyche(?).
(not ill.)
Two examples: IL 554 from in front of Stoa
(P 9-10). IL 1088 from south of Stoa (Q-R 12-15).
24-27 mm.
A: Athena head as L 307A with addition of
countermark,possiblyof snail and rabbit.
B: Standing draped figure, possibly Tyche, as
L 322A (q.v.).
L 309. Athena bust: Poseidonbust.
P1. 30.
Thirteenexamples:IL 396(ill.),466,553, 577, 581
and five uninventoriedfrom in front of Stoa (0-P
7-10). IL 1332 and two uninventoriedfrom deposit
Q7:3. 20-22 mm.
A: Bust of Athenain crestedCorinthianhelmet;
in field, a star; lower right, prow of ship. Borderof
dots 14 mm. in diam.
B: Bust of Poseidonright, as L 265-L 267.

L 305 a-c. Athenabust: Theseusand Minotaur.
P1. 30.
IL 476 (ill. face A) from in front of Stoa (0 7).
IL 1325 (ill.face B), 1326 from deposit Q 7:3. 20 mm.
A: Athena bust in high crested Attic helmet.
Borderof dots 17-18 mm. in diam.
B: Theseusat right with swordabove his head,
the minotaurfalling to left; star in field. Border of
dots 17 mm. in diam.
The types on both faces are found on Athenian
Imperialcoins. In fact the combinationof the two is L 310 a-i. Dionysos seated, inscribed,countermark.
found on one series with Athena in Attic helmet as
PI. 30.
obverseand Theseusand Minotauras reverse,SvoroWith one countermarkof stork and lizard. IL
nos pl. 96, 17. Theserelativelychunkylead tokenscan 1111,in frontof Stoa
(0 7) 28 mm. With two counterscarcelyhave been intendedto pass as coins.
marks of stork and lizard. IL 477, 1112 (ill.), 1113
L 306. Athena bust, two countermarks: Illegible.
P1. 30.
Twenty-seven examples: IL 398, 461, 1116, 1239,
1242 from in front of north end of Stoa (O 7). IL 1094
and seven uninventoried from in front of Stoa (N-P
7-12). IL 1306, 1327 (ill.), 1373 and eleven uninventoried from deposit Q 7:3. 22-27 mm.
A: Athena bust, as L 305, with addition of two
countermarks, of snail and rabbit (see L 317 for
countermark).
B: Illegible stamp. It seems probable that the
stamp is the Theseus and Minotaur of L 305 B. On no

and two uninventoried from in front of Stoa (N-P
7-13). IL 1336-7 and one uninventoried, deposit Q
7:3. 25-28 mm. Five found on Stoa shop floors,
'ApX., 1901, no. 9.
'Eq•.
Dionysos seated right on throne, staff in left
hand, uncertain object in right. In field left, kantharos
and crescent; lower right, thyrsos or cluster. Letters
around edge from left to right, IEPACFEPOYC[I]AC,
in exergue, right to left
Border of dots, 22 mm.
in diam.
KAC..
This seated Dionysos, based on the Alkamenes
cult statue, is found on Athenian Imperial coins,
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Svoronos,pl. 92, 8-21, and on those of the New Style.
See L 86 for similar type on a token of Hellenistic
period,and commentarythereonfor otheruses of the
type.
The inscription might be restored to read [6]
The letters in the exergue
1Ep6syEpoua[f]aS[&pXcov].
are
of
man's
a
name of which the
part
presumably
the
first
letter
or possibly the
is
kappa probably
second. If it be the first letter one might suggest the
name KAcb[8tGo].
The SacredGerousiain Athenswas a publicbody
establishedin the reign of MarcusAureliusand Commodus which displayed a particularinterest in the
conductof religiousfestivals.10
MarcusClodiusPupienus Maximus,emperorin
238, might be relatedto an Athenianfamily of whom
MarcusUlpius Eubiotus Leuruswas one of the most
distinguishedpublic benefactors.This possibilityhas
been suggestedbecause one of the sons of the latter
was namedMarcusUlpiusPupienusMaximus(Oliver,
op.cit., p. 132). The Athenianfamily had some connection with the Sacred Gerousia,ibid., text 31, pp.
125-141. If Klodiusis in fact the name on the token
on which the Sacred Gerousiaalso appears,he might
be a hitherto unknown member of this family.
See commentaryon L 244, for anotherAthenian
token inscribedrFp[ou]aoaS.
L 311. Helios in quadriga.
(not ill.)
Seventeen examples: IL 379, 380, 405, 409, 520
and three uninventoriedfrom in front of Stoa (three
in P 7, one in O 8, one in O 11). IL 1338and six uninventoried from deposit Q7:3. IL 370 from Kolonos
Agoraios(D 6). IL 1036from SouthwestArea (D 16).
20-22 mm. (See 312A for ill.)
Helios in spread quadriga;whip in right hand,
reins in left. Borderof dots 15 mm. in diameter.
This type is used as reverseon coins of Aurelian,
Rom. Imp. Coin., V, 1, p. 274, no. 78 and on many
coins of Probus,ibid., V, 2, p. 118,no. 911 et al., pl. V,
9 and 10. These examplesit must be noted are later
than the assumedpre-A.D. 267 date for the tokens.
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in left; in field three stars, one above, two below.
Borderof dots 16 mm. in diameter.
Engel publisheda copy of this token, no. 53.
This same stamp of Seleneoccurson an irregular
piece of lead, probablyused as a sealing,L 335 below.
Selene (or Diana or Luna) in a biga drawn by
bulls is a not uncommontype in Roman Imperial
times, used for example on coins of Caracallaand
Salonina (Rom.Imp. Coin., IV, 1, p. 254, no. 284,
pl. XII, 19; V, 1, p. 198, no. 63).
L 313 a-d. Helios bust: Uncertain representation.
P1. 30.
Four examples: IL 479 and one uninventoried
from in front of Stoa (0 7). IL 1323 (ill.), 1324 from
deposit Q7:3. 19 mm.
A: Malebust left rayed; protomeof horsein field
lower left, palmbranchin field right. Borderof dots
12 mm. in diam.
B: Uncertainrepresentation.
See L 261 for another representationof rayed
head of Helios.
L 314 a-b. Hephaistoshead: Themistokleson galley.
P1. 30.
Two examples:IL 463, 1118 (ill.) fromin frontof
Stoa (O-P 7-8). 21 mm. Oneexample,probablysame,
found on Stoa shop floors,'Eq. 'ApX., 1901,no. 8.
A: Head of Hephaistosleft, as L 262.
B: Figure facing front standing on small ship
right; uncertainobject in left hand; two dolphins(2)
belowship. Borderof dots 16 mm. in diam.
Onface B the detailsarefarfromclear.Thefigure
almost certainly, however, represents Themistokles
holdinga trophystandingon a galley. The stampcorrespondsclosely to the scene used as reverseon some
Athenian Imperial coins, Svoronos, pl. 97, cf. especiallynos. 10 and 11.

L 315. Heraklesand tripod.
(not ill.)
94 examples(withoutcountermark):IL 376, 400,
411, 441,450, 452, 453, 471, 698 and 12 uninventoried
from in front of Stoa (N-P 7-13). IL 1318, 1319 and
L 312. Helios in quadriga:Selenein biga.
P1. 30. 70 uninventoriedfrom deposit Q7:3. IL 1090 from
Eighteen examples: IL 171, 449, 455, 508, 523, SouthwestArea (D 18). 21-25 mm.

525, 568, 585, 658, 1240 and two uninventoried from
in front of Stoa (N-P 7-12). IL 1839 (ill.) and two uninventoried from deposit Q7:3. IL 365 from Kolonos
Agoraios (E 6). One uninventoried from central part
of Square (M-O 9-11) and one from Southwest Area
(B-C 16-17). 20-23 mm. Twenty found on the Stoa
shop floors, 'Eq. 'ApX., 1901, no. 5.
A: Helios, as L 311.
B: Selene in biga drawn by bulls, left; small
wings or scarf on shoulder, torch in right hand, reins
10

J. H. Oliver, The Sacred Gerousia, Hesperia, Supplement VI, 1941, pp. 5ff. See also B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, XXX,
1961, pp. 231-236, no. 31, and XXXII, 1963, pp. 26-30, no. 27.

31 examples with countermark of stork and lizard: IL 377, 421, 459, 521, 1249 and seven uninventoried from in front of Stoa (N-P 7-13). IL 1321
and 17 uninventoried from deposit Q 7:3. IL 351
from Kolonos Agoraios (D 6). 21-25 mm.
Nude male figure, laureate (?), seated left on rock,
facing a tripod from which a snake arises; uncertain
object in right hand. Border of dots 17 mm. in diam.
(See L 316A, for illustration.)
The type, the young Herakles seated left on a
rock facing a tripod, goes back well into the Greek
period, found for example on coins of Kroton as early
as the 4th century B.C. Much the same type is found
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on an inscribedRomantoken (Rostovtzeff,Bibl. Nat.,
no. 416, pl. XII, 1): Heraklesseated left on chair or
throne with skyphosin left hand and tripodin front.
The inscription reads CE-RTI and the tessera is
vir. signata.It maybe
classedas a tesseracognominibus
noted that the reverse of this Roman token is a
standingNeptunewith dolphinand trident similarto
the Tritonon L 320.
This Atheniantype may possiblyrepresentCommodusas Heraklesas he is shownin a similarposefor
example on a coin from Alexandria(B.M.C., Alexandria and the Nomes, no. 1411, pl. VI). See commentary on L 316.
For other occurrencesof this same stamp overstruckon earliertypes or usedwith a stampedreverse
see L 301, L 302, L 316, L 317.
L 316 a-c. Herakles and tripod: Bust of youth.
P1. 30.
IL 428, 1244 (ill.) from in front of Stoa (N-P
7-13). IL 318 from southwest cornerof Square,deposit F 13:2. 19-21 mm.
A: Heraklesand tripod, as L 315.
B: Bust of youth left; clubin fieldbehind.Border
of dots 17 mm. in diam.
The long face and relativelyflat back of the head
resemblethe youthful heads of Commodusas shown
on coins issued during the joint reigns of Marcus
Aurelius and Commodus(B.M.C., Rom. Emp., IV,
pl. 84, nos. 13, 14; pl. 85, nos. 5, 6; pl. 88, no. 15 and
especiallypl. 89, no. 1). This token may wellrepresent
Commodusin the guise of Herakles. Medallionsof
Commodusissued between 177 and 180 show him as
a young Herakles (ibid., p. cxvii). For further examples of Commodusposing as Herakles see commentary on L 315.
L 317 a-i. Heraklesand tripod:Threecountermarks.
P1. 30.
Nine examples: IL 584 (ill. as face B) from in
front of Stoa (N-P 7-13). IL 1322 and seven uninventoriedfromdeposit Q 7:3. 22-26 mm.
A: Heraklesand tripod, as L 315.
B: Threecountermarks:a) a stork holdinglizard
by the tail, b) a snail and rabbit (?), c) a plump

pitcher or an owl.
The stork with lizard is used by itself as a countermark on 14 types: L 276, L 299, L 300, L 304, L 310,
L 315, L 319, L 320, L 321, L 323, L 326, L 327, L 328,
L 330. The snail and rabbit is used certainly on one
type, L 306, and possibly on two others, L 308 and L 322.
The first countermark, a), is clearly a long-legged
bird holding an animal by the tail. The impressions
are far from clear and it could be either a stork or
crane with lizard or mouse. It closely resembles a
gem with stork and lizard.11
11

Imhoof-Blumer und Keller, Tier- und Pflanzenbilder,

Leipzig,1889, pl. XXII, 5.

L 318. Herakleshead: Bust of Minotaur.
P1. 30.
Twelve examples:IL 436 (ill. face A), 437, 444,
454, 490, 501, 660 from in front of Stoa (O-P 7-8).
IL 1328 (ill. face B) and four uninventoriedfrom deposit Q 7:3. 19-22 mm.
A: Bearded head right, club in field behind.
Borderof dots 15 mm. in diam.
B: Bust of Minotaur,as L 327 (q.v.).
Thefact that the headon face A is beardedmakes
the identificationas Heraklesalmost inevitable. The
club is also an attribute of Theseus,but Theseus is
never-shown with a beard in this period. (Roscher,
Myth. Lex., s.v,, p. 746 and Svoronos,Monnaies,pl.
89, no. 25, pl. 90, nos. 45, 47, et. al.).
L 319. Serapis,countermark.
(not ill.)
Oneexamplewith one countermarkof storkand
lizardat bottom: IL 1342fromdeposit Q 7:3.
Threeexampleswith one countermarkin center
of back: IL 383, 1106 fromin front of Stoa (O-P 7);
one uninventoriedfrom deposit Q 7:3.
Nine exampleswith two countermarksof stork
and lizardon front: IL 389, 420, 1105fromin frontof
Stoa (O-P 7-8). IL 1252 from southwest of Stoa
(N-Q 12-14). IL 1343 and four uninventoriedfrom
deposit Q 7:3. 22-25 mm.
Serapisstanding, semi-draped,wearingmodius,
head 1., r. arm raised, staff in 1. hand; in field r.
crestedserpent,1.scrolls(seeL 320A for illustration).
See L 263B for anotheruse of this well-known
Serapistype, but froma differentdie.
Note that all the examplesof this stampon which
the backis not also stampedhave one or two countermarksof stork and lizard.
L 320. Serapis:Triton,inscribed.
P1. 30.
Five examples without countermark:IL 469,
1103 (ill. face B a), from in front of Stoa (0 7). IL
1340 and two uninventoriedfrom deposit Q 7:3.
21-22 mm. Ten examplesfound on Stoa shop floors,
'Eq. 'ApX.,1901, no. 12.
84 exampleswith countermarkof storkand lizard
at bottom of face B: IL 378, 382, 387, 388, 397, 402,
403, 406 (ill. face A), 407, 408, 424, 425, 426, 427,
438-440, 458, 460, 468, 470, 472-475, 487, 489, 509,
542, 622, 665, 1081, 1093, 1104 (ill. face B b), 1241 and
29 uninventoried from in front of Stoa (N-P 7-13).
IL 1341 and 13 uninventoried from deposit Q 7:3.
IL 25, 43-46 and one uninventoried from south of
Square (I 17 and K-N 6-9). 20-24 mm. 44 examples
found on Stoa shop floors, 'Eq. 'ApX., 1901, no. 13.
A: Serapis, as L 319, but without countermark.
B: Triton with attributes and stance of Poseidon:
bearded figure with fish-tail legs, dolphin on outstretched right hand, trident, in left. Around figure
left to right f'OlEl. Border of dots 15 mm. in diameter.
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In all cases the triton is the fresherand so presumablythe later of the two stamps. Two uses of this
type are attested, one without and one with the
countermarkof stork and lizard.
The legend,probablyan abbreviationfor a name
such as Poseidonios,wouldseem to identify the figure
in spite of the fish-tails as Poseidon himself, rather
than with one of the lesser sea gods or tritons, such
as Briareusor Aigaionnormallyshown with fish-tail
legs (D-S, s.v. Briareus,fig. 881). One need not be
surprisedto see Poseidon shown with fish-tail legs in
Athensin the 2nd or 3rd centuriesafter Christ,for the
tritonswith their fish-taillegs placedin the Antonine
period at the north entrance to the Odeion in the
Agora have the body and head of Poseidon copied
from the Parthenonwest pediment (Hesperia,XIX,
1950, pp. 103ff.). The pose with trident in one hand
and dolphin on the other is a well known Poseidon
type found on gems and coins of the Imperialperiod
(Overbeck,Kunstmyth.,text III, p. 283, type III).12
L 321 a-g. Serapis:Rosette, countermark. P1. 30.
Seven examples: IL 386, 429, 464, 659 and two
uninventoriedfrom in front of Stoa (N-P 7-8). IL
1347 (ill. face B) from deposit Q 7:3. 20-24 mm.
Sevenexamplesfound on Stoa shopfloors,
'E•p.'ApX.,
1901, no. 11.
A: Serapis,as L 319, without countermark.
B: Five-petalled rosette. Countermarkof stork
and lizard below.
The rosette is obviouslythe later stamp; Serapis
is partially obliterated.

A: Standing draped figure, facing, head left,
crescent-shapedobject in left hand, cornucopiaor
torch in right; in field right, palm branch,lower left
uncertainobject.Borderof dots 14 mm. in diam.
B: Youthful head flung back, as L 266B and
L 272B (q.v.).
Note that stamp A is also used as reverse on
L 308. The impressionsof stampA are all much worn
and the attributesfar from certain.

similar to our triton (Grueber, Coins of the Roman Republic,
III, pl. LIII, no. 10). This same moneyer also issued coins
with a radiate head of Helios on one side and Selene in a
biga on the other. One of the types of tokens in our group
under discussion has Helios in a spread quadriga on one
side, and Selene in a biga on the other. Both are common
types but neither has any very obvious Athenian connection.
Babelon (Rom. Rep., II, pp. 514-518) suggested that all
three were symbols of the Valeria clan. Grueber (op. cit.,
I, p. 534, note 2) rejects Babelon's suggestions. It is perhaps
no more than a curious coincidence that types similar to
three of the unusual types issued by L. Valerius Acisculus
should be used some three hundred years later on lead
tokens in Athens which may well date from the reign of
Valerian the emperor.

B: Corinthian helmet, as L 328 (q.v.).
Stamp A also occurs as reverse with an Athena
head, L 307.
The animal is perhaps the Marathonian bull of
Theseus's exploit. The group of Theseus and the bull
is used as reverse on Athenian coins of the Imperial
period (Svoronos, pl. 95, nos. 17-21). The minotaur
who appears on the coins only with Theseus is shown
alone on one of these tokens (L 327).
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L 323. Zeus: Nike.
Pl. 30.
Fourteenexampleswithoutcountermark:IL 381
(ill.), 422, 442, 457, 1107and four uninventoriedfrom
in front of Stoa (O-P 7-8). IL 1344 and three uninventoried from deposit Q 7:3. IL 24 from south of
Square (F-H 16-17). 20-22 mm. Eleven examples
on Stoa shop floors,'Ep. 'ApX.,1901,no. 10.
Two examples with countermarkof stork and
lizardon face A: IL 1345and one uninventoriedfrom
deposit Q 7:3.
A: Zeusseatedleft on throne,Nikein righthand,
staff in left; in fieldright thunderbolt,left star, crescent below throne. Border of dots 17 mm. in diameter.
B: Nude winged figurein biga drawnto left by
two horses, whip in right hand: in field upper right
star; wavy ground line. Border of dots 16 mm. in
diameter.
This Zeustype, the Olympiancult statue, occurs
as a reverse on Athenian Imperial coins, Svoronos,
pl. 92, 1-2, and as reverseon many Roman Imperial
coins of the 3rd century, e.g. on coins of Valerian
and of Gallienus(ibid.,
L 322. Tyche (?): Youthful head left.
P1. 30. (Rom.Imp. Coin.,V, 1, p. 55)
Twelve examples:IL 410, 528, 538, 539 (ill. face pp. 91, 173).
Nike in a biga, either left or right, is also a comA), 543, 592, 629, 1095, 1096, 1421 and two uninmon
reverseon Roman Imperialcoins, e.g. on those
ventoried from in front of Stoa (N-P 7-13). 17-20
of
Valerian
(ibid.,pp. 49, 59) and of Gallienus(ibid.,
mm. One example found on Stoa shop floors, 'E"p.
131,
140, 162).
pp.
136,
4.
no.
'ApX.,1901,
Two exampleswith countermarkprobablysnail L 324 a-c.
Bull: Helmet.
Pl. 30.
and rabbit in center of face B: IL 478, 576 from in
Threeexamples:IL 423, 435, 1238 (ill.) from in
front of Stoa (O-P 7-10). Diam. 19-20 mm.
front of Stoa (0-P 7-8). 18-20 mm. Nine found on
Stoa shop floors,'Ep. 'APX.,1901,no. 2.
12 L. Valerius Acisculus, a moneyer in Rome in about 45
A: Bull standingleft; in fieldlowerleft uncertain
B.C., used on some of his coins an anguepedic giant facing,
which in spite of snakes instead of fishes as legs is quite small object; above star or singleletter.

L 325. Eagle left.
P1. 30.
Twenty examples: IL 395, 465, 537, 547, 582,
583, 586, 649, 661, 1092, 1237, and four uninventoried
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from in front of the Stoa (N-P 7-12). IL 1346 (ill.)
and four uninventoried from deposit Q 7:3. 18-22
mm.
Eagle standingleft, headturnedback,wreath(9)
in beak. In field right, filleted boukranion;left, star;
lowerleft, branch.Borderof dots 15 mm. in diameter.
The backs are smooth except on two examples
which have traces of an earlier illegible stamp. All
copies of this token are much worn.
L 326. Lion'shead,inscribed,countermark. P1. 30.
Thirteenexamples:IL 480, 519, 569 fromin front
of Stoa (0-P 7-12). IL 1314, 1315 (ill. a), 1316 (ill. b),
1317and six uninventoriedfromdeposit Q 7:3. 18-20
mm.
Lion's head with open mouth right. Inscription
aroundedgein frontof headAHMNIO.Borderof dots
14 mm. in diameter.Countermarkof storkand lizard.
A similar lion's head on a published token of
smallersize, Svoronos,1900,no. 148a,pl. II, 30, is inscribedA E 9 and assignedby Svoronosto the tribe
Leontis.
The name Lemnios is found in an ephebe list

Six examples on shop floors, 'ET. 'ApX., 1901,
no. 1.
Threetheatermaskson altars.Inscriptionin two
lines GEOOOPOY
MENH.Borderof dots 20 mm. in
diameter.
An exampleof this token, probablyin the Numismatic collectionof the National Museumat Athens,
has been publishedand illustratedin many books on
the theater.13
Obviouslythis token is an entranceticket to a
productionof Menander'sTheophoroumene
probably
at the city Dionysia. The presenceof these tokens in
this group,whichseemsto date fromthe middleof the
3rd century, suggests that the Menanderplay was
performedin Athensat least as late as the firsthalf of
the 3rd centuryafter Christ.

L 330 a-j. Groupof symbols, countermark. P1.30.
IL 404, 431, 432, 433 (ill.), 456, 1114 and three
uninventoriedfrom in front of Stoa (O-P 7-8). IL
1331 from deposit Q 7:3. 22-24 mm.
Groupof symbols:at bottom dolphinswimming
r. with poppyhead at r., ear of wheat at 1.;at upperr.
(I.G., I2, 2055, line 16) of A.D. 145/6.
a kantharoswith bird (?) standingr. in cup; star at
Borderof dots 17 mm. in diam. Countermarkof
top.
L 327 a-c. Bust of Minotaur,countermark.(not ill.)
stork
and lizard, lowerleft.
Threeexamples:IL 1329 and one uninventoried
Same
stamp without countermarkis used as
from deposit Q 7:3; one uninventoriedfrom in front
reverse
with
Athenaand olive tree, L 303.
of Stoa (N-P 7-13). 20 mm.
Bust of Minotaur,half left; in field at either side L 331.
Groupof symbols:Uncertainrepresentation.
a star. Borderof dots 15 mm. in diam. Countermark
(not ill.)
of storkandlizard.(Samestampwithoutcountermark
IL 625fromwest sideof Square(H 11-12).18mm.
combinedwith Herakles,L 318, q.v. for illustration.)
A:
of
as L 330, without counterThe bust of the Minotaurhere is very like that mark. Group symbols,
of the full size Minotaurshownwith Theseus,L 305B.
B: Uncertain representation, clearly not the
Athena
and olive of L 303.
L 328. Helmet, countermark.
(not ill.)
IL 1119fromin frontof Stoa (0 7). Diam.24 mm.
CrestedCorinthianhelmetright;two starsbelow;
13 E.g., Benndorf, p. 609, fig. no. 23; M. Bieber, Denkin field right an owl. Countermarkof stork and lizard mdler zum Theaterwesen, 1920, p. 84, fig. 88; Pickardlower left (same stamp without countermarkcombi- Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals, fig. 206, no. 4. Most recently illustrated in the periodical Horizon of August 1959,
ned with bull, L 324, q.v. for illustration).
accompanying Gilbert Highet's translation of Menander's
The inscription was read and restored by
Curmudgeon.
L 329 a-f. Threemasks, inscribed.
P1. 30. Postolacca
no. 732, see p. 310) as EEoqopov(pI4v)Mvd(
(II,
IL 1311 (ill.), 1312, 1313 (ill.) and three unin- (v8pov) but the final
letter is clearly eta as pointed out by
ventoried examplesfrom deposit Q 7:3. 26-27 mm. Mylonas, 'Eqp.'ApX.,1901.
SECTIONVI
L 332-L 336 RELATED LEAD OBJECTS, INSCRIBED OR STAMPED
Three disks of which the top and bottom are
P1. 31.
L 332. InscribedDisk.
IL 915. 15x 1 mm. Contextof 2nd centuryB.C., joined by a stem set througha holein the middledisk.
deposit C 18:14.
Monogramstampedon top disk F.
A thin lead disk with two letters, gamma and
Seals of this type have been found in Sicily toalpha, scratchedon it.
gether with some unused examples. These consisted
of a lead rod with a ring at one end and a cone at the
L 333. Sealingwith monogram.
P1. 31. other. The cone was set througha hole in the object
IL 1201. 27 x 9 mm. Early Byzantine context in to be marked, possibly a piece of material, passed
Southwest Area (D 17).
throughthe ringand then pressedtogetherwithheavy
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SECTION VI: RELATED LEAD OBJECTS
pincers stamped on one or both sides (D-S, s.v.
"tessera,"p. 132, ill. 6825-6827;Annali, 1864, pp. 343
-355, Monumenti,VIII, tav. XI, and 1866,pp. 18-28.
Most of those publishedin Annali are republishedin
I.G., XIV, 1890,no. 2415,nos. 1-25).
L 334. Sealingwith monogram.
P1. 31.
IL 1097. 23 x 6 mm. Context of 4th and 5th
centuries after Christ on PanathenaicWay (P 12).
Twodisksfastenedtogetherby meansof a central
stem. Monogram or letters stamped on upper
disk:.
. is no certain trace of a third disk which
There
would normallybe presentin the cone-and-ringtype
of seal such as L 333.
L 335. Sealing with stamp of Selene.
(not ill.)
IL 527. 24 x 16x 3 mm. Context of 3rd and 4th
centuries after Christ, in front of Stoa of Attalos
(P 11).
An irregularpieceof lead with very unevenback,
probablyused as a sealing attached to some object.
The stampof Selenein a biga is the sameas that found
on a groupof lead tokens,L 312B.
For other lead sealingsof the Greekand Roman
periodfound in the Agorasee the validating stamps
on measures(Weightsand Measures,LW 17).
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L 336. Lead stripsstampedwith a kernos. P1. 31.
IL 591a-u, IL 617a-u. From a well at south end
of Kolonos Agoraios,dumped fill of first quarterof
3rd century B.C., deposit B 13:8.
Of the 42 lead strips, 20 have a rectangulartab
or side flange, 22 are plain. Those with the tab are
73-76 mm. long, those without 64-66 mm. long. The
strips are 15 mm. wide and 2 mm. thick.
The stamp, in the approximatecenter of each
strip, is an uncoveredkernoswith two verticals,probably spearsof wheat, set in it, enclosedin a wreathof
wheat. A lead token published by Engel, no. 189,
pl. VI, shows a similar kernos with two or three
verticals in it, but it lacks the enclosingwreath. See
tokensL 203-L 205 for referencesto kernoion tokens
and coins.
The lead of these strips is so thin as to make it
unlikely that they were intended for use in their
presentflat state. Conceivablythey were designedto
be wrappedaround,or attached in some way to, an
object such as the handle of a pot, thus serving as a
kind of seal or marker.It is curious,however,to find
the lead stampedin advanceif they wereto serveany
such purpose,for other sealings such as L 333 and
L 334 and those found on public measureswere apparently all stamped after the lead was in place on
the object to be marked.
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The forty-six objects published below include all the ancient small terracotta disks with
stamped designs found during the excavations of the Athenian Agora.' Some are carefully
made circular disks with smooth surfaces front and back, others are fairly regular ovals, still
others are irregular ovals or circles with marked variation in thickness. Some have slightly
roughenedback surfaces, some nicks on the edges. Some are glazed on one or both sides, others
unglazed. Ten are stamped on both sides, the rest on one side only. One, C 17 (P1.32), is
pierced horizontally with two holes. More than one example has been found of four types.
Many of the stamps, as shown by the oval shape and the sharp details in design, are impressions of engraved metal rings or of gems. In classical Greece metal (gold, silver or bronze)
was the normal material for signet rings before the time of Alexander.2 The subjects of the
stamps naturally enough correspond closely to the motifs found on rings, gems, coins and
other small objects.
Most of these clay tokens and seal impressions from the Agora date from the 4th and first
half of the 3rd centuries B.C.
Stamped clay disks such as these have been found in various parts of the ancient world but
in relatively small numbers. In Athens, for example, Svoronos, writing in 1905,3 stated that 81,
including duplicates, were all that he could find in Athens at that time and of those only 49
were certainly from Athens or the Piraeus. An additional 51 were acquired by the Numismatic
Museumin Athens in 1929, 1930 and 1931.4Five were found on the Pnyx in the early thirties.5
Only 46 clay disks were found in the Agora as compared with some 900 lead tokens.
Some few clay tokens have been published from other sites and museums. At Seleucia on
the Tigris 72 unpierced stamped clay disks were found. These date from the 1st and 2nd centuries after Christ and are called token sealings. Nineteen clay models of coins of Hellenistic
date also from Seleucia may well have been used for the same purpose as the token sealings.6
Thirty-six objects at the British Museum are catalogued as terracotta seals and impressions
of gems. At least four of these are pierced for strings by which they were attached or appended
to documents or goods, so they do not correspond to the unpierced disks.' Only one, E 112
from Larissa, was found on the Greek mainland.

1
Eight clay models of single faces of ancient coins found in surface fill with other objects believed to be part of the collection of the French consul, Fr. S. Fauvel (AgoraGuide2,p. 31), are apparently modern copies made by or for Fauvel and are
therefore not included.
2 Antike
Gemmen,III, pp. 130-131 and Marshall,Finger Rings, p. xxxiii.
3 J.I.A.N., VIII, 1905, p. 323.

4 'ApX. Ak-r., XIII, 1930-1931, Hap&prTla, pp. 32, 36.

5 Pnyx, I, pp. 104-108.

6 McDowell, StampedObjectsfrom Seleucia, token

sealings, pp. 231-241, models of coins, pp. 241-250. See Frank E. Brown,
A.J.A., XLII, 1938, p. 616, for the suggestion that the coin models, like the token sealings, must have been used as some
kind of tesserae.
7 Walters, Terracottas,pp. 443-446, E 93-128. Of these 12 are called
impressions from gems, 3 seals or gem impressions,
2 perhaps tickets and 19 seals. It is not clear from the descriptions how many of those called seals are pierced. E 122 from
Naukratis is described as with string holes, but three from Myndus, E 96, 97, 114, were also pierced, Yale Class. St., III,
1932, pp. 61-62, note 6.
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Various suggestions have been made of the ways in which these clay tokens may have been
used. The suggestions include use as tokens to be exchanged for pay (symbola), as sealings
attached to documents or the like, as tokens of identification, as counters for checking units
delivered or collected, as theater tickets, or as records of gems.8 Some of the examples from the
Agora may well have been used in some of these ways. It seems clear from the differences
among the disks that they were designed for different uses. The solid firm disks with clearly
identified types, for example, could have been easily handled and quickly checked just as
safely as could the lead ones whereas the thin unglazed pieces could not have been so used.
Many of the Agora examples, as will be seen in the catalogue, were found in and around the
public buildings, along with official weights, measures, ballots and other such public antiquities. This of course is not decisive proof that the tokens too were used by the city government, but it is suggestive.
The well made disks with a single large letter as type on one side, C 2-0 5 (P1.31), are
probably to be associated with the lead and bronze tokens with similar large letters as type.
They may well have been the tokens or symbola used in the law courts.9 The usual material
for these would seem to have been bronze in the 4th century, lead in Hellenistic times. On one
or more occasions in the 4th century clay may have been substituted.
Some of the other more solid tokens, especially those of which more than one copy has been
found, 0 1, C 15, C 19 and 0 23 (Pls. 31, 32), could be the symbola given to the Athenian
citizens when they attended meetings of the ekklesia or the boule to be exchanged later for
the pay due them. It has been suggested that the bulk of the lead tokens of Hellenistic date
are in fact these ekklesiastic and bouleutic symbola (see above, Lead Tokens, pp. 77, 80). Clay
may have been used at times in the 4th century (above, p. 84, note 34).
The Agora specimens, with one exception 0 17 (P1.32) which is of Roman date and probably
of Roman origin, are not pierced so do not belong to the category of clay sealings attached by
strings to documents or goods such as those of Hellenistic date found in large numbers at
Selinus in Sicily, in Egypt and in Babylonia at Seleucia and Orchoi (Uruk-Warka).1o On the
clay seals used on documents the impressions of the lines of papyrus or string holes are said
to be always clear. Since sealings of wax or clay were used very generally in Athens on documents of all sorts,1" the disks have been carefully checked for any visible signs of attachment.
Some do have slightly roughened backs and nicks on the edges that might possibly have been
made by strings or wires; see especially some examples of 0 15, 0 19 and 0 23. It is barely
possible that these could have been glued or attached in some way to tablets or papyrusrolls. But
since most of the disks have been firedand some glazed, they could not have been attached while
the clay was still pliable. It seems improbablethat any of the clay tokens in the Agoraare sealings.
Tokens of identification were used by the state, by officials, and by private citizens, and
almost any one of the clay tokens, preferablyone of which only one copy is known, is a possible

Suggested by Gladys R. Davidson, Pnyx, I, pp. 104-105.
9 See above, p. 84, note 33 and L 1-L 19 (P1.19). 18 clay tokens from Athens with single letters have been published: J.I.A.N.,
VIII, 1905, pp. 325, 338, nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 75; 'ApX. Ae7-r.,XIII, 1930-31, lTapdp-rpla,pp. 32, 36; Pnyx, I, p. 108, no. 18.
Another 39, in the Numismatic Museum, Mme. Varouka, curator of coins, has kindly let me examine. Their use in the dikastic
courts will be discussed more fully in the forthcoming publication of the bronze tesserae from the Agora. It may be noted
however that three of the clay tokens have the letter or mark Tl as do some of the bronze ones that have been associated
with the courts, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 393-401.
10 For a general discussion of such sealings see Rostovtzeff, "Seleucid Babylonia," Yale Class. St., III, 1932, pp. 5-17.
Those from Selinus, Not. Sc., 1883, pp. 287-314, pls. 7-15; from Egypt, J.H.S., XXXVI, 1916, pp. 87-101; from Seleucia,
McDowell, Stamped Objects,pp. 22-24, nos. AIIa 1-36, AIIb 1-17; from Orchoi, Rostovtzeff, op. cit., pp. 44-48, nos. 67-81.
See also those from Myndus and Naukratis cited above, note 7. One from Priene, Wiegand, Priene, p. 465, no. 235.
11 For the use of seals in Athens, see
Bonner, "Use and Effect of Attic Seals," Cl. Phil., III, 1908, pp. 399-407. Also Dumont, Rev. Arch., XXII (N.S. XI), 1870-71, pp. 35-39; he states that clay seals, always with the impression of papyrus or
string holes, were beginning to enrich the Athenian collections. I have found no trace of these.
8
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candidate for this category.1" An inscribed circular disk from Athens, reading 'Avrficopos Opti
(cnos) "i•rrrap(Xos)is presumably an example of an official identification token of a hipparch.13
The suggestion that some of the tokens may have been used as counters to check in numbers
of items delivered or collected at shops or warehouses is appealing. It is not impossible that
some of those of which more than one copy has been found were used in some such way rather
than as ekklesiastic or bouleutic symbola.
Clay disks seem to have been used occasionally as theater tickets, but no example from the
Agora seems a likely candidate.
Two very thin disks stamped with gorgon heads and originally gilded were probably used
as grave jewelry, C 24 and C 25 (P1. 32).
CATALOGUE

The tokens stampedon both sides, C 1-0 9, are placedat the head of the catalogue.Thosestampedon one
side only, C 10-C 25, are arrangedby subjects thus: figures,standing and seated, heads, animals, miscellaneous.C 26 is a token fromthe Pnyx excavationsin 1934.
Theletter numberreference,suchas B 20, for the placeof findingis to the gridsquarein whichit was found;
see Agora plan, Plate 36. When no context is mentioned,the token came from a badly disturbedor modern
context. The clay is not mentionedif it seems to be typical Attic. The measurementsusually given are the
maximumdiameterand thickness.In some few cases where the disk is markedlyoval, but the original dimensionsof the stamp are not clear,the width as well as the lengthis included.
STAMPED ON BOTH SIDES

Pl. 31.
0 1 a-b. Alpha: Standingfigure.
MC81, MC695. 13-14x 6-7 mm. a from context
of secondhalf of 4th to early3rdcenturyB.C.,in well
west of Tholos,deposit F 11:2. b from context of 4th
and early3rdcenturyB.C.in SouthwestArea,deposit
C 19:5c.
Traces of red glaze on both sides. One face
smallerthan the other (10 vs. 13-14 mm.), apparently
the two disks made separatelyand then put together.
A: The letter alpha enclosedin a circle.
B: Standingdrapedfigure,left, holdinguncertain
object (spindleor thyrsos?) in raisedright hand. Oval
stamp, 7 x 12 mm.
C 2. Kappa: Crab.
P1. 31.
MC 1039. 15x 4 mm. From Panathenaic Way,
south of Agora (ca. S 18).
Tracesof black glaze on face A. Well made disk.
A: The letter kappa in an incuse stamp, 11x
13 mm.
B: A crab.
A clay token with a kappaon one side, a winged
figureon the other, was found on the Pnyx (Pnyx, I,
p. 107, fig. 48, no. 18). It does not seemto be fromthe
same stamp.
A dikastic symbolon (?).
0 3. Kappa: Uncertain.
P1. 31.
T 3286.18 x 4 mm. ContextHellenisticdisturbed,
on floorof Civic Offices(I 12).
12

Solidwell made disk with smoothflat surfaceson
both sides, i.e., no trace of edge of stamps, orange
buff clay.
A: The letter kappamadewith doublelines.
B: Uncertainsolid, large design, possibly a thorax, frog or winged insect.
A dikastic symbolon(2).
o 4. Rho: Cock.
P1. 31.
MC673. 25x 5 mm. Contextof 4th centuryB.C.
in SouthwestArea (B 20).
Solid well made disk, smooth flat surfacesas on
C 3, orangebuff clay.
A: The letter rho retrogradein doublelines.
B: Cock,right, on groundline.
Two clay tokens in the NumismaticMuseumin
Athens have a similar double-linedretrograderho,
but are stamped on the back with a horse ('ApX.
p. 36, fig. 9, the
AsE)r.,1931-1932, TTapdpTrlya,
second exampleunpublished).
A dikastic symbolon(?).
0 5. Upsilon: Female head right.
P1. 31.
MC359. 17x 4 mm. Roman context in Great
Drain southeastof Tholos (H-I 12).
Solid well made disk as 0 3 and C 4, orangebuff
clay.
A: The letter upsilon.
B: Female head right, with pendantearring(2)
and close-fittinghair apparentlybrushedup behind.
Oval stamp 12x 17 mm. Impressionfrom gem or
metal fingerring.

Bonner, op. cit., pp. 400-401, on the use of such tokens. Three official symbola, identification tokens, of a different
type have been found in the Agora, rectangular in shape and cut on a jagged line, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 51-52, pl. 25, c.
1' Rev. Arch., XXII (N.S. XI), 1870-71, p. 35.

CLAY TOKENS AND SEAL IMPRESSIONS
Four unpublished tokens at the Numismatic
Museumin Athens,with the letter psi as obversehave
this same stamp of femalehead right as reverse.The
publishedtoken, J.I.A.N., VIII, 1905, p. 325, no. 5,
is probablythe same. A token with an upsilonhas a
dove or cock on the back, op.cit.,p. 325, no. 3.
A dikastic symbolon (2).
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his petasos swinging on his shoulders.All are very
much the same. The two at the NumismaticMuseum
seem to be from the same stamp, but none of the
othersseem to be identical,and no one seemsto have
been made from the ring.
C 7. Janiformhead: Kantharos.
P1. 32.
T 3334. 18x 14x 7 mm. Fromundernorthend of
Stoa of Attalos, context probablyof second half of
4th century B.C. (Q 8).
A solid oval disk with chip missing in edge on
one side, nick on other. Black glaze, much peeled,on
face B only.
A: Bearded head left, female head right, lion's
head above, long-leggedlong-neckedbirdbelow. The
head and upper part of body of the bird serve as
separatorof the two heads, and the tail as the beard
of the male head. Fine workmanship.
B: Kantharos,possibly lidded, in incuse stamp,
13x 10 mm.
The designon face A is very like that on a scarab
from the Carthaginiannecropolisof Tharrosin Sardinia (Walters,Gems,no. 428). The gem, dated ca.
500 B.C.,has the beardedheadright,femaleheadleft,
with a goosebetweenjust like the long-leggedbird on
the token. A head of Silenus across the top corresponds to our lion's head. Thereis also a small boar's
head at the left. The two heads on the token, in their
dignity and apparentimportance,however,are more
like the Janiformheads used on coins of Tenedos,
especially those of the group assignedto the period
450-387 B.C. (B.M.C., Troas, p. 92, nos. 11-13, pl.
XVII, nos. 6, 7, 8). Wroth,ibid., p. xlviii, suggested,
with some reservations,that the two on the coin type
might be Zeus and Hera, whereasJ. Marcadeidentifies them as Dionysos and Kore (B.C.H., LXXVI,
1952, pp. 610-611). In Athens this combinationof a
beardedmale head and a female head back to back
is also found on a black-figuredlekythos of ca. 500
B.C. (B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pp. 597-604), and on
some plastic head vases of the 5th century B.C.
(J.H.S., XLIX, 1929, pp. 60-64).
No close parallelsfor the shape of the kantharos
on face B have been noted amongexisting examples
in clay. With its squat plump body, wide flaringrim
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C 6. Herakles stealing tripod: Youth with maiden
seated on his lap.
Pi. 32.
MC 95. 16x 13x 4 mm. Northeastslope of Areopagus (ca. M 24).
Oval disk. Nick at left and bottom of face A.
Black glaze on face A only, partly peeled.
A: Herakles moving left, head turned back,
club (2) in right hand, tripod in left. Just below the
right hand, part of a snake with raised head and,
between the legs, a thin line, probablythe leg of an
animal. (Note that the glazehas peeledin a wide band
along the line of the left leg causingthe leg to appear
much widerin the picturethan it is.)
B: Youth seated left with maiden,right, seated
on his lap; a petasos hanging from the youth's
shoulders.
On face A the horizontalline of the snake'sbody
andthe raisedheadmakeit difficultto believethat the
tufted tail of Herakles'lion skin was intended.That
normallyhangsdown.Furtherthe animal'sleg seems
too thin to be interpretedas a lion'sfoot. A gemin the
BritishMuseum(Walters,Gems,no. 620, pl. XI) shows
Herakles in similar pose stealing the tripod, with
Kerberosrunningleft at his fartherside, shown as a
dog with serpents rising from his back and his tail
ending in a serpent. On the gem one of the serpents
risingfromthe back is in the same positionbelow the
right hand as the serpenton the token. But the gem
shows the head of the dog directly below, and there
is no trace of a dog's head in that position on the
token. Conceivablya dog's head could have been
shown on the other side below the tripod, where the
details of the stamp have vanished with the glaze.
And Kerberos,if it really be he, would be moving
right instead of left. The gem is classifiedas archaic
Etruscan by Walters, loc. cit., as early Ionian by
Furtwiingler,AntikeGemmen,II, commentaryon pl. and
free-swinging handles, it probably represents a
VIII, no. 9.
A youth with a woman seated on his lap, very
similar to the stamp on face B, is also found on two
clay tokens at the Numismatic Museum in Athens
(J.I.A.N., VIII, 1905, p. 328, no. 19). They are not
from the same stamp as this token and have a hunting
dog stamped on the other side. This same composition,
but in reverse, is shown on an engraved silver ring
in the British Museum (Marshall, Finger Rings, no.
1092, pl. XXVII) and on a clay sealing from Selinus,
dated pre- 249 B.C. (Not. Sc., 1883, pl. VIII, no. 1).
On this last example the youth seems also to have

metal original.

O 8. Man stooping right (?):Hand.
P1. 82.
MC145.16 x 4mm. Context of 5th and 4th century
B.C., south of Tholos (G 12).
Fairly regular oval disk, clay dark brown to black
from burning. Two small nicks on edge.
A: The impression is far from clear: possibly a
man bending over to right, club in field. Oval stamp
7x12 mm.
B: Hand and wrist. A hand is found as a stamp
on lead tokens; see L 187.
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Apparentlyit is semi, not fully, draped. The round
disk and the star and the halo-likescarf all suggest
Selene,but she is almost always shownfully draped.
The only example I have found of Selene with bare
breasts is on a black-figuredvase in the Hermitage
collection (D-S, s.v. "Luna," p. 1389, fig. 4653; for
full discussion of representations of Selene see
Roscher, Myth. Lex., s.v. Mondg6ttin, pp. 3129ON ONE SIDE ONLY
STAMPED
3147).
If the figure is a semi-drapedmale it might be
O 10. Two Erotes on altar.
P1. 32.
MC799.15x 2-5 mm. Contextof 4th centuryB.C. Helios with sun disk and star, but Heliosis not usualin SouthwestArea (D 17).
ly shownwith the wind-blownscarf. He does have a
A round disk taperingin thicknessfrom top to scarf,however,on a red-figuredApulianamphorain
bottom;finishedbacksurfacewith two parallelridges; Naples (Monumenti,II, pls. XXX, XXXI, XXXII)
and also on a gem of the Greco-Romanperiod(Antike
nick in edge at right. Fine Attic clay, unbaked(2).
Two erotes squatting on altar; volutes on altar Gemmen,I, pl. XLII, no.27). Therearenovisibletraces
of the sun's rays either on the disk or on the head.
and wreatharoundit. Oval stamp, 11x 13 mm.
Delicateworkmanship,impressionfromgem.
They might have been on the originalfromwhichthis
was made.
impression
O 11. Manin naiskos.
P1. 32.
MC803. 14x 4 mm. Contextof late 5th century C 14. Warriorand lion.
P1. 32.
B.C., southwestof Square(ca. D 16).
MC271. 18x 15x 4 mm. Context of 4th century
Well made disk with smooth back. Thin glaze
B.C., on the northwest slopes of Kolonos Agoraios
on front only. Attic clay.
Bearded man clad in short chiton stands right (D 5).
An oval disk with slightly concave back. Thin
in naiskos. He seems to be wearinga broad flat hat black
glaze on obverse,spots of glazeon back.
with tassel hanging down behind. He holds an inA kneelingwarriorwith helmet,shieldand spear,
determinateobject in his outstretchedhands. Note a attacked from left
by lion.
simple palmette in the pediment.
This motif of the warriorkneeling behind his
Two clay tokens with this same stamp are in the shield is also found on one of the
clay sealingsfrom
Numismatic Museum at Athens (J.I.A.N., VIII,
Selinus, Not. Sc., 1883, pl. VIII, no. 42. The lion is
1905, p. 329, no. 28).
missingthere.
O 12. Nude Malesacrificing.
P1. 32.
O 15 a-e. Figure seated on prow.
P1.32.
MC395. 20x7 mm. In the Strategeion(F 12).
SS 2, SS 305, MC89, MC96, MC 168. 16-20x
A solid disk with smooth back; a chip missing from
HellenisticMetroon
edgeat eachside and smallchipmissingon impression 3-6 mm. a foundjust east of the
further
the
four
south, three within
remaining
(I 10);
from back of head. Fine Attic clay.
of
meters
each
other
six
(F-G 13), just across the
A nude bearded man, right, with ram (?) in
Drain
from
the
Great
Strategeionin Hellenisticconfront of him, grasping ram's head with left hand,
in
and
the
fifth
earthfromthis same
excavated
texts,
ram'stail with right. Ovalimpression13x 16 mm.
Perhapsit is Odysseussacrificinga rambeforehis generalregion (C-G 13-16).
Fairly well made circulardisks with flat backs
trip to the underworld.The same subject, but difand
thin
blackglazeon both sides. The clay of a and c
ferent composition,is found on an Etruscan gem,
is
burned
gray. Deep nick on a with glaze in it, two
AntikeGemmen,I, pl. LXIV, no. 29.
nicks on b, one on d. Circularstamp ca. 15 mm. in
O
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O 9. Palmette: Palmette.
P1. 32.
MC194. 16 x 7 mm. South of SquareE 14.
A slightlyangularchunkydisk. Badly wornblack
glazeall over. A horizontalgroovealongone edge.
Palmette stamped on both sides. The palmettes
arevery alike,but the stamps so badlyworn that one
cannotbe certainwhetherthey areidenticalor not.

13. Standing Figure, head left.
P1. 32.
MC 693. 24 x 7 mm. Hellenistic context in Southwest Area (B 18).
Thick oval disk with uneven convex back. Gritty
reddish buff clay, burned or stained gray at surface.
Oval stamp 16 x 19 mm.
A figure, semi-draped, half left, mantle or scarf
blown above head; transparent drapery across and
beside the legs. At right end of mantle a round disk,
at left a star (?). A poor or much worn impression of a
signet ring or gem of good workmanship.
The details of head and upper body are not clear
enough to show whether the figure is male or female.

diameter.
Prow right with small nude figure, knees drawn
seated
on forecastle.
up,
The composition is very like that of the relief on
the grave stele of Dromokleides at the National Museum in Athens, no. 752, of the early 4th century B.C.,
which shows him seated in similar pose on (or behind)
the high prow of a ship (Conze, AttischeGrabreliefs,II,
no. 623, pl. 122).
O 16. Athena bust right.
P1. 32.
MC 48. 15 x 3 mm. Hellenistic context, west end
of Middle Stoa (I 13).
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A small round disk with finger print on convex
back. Fine Attic clay, unbaked(?).
Bust of Athenaright, wearingCorinthianhelmet
and aegis; long curls.An oval stamp, 8 x 12 mm.
Goodworkmanship,impressionfromgem.
o 17. Two busts facing each other.
P1. 32.
MC 570. 16x 5 mm. Late Roman context in
SouthwestArea (A 20-21).
A rounddisk with smoothback,piercedwith two
holes horizontally.Dark brownclay.
Female bust at right, hair in bun low on neck,
possibly wearing a stephane. Male bust at left. Uncertainlong oval object above.
The motif of two portraitheads or busts facing
is relativelycommonin RomanImperialtimes. When
found on coins, usually as reverses,they are portraits
of membersof the emperor'sfamily, such as Neroand
Agrippina,or the son and daughterof Vitellius,or the
parents of Hadrian (Mattingly,Coins of the Roman
Empirein the BritishMuseum,I, pl. 38, nos. 1-3, pl.
60, no. 22, II, pl. 59, no. 3). Portraits of private individuals in the same compositionare also known.
See, for example, five rings at the British Museum,
dating from the 2nd to the 4th centuriesafter Christ
(Marshall,Finger Rings,nos. 82, 206, 208, 273, 1149).
The stamp on the token is very like the coin
showing the children of Vitellius. The impression
however, is not clear enough to suggest a positive
identificationand so to date the token in the year 69
after Christ.
With the two horizontalpiercingsfor strings,this
is the only certainexamplein the groupof a seal that
was appendedto an object. It probablycame from
Rome and is of Roman date.
O 18. Boukranion.
P1. 32.
MC 966. 17x6 mm. Context of 4th cent. B.C.,
beneaththe north end of the Stoa of Attalos (Q 8).
A round disk, slightly concave back with traces
of fingerprints. Fine orangebuff clay.
Filleted boukranionin high relief. There are no
traces of the edge of the stamp.
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Tholosin context of late 4th and early 3rd centuries;
j ca. 20 m. southwest of Tholos. Two are from the
north end of KolonosAgoraios:k froma cisternwest
of the Stoa of Zeus, deposit H 6:9, in context of the
late 4th century; I from a well north of west end of
Hephaisteion,deposit D 6:7, in Romancontext.
Considerablevariety in size and quality of disks,
from a small chunkyone with smooth back such as b
(15x 7 mm.) to the irregularoval piece 1 (max. dim.
21 mm.) with thicknesstaperingfrom7 to 3 mm. The
backs of 7 (c, e, f, i, j, k, 1) are a little uneven with
traces of slight ridges and/or scratchedlines. One, b,
has a distincthorizontalgroovein the edgeat the top,
of which the surfaceis glazed, and three, c, e, and f,
have clearnicks in the edges. One,g, is burnedblack.
Poor blackto red glaze on both sides.
Eagle standing left on nose of stag's head with
long horn to left, head turned back. In field right,
standing draped female figure with two torches. In
Oval
fieldleft, inscription,fromtop to bottom
X~.T1\.
stamp 13x 15 mm.
The eagle left on the stag's head with branchlike hornsis exactlylike a coin type of Krotonwell illustrated in the WeberCollectionI, pl. 39, no. 1016,
dated ca. 420-390.
Thefigurewith the two torchesmight be Artemis
or Demeter. A similar representationis found on
some of the clay sealingsfrom Selinus,Not. Sc., 1883,
pl. IX, nos. 88, 89, 90.
The first threeletters of the inscriptionare clear,
The next letter looks most like a retrogradenu,
I~MT.
couldperhapsbe read as iota alpha,less convincingly
as an eta. Thelast letter seemsto be a diagonalstroke,
possiblythe lowerhasta of a sigma.A suggestedreadis tempting. It may be noted that one of
ing XcoTr?lp
the clay sealings from Selinus is inscribed
Ats [IX]

o-ripoS, Not. Sc., 1883, pl. XIV, no. 362. A feminine
name Ionrt&sis known, but it seems an unlikely
suggestion.

O 19 a-1. Eagle left, inscribed.

C 20. Eagle right.
P1. 32.
MC727. 16x 6 mm. Contextof 4th centuryB.C.,
SouthwestArea (B 19).
Wellmade disk, fine buffclay, smoothback.
An eagle right, standing on base, head turned

SS 75, MC 291. 15-21 mm. x 5-7 mm. Ten were found
in the vicinity of the Tholos (F-H 11-12): a and b in a
well ca. 15 m. northwest of Tholos, deposit F 11:2, in
context of third quarter of 4th and early 3rd centuries, c and d close to the wall of the Tholos at west
and southeast in contexts of late 5th to late 4th and
late 4th to 3rd centuries; e and f between the Tholos
and Metroon in contexts of first half of 4th century
and 4th century disturbed; g northwest of Tholos
close to a and b, context of 3rd and 2nd centuries; h
about ten meters west of Tholos in Roman context; i
by a cover slab of Great Drain ca. 12 m. southeast of

back to left. Simple thunderbolt in field.
O 21. Insect.
P1. 32.
SS 268. 12X 4 mm. Southwest of Square (G 13).
Well made disk, pinkish buff clay, smooth back,
possibly unbaked. Nick in one side. Oval stamp
8x 12 mm.
An insect, cicada or fly, with large diaphanous
wings. Branch in field right. Delicate workmanship,
probably a gem impression.
O 22. Lion's head.
PI. 32.
x
MC 396. 19 7-4 mm. Near south side of temple
of Ares (J-K 8). Smooth back, tapering from top to

9

Pi. 32.
MC87, 122, 400, 376, 191, 367, 192, 88, 368, 138,
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bottom. Chipfrom bottom and back missing. Black
glaze on left half of disk both front and back. Nick on
edge, upperleft, with glaze in it.
Lion'shead facing,shaggymanecomingdownto
chin on either side.

Very thin disk of fine buff clay, traces of red
sizing for gold leaf on the front. Two small holes at
center of flat back surface.
Gorgon-head with protrudingtongue,a double
ring of raiseddots aroundthe edge.
This is probablyan ornamentor button made as
grave jewelry. The two tiny holes on the back will
have held a wire ring by which it could be sewn to
cloth. A similar thin disk, found at Keos, with an
Athena head stamped on it, has the wire ring still
preserved(Hesperia,XXXI, 1962,p. 282, pl. 102, K).
Gildeddiskssuchas this have beenfoundin graves.A
tomb of the late 4th centuryB.C. at Sedes in Macedonia, for example, contained 24 disks of varying
techniqueand sizewith gorgon-heads,5 with starsand
8 with an Athena headfacing('ApX.'Ep., 1937-1938,
part 3, pp. 892-893, fig. 28). Kotzias, ibid., p.895,
suggeststhat they were glued or sewn to the dressor
shroudof the corpse.
0 25. Gorgon-head.
Pl. 32.
MC986. 17x 1.5 mm. The west end of the Middle
Stoa (ca.H 13).
Thin disk of orangebuffclay, tracesof gilding.
As preceding,except for smallersize and absence
of holesfor wirering.Presumablythis one wouldhave
been gluedto the cloth or perhapsjust placedloose in
the grave.
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0 23 a-f. Peacock.
P1. 32.
MC278, 279, 280, 281, 292, 293. 20-21 x 15-17 x
3-7 mm. Contextof secondand third quartersof 4th
century,very occasionalfragmentof 3rdcenturyB.C.,
well on south end of Kolonos Agoraios, deposit
C 12:2.
Irregularoval disks of uneventhicknesstapering
from top to bottom. Smoothback. Claydarkgray to
black from burning.A sharp nick on edge of b, less
certainnicks on c, d, and e. Oval stamp 12x at least
16 mm. (nowherefully preserved).
Peacockleft, perchingon branch(?); protomeof
panther(2) in front; tracesof something,possiblyan
epsilonfacingup, below beak of peacock.The branch
is suggestedby two faint lines behindthe body.
A gem (Overbeck,Kunsimyth.,II, Gemmentafel
V, 9) shows a peacock perchingin an olive tree to
which Io is chained,while Hermeskills Argos.
On the backs of two of the disks,e and f, a large
delta is painted in black glaze.
For peacocksin Greecesee Frazer,Commentary
on Pausanias' Descriptionof Greece,III, p. 186. Apparently they were relatively rare in 5th century TOKEN FROM THE PNYX
Athens, for a man named Demoswho had some pea- C 26. Standingfigureright.
Pl. 32.
cocks exhibited them once a month and peoplecame
Pnyx T 146. 20 x 6 mm. Found on the Pnyx at
in crowdsto see them, AthenaeusIX, p. 367, c, d.
east end of the East Stoa.
Solid oval disk with slightly convex back. Black
O 24. Gorgon-head.
32.
glaze, much worn, on front.
P1.
MC251. 24 x 4-1 mm. Contextof early3rdcentuBearded figure right with crested helmet (2).
in
a
cistern
on
Left
hand graspinghead of animal (2) whosebody is
south
end
of
Kolonos
ry B.C.,
Agoraios,
D
behind
11:2.
the legs of the man.
deposit
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L 166
L 94 a
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115
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117
121
127
128
129
130
150
157
158
166
170
171
199
200
201
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203
204
2051
206
2071
208J
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211
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217
218
219
220
221
222:
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9*

Cat.
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L 242
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24
25
40
43
44
45
46
54
57
61
112
113
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L 266
L 291 a
L 291 b
L 273 a
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L249 b
L264a
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L 312 a
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L 263 a
L 250 a
id. L 263
L 250 b
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Inv.
IL 224
225
226
227
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2301
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L 250 d
id. L 263
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id. L 263
id. L 263
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2451
246
2471
248
249
250
251
253
255
256
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258
2590
260
261
262
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265
266
2671
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id. L 264
L 291 d
.
d.264

268
269
270
271
272

id.L 263

Cat.
L256 a

L 291 e

Inv.
IL 273
274
275
276I
277
278
279
280
281
282
283

id.264284
id.

L 264

L272
L 290
i.
L 275

id. L 264

L 250 f
id. L 264
L265
L 250 g
id. L 264
L 267
L 268 b
id. L 264
L 271
L 273b
id. L 264
L 280a

Cat.
L256b
L251b
.
id.
L1298
.
id.
L212

Inv.
IL 387
388
8389
893
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402

285

id. L 264

403

286
287
288
289
290
292
294
305
306
317
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335
338
350
351
352
355
356
363
365
370
375
376
377
378
379
380
381

L 289
L 273 c
L 102
L282
L 245
id. L 263
L 251 c
L 117 a
L117b
L127
L 316 a
L 26
id. L 264
L 284
L 88
L 315 a
L 134
L74
L 111 a
L174
id. L 312
L 311 a
L 300 a
id. L 320
id L 31
311
id.
id. L 323

404
405
406
407
408J
409
410
411
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
4241
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437

382
383
384
385
386

id. L 320
L 319 a
L 300b
L 299 a
L1321 a

438
439
440
441
442

Cat.
id.
d.320
id. L 319
id. L 263
L 325 a
L 309 a
id. L 320
L 306 a
L 301 a
id. L 315
L 28
id. 1320
id.320

L 330 a
id. L 311
id. L 320
id. L 311
L 322 a
id. L 315
L 249c
L1
L 299 b
id. L 319
id. L 315
id. L 323
L 324 a
.
id.

320

L 316 b
L 321 b
L 300c
L 330 b
L 330 c
L 330 d
L 307 a
L 324 b
L 318 a
id. L 318
id. 1L320
id. L 315
id. L 323
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Inv.
IL 444
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
4701
471
472
473
474
4751
476
477
478
479
480
487
488
489
490
491
501
504
507
508
509
511
519
520
521
523
524
525
526
528
532
536
537

Cat.
id. L318
L 303 a
id. L 303
id. L 312
id. L 315
L 301 b
.
id. 315
id. L 318
id. L 312
L 330 e
id. L 323
id. L 320
id. L 315
id. L 320
id. L 306
L 314 a
L 321 c
id. L 325
id. L 309
L 300 d

L 305 a
L 310 a
id. L 322
L 313 a
L 326 a
id. L 320
id. L 307
id. L 320
id. L 318
L 182
id. L 318
id. L 263
id. L 320
id. L 312
id. L 320

Inv.
IL 538
539
540
542
543
547
553
554
568
569
576
577
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
590
592
612
615
622
624
625
628
629
646
647
648
649
651
656
658
659
660
661
665
671
695
697
698

id. L 263
id. L 326
id. L 311
id. L 315
id. L 312
id. L 303
id. L 312
L 295
id. L 322
L 227 e
L 278
id. L 325

699
704
712
713
716
722
723
730
786
737
738
740

id. L 320
id. L 315

.320

Cat.
.
L 157
id. L 320
id. L 322
id. L 325
id. L 309
L308a
id. L 312
id. L 326
id. L 322
i
309
id. L 32
L 317 a
id. L 312
id. L 325
L 12
L 243
L 268 c
id. L 322
L 244
L 90
id. L 320
L 144 a
L 331
id. L 307
id. L 322
L 204
L 161 a
L 219
id. L 325
L 233
L 225 a
id. L 312
L 321 d
id. L 318
id. L 325
id. L 320
L 210
L 257 a
L 161 b
id. L 315
id. L 263
L 231
L 288
L 97
L 13
L 34
L 189
L 22
id. L 307
L 132
L 14
L 294

Inv.
IL 741
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822

Cat.
L281
L 119
L 63
L 33
L 60 a
L 106 a
L 61 a
L57a
L 57 b
L 106 b
L 72 a
L 100
L 58
L 142 a
L 142 b
L 51
L 64
L 36 a
L 35
L 154
L 142 c
L 98 a
L 190
L 238
L 60 b
L 151
L 112 a
L 57 c
L 72 b
L 36 b
L 130
L 76 a
L 101
L159
L 61 b
L 42 a
L 106 c
L 160
L 226
L 201
L 124
L 230
L 144 b
L 297

Inv.
IL 868
870
873
874
875
876
877
878
882
883
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895
896
897
903
910
911
912
916
917
918
919
920
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932

Cat.
L197
L 148
L 166 b
L 167 a
L 166 c
L 207
L 209
L94b
L 179
L 80
L 203 a
L 128 a
L 128 b
L 228
L 136 a
L 129 a
L 129 b
L 203 b
L 167 b
L 109
L 113 a
L 98 b
L 137
L 227 a
L 56 a
L 156 a
L61 c
L 3
L 49 a
L 49 b
L 49 c
L 49 d
L 49 e
L 43 a
L 43 b
L 43 c
L 50a
L 50b
L 50 c
L 45 a
L 45 b
L 53 a
L 53 b
L 56 b

823
830
831
832
834
835
837
838
859
861
866
867

L 262
L 168
L 227b
L 27 b
L8
L 258
L 21
L 135 a
L 217
L 146
L 62
L 20

933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
943
944
945

L 56c
L 75
L 47 a
L 105
L 55
L 48 a
L 162
L 53 c
L2
L 49h
L 93
L 129 c

CONCORDANCE
Cat.
L 184
L 99
L 10
L 95
L 46
L56d
L71
L 54 a
L 48 b
L 177
L 49 f
L44
L 54 b
L 48 c
L 229
L 49 g
L 237
L 52
L 42 b
L5
L 138
L 199
L 84
L 66
L 37
L 149
L 116 a
L 195
L108
id. L 311
L 67
L 232
L 202
L 255
id. L 320
L 248
id. L 303
L 308 b
id. L 315
id. L 325
id. L 320
id. L 306

1103~
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114

.
id. 320
.
id.319
id. L 323
L 301 c
L 301 d
L 299 c
L 310b
L 310 c
L 310 d
L 330 !
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Inv.
IL 946
969
974
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
1010
1015
1016
1020
1021
1022
1024
1025
1026
1029
1086
1040
1047
1074
1080
1081
1086
1087
1088
1090
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096

.
id.322

Inv.
IL 1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1121
1122
1123
1124
1126
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174
1175

Cat.
id. L 303
id. L 306
L 300 e
L 314 b
L 328
id. L 307
L 227 c
L 224
id. L 307
L107
L 286
L140
L 269
L 78
L 194
L 73
L 155 a
L 155 b
L 115
L 222
L 252
L 163
L 143
L 208
L 110
L 92
L 112 b
L 125
L170
L 214
L 205
L 187
L 113 b
L 89
L 221
L 27 a
L 65
L 276
L 285
L 164
L 235
L 41.
L 292 a
L 70
1 159
L 213
L121
L 158
L 38
L 239
L 292b
1 123
L293
1 9
L3
L 240

Inv.
IL 1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200
1202
1203
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1233
1236
1237

1833
Cat.
L 215
L 82
L 180
L 211
L 91
L 120
L 277
L 86
L 139
L39
L 76 b
L,19
L 77
L 246
L 249 d
L 85
L 116 c
L150
L 152
L 126
L 206
L 185
L 173
L 172 a
L 304
L 291 f
L 96
L 176
L 172b
L 178
L 47 b
L 40
L 81
L 241
L 49 i
L 116 b
L 268 d
L 261
L 114
L 169
L 186
L 16
L145
L 111 b
L15
L 260
L287
L 25
L 141
L 216
L68
L 234
L31
L 220
id. L 307
id. L 325

Inv.
IL 1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1253
1258
1263
1269
1270
1275
1299
1306
1311
1312
1313
13141
1315
1316
1317)
1318
1319J
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1325
1326
1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341J
1342
1343
1344
1345

Cat.
L 324e
id. L 306
id. L 312
id. L 320
id. L 306
id. L 303
L 316e
L 188 b
L 188 a
id. L 315
L 103
L192
id. L 319
L 118
L 104
L 111 c
id. L 303
L 254
L 183
L 69
id. L 306
L 329 a
L 329 b
L 329
id.
id.
id. L 315
L 302
id. L 315
L 317 b
L 313 b
L 313 e
L 305 b
L 305 c
id. L 306
id. L 318
L 327 a
id. L 303
L 330 g
id. L 309
id. 307
L 300 f
L 300g
L 310 e
L 310 f
id. L 311
id. L 312
.
d.320
id 39
id. 328
d. L 328
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Inv.
IL 1346
1347
1348
1366
1372
1373
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1409
1410
1415
1421
1422
1423
1429
1430
1437
1438
1439
1440
1441
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Cat.
id. L 325
L 321 e
L 259
L 198
L 172 c
id. L 306
L 191
L 153
L 175
L 29
L 32
L 223
L4
L 133
id. L 322
L 279
L 131
L 296
L 147
L11
L 200
L 280 b
L 251 d
L6

Inv.
IL 1442
1443
1444
1445
1447
1448
1451
1452
1453
1454
1455
1456
1458
1459
1463
1466
1467
1468
MC
MC
MC
MC

48
81
87
88

Cat.
L253
L 87
L 227 d
L 135 b
L 218
L 122
L 225 b
L 79
L 30
L 270 a
L 270 b
L 165
L 283
L 24
L 17
L 236
L 257 b
L 171
C 16
C1 a
0 19 a
C 19h

Inv.
IMC 89
MC 95
MC 96
MC122
MC138
MC145
MC168
MC191
MC192
MC194
MC251
MC271
MC278
MC279
MC280
MC281
MC291
MC292
MC293
MC359
MC367
MC368
MC376

Cat.
C 15 c
C6
C 15 d
0 19 b
c 19j
08
15 e
0 19 e
C 19 g
09
C 24
C 14
C 23 a
C 23 b
0 23 c
C 23 d
0 191
C 23 e
0C23 f
0C5
0 19 f
0 19 i
C 19 d

ADDENDUM
IL 527
591
617)

L 335
336

IL 915
1097
1201

L 332
334
333

Inv.
MC395
MC396
MC400
MC570
MC673
MC693
MC695
MC727
MC799
MC803
MC966
MC986
MC1039

Cat.
C 12
C 22
0 19 c
C 17
04
0 13
C1b
C 20
0 10
0 11
0 18
0 25
02

SS 2
SS 75
SS 268
SS 305

C 15 a
0 19k
0 21
C 15 b

T 3286
T 3334

03
07

Pnyx T 146

C 26

NOTES ON PLACES OF FINDING AND DEPOSIT LIST
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The majority of the Hellenistictokens werefound in sand and gravelat the bottom of the GreatDrain. As
alreadynoted in the introductionthe sherdsand coins from this gravel were a mixed lot of the 3rd, 2nd and
early 1st centuriesB.C. with an occasionalpieceof earlyor late Roman date. Onlya few spots showedno trace
of disturbance;these are consideredclosed deposits in the usual sense of the word and are listed below by
depositnumber.In two cases, however,a groupof similartokenswerefound togetherin a limited area; these
are also discussedas separatedeposits(B 20:9 and C 18:14) althoughneitherwas free fromdisturbance.
All the tokensfromthe GreatDrainarelisted belowby areaor depositnumber.They are dividedinto three
sectionsgeographicallyfromsouth to north: those fromthe southernbranchof the GreatDrain(GreatDrain
South), through the industrialarea south of the bridge across Piraeus Street (A-D 20-16); those from the
bridgenorthto the Agoraboundarystone (D-G 13-16); those fromthe areaof the Tholosandjust to the north
(H-I 11-12). In each sectionthe depositsare listed first. Thelargenumberof tokensfromthe southernbranch
as comparedwith those fromthe northernstretchthroughthe Agoraproperis due no doubtto the fact that so
little Hellenisticgraveldepositwas foundin placein the northernsection.

like the coins and sherds, of the late 2nd century.
Note that a high proportionof the tokensare stamped
on both sides.
L 30
L 61 a and b
L 106 a and b
L 33
L 63
L 112 a
L 35
L 64
L 119
L 36 a and b
L 72 a and b
L 130
L 51
L 76 a
L 142 a, b andc
L 57 a, b and c L 79
L 151
L 58
L 98 a
L 154
L 59
L 100
L 190
L 60 a and b
L 101
L 238
plus 3 with illegiblestampson both sidesand one with
illegiblestamp on one side only.
C 18:14 Sand and gravel deposit under tile
channelin line of GreatDrain South. From a length
of three meters in the bottom of the Great Drain
45 lead tokens and 87 identifiablecoins were catalogued. Twenty-fiveof the tokens (9 types) are inscribedEPandfour (one type) EPMI.Thesehave been
publishedas a groupand dated to the middleor third
1 Identified coins from this deposit: Unspecified Greek
quarterof the 2nd century B.C. becauseof the close
29, Athens late 4th and 3rd cent. 36, Athens New Style correspondence
between the subjectsused as stamps
196/5-88/7 B.C. 30, Eleusis in name of Eleusis 2, Eleusis in to the addedsymbolson AthenianNew Style coins of
name of Athens 5, Delos Athenian Cleruchy post 166 B.C.
that date (see Section II of cataloguefor references).
77, Chalkis 369-336 B.C. 1, Megara 307-243 B.C. 1, Imbros
But since the fill was a drainaccumulationand not a
post Alexander 1, Boeotia 288-244 B.C. 1, Sicyon 250-146
B.C. 2, Euboea 196-146 B.C. 1, Rhodes 166-88 B.C. 1, closed deposit the tokens not obviously connected
Thespiae ca. 146-27 B.C. 1 (notebook entries NN V-23-39 with those inscribedEP are publishedin the general
nos. 14-189, V-24-39 nos. 1-8, V-25-39 nos. 1-87. Dissection of the catalogue (Section III) althoughsome
crepancy in numbers is due to the fact that many of the
lead tokens were originally entered as coins and that the may be contemporarywith the special group. The
few sherdsfrom this gravel are describedas Hellentotally illegible coins are not included in the count.)

Total 126.
(A-D 16-20)
A-B 19-20:1 Hellenisticfillingin drain,filledup
probably shortly after 86 B.C. but containingmuch
earliermaterial.
L 42 a, L 128 a and b, L 129 a and b, L 136,
L 167 b, L 203 a and b, L 228.
B 20:9 Late Hellenistic sandy fill in two pits,
two meters apart, at the bottom of the Drain. 189
coins were found in this deposit and of these more
than one third, 77, were Delos, Athenian Cleruchy
post 166 B.C. (Svoronos, pls. 106, 107). The latest
specificallydated coin is an A.N.S. bronze (V-25-39
no. 14) of the type illustratedby Svoronoson pl. 81,
nos. 33-39. This has been associatedwith the silver
issue of Demetrios-Agathippos(Hesperia,II, 1933,
pl. VII, class II i), now dated by MargaretThompson
to the year 131/0 B.C.1
Most of the sherdsfromthis section of the Great
Drain were of the late 2nd century B.C. Probably
most of the 36 inventoriedtokens fromthese pits are,
GREAT DRAIN SOUTH
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istic, probablylate with one or two pieces of the early
Romanperiod.The87 identifiedcoinsare:Unspecified
Greek30, Athens 3rd century 21, Athens New Style
14, DelosAthenianCleruchypost166 B.C. 16, Boeotia
838-315 B.C. 1, 229-197 B.C. 1, Orchomenos146-27
B.C. 1, AntigonosGonatas277-239 B.C. 2, Chiospost
84 B.C. 1 (notebookentriesNN VIII-1-47 nos. 10-17,
VIII-2-47 nos. 1-32, VIII-4-47 nos. 21-62, VIII-5-47
nos. 21-32, four illegible coins not listed above).2
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L 43 a-c
L 44
L 45 a-b
L 46 a-b
L 47 a
L 48 a-c
L 49 a-h
L 50 a-c
B 20
C 19

L 83
L 105
L 156 a-b
L 162
L 177
L 229
L 237
L 332
L 76 b, L 106 c, L 160

L 52
L 53 a-c
L 54 a-b
L 55
L 56 a-d
L 61 c
L71
L 75

L 2, L 10, L 49 h, L 98 b,
L 109, L 113 a, L 137,
L 227 a

C

18

L 93, L 129 a, L 184

C

17

L 270 a, L 270 b

D

17

L 146, L 217

D

16 (south of bridge)L 4, L 20, L 62, L 94 b,
L 116 c, L 126, L 148, L 150,
L 166 b, L 166 c, L 167 a,
L 185, L 206, L 207, L 209,
L 223 a

GREAT DRAIN, FROMBRIDGE NORTH TO AGORA
Total 31.
BOUNDARYSTONE(D-G 13-16)

16 (northof bridge)L 37, L 66, L 116 a, L 116 b,
L 149, L 172 a, L 173, L 195
D 15
L 89, L 113 b, L 208
D-E 15
L 112 b, L 125, L 214, L 297
E
15
L 143, L 163, L 170, L 187,
L 205

D

E

14

L 110

E-F 14

L 92

F

L 115, L 222
L 74

14
F-G 13
G 13

L 8, L 73, L 111 a,L 155 a,
L 155 b, L 181

GREATDRAIN, REGIONOF THOLOSAND JUST TO
Total 11.
NORTH(H-I 11-12)
H 12:1 Filling of last quarter of 2nd century B.C.

L 161 b, L 224, L 227 c.
H 12:4 Pocketbesidedrain,fillingof late 3rdcentury
after Christ.
L 213, L 247.
H 12:19 Pocket in floorof Drain,3rdto 2nd century
B.C.
L 161 a, L 204, L 210, L 219.
H 12
L 159
11
I
L 94

AGORA DEPOSITS

Deposits (other than those of the Great Drain, B 13:8 Well. Dumped fill of first quarter of 3rd
listed above) from which tokens were cataloguedare century B.C.
listed belowin the normalalphabeticalorder.
L 336.
A 14:1 Well. From lower use filling of 2nd century B 14:2 Well. From dumped filling of 4th century
after Christ.
B.C.
L 114.
L 104.
B 20:9 See Great Drain.
A 14:2 Cistern. From upper dumped filling, early 4th
C 12:2 Wellon south end of KolonosAgoraios.Fill of
century after Christ.
second
and thirdquartersof 4th centuryB.C.,dumped
L 243.
in 3rd century B.C.
A 18:8 Shaft. From fillingof end of 4th to early 3rd
C 23 a, b, , d, e, f.
B.C.
century
C 18:14 See Great Drain.
L 27 b, L 168, L 227 b.
C 19:5e Fill associated with a house in the southwest
A 20:9 Filling. From filling of 5th, 4th and some of industrial area, upper level mixed 4th to 3rd century
3rd centuriesB.C.
B.C.
L 108.
C1 b.
D 6:7 Wellnorthof west endof Hephaisteion.Roman
A-B 19-20:1 See GreatDrain.
2

See Hesperia, XX, 1951, p. 266, for suggestion that
coins in drain deposits are in general much earlier than the
time of the accumulation of the deposits themselves.

context.

C 191.
D 10:1, D 11:6 and D 11:7
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These three deposits would seem to be part of the
same fill, essentially the debris left by the Herulian
destructionwith an occasionalsherd or coin of the
late 3rd or early 4th centuryafter Christ.The cistern
of D 10:1 in which22 identifiedtokenswerefoundlies
15 metersnorthwestof the cornerof the Romanhouse
where60tokens,depositD11:6,werefound,anddeposit
D 11:7, from which 8 tokens were identified, is the
general debris over that same house. Examples of
two of the same types were found in the cistern and
the house, L 251 and L 263 and a countermarkof a
dolphin was found on types in both places (see commentary on L 264). Furtherthe largest numberof a
single type in each is a representationof Hermes,
L 263 from D 10:1 and L 264 from D 11:6. Therefore
it seems safe to assumethat the bulk of these tokens
belongtogetherand date from the years immediately
precedingthe Heruliandestructionin A.D. 267. See
commentaryon L 264.
D 10:1 Cistern.Dumped filling, probablydebris of
Heruliandestruction.Of the 19 coinsfromthe cistern
one was modern Greek,five were of the 4th century
after Christ,five of the 3rd century,two of the second
half of the 1st and six were pre-Roman.Thoseof the
3rd century were: one of Philip, 244-249, two of
Gallienus,253-268, one of Posthumus,258-267, and
one identified simply as 3rd century. There was no
clear stratificationin the fill, but the coins of the 4th
century were limited to the upperlevels whereasthe
tokens were all found in the lowerlevels in which the
latest coinswerethose of Gallienus.
22 identifiedtokens: L 202, L 250 a-g, L 251 a,
9 ex. of L 263, L 265, L 272, L 289, L 290.
D 11:6 Pocket. Pocket of soft fill at cornerof Roman
house, cf. D 11:7, destructiondebrisover house.
60 tokens (11 types): L 251 b-c, L 256 a-b, 45 ex.
of L 264, L 267, L 268 a-b, L 271, L 273 a, L 275,
L 280 a, L 291 c-e, L 298.
D 11:7 Filling. Heruliandestructiondebrisover Roman house. Of the 22 coinsfoundin this filling16 were
pre-Roman,two of the 1st centuryafter Christ,one of
Valerian, 253-259, one of Salonina and one of Gallienus, both 253-268, and one of Probus,276-282.
Eight identifiedtokens: L 102, L 212, L 245, one
ex. of IL263, two ex. of L 264, L 273 c, L 282.

D 11:2 Cistern on the south end of Kolonos Agoraios.
Context of early 3rd century B.C.
C 24.
D 12:1 Well. From use filling of first half of 1st to
early 2nd century after Christ.
L 169.
D 16:7 Well. Filling as late as 6th century after
Christ.
L 133.

137

F 11:2 Cisternshaft (well) west of Tholos. Dumped
filling representingaccumulationfrom third auarter
of 4th century to ca. 290 B.C.

L 193;C1 a, C 19 a, b.

F 12:4 Well. Filling of late Roman times, mixed to
4th centuryafter Christ.
L 249 b, L 264.
F 13:2 Well. Earth from well, 1st to 4th centuries
after Christ.

L 316 c.
F 16:2 Well. From dumpedfilling of 4th and 5th
centuriesafter Christ.
L 262.
F 19:6 Well. Refuse accumulatedfrom end of 2nd
into 2nd quarterof 1st centuryB.C.
L 294.
G-H 5:1 Filling. Filling behindthe north end of the
Stoa of Zeus; from the lower filling, 3rd to 2nd centuries B.C.
L 107.
G-H 11-12 Investigationsin the area of the Tholos:
From level chieflyof 6th and 5th centuriesB.C.,
but with some material as late as early 3rd century
BC.:
L 144 a.
From level with late Roman disturbance:

L 90, L 331.
H 6:9 Cisternsystem west of Stoa of Zeus. Dumped
fill of end of 4th century B.C., perhaps from the
Metroon(Hesperia,VI, 1937,p. 207).

C 19 k.

H 12:1 See GreatDrain.
H 12:4 See GreatDrain.
H 12:19 See GreatDrain.
H 13:3 Filling. Filling over steps of MiddleStoa and
road to west: late Hellenistic to early Roman with
slight late Roman disturbance.
L 82, L 180, L 215, L 227 d, L 240.
K 18:1 Well. From lowest use filling of late 1st to
early 2nd century after Christ.
L 15.
M 18:2 Filling. From filling of late 2nd century B.C.
on Areopagus north slope.
L 25.
N 18:3 Cistern. Dumped filling of 3rd century B.C.
L 12.
O 17:2 Dealer's Dump. Modern filling containing
debris apparently from a dealer's shop.
L 135 b.
P 19:1 Well. Use filling of 3rd century after Christ.
L 257 a.

138
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L 325, 5 ex.
L 317, 8 ex.
Q 7:3 Filling. Debris of Herulian destruction in
L 318, 5 ex.
trench behind stylobate of Stoa of Attalos, opposite
L 326, 10 ex.
22
L
L 327, 2 ex.
21
and
ex.
further
details
see
7
319,
piers
(for
introductory
L 320, 17 ex.
L 329, 6 ex.
note to Section V of catalogue)
L 300, 3 ex.
L 309, 3 ex.
L 321
L 330
L 302
L 310, 3 ex.
L 323, 6 ex.
L 303, 3 ex.
L 311, 7 ex.
S 19:9 Well. Filling in mouth of undug well, 4th to
L 305, 2 ex.
L 312, 3 ex.
7th centuriesafter Christ.
L 306, 14 ex.
L 313, 2 ex.
L 269.
L 307, 14 ex.
L 315, 90 ex.
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Numbers with prefixed letters (e.g. LW 3) refer to catalogued objects of the various kinds; numbers
without letters refer to pages. Page referencesare groupedbeforecataloguenumbers.
ADJUSTMENTOF CAPACITY:41-42, 59

Adjustmentof weight: 5, 24
Amphora:see Countermarkson weights, Shapes of
measures,Symbolson weights
Andokides,I, 83: 4, 19
Aristotle,Ath. Pol., 10: 2, 4, 9
Athena head: in black-figure,59, 60, LM 12-14; on
weight, LW 66; see also Stamps on measures
Attic alphabet: 5, 58
BERLIN MUSEUM, LIQUID MEASURE: 56

Boukranion:see Symbols on weights
Bowl: see Shapes of measures
Bronzemeasures:40, 47, 48, 57, DM 42-43
Bronze weights: 6, 9, 18, 19, 24, BW 1-14

method of calculating, 42-47, 57-59;
method of measuring,47-48
Chronology:
of bronze and lead weights: 5, 8-13, 18-21, 24-25
of dry measures:39-40
of liquid measures:56-61
of stone weights: 34
Coins:
Aeginetan:4, 5, 9-11
Athenian:4-7, 12, 13, 60, 61
AthenianNew Style: 5, 8, 21
Cornucopia:see Countermarkson weights, Symbols
on weights
Countermarkson weights: 21-22, BW 4, LW 26
Amphora:22, LW 33
Cornucopia:22, LW 28
Dionysos: 21, LW 17
Double-bodiedowl: 22, 25, LW 26
Head: 22, LW 46
Kalathos: 22, 25, LW 27
Rosette: 22, LW 28, LW 45
Thyrsos:22, LW 56
Crescent:see Symbols on weights
CAPACITY:

DIDRACHM: 2-3
Dionysos: see Countermarkson weights
Disk: see Shapes of weights
Dolphin: see Symbols on weights
Drachm:1-4, 14, 20, 44, BW 6-7, LW 59-61

Dry measures:
Choinix:44-48, DM 14, DM 19, DM34, DM 37
Dikotylon: 45-46, DM 69
Hekteus: 44
Hemichoinikion:45-47, 94
Hemihekt: 44-46, DM 3, DM 9, DM 12-13, DM
15-17, DM 20, DM 30-33, DM 36, DM 40
Hemikotylion:46-47, DM43, DM57
Kotyle: 44-48, DM 2, DM 10, DM 42, DM 50-51,
DM 58
Medimnos:44, 55, DM 70
Trichoinikon:45-47, DM11, DM18, DM21, DM68
Trihemichoinikion:45-48, DM 8, DM 22-23, DM
25, DM 27, DM 29, DM 44-47, DM 55-56, DM
59-64, DM 66
Trihemikotylion:DM 38-39, DM 53
Trikotylon:45-48, DM 26, DM 41
EROS:

SW 22-23

FALSE MEASURE:47, 48
False weight: LW 22-23, LW 33
Fieldstones:36, SW 16-17
Finger: 44-47, 57, 59
Foot: 44-47, 58
Formulafor capacity: 42-48, 57-59

see Symbolson weights
Hero Mechanikos:43, 44, 57, 58

HALF-SYMBOLS:

I. G., II2, 1013: 3, 4, 20, 35, 43, 48, DM66
I. G., II2, 1673: 3
I. G., II2, 2311: 59

I. G., V, 2, 125: 36, SW 22
Inscriptions:see GreekIndex
KLEPSYDRA: 47,

DM70

LAUREION: 18
Lekane:see Shapes of measures
Liquid measures:
Chous:44, 47
Kotyle: 44-45, 57, LM 1-3, LM 6
Kyathos: 44
Metretes:44, 58
Oxybaphon:47
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8 note 4, 16, 20
Manufactureof measures:41-47
Manufactureof weights: 6
Mastoidweight: 34-35, SW 1-15
Measures:see Dry measures,Liquid measures
P. MemmiusAgathocles:36, SW 22
Metronomoi:21, 22, 41, 57; see also GreekIndex
Mint: 41, 48
Mna,with fractionsand multiples: 2-4, 6-17, 19-20,
34-35, BW 5, LW 1-2, LW 8-16, LW 30-33,
LW 51-55, LW 57-58; see also GreekIndex
Mould:5, 24-25
Monogram:BW 8-9, LW 62
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MAKEWEIGHT:

Specificationsfor measures:42-47
Stamps on measures:40, 60, DM 42; Athena head,
59-60, DM 44-46, DM 59, DM 63, LM 25-28;
Dionysos, DM 66; double-bodied owl, 60, DM
44-45, DM 48, DM 51, DM 61, LM 21-24; owl
standingright, DM 4-5, DM 23
Stamps on weights: LW 62-64, LW 66, LW 84; see
also Countermarkson weights
Standards, coin: 2-4; Aeginetan, 4, 9-11

Standards,measure:45-48
Standards,weight:
Aeginetan(Pheidonian):3 note 3, 9, 11
Athenian:2-4, 9, 11, 13-21, 44
Roman: 3 note 3, 4
NATIONAL MUSEUM,ATHENS, MEASURE:39, 40, 45, 48
Stater, with fractionsand multiples:2-9, 13
Distater: 6, 7, LW 1-2, SW 16
Nomisma:BW 8
Stater: BW 1, LW 3-7
North Slope measure:39, 41, 44, 45, 47, DM 23
One-third:4, 6-8, 10, 13, 14, 15 note 29, 16, 17,
Nut measure:43, 45, 48, DM 66
19-21, LW 17-23
One-fourth:4, 6-14, 15 note 29, 16, 17, 19-21,
OINOCHOE: see Shapes of measures
BW 2, LW 34-44
Olpe: see Shapesof measures
One-sixth:
Ounceand multiples: 23, LW 65-76
5, 6, 8-11, 13, 14, 19, 20, BW 3-4, LW
24-29
Owl: in black figure, 58-60, LM 16-20; on weight,
6 note 11, BW 5; see also Stamps on measures
One-eighth:5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, LW 45-48
One-twelfth:5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 note 29, LW 49
One-sixteenth:5, 6, 12, 14, 19, LW 56
PANATHENAICAMPHORA:7, 8, 59-60; see also SymSee also GreekIndex
bols on weights
Pollux, IX, 76, 86: 11
Stephanephoros:3
Pounds, with fractions and multiples: 23, 34-35, Symbolson weights: 6-13
44, LW 62-64, SW 1, SW 7, SW 13, SW 19-20
Amphoraand half-amphora:5-10, 13-17, 19-22,
Proklos:43
25, LW 17-23, LW 30, BW 4, LW 24-29, LW
31-33
Pyramid: see Shapes of weights
Astragalos:6, 7, 9, 10, 13-17, 19, BW 1, LW 3-7
Boukranion:6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 16, 19
see Symbols on weights
QUARTER-SYMBOLS:
Cornucopia:5-7, 12-13, 15, 20, 21, 25, LW 51-53
RATIO: betweenbronzeand silver; 3, 10, 18; between
Crescent and half-crescent: 5-7, 12-15, 20, 25,
LW 50, LW 54-55, LW 57-58
gold and silver; 18
Replica of standardmeasure:41, 56, 58
Dolphin:6-8, 10, 13-17, 19, 24, LW 8-16
Rhind Papyrus: 43
Owl: BW 5
Shield: 6, 7, 10, 12, 15 note 29, 19, 20, BW 2
SALAMIS:12
Tortoiseand half-tortoise:5-17, 19-22, 25, BW 3,
Sculpturedweights: SW 21-23
LW 34-44, LW 45-49
Shapes of measures:
Turtle: see Tortoise
Amphora:56, 58-61, LM 10-29
Wheel: 6, 7, 14, 15, 22, LW 1-2
Bowl: 56, LM 30-31
Cylinder: 39-41, DM 1-69
Lekane: 55, DM 74
Oinochoe: 56, 58, LM 8-9
Olpe: 56-58, LM 1-7
Shapes of weights, bronze and lead:
Cylinder: BW 11-12
Disk: BW 14, LW 59, LW 62-64, LW 111
Pyramid: BW 10, BW 13
Rectangular plaque: 5, passim
Shield: see Symbols on weights
Shrinkage: 41, 42, 47, 57
Solon: 2-4, 9, 10, 11, 18, 20

TALENT: 2-3, DM 70

Tegea: 36, SW 22
Teisamenos: 4, 8, 10, 19
Thales: 43
Thasian measures: 39 note 2
Themistokles: 19
Thirty Tyrants: 4
Tholos: 18, 20, 24, 41, 56, 61
Tortoise: see Symbols on weights
6, 7, 12
Wheel: see Symbols on weights

WAPPENMPNZEN:

INDEX TO PART I
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GREEK INDEX
Some words are listed here in both Ionic and Attic alphabets,since both are used. A few words,marked
with asterisks, are listed in the Ionic alphabet, even though some examples employ the Attic alphabet,
because many of them are partially restored and so can not be assigned to one or the other. Variously
abbreviatedwords are written in full, even when no exampleshows the completeform.
AOE: 60, DM 44-45, DM 48, DM 51, LM 21-24
]qKp:DM58
]avr[: DM 70

6, LW 45, LW 47

ij-rr~crap-rov:
lpifrplrov: 5, 6, 7, BW 8, LW 24-26, LW 28-29

ATrpat:SW 7, SW 13, SW 19-20
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A.A.X: 24, LW 63-65

8(

-rETpov6ICov:21, LW 17, LW 31
pv&: 6, 7, LW 8-9, LW 12-14, LW 16

): LW85

E( ) (ligature):57, LM 1
UEpoafa'A6Evaiov:DM 42
'AEvafov: BW 1-3, DM 43
8si•'6atov58, LM 2-7

LW 10
lva E-'rpov6pcov:
BW
pv (p)acl>aip.: 6

p[: DM11

SFg6l0OS:

s(,

): LWso

*Si46mov: 5, 6, 39, 40, 56, 59, BW 4, LW 1-2, LW 5,
LW 21, LW27, LW 46, LW 48, DM2, DM5, DM8,
DM 19-20, DM44-51, DM54, DM 59-63, LM8-12,
LM 14-16, LM 20
8ipvociv:7
6, 7, SW 16
Btorr&mp(ov):
lp[: DM 1

gtlp6ptov:

12

]Ea[:DM72

eO[:LW 26
LW 78
Zo"irpas:

ftnlorLnarcxapTov:

o0 (yKiat): LW 66

rr: LW 81

rraXEia
6paXp: 11
wrv( ) (ligature):DM 64
ac-rcrTp:6, BW 1, LW 3-4, LW 6
6, BW 2, LW 84, LW 37-40, LW
T-rapT•1p6plov: 7,
42, LW 44

DM 43
1pwlKoTnrtOV:
fPipacliov: 7, LW 80
6
ifa-or&mTpov:

BW 8
vo(pioCrpara):
6ySoov: 7, 12
6KSoov:
13, LW 51-53
]ov[: DM 71

6, 12, 19, LW 56

fuavolvi-rprrov:6, 7

Trbrap-rov: 7, LW 31-33

7
TETpaplvco:

TtpoKpi-rov; LW 84

TpirtpLptov: 6, 7, 8, LW 17-18, LW 20, LW 22-28

X(oCs)
47
X(OcS):
NUMBERS

P: LW 73
y: LW 68, LW 70-71, SW 20
6: BW 8, SW 18
E: 61, SW 19, LM 30
1: LW 66, SW 7, SW 18
-n:61, LM 31
at : SW 1

Sp: SW 17
p: LW 79
I-F+F:BW 7
PF: LW 59
PH-IX:BW 6
AFF: LW 58
< : SW 6, SW 13, SW 19-20
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See below, indices of TYPES AND SYMBOLS and of INSCRIPTIONS for subjects and inscriptions
found on tokens from the Agora.,Entries there are not repeated here. Catalogue numbers follow page
referencesand usually refer to the commentaryunderthat number.
AGONOTHETES:
83, L 244; of ephebes,116; of Theseia, Ekklesiastikon:77, 78, 80, 84, 90, L 144-L 151; see
also Symbolon
80
on
named
L
tokens, 79, 170, Elaious, Attic deme: namedon token (2), L 38
Agoranomos:80-81;
L 194
Engel, Arthur:publicationof lead tokens, 74
80
Ephebic games, tokens for: 116-117
Agorastikon:
similar
as
subjects
EponymousHeroes:see TribalHeroes
Amphoras, stamped handles;
devices on tokens and handles, 81
Erechth(eis),Attic tribe: named on token, L 53
AntidorosThriasios,hipparch:token of, 126
Ercho(u):written on tokens, 79
Artemis Phosphoros:named on token, 79
Athena Nikephoros:named on token, 79
GEMS: impressionsof on clay disks, 124, C 10, C 16,
Attalis, Athenian tribe: monogramof (?), on token
C 21
L 26
Gerousia:82, L 244; hieragerousia,82, L 310
Augustus:portrayedon Atheniantokens, 85 note 35 Gorgoneion:type appropriatefor dikastikon, 103,
Aur(elios) Bassos, grammateusboules: named on
L 182-L 183
token, 82, L 263
Graindistributions:see Wheat
written on tokens, 79
Grammateus:
BASsos: Aur(elios), grammateusboules named on GrammateusBoules: named
on tokens 82, L 263;
token, 82, L 263
issued Hermestype tokensto Boule (2), L 264
Benndorf,Otto: suggesteduses of lead tokens, 74
Boule: named on tokens, 79
HERMES: tokens with Hermes types issued by
Bouleutikon:77, 80, 124; see also Symbolon
grammateusboulesin 3rd. cent. A.D. to boule (?),
L 264; see also Index of Types
CADUCEUS:82; see also Index of Types
Hiera
Gerousia:see Gerousia
Athenian
New
used
coin
dies
for
tokens
Coins,
Style:
L 17, L 18; similar subjects used as symbols on HierosGamosprocession:L 88
coins and types on tokens 81, 85; third magistrate Hipparch:identificationtoken of, 126
abbreviations,80
Hippothoon: as child represented on token (2),
Commodosas Herakles(?): L 315, L 316, L 317
L 133
Hygieia: namedon token, 82; see also Index of Types
named
on
294
L
token,
Daid(ouchos):
Demes, Attic: named on tokens, 77, 79, L 38, L 147, JEWELRY, grave: 126, C 24, C 25
L 157
Demeter: named on token, 79; see also Index of
Kathesimon:for boule, 80
Types
Kernoi: various representationsin Athens, 105-106,
Demos: named on tokens, 79
L 203-L 205; see also Index of Types
Dikastikon:77, 78, 81, 84, L 144-L 151,L 182-L 183;
Kollyboi:84; lead tokenssimilarto in size, or subject
see also Symbolon
used as type, L 22, L 74, L 77, L 97, L 128, L 129,
Dionysia, Greater:78, 80, 116, L 329
L 182-L 183, L 187, L 193-198
Dumont, Albert: publicationof lead tokens, 74
EGYPT: clay sealings from, 125

Eirene: play by Aristophanesnamed on token (2),
79, 80

head of, on Athenian tokens, 85
ANTONY:
note 35
Menander:see Theophoroumene
MARK

INDEX TO PART II
NIKAGORAS:named on token, 79-80

Nike: named on token, 79; see also Index of Types
Numismatic Museumin Athens: tokens at, 76, 79,
124; passim in Cataloguefor parallelswith Agora
tokens
OINOE,Attic deme: named on tokens (2), L 147,
L 157
Olynthos:lead token from, L 212
Orchoi:clay sealingsfrom, 125

143

Symbolon: passim 76-85, 125; materials used,
bronze, clay (?), lead, 84, 125; meaning and use
of word, 77-78; tetmemenon,
77; see also Bouleutikon, Dikastikon,Ekklesiastikon,Theorikon,Tickets and Tokens.
Svoronos,J. N.: publicationsof lead tokens (entitled
tickets), 74, 75, 79; passim in catalogue for
parallels
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Tamiaston sitonikon:80
Tesserae:77; Athenianbronzeseries,84; Roman76,
PANA(THENAIA): named on token, 82
78; tessera hospitalis, 77; see also Symbolon,
Panhellenion:named on token, 82
Tickets, Tokens
Pen(takosion):written on tokens to be used by Theophoroumene:
named on tokens, 82-83, 116-117,
boule (?), 79, 82, 83, L 187, L 209
L 329
Pnyx: tokens from, 75, 83, 124, C 26
Theorikon:77, 78, 80, 81, 84, 90; see also Symbolon
Polykleitos: named on token, 79-80
Theseia:80
Portrait busts: on clay seal, C 17
Tickets: for games and festivals, 78, 83, 116-117;
Postolacca, Achille: publication of lead tokens, 74
theater, 77, 78, 80, 116, 126, L 329; see also DionyPrytanea:written on tokens, 79
sia and Theorikon
Pry(taneis):written on tokens, 79
Tokens:as entrancetickets, see tickets; as exchange
for grain, see Sitonikon; as exchangefor pay, see
RINGS, metal: impressionsof on clay, 124
Bouleutikon,Dikastikon,Ekklesiastikonand SymRostovtzeff, Michael:publicationsof lead tokens, 75
bolon; of identification, 77, 78, 125-126; as reSEALINGS: clay, 124-125; lead, L 333, L 334, L 335;
ceipts, 80-81
Tribal
Heroes: named and representedon tokens,
in
of
125
use
C
Athens,
piercedclay, 17;
79, L 243
Seleuciaon the Tigris:clay tokens and sealingsfrom,
Tribes,Attic: named on tokens, 79
124, 125
Triobol:Atheniancoin type appropriatefor dikastic
Selinus: clay sealingsfrom, 125
and ekklesiasticsymbola, L 144-151
Sitones:80
Sitonikon:77, 90; see also Wheat
Soter: possibleinscriptionon clay token, C 19
WEIGHTS: identical stamp on weight and token,
on
82
named
L 262; similar stamps on weights and tokens, 81
token,
Soter(ia):
Stoa of Attalos: tokens distributed from or used at, Wheat: tokens used in distributionsof, 77, 78, 80,
117
81, 90; see also Index of Types
lead:
336
L
Strips, stamped
ZEus: named on token, 82; priest of, written on
Syllogeis tou demou:77, 78, 80
see
handles:
token, 82; see also Index of Types
Amphoras
Stampedamphora

AGONIsTIcTABLE:L 285

TYPES AND SYMBOLS

bust of, Corinthianhelmet L 245A, L 246, L 247,
Altar: L 290A and B (2); 3 maskson, L 329; C 10
L 248, L 249A, L 250 (L 251A, L 252A as L 250),
see
also
L
L
L
L
L
L 307A (L 308Aas L 307A),L 309A; C 16;
Amphora: 157, 158, 159, 160, 161;
bust of, on ship L 254 (L 255A as L 254), L 256;
L 99
head of, Parthenos New Style coin type L 17B,
Anchor:L 76B
162
L
L
81B;
Aphlaston:
head
82
Pandemos:
L
() 1L107;
Aphrodite
head
Delios
with
Graces
Patroos
242
L
L
83;
facing (?) see L 116;
Apollo:
ParthenosL 244A;with Nike L 304; with olive tree
Ares (?): L 243
Artemis (?): L 84
L 301A (L 302A, L 303A as L 301A); seated (?)
with
and
L
L
L 270
85;
300;
Asklepios:
Hygieia
Telesphoros
seated L 299
Athena:bust of, Attic helmet L 253, L 305A (L 306A B&9Xos(?): L 282B
Bee (?): L 73B (seealso insect)
as L 305A);
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Bird: L 117, L 118
L 64A,L 96-104; C 1B, C8A, C 11, C12, C 18, C26;
Boar: L 278
standingwith two torches, C 19
Flower:L 36B, L 180
Boukranion:L 164, L 165, L 251B, L 286, L 287
Flute player: L 106
Bow (strutg): L 166, L 167, L 168, L 169 (?)
Branch(2): as added symbolL 159
Fly: L 73B (seealso insect)
as
Foot:
324A
head
and
L
L 181
Bull: L 68A, L 3807B(L
307B);
neck L 69A
Frog: L 128
L 19, L 47, L 75A, L 76A, L 170, L 171;
as addedsymbolL 7, L 183; as countermarkL 17A;
crossedwith tridentand thunderboltL 43; with ear
of wheat L 172, L 173
Centaur:L 70A
Cicada:L 119,L 120,L 121,L 122; besideHermL 195;
with snake L 283
Cithara:L 79B
Club:L 174
Cluster,of grapes:L 48, L 175, L 288
Cock:L 123; C 4B
Commodus:see L 316B
Conicalstone with taenia: L 176
Cornucopia:L 177; combinedwith earsof wheatL 21,
L 49, L 50
Countermark:amphora(?) L 99;
caduceusL 17A;
dolphin,type a) L 248, L 251, L 256, L 264, L 265,
L 275, type b) L 252, L 289, L 291;
illegibleL 107, L 261, L 285, L 289, L 292;
kernosL 5, L 18 (2);
palmette L 249;
snail and rabbitL 306A,L 308A (?), L 322B (?), as
part of type L 317B;
stork and lizardL 276, L 299, L 300, L 304, L 310,
L 315, L 8319,L 320B, L 321B, L 323A, L 326,
L 327, L 328, L 330, as part of type L 317B;
three countermarksused as type L 317B
Cow:L 124
Crab:C 2B
Crescentand star: L 178
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CADUCEUS:

Themistokleson L 314B
Goddess,unidentified:L 108
Gorgon-head:L 65B, L 77A, L 78A, L 182, L 183;
C 24, C 25
Graces,the three:L 252B (L 260 as L 252B); held by
ApolloL 83
Greave:L 184, L 185 (?), L 186 (2)
Griffin:L 129; forepartof L 130
GALLEY:

L 187, and rudderL 188; C 8B
Hare: L 131
Heads, unidentified: female, L 58, L 67A, L 116;
C 5B, C 17; Janiform,C 7A
Heads,unidentified:male,L 57, L 65A, L 66A, L 67B
(?), L 112, L113, L 114, L 115, L 244B, L 266B
(L 272B, L 322B as L 266B), L 271, L 272A,
L 273A, L 273B, L 274, L 275, L 276, L 277A,
L 316B; C 17
Helios: in spreadquadrigaL 311 (L 312A as L 311);
bust L 313; head L 261; semi-drapedC 13
Helmet: L 189, L 190, L 191, L 192, L 289, L 324B
(L 328 as L 324B); with dolphinL 126
Hephaistos:head L 262 (L 314A as L 262)
Herakles:with beast L 90; head of L 318A; seated
before tripod L 302B (L 315, L 316A, L 317A as
L 302B); stealingtripod C 6A
Herm:L 193, L 194, L 195, L 196, L 197, L 198
Hermes:L 62, L 91, L 92, L 263A; bust of L 264
Horse: L 132, L 281; sucklingchild L 133, L 134 (?);
protome of L 60, L 135, L 136; winged, forepart
L 137 (seealso wingedanimal)
Hydria: L 56
Hygieia: with Asklepiosand TelesphorosL 300
HAND:

L 279 (L 280A as L 279)
Demeter: in serpent car L 245B, L 301B; seated (?)
INSECT: L 138, L 139, L 140, L 141, L 142; C 21 (see
L 270
Die: L 179
also bee, cicada and fly)
Dionysos:thronedL 310, L 86 (2); in cartL 87; cart Isis symbol: with pilei L 199

DEER:

of L 88; head of (?) L 272A
Dog (?): beside Herm L 195
Dolphin: L 125, L 126; as part of type L 803B (L 830,
L 331A as L 803B); as added symbol L 188, L 271;
as countermark, see countermark
Duck: L 127
EAGLE: L 71A, L 825; C 19, C 20
Eros: L 61, L189, L 257A, L 258, L 259; two Erotes
L 255 B; C 10
FIGUREunidentified: kneeling, C 14; seated, L 70B (?),

L 105, L 270; C 6B, C 15; standing, L 55, L 63A,

JANIFORM

HEAD:

C 7A

KALATHOS (?): L 290
Kantharos: L 200, L 201, L 202; as part of type
L 803B (L 830, L 331A as L 303B); C 7B
Kernos: L 203, L 204, L 205; as countermark L 5, L 18;
stamped on strips L 336
LEAF:

L 206

Letter: single letter of alphabet as type:
Alpha: L 7, L 17, L 21; C 1A
Beta: L 10
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L 81A, L 296; two scrollsL 221
in
Selene: biga L 312B, L 335; C 13
Serapis: L 263B, L 319 (L 320A, L 321A as L 319);
bust of L 249B (L 268A as L 249B), L 269A
Serpent: L 152; two winged serpents L 153, L 154
(see also snake, Triptolemos)
Shield: L 26, L 27, L 222, L 223
Ship: L 225;
bust of Athenaon L 254 (L 255A as L 254), L 256;
prow L 69B, L 224, L 232, L 267B (L 280B as
L 267B), L 268B, L 269B (?), L 277B, L 297;
seated figureon prow L 105; C 15;
stern L 226;
Themistokleson L 314B
Silenus:head L 111 (seealso L 113)
Snail (2): as countermarkwith rabbit see countermark
MASK: L 209, L 292; JaniformL 44, L 79A, L 208;
Snake: L 78B; coiled acrosscicadaL 283 (L 284A as
3 on altar L 329
Minotaur: bust of L 318B (L 327 as L 318B); with
L 283); as added symbol L 198, L 233; two snakes
Theseus L 305B
L 257B (seealso serpent)
L
L
as
L
Sphinx: L 155
Monogram Type: 23-36, 333, 334
Star: as addedsymbolbesideepsilonL 20; with cresNAISKOS: C 11
cent L 178
Nike: L 34, L 61, L 93; beside AthenaL 304; in biga Stork: as countermarkwith lizardsee countermark
L 323B
Swan: L 156
Numberas Type: AEKA:L 39, L 40
Sword:beside helmet L 190
42
L
1111C
(41 obols):
Symbols:group of L 303B (L 330, L 331Aas L 303B)
SCROLL:
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Gamma:L 18
Delta: L 11
Epsilon: L 12, L 19, L 20
Kappa: L 1, L 2, L 13; C 2A, C 3A
Nu: L 22
Rho: C 4A
Sigma: L 25
Tau (?): two taus L 6
Upsilon: L 8, L 14; C 5A
Chi: L 3, L 4, L 5, L 9, L 15, L 16
Lion: L 72A, L 143; attackingwarriorC 14; forepart
L 63B; head L 326, C 22; head with tenon L 291
Lizard:L 77B; as countermarkwith storkseecountermark
Lyre: L 207

ODYSSEUS(?):C12

TELESPHOROS: with Asklepiosand Hygieia L 800
Olive tree: beside Athena L 253, L 301A (L 302A, Themistokles:on galley L 314B
L 8303Aas L 301A)
Theseus:with MinotaurL 305B
Owl: L 72A, L 144-151; as addedsymbolL 183
Thorax:L 227-229
Thunderbolt:L 74B, L 75B; combinedwith trident
PALM BRANCH: as addedsymbolL 190, L 196, L 197,
and caduceusL 43
L 232
Thyrsos:L 298 (?); besidecornucopiaL 177
Palmette: L 210-212; as countermarkL 249; C 9A, Torch:crossedtorchesL 284B; kernoson torchL 203,
C 9B
L 205; racingtorchas addedsymbolL 284B
Pan: bust of L 109, L 110
Trident:L 230, L 231; combinedwith caduceusand
Peacock: C 23
thunderboltL 43
Pegasos:L 282A (seealso horse,winged)
Tripod:L 53
Pilei of Dioskouroi:L 59; with Isis symbolL 199
Triptolemos:L 94, L 95 (?)
Pine cones (?): L 293
Triskeles:L 80A
Poppy head: beside cornucopiaL 177 (?); with one Triton: L 320B
or two ears of wheat L 2183-215,L 294; with tripod Trophy:on prowL 232

L 58; as part of type L 803B (L 330, L 331A as
L 303B)
Poseidon: bust of L 265 (L 266A, L 267A, L 309B as

Turtle: L 74A
Tyche (?): L 808B (L 322A as L 808B); see also commentary on L 55

L 265)
Pot: L 51, L 52 (?);beside upsilon L 8
QUIVER: as added symbol L 159
RABBIT(?): as countermark with snail see counter-

mark
Rose: L 217, L 218 (9), L 295 (?)
Rosette: L 219, L 220, L 321B
Rudder: with hand (?) L 188

WARRIOR:

C 14

Wheat: one ear of L 28833;
two ears L 284, L 35 (2); three
ears L 54; five ears L 285; combined with caduceus
L 172, L 173; combined with cornucopia L 21, L 49,
L 50; combined with poppy head L 213, L 214,
L 215, L 294; ear of as added symbol L 190 (?),
L 196 (?), L 197 (?), L 198 (?), L 226; ear of as part
of type L 303B (L 33880,
L 3381Aas L 303B); grain
of as added symbol L 53 (2); through handles of
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kernosL 204, L 205; two ears in hydria L 56, in
pot L 51
Winged animal: L 45, L 71B; see also horse, winged
and Pegasos
Wreath:L 22, L 236; as added symbol L 9; as frame

L 1, L 6, L 14, L 16, L 36, L 37, L 38, L 158, L 161,
seealsoL 99; on shieldL 222, L 223
ZEUS:

enthronedL 323A; head of L 272A (?)

INSCRIPTIONS
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All inscriptions,letters or partially legible letters placed beside the main type are listed below. See in
dex of types for single letters, monogramsand numerals used as types.
A: L 148, L 196
1.AX:L 152
L 310
AF: L 194
IEPACrEPOYC[I]AC:
L
170
ATOP:
AGE:L 144
K: L 97
Al: L 66A
L 244B
KAPTTOY:
Al-: L 208
KAU3:L 310
AK:L 105
KOPACIO3N:L 41
AN: L 156
A: L 163 (?), L 178 (?)
AcAG: L 34
AHMNIO:L 326
BACI:L 37
BE:L 132
M: L 69 (seealso I)
M. : L 84
F: L 155
FA: L 332
N: L 74A, L 74B
AA: L 294
AEKA:L 39, L 40
OINO:L 147, L 157
AH: L 161
AHE: L 197
hT:L 177, L 234
TE: L 209 (seealso L 90)
AP: L 92
HOCEI:L 320B
E: L 142, L 90 (?)
P: L 180
E: L 235
38
L
EAAOY:
1 (or M): L 91
EP: L 44-51, L 53, L 55 (?)
,L 137
7O (or MO):
EPATO:L 79
EPMI:L 43
ITiM\: C 19
EYTYXHC:L 300
TPiQB:L 199
GANIl: IL243
L 329
EO$OPOYMENH:
0: L 71A
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